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Summary
Today, due to the ever-increasing data-rate needs there is a high demand for faster,
more reliable and ubiquitous microwave systems. Consequently, broad-band and multi-
band applications are renewing the interest in the synthesis and design of novel planar
ultra-wideband devices with enhanced capabilities. In this context, inverse scattering
techniques for the synthesis of high performance passive microwave devices, emerge as
a pertinent and timely subject.
Inverse scattering theory is widely used throughout many areas of physics and deals
with determining the characteristics of a medium from the limited knowledge of the fields
propagating through that medium. In the particular case of electromagnetic theory, the
inverse scattering problem is concerned with finding the electrical properties of a medium
from the associated scattering data such as, the reflection or transmission coefficients.
It is the objective of this thesis to present a solid working base regarding direct scat-
tering and inverse scattering subjects and also to push the current boundary regarding
the synthesis of high performance structures by introducing innovative methods/proce-
dures, tools and novel microwave passive devices based on the inverse scattering theory.
This thesis addresses an in-depth analysis of numerical and analytical direct scatter-
ing methods as well as a complete analysis regarding inverse scattering procedures and
methods. As a major contribution from this work, a new theoretical framework regard-
ing the parallelism between discrete nonuniform transmission lines and digital filters is
established opening new frontiers on the synthesis of microwave devices through inverse
scattering.
Finally, several microwave passive devices have been designed employing the pro-
posed inverse scattering techniques and validated through both numerical and electro-
magnetic simulations as well as by experimental measurements.
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Suma´rio
Nos dias de hoje sa˜o cada vez maiores os requisitos de de´bito dos sistemas de comu-
nicac¸o˜es sem fios exigindo o recurso a tecnologias de micro-ondas cada vez mais ra´pidas,
fia´veis e dispon´ıveis. Neste sentido, tem crescido o nu´mero de aplicac¸o˜es de banda-larga
e multi-banda que exigem a s´ıntese e projeto de novos dispositivos planares de banda
muito larga contendo carater´ısticas mais exigentes. E´ neste contexto que surge de forma
pertinente o to´pico da s´ıntese de dispositivos passivos de micro-ondas de elevado desem-
penho recorrendo a te´cnicas de dispersa˜o inversa.
A teoria da dispersa˜o inversa e´ amplamente usada em diversas a´reas da f´ısica e
refere-se ao ca´lculo das carater´ısticas de um determinado meio atrave´s do conhecimento
limitado dos campos que se propagam nesse meio. No caso particular da teoria eletro-
magne´tica, a teoria da dispersa˜o inversa dedica-se a` determinac¸a˜o das propriedades
ele´tricas de um meio atrave´s de informac¸a˜o de dispersa˜o associada, seja atrave´s de
paraˆmetros de reflexa˜o ou transmissa˜o.
Pretende-se nesta tese apresentar uma base de trabalho so´lida sobre os assuntos de
dispersa˜o direta e inversa bem como fazer avanc¸ar o atual limite de conhecimento sobre a
s´ıntese de dispositivos micro-ondas de elevado desempenho, ao introduzir novos me´todos,
procedimentos, e ferramentas baseados na teoria da dispersa˜o inversa. Em particular,
realiza-se uma ana´lise detalhada de me´todos nume´ricos e anal´ıticos de dispersa˜o direta
bem como uma ana´lise completa sobre procedimentos e me´todos de dispersa˜o inversa.
Como contribuic¸a˜o destacada deste trabalho, refere-se a proposta de uma nova base
teo´rica que permite um paralelismo entre a teoria de linhas de transmissa˜o discretas na˜o
uniformes e filtros digitais, abrindo novas fronteiras no campo da s´ıntese de dispositivos
de micro-ondas atrave´s de dispersa˜o inversa.
Finalmente, sa˜o projetados va´rios dispositivos passivos de micro-ondas recorrendo
a`s te´cnicas de dispersa˜o inversa propostas, e apresentada a sua validac¸a˜o atrave´s de
simulac¸o˜es nume´ricas e electromagne´ticas bem como atrave´s de medic¸o˜es experimentais.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In many areas of physics the interest lies with determining the characteristics of a
medium from the limited knowledge of the fields propagating through that medium.
This is known as inverse scattering theory. Basically, the inverse scattering theory deals
with the geometry reconstruction and material properties identification of a scatterer
from its associated scattered data.
Inverse scattering theory finds application in several different areas such as, medical
imaging, non-destructive evaluation, geophysical prospecting, underwater sound prop-
agation, ionospheric profiling, microwave sensing and quantum physics to name a few.
In the electromagnetic particular case, the inverse scattering problem is concerned with
finding the electrical properties of a medium from the associated scattering data such
as, the reflection or transmission coefficients.
The difficulty with electromagnetic inverse scattering and therefore inverse modeling
lies with the complexity of the electromagnetic laws themselves which when translated
into mathematical form give rise to complex differential and integral equations. In cer-
tain cases however, waves inherently propagate on a single direction, hence, writing
the medium equations in the form of a two-component system describing the interac-
tion of rightward and leftward propagating waves allows for the electromagnetic inverse
problem to be reduced to the one-dimensional inverse scattering problem. Examples of
such cases in the electromagnetic realm are fiber Bragg gratings and microwave trans-
mission lines. In the particular case of microwave transmission lines, the solution for
the one-dimensional inverse scattering problem results in the synthesis of a nonuniform
transmission lines (NTLs) which realizes some previously specified frequency response.
Because this is in fact the central problem of filter design, inverse scattering theory is
1
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suitable to be used in the synthesis/design of microwave filters.
Most often and for many applications, there is the need to construct microwave struc-
tures [2] that meet certain scattering parameter specifications either in the frequency or
time domains. Conventionally however, the synthesis/design procedure for such struc-
tures begins by first setting a lumped element prototype (usually an LC circuit) that
approximates the prescribed characteristics, after which the Richard’s transformation
[3] and Kuroda’s identities [4] are used to convert the lumped prototype elements into
the appropriate structure of nonuniform transmission lines. Classical filters, i.e., But-
terworth, Chebyshev and elliptical filters are three examples of prototypes commonly
used on microwave filter design [5].
The motivation for this work is to study the scattering characteristics of NTL struc-
tures (as they inherently result from inverse scattering procedures) as well as to identify
and apply novel inverse scattering methods and techniques to the synthesis of innovative
NTL based microwave structures with arbitrarily defined frequency domain responses.
Nonuniform transmission lines [6] have been widely studied for decades in both direct
scattering and inverse scattering problems. Due to their inherent electrical and mechan-
ical characteristics, NTL based devices are often desirable when compared to alternative
solutions. As far as the electrical characteristics is concerned, NTLs based devices are
usually desirable as they easily achieve ultra-wideband (UWB) performance [7], [8], [9]
and due to their ability of achieving multi-band operation and suppressing fundamental
frequency harmonics [10].
The ability to synthesize arbitrarily defined frequency responses when associated to
the properties of NTL structures, proves that the synthesis of NTL based devices through
inverse scattering theory is a pertinent and important subject. Moreover, in light of the
present day context of ever-increasing data-rate requirements and the consequent need
of ultra-wideband technology proves that the use of inverse scattering on the synthesis
of NTL based devices is a current and hot topic, which as recently gained a renewed
interest with the emergence of analog signal processing [11].
To the present day, the synthesis of NTL based microwave devices through inverse
scattering has not yet been deeply explored, nevertheless we highlight the work of Arnedo
et.al. [12] on the synthesis of waveguide band-stop filters, wideband couplers, pulse
shapers and dispersive delay lines as well as the previous work of Roberts and Town [13],
who to the best of our knowledge performed the first synthesis of a microwave filter in
microstrip technology using a numerical inverse scattering procedure. On the other
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hand, in the optic domain, inverse scattering methods/techniques are considerably more
advanced due to the work of Skaar [14] and Fecced [15] on the synthesis of fiber Bragg
gratings. A special note of attention to the work of Skaar, that has given a big push
to the subject by applying more efficient, more simple and more accurate numerical
algorithms to perform inverse scattering.
It is the objective of this thesis to present a solid working base regarding nonuniform
transmission lines, direct scattering and inverse scattering subjects and also to slightly
push the current boundary regarding the synthesis of NTL structures by introducing
innovative methods/procedures, tools and novel NTL devices based on the inverse scat-
tering theory.
1.1 Thesis organization
This thesis consists of this introduction followed by five main chapters and the concluding
remarks.
In Chapter 2, an overview on transmission line theory and network analysis is pre-
sented. Here we address the basics of waveguide and transmission line theory necessary
to a complete understanding of the following chapters. Also, we introduce the concepts
of scattering parameters as well the wave-amplitude parameters.
In Chapter 3, the direct scattering problem of nonuniform transmission lines is con-
sidered. Here we address several methods that can be used to perform the analysis of
nonuniform transmission lines and evaluate their efficiency and accuracy.
In Chapter 4, an in-depth analysis of inverse scattering techniques/methods and al-
gorithms is performed. Here, we provide a complete mathematical analysis regarding the
one-dimensional inverse scattering. Moreover, we describe and assess the performance
and accuracy of several numerical inverse scattering methods.
In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the potential and versatility of the inverse scattering
theory by performing the synthesis of several nonlinear transmission line based mi-
crowave devices. The inverse scattering synthesis of shuck devices is performed by using
the layer-peeling algorithm.
In Chapter 6, we have introduced the concept of discrete nonuniform transmission
line. Moreover, a new theoretical framework regarding the parallelism between discrete
nonuniform transmission lines structures and digital filters is established and new inverse
scattering based synthesis tools are developed.
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Finally in Chapter 7, we present the concluding remarks as well as the future work
guidelines.
1.2 Contributions
The primary goal of this research work is to propose innovative methods/procedures
and tools for the synthesis of high performance structures employing inverse scattering
theory.
The main contributions of this research work are summarized below:
• Detailed survey regarding the analytical and numeric direct scattering methods
and procedures used in the analysis of nonuniform transmission lines.
• In-depth analysis of analytical and numerical inverse scattering methods for the
synthesis of nonuniform transmission lines.
• The proposal of a novel layer-peeling algorithm to synthesis of nonuniform trans-
mission lines.
• Proposal of procedures for the synthesis/design of band-stop filters, arbitrary group
delay lines and wide-band couplers.
• Assessment of the truncation and windowing procedures impact on the synthesis
of classical band-stop filters.
• Identification of the optimum windowing configurations in reducing the truncation
error on the approximation to the ideal frequency response.
• Evaluation of the influence of the different classical filter parameters on the length
and maximum characteristic impedance values of the synthesized filters.
• The proposal of a new theoretical framework regarding the parallelism between
discrete nonuniform transmission lines and digital filters.
• Assessment of the minimum length synthesis conditions for discrete nonuniform
transmission line structures.
• Proposal of a novel analog-to-digital transformation enabling the minimum length
synthesis of discrete discrete nonuniform transmission line structures.
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• Validation of the proposed design methods through a comparative study between
numerical, analytical and EM simulations as well experimental measurements.
• Development of “software tools” implemented in MATLAB for the synthesis, anal-
ysis and simulation of nonuniform transmission line based passive devices.
The contributions of this research work have led to the following publications:
• M. R. Pereira, H. M. Salgado, and J. R. Pereira, “Synthesis of Nonuniform TEM-
Mode Directional Couplers with Arbitrary Coupling Response, Proceedings of
the IEEE International Conference on Electromagnetics in Advanced Applications
(ICEAA) 2012, Cape Town, South Africa, September 2012.
• M. R. Pereira, H. M. Salgado, and J. R. Pereira, “Synthesis of Microstrip Fil-
ters with Arbitrary Reflective Group Delay Response, Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Electromagnetics in Advanced Applications (ICEAA)
2010, Sydney, Australia, September 2010.
• M. R. Pereira, H. M. Salgado, and J. R. Pereira, “A Novel Layer Peeling Algo-
rithm for the Synthesis of Microwave Microstrip Filters, Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Electromagnetics in Advanced Applications (ICEAA)
2009, Turin, Italy, September 2009.
• M. R. Pereira, H. M. Salgado, J. R. Pereira, “Synthesis of Microstrip Electromag-
netic Bandgap Structures, Proceedings of the VI Symposium On Enabling Optical
Networks and Sensors (SEON) 2008, Porto, Portugal, June 2008.
• M. R. Pereira, H. M. Salgado, J. R. Pereira, “Analysis of Microstrip Electromag-
netic Bandgap Structures Using the Couple-Mode Theory, Proceedings of the V
Symposium On Enabling Optical Networks and Sensors (SEON) 2007, Aveiro,
Portugal, June 2007.

Chapter 2
An overview on transmission line
theory and network analysis
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the basic concepts regarding transmission line theory and
network analysis as these are essential to the understanding of the upcoming chapters.
We start by defining the Maxwell’s equations which describe how electric and mag-
netic fields are generated and altered by each other and by charges and currents, thus
forming the foundations for classical electrodynamics, optics.
From the Maxwell equations we demonstrate through the general guided wave solu-
tions how energy can be transmitted in the form of guided waves both through waveg-
uides and transmission lines. Moreover, we demonstrate how transmission lines are a
special class of the more general definition of waveguide that are capable of guiding TEM
waves.
We present and discuss the transmission line lumped element equivalent circuit and
the corresponding circuit equations from which we derive the telegrapher equations and
the corresponding wave equations.
Regarding the network analysis topic, we introduce the scattering parameters and the
corresponding scattering matrix as well as the wave-amplitude transmission parameters
and establish the corresponding relationships.
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2.2 General solutions for electromagnetic waves
Transmission lines and waveguides may be defined as devices used to guide energy from
one point to another. Transmission lines and waveguide consist of a set of conduc-
tors, dielectrics or a combination of both. In this section we will show using Maxwell
equations that energy can be transmitted in the form of unguided waves (plane waves)
through space and also that we can transmit energy in the form of guided waves both
on waveguides and transmission lines. This chapter follows the mathematical derivation
of [5].
2.2.1 Maxwell equations
The famous four equations known as the Maxwell’s equations that describe the electric
and magnetic phenomena at the macroscopic level are:
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
− ~M, (2.1)
∇× ~H = ∂
~D
∂t
+ ~J , (2.2)
∇ · ~B = 0, (2.3)
∇ · ~D = ρ, (2.4)
with constitutive relations,
~B = µ ~H, (2.5)
~D = ~E . (2.6)
The variables are defined as:
~E is the electric field intensity, in V/m.
~H is the magnetic field intensity, in A/m.
~D is the electric field intensity, in C/m2.
~B is the magnetic field intensity, in Wb/m2.
~M is the fictitius magnetic current density, in V/m.
~J is the electric current density, in A/m2.
ρ is the electric charge density, in C/m3.
 is the medium permittivity, in F/m.
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µ is the medium permeability, in H/m.
The foregoing differential equations can be converted through the use of various vector
integral theorems, yielding the Maxwell’s equations in integral form:
∮
C
~E · ~dl = − ∂
∂t
∫
S
~B · ~ds−
∫
S
~M · ~ds, (2.7)∮
C
~H · ~dl = ∂
∂t
∫
S
~D · ~ds+
∫
S
~J · ~ds, (2.8)∮
S
~B · ~ds = 0, (2.9)∮
S
~D · ~ds =
∫
V
ρdv. (2.10)
Assuming a steady state sinusoidal time dependence:
~E(x, y, z, t) = ~E(x, y, z)ejωt, (2.11)
~H(x, y, z, t) = ~H(x, y, z)ejωt. (2.12)
Considering an isotropic and homogeneous media and a ejωt time dependence as in (2.11)
and (2.12), the time derivatives in (2.1) to (2.4) are replaced by jω. The phasor form
of the well known Maxwell equations becomes1:
∇× ~E = −jω ~B, (2.13)
∇× ~H = ~J + jω ~D, (2.14)
∇ · ~B = 0, (2.15)
∇ · ~D = ρ. (2.16)
2.2.2 Wave equation
Considering a source-free region (ρ = 0) and assuming no external current sources
( ~J = 0), equations (2.13) and (2.14) can be rewritten as:
∇× ~E = −jωµ ~H, (2.17)
∇× ~H = jω ~E. (2.18)
1For the sake of mathematical simplicity the spacial dependency of the fields is omitted.
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We now have a system of two equations with two unknowns, ~E and ~H. As such, both
(2.17) and (2.18) can be combined to obtain a separate equation for each field. Thus,
taking the curl of (2.17) gives:
∇×∇× ~E = −jωµ∇× ~H = ω2µ ~E, (2.19)
which is an equation for ~E. This result can be simplified through the use of (2.18) and
the vector identity ∇×∇× ~K = ∇(∇ · ~K)−∇2 ~K, yielding:
∇(∇ · ~E)−∇2 ~E = ω2µ ~E. (2.20)
Because a source-free region is considered, ρ is assumed zero. This means that the
divergence of the electric field is null (∇ · ~E = 0) and so, equation (2.20) simplifies to:
∇2 ~E + ω2µ ~E = 0. (2.21)
Equation (2.21) is known as the Helmholtz equation or the wave equation for ~E. The
same mathematical derivation can be performed for the ~H field, yielding the wave equa-
tion:
∇2 ~H + ω2µ ~H = 0. (2.22)
Analyzing the wave equations (2.21) and (2.22), one can find the velocity of propagation
to be (µ)−1/2. In free space this velocity is equal to the speed of light. Another
important property of propagating waves is the wavenumber, or propagation constant
which is defined as k = ω
√
µ.
2.2.3 Plane waves in lossless mediums
The simplest mathematical solutions to the Helmholtz equations, are basic plane waves
traveling along one of the axles of the referential system. Considering an electric field
with only xˆ component and no variation in the x and y directions, then ∂ ~E/∂x =
∂ ~E/∂y = 0 , and equation (2.21) reduces to:
∂2Ex
∂z2
+ k2Ex = 0. (2.23)
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Equation (2.23) is a second-order linear differential equation and the solutions to this
equation can be easily obtained in the form:
Ex(z) = E
+e−jkz + E−ejkz, (2.24)
where E+ and E− are constant values and represent the amplitudes of the forward and
backward propagating waves respectively. Applying (2.17) to the electric field (2.24) we
obtain the magnetic field equations:
Hx(z) = 0, (2.25)
Hz(z) = 0, (2.26)
Hy(z) =
1
η
[E+e−jkz − E−ejkz], (2.27)
where, η = ωµ/k =
√
µ/ is the wave impedance, and is defined as the ration of the ~E
and ~H fields. A more detailed explanation and mathematical derivation can be found
in [5, 16].
2.2.4 Plane waves in lossy mediums
We now consider propagation in a lossy medium. A medium is considered lossy when
it is conductive. In a medium with conductivity σ a conduction current density of the
form ~J = σ ~E will exist and the Maxwell’s equations for a lossy medium then becomes:
∇× ~E = −jωµ ~H, (2.28)
∇× ~H = jω ~E + σ ~E. (2.29)
Following the same mathematical derivation as for the lossless case, the wave equa-
tion for the electric field is now given by:
∇2 ~E + ω2µ
(
1− j σ
ω
)
~E = 0. (2.30)
Comparing equation (2.30) with its lossless counterpart (2.21), we can see that the prop-
agation constant ω2µ is replaced by the complex expression ω2µ[1−jσ/ω]. The square
root of this complex expression is referred to as the “complex propagation constant” of
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the medium and is defined as
γ = α+ jβ = jω
√
µ
√
1− j σ
ω
. (2.31)
Assuming again an electric field with only xˆ component and no variation in the x and y
directions, equation (2.30) reduces to
∂2Ex
∂z2
− γ2Ex = 0. (2.32)
with solutions
Ex(z) = E
+e−γz + E−eγz, (2.33)
The forward propagating wave has a propagation factor of the form
e−γz = e−αze−jβz (2.34)
which represents a wave traveling in the positive direction with phase velocity vp = ω/β
and an exponential damping factor due to the attenuation constant α. If there is no
loss, σ = 0, and we end up with γ = jk, α = 0 and β = k.
Similarly to the lossless case, the solutions for the magnetic field have given by
Hy(z) =
1
η
[E+e−γz − E−eγz] (2.35)
where η is the wave impedance, and for the lossy case is of the form
η =
jωµ
γ
. (2.36)
η is thus complex but reduces to the lossless case (η =
√
µ/) when σ = 0.
2.2.5 General guided wave solutions
So far we have solved Maxwell’s equations for the particular case of electromagnetic
plane waves propagating in a given medium in a given direction. This is called unguided
wave propagation. We are now going to introduce the wave propagation on guiding
structures, namely transmission lines and waveguides.
Waveguides structures are typically constituted by one enclosed conductor with a
specific cross-section shape (usually rectangular or circular cross-sections). On the other
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Figure 2.1: EM wave guiding structures.
hand, transmission lines are composed by two or more conductors. In Figure 2.1 an
example of both a transmission line and a waveguide are illustrated. Both structures
are characterized by conductor boundaries that are parallel to the z-axis and are assumed
to be uniform in the z direction.
Given a particular conductor geometry for a transmission line or waveguide, only
certain patterns of electric and magnetic fields (modes) can exist for propagating waves.
This modes must be solutions to the wave equation and at the same time they must
satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions for the fields.
The propagating modes along a transmission line or waveguide are classified accord-
ing to which field components are present in the propagating wave. The field components
in the direction of wave propagation are called the longitudinal components and those
perpendicular to the direction of propagation are defined as the transverse components.
Assuming a waveguide or transmission line with its longitudinal axis aligned with
the z-axis (direction of propagation) as illustrated in Figure 2.1, we may classify the
propagating modes as:
1. Transverse electric (TE) modes - The electric field is perpendicular to the direction
of propagation, and so there is no electric field component in the longitudinal
direction. The magnetic field has both transverse and longitudinal components
(Ez = 0, Hz 6= 0).
2. Transverse magnetic (TM) modes - The magnetic field is perpendicular to the di-
rection of propagation, and so there is no magnetic field component in the longitu-
dinal direction. The electric field has both transverse and longitudinal components
(Ez 6= 0, Hz = 0).
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3. Hybrid modes - Both the electric and magnetic fields have longitudinal compo-
nents (Ez 6= 0, Hz 6= 0). Hybrid modes are usually found in waveguides with
inhomogeneous dielectrics and optical fibers.
4. Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes - Both the electric and magnetic field
components are perpendicular to the direction of propagation, with no longitudinal
components (Ez = 0, Hz = 0).
5. Quasi-TEM modes - Modes which approximate true TEM modes when the fre-
quency is sufficiently small.
TE and TM modes are usually associated with waves propagating in waveguides.
These modes are characterized by a cutoff frequency bellow which they do not prop-
agate. On the other hand, TEM modes are usually related with waves propagating
in transmission lines. Unlike TM and TE modes, TEM modes do not have a cutoff
frequency. TE and TM modes can also exist on transmission lines but are generally
undesirable.
As for the case of plane waves, the general solutions associated with waves propagat-
ing on a guiding structure can be derived from the Maxwell equations. For that, we are
going to assume that the guiding structure is infinitely long , oriented along the z-axis,
constructed from ideal materials and therefore lossless and uniform along its length. As-
suming a steady-state sinusoidal time dependence of the fields, a source-free region for
the transmission line or waveguide and no external current sources, Maxwell’s equations
reduce to equations (2.17) and (2.18). By expanding the curl operator in both equations
in rectangular coordinates, the three components of both magnetic and electric are given
by:
∂Ez
∂y
− ∂Ey
∂z
= −jwµHx, (2.37)
∂Ex
∂z
− ∂Ez
∂x
= −jwµHy, (2.38)
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
= −jwµHz, (2.39)
∂Hz
∂y
− ∂Hy
∂z
= jwµEx, (2.40)
∂Hx
∂z
− ∂Hz
∂x
= jwµEy, (2.41)
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
= jwµEz. (2.42)
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Because we consider the guiding structure oriented along the z-axis, the waves within
the structure shall propagate on the same direction, which means that both electric and
magnetic fields have a z dependence of the form e−jβz, yielding:
~E(x, y, z) = ~ˆE(x, y)e−jβz, (2.43)
~H(x, y, z) = ~ˆH(x, y)e−jβz. (2.44)
Substituting the previous couple of equations into equations (2.37) to (2.42), the expan-
sion of Maxwell’s equations (2.17) and (2.18) reduces to:
∂Ez
∂y
+ jβEy = −jwµHx, (2.45)
−jβEx − ∂Ez
∂x
= −jwµHy, (2.46)
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
= −jwµHz, (2.47)
∂Hz
∂y
+ jβHy = jwµEx, (2.48)
−jβHx − ∂Hz
∂x
= jwµEy, (2.49)
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
= jwµEz. (2.50)
The above six equations are very useful general equations that are valid for any wave
(guided or unguided) propagating in the z-direction in a source-free region with a prop-
agation constant of β. By re-arranging equations (2.45) to (2.50) they can be solved for
the transverse fields components in terms of the longitudinal field components:
Ex =
−j
k2c
(
β
∂Ez
∂x
+ ωµ
∂Hz
∂y
)
, (2.51)
Ey =
j
k2c
(
−β∂Ez
∂y
+ ωµ
∂Hz
∂x
)
, (2.52)
Hx =
j
k2c
(
ω
∂Ez
∂y
− β∂Hz
∂x
)
, (2.53)
Hy =
−j
k2c
(
ω
∂Ez
∂x
+ β
∂Hz
∂y
)
, (2.54)
where kc is the cutoff wavenumber defined by:
k2c = k
2 − β2 (2.55)
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and
k = ω
√
µ =
2pi
λ
(2.56)
is the wavenumber of the material filling the transmission line or waveguide.
2.2.5.1 TE waves
Recalling that TE waves are characterized by Ez = 0 and Hz 6= 0, equations (2.51) to
(2.54) can be further simplified, yielding the expressions of the transverse fields for the
TE modes in terms of the longitudinal magnetic field Hz:
Ex =
−jωµ
k2c
∂Hz
∂y
, (2.57)
Ey =
jωµ
k2c
∂Hz
∂x
, (2.58)
Hx =
−jβ
k2c
∂Hz
∂x
, (2.59)
Hy =
−jβ
k2c
∂Hz
∂y
. (2.60)
By inspection of the above equations, its easily seen that the cutoff wavenumber kc must
be non-zero in order to avoid an indeterminate result for the transverse field components
of TE modes. This means that the guiding structure must be operated above a particular
cutoff frequency in order for the corresponding TE mode to propagate.
In order to determine the transverse fields of the TE modes we first have to solve
longitudinal component Hz from the Helmholtz wave equation:
∂2Hz
∂2x2
+
∂2Hz
∂2y2
+
∂2Hz
∂2z2
+ k2Hz = 0, (2.61)
but, because ~H(x, y, z) = ~ˆH(x, y)e−jβz it can be reduced to
∂2Hˆz
∂2x2
+
∂2Hˆz
∂2y2
− β2Hˆz + k2Hˆz = 0, (2.62)
and finally recalling that k2c = k
2 − β2, we end up with
∂2Hˆz
∂2x2
+
∂2Hˆz
∂2y2
+ k2c Hˆz = 0. (2.63)
The above equation represents a reduced Helmholtz equation which can be solved for
Hˆz(x, y) from the boundary conditions of the guiding structure geometry. Once Hˆz(x, y)
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is obtained, all of the transverse field components can be calculated by evaluating equa-
tions (2.57) to (2.60).
The wave impedance for TE modes is found from equations (2.57) to (2.60) as:
ZTE =
Ex
Hy
=
−Ey
Hx
=
ωµ
β
=
kη
β
, (2.64)
and it is frequency dependent.
2.2.5.2 TM waves
For the TM modes, the proceeding is the same as for TE case. TM waves are char-
acterized by Ez 6= 0 and Hz = 0 and so, equations (2.51) to (2.54) can be further
simplified, yielding the expressions of the transverse fields for the TM modes in terms
of the longitudinal electric field Ez:
Ex =
−jβ
k2c
∂Ez
∂x
, (2.65)
Ey =
−jβ
k2c
∂Ez
∂y
, (2.66)
Hx =
jω
k2c
∂Ez
∂y
, (2.67)
Hy =
−jω
k2c
∂Ez
∂x
. (2.68)
By inspection of the above equations, its easily seen that the cutoff wavenumber kc must
be non-zero in order to avoid an indeterminate result for the transverse field components
of TM modes. This means that the guiding structure must be operated above a particular
cutoff frequency in order for the corresponding TM mode to propagate.
In order to determine the transverse fields of the TM modes we first have to solve
longitudinal component Ez from the Helmholtz wave equation:
∂2Ez
∂2x2
+
∂2Ez
∂2y2
+
∂2Ez
∂2z2
+ k2Ez = 0, (2.69)
but, because ~E(x, y, z) = ~ˆE(x, y)e−jβz it can be reduced to
∂2Eˆz
∂2x2
+
∂2Eˆz
∂2y2
− β2Eˆz + k2Eˆz = 0, (2.70)
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and finally recalling that k2c = k
2 − β2, we end up with
∂2Eˆz
∂2x2
+
∂2Eˆz
∂2y2
+ k2c Eˆz = 0. (2.71)
The above equation represents a reduced Helmholtz equation which can be solved for
Hˆz(x, y) from the boundary conditions of the guiding structure geometry. Once Eˆz(x, y)
is obtained, all of the transverse field components can be calculated by evaluating equa-
tions (2.65) to (2.68).
The wave impedance for TM modes is determined from equations (2.65) to (2.68)
as:
ZTM =
Ex
Hy
=
−Ey
Hx
=
β
ω
=
βη
k
, (2.72)
and it is frequency dependent.
2.2.5.3 TEM waves
TEM waves are characterized by Ez = 0 and Hz = 0. Evaluating equations (2.51) to
(2.54) for TEM waves we see that the transverse fields are non-zero only when the cutoff
wavenumber is zero (kc = 0):
k2c = k
2 − β2 = 0 =⇒ β = k = ω√µ, (2.73)
which means that TEM modes do not have a cutoff frequency and as such any guiding
structure supporting TEM modes can be operated for all non-zero frequencies (assuming
TEM operation).
For kc = 0, equations (2.51) to (2.54) produce an indeterminate result, therefore, the
relationships between the transverse fields of the TEM modes can only be determined
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by rewriting equations (2.45) to (2.50) with Ez = 0 and Hz = 0, yielding:
Ex =
ωµ
β
Hy, (2.74)
Ey =
−wµ
β
Hx, (2.75)
∂Ey
∂x
=
∂Ex
∂y
, (2.76)
Hx =
−ω
β
Ey, (2.77)
Hy =
ω
β
Ex, (2.78)
∂Hy
∂x
=
∂Hx
∂y
. (2.79)
Combining equation (2.74) and (2.78) we can eliminate Hx to obtain
Ex =
ω2µ
β2
Ex =⇒ β = ω√µ = k, (2.80)
which is the same result as in equation (2.73).
In order to calculate the fields, we once again resort to the Helmholtz wave equation
and so, for the electric field:
∇2 ~E + k2 ~E = 0. (2.81)
Recalling that ~E(x, y, z) = ~ˆE(x, y)e−jβz, the above equation can be reduced to
∇2t ~ˆE − β2 ~ˆE + k2 ~ˆE = 0 =⇒ ∇2t ~ˆE + k2c ~ˆE = 0, (2.82)
where ∇2t = ∂2/∂x2 +∂2/∂y2 is the Laplacian operator in the transverse dimension. For
TEM modes kc = 0 and the longitudinal components of the fields are null, therefore the
above equation simplifies to
∇2t ~ˆEt = 0, (2.83)
where ~ˆEt represents the transverse components of the electric field. The same mathe-
matical derivation can be applied to the magnetic field yielding:
∇2t ~ˆHt = 0, (2.84)
where ~ˆHt represents the transverse components of the magnetic field.
According to equations (2.83) and (2.84), the transverse fields of the TEM modes
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Figure 2.2: Transmission line cross-section.
must satisfy Laplace’s equation with boundary conditions defined by the geometry of the
guiding structure, just like the static fields which would exist on the guiding structure
for a null operation frequency:
∇2tΦ(x, y) = 0, (2.85)
where Φ(x, y) is the scalar potential.
Thus, for example in a transmission line, the TEM transverse fields ~ˆEt(x, y) and
~ˆHt(x, y) are identical to the static fields for that transmission line [5, 16].
As in the previous cases, the wave impedance for TEM modes is defined from the
ratios of the electric and magnetic field components. From equations (2.74) to (2.79) it
can be found that:
ZTEM =
Ex
Hy
=
−Ey
Hx
=
√
µ

= η (2.86)
We can see that the wave impedance for TEM modes is the same of that of plane waves
in a lossless medium as proved previously. This is because, by nature, plane waves are
TEM mode waves.
2.3 Transmission lines
The term “transmission line” in electromagnetics is commonly reserved for those struc-
tures which are capable of guiding TEM waves. Transmission lines are a special class of
the more general electromagnetic waveguide. As referred before, TEM waves can only
be guided by structures that contain two or more separate conductors. Coaxial lines,
parallel plates and two-wire lines are some examples of practical transmission-lines.
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the electric and magnetic field lines associated with the TEM
mode on an arbitrary two-conductor transmission line. According to the definition of
the TEM mode, there are no longitudinal fields associated with the wave traveling down
the transmission line in the z-direction, and thus Ez = Hz = 0.
From the integral form of Maxwell’s equations, namely equations (2.7) and (2.8) we
get that the line integral of the electric and magnetic fields around the contour C+ gives
∮
C+
~E · ~dl = −µ ∂
∂t
∫
S

:0~H · ~ds, (2.87)∮
C+
~H · ~dl =  ∂
∂t
∫
S

*0
~E · ~ds+
∫
S
~J · ~ds (2.88)
where ~ds = dszˆ. The surface integrals of ~E and ~H are zero-valued since there is no
longitudinal component of the fields on the transmission line. The line integrals of the
fields then reduce to
∮
C+
~E · ~dl = 0, (2.89)∮
C+
~H · ~dl = I, (2.90)
where I =
∫
S
~J · ~ds is the total electric current flowing through the surface S.
These equations show that the transverse field distribution of the TEM mode on a
transmission line is identical to the corresponding static distribution of the fields. As an
example, the electric field of the TEM mode at any frequency has the same distribution
as the electrostatic field of the capacity formed by the two conductors of the transmission
line when charged by a DC voltage. The same happens with the magnetic field. For any
frequency the TEM mode has the same distribution as the magnetostatic field when the
conductors are carrying a DC current.
Considering now the contour Cv in the electric field line integral, we find that
∫
Cv
~E · ~dl = −
∫ +
−
~Et · ~dl = V (2.91)
where V is the voltage between the two conductors.
Equations (2.90) and (2.91) show that we may define a unique voltage and current
at any point on a transmission line operating on TEM mode.
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(a) Electric field lines. (b) Magnetic field lines.
Figure 2.3: Electromagnetic field lines in a infinitesimal section of transmission line.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the electromagnetic field lines on a infinitesimal short section of
a two-wire transmission line with a length dz. If dz is much smaller that the wavelength,
we then may consider the fields to be constant along that section length. These fields are
perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation and thus, in Figure 2.3
TEM mode wave propagation is considered. The structure depicted in Figure 2.3 may
also support other propagation modes, but we are only interested on the TEM mode
which is the dominant mode.
One of the most important properties of TEM waves propagating on transmission
lines is that the electromagnetic fields can be uniquely related to voltages and currents via
equations (2.91) and (2.90). For this reason, we can analyze transmission line structures
using circuit theory concepts through an equivalent lumped-element circuit, provided
that we break the problem into small parts so that the circuit element dimensions will
be much smaller than a wavelength.
From Figure 2.3(a) we see that an electric field is established by a potential difference
between the two conductors which implies that the equivalent circuit model must contain
a capacitor. On the other hand, Figure 2.3(b) illustrates the magnetic field induced by
the current flowing on the conductors which points to the presence of an inductor in the
circuit model.
Figure 2.4 outlines the equivalent circuit model for a small section of transmission
line with length dz. Besides the shunt capacitance C and the series inductance L that
originate from the electric and magnetic fields respectively, the equivalent circuit is also
constituted by a series resistance R representing the ohmic losses on the conductors and
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Figure 2.4: Transmission line lumped element equivalent circuit.
a shunt conductance G accounting for the losses of the propagation medium.
2.3.1 Waves on a transmission line
The use of an equivalent lumped-element circuit to model the transmission line allows
for a deeper insight and better understanding on the operation of transmission lines.
A finite length transmission line can be viewed as a cascade of very small sections (of
constant field amplitudes) like the one in Figure 2.4. Therefore, the use of an equivalent
circuit to model transmission lines facilitates the use of classical circuit theory techniques
and concepts on the analysis of these kind of microwave structures.
Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the circuit of Figure 2.4 we know that the sum
of all potential drops around must be zero and so we have:
v(z, t)−Rdzi(z, t)− Ldz∂i(z, t)
∂t
− v(z + dz, t) = 0. (2.92)
From the Kirchhoff’s current law we get that the currents flowing into the output node
must also be zero and so we can write:
i(z, t)−Gdzv(z + dz, t)− Cdz∂v(z + dz, t)
∂t
− i(z + dz, t) = 0. (2.93)
Dividing equation (2.92) and (2.92) by dz and considering the limit case as dz → 0 we
obtain:
∂v(z, t)
∂z
= −Ri(z, t)− L∂i(z, t)
∂t
, (2.94)
∂i(z, t)
∂z
= −Gv(z, t)− C∂v(z, t)
∂t
. (2.95)
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Equations (2.94) and (2.95) are a set of two coupled equations known as the telegrapher
equations. Assuming harmonic time dependence,
v(z, t) = V (z)ejωt, (2.96)
i(z, t) = I(z)ejωt, (2.97)
the telegrapher equations simplify to
dV (z)
dz
= −(R+ jωL)I(z), (2.98)
dI(z)
dz
= −(G+ jωC)V (z). (2.99)
Recalling the Maxwell equations (2.17) and (2.18), we note the similarity with the tele-
grapher equations. Therefore in order to decouple the telegrapher equations for the
voltage and current, we can use the same mathematical development as in section 2.2.2
for the electric and magnetic fields, yielding the Helmholtz or wave equation:
d2V (z)
dz2
− γ2V (z) = 0, (2.100)
d2I(z)
dz2
− γ2I(z) = 0, (2.101)
where
γ = α+ jβ =
√
(R+ jωL)(G+ jωC) (2.102)
is the propagation constant which is complex and frequency dependent. The real part
α being the attenuation factor (loss) and β the propagation constant. Equation (2.100)
is a second-order linear differential equation and the solutions to this equation can be
easily obtained in the form:
V (z) = V +0 e
−γz + V −0 e
γz, (2.103)
where V +0 and V
−
0 are constant values and represent the amplitudes of the forward and
backward propagating voltage waves respectively. Applying (2.98) to the voltage (2.103)
gives the current in the line:
I(z) =
γ
R+ jωL
(V +0 e
−γz − V −0 eγz), (2.104)
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just like with plane waves, the characteristic impedance of the transmission line can be
defined as the ratio of voltage to current
Z0 =
R+ jωL
γ
=
√
R+ jωL
G+ jωC
(2.105)
and relates the voltage and current on the line as
Z0 =
V +0
I+0
=
−V −0
I−0
. (2.106)
The voltage and current on a transmission line are then given by
V (z) = V +0 e
−γz + V −0 e
γz, (2.107)
I(z) =
V +0
Z0
e−γz − V
−
0
Z0
eγz. (2.108)
The wave or phase velocity and wavelength are given by
vp =
ω
β
, (2.109)
λ =
2pi
β
. (2.110)
2.3.2 The lossless line
In most of the practical cases, the transmission line losses are very small and as such
can be neglected yielding the ideal transmission line. In this ideal case, the equivalent
circuit of Figure 2.4 reduces only to the series inductance and to the shunt capacitance.
So, setting R = G = 0 in equation (2.102) gives the propagation constant
γ = α+jβ = jω
√
LC (2.111)w
β = ω
√
LC. (2.112)
From the last set of equations, we see that the attenuation constant α is zero. This is
an expected result because the ideal transmission line is considered to be lossless. The
characteristic impedance reduces to
Z0 =
√
L
C
. (2.113)
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Figure 2.5: N-Port Network.
For lossless transmission lines the expressions for voltage and current are the same as
before, except that now the propagation constant is given by jβ and thus
V (z) = V +0 e
−jβz + V −0 e
jβz, (2.114)
I(z) =
V +0
Z0
e−jβz − V
−
0
Z0
ejβz. (2.115)
The phase velocity, and wavelength are given by
vp =
1√
LC
, (2.116)
λ =
2pi
ω
√
LC
. (2.117)
2.4 The scattering matrix
Like Y- and Z-parameters, the S-parameters completely describe an N-port microwave
network as seen at its N ports, and so, are useful to represent a microwave device or
circuit as a black box, where the “external” behaviour of this black box can be predicted
without any knowledge about its contents.
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From a practical point of view, voltages and currents can not be measured in a
direct manner at microwave frequencies. In fact, in some microwave structures voltages
may not be well defined, or even defined at all. Only in structures supporting TEM
propagating modes is it possible to define voltages and currents as we have shown in
Section 2.3. One the other hand, the measurement of incident, reflected and transmitted
waves, comes up as a natural technique to represent the behavior of microwave devices.
Therefore, and unlike the impedance and admittance parameters that relate the total
voltages and currents at the ports, the S-parameters relate the waves incident on the
ports with the waves reflected from those ports and also the waves transmitted to the
other ports on the network. In order to provide a complete description of microwave
systems, these parameters take into account both the magnitude and phase of the wave
signals present at each terminal.
In other words, the S-parameters are basically another means for characterizing N-
Port networks. They relate the traveling waves that are transmitted or reflected from
a junction or terminal relative to the incident wave amplitudes and phase angles. S-
parameters are conceptually simple, and capable of providing a detailed insight into a
measurement and modeling problem.
In most cases, the scattered and incident waves are linearly related, therefore, the
S-parameters are considered linear by default. The matrix describing this linear rela-
tionship is called the scattering matrix.
The work described in this thesis is essentially based on transmission lines theory,
therefore TEM mode propagation is always implicit. For the rest of this section we shall
consider S-parameters as the relation between voltage wave amplitudes at the ports of
some N-Port network.
Consider the N-Port junction in Figure 2.5. V +n is the amplitude of the voltage wave
incident on terminal plane tn and V
−
n is the amplitude of the voltage wave reflected
from terminal tn. The scattering matrix [S] describing the relation between the incident
and scattered waves for the N-Port or N-terminal network depicted in Figure 2.5 is then
given as 
V −1
V −2
...
V −n
 =

S11 S12 . . . S1n
S21 S22 . . . S2n
...
...
. . .
...
Sn1 Sn2 . . . Snn


V +1
V +2
...
V +n
 (2.118)
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Figure 2.6: Two-Port Network.
or
[V −] = [S][V +], (2.119)
where [V −] are the amplitudes of the reflected waves, [V +] the amplitudes of the incident
waves and [S] is the scattering matrix. The individual elements of the scattering matrix
are defined as
Sij =
V −i
V +j
∣∣∣∣∣
V +k =0 ∀ k 6=j
. (2.120)
Each element Sij of the scattering matrix is calculated by driving terminal (or port) j
with an incident wave of voltage amplitude V +j , and measuring the scattered voltage
wave V −i exiting terminal i. This is done considering that there are no incident waves
on all the other ports, and also that they should be terminated with matched loads to
avoid reflections.
2.4.1 S-parameters and time average power
We have described the relation between voltage waves and the S-parameters. However,
the concept of transmitted and reflected power is also of extreme importance. We
now derive the relation between the S-parameters and time average power. Figure
2.6 illustrates a generic two-port network connected to a microwave source and with a
matched load. From the definition of the S-parameters we calculate the voltage wave
amplitudes as
V −1 = S11V
+
1 + S12V
+
2 (2.121)
V −2 = S21V
+
1 + S22V
+
2 . (2.122)
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The total voltage at port 1 is the sum of both the forward and backwards traveling
waves, so
V1 = V
+
1 + V
−
1 , (2.123)
and the total time average power Pav delivered to port 1 is given by
Pav =
1
2
Re{VnI∗n} = Pinc − Pref . (2.124)
Pinc is the incident power on port 1 and is due to the forward propagating wave,
Pinc =
|V +1 |2
2Z0
, (2.125)
on the other hand, Pref is the reflected power carried by the backward propagating wave,
Pref =
|V −1 |2
2Z0
. (2.126)
Since port 2 is terminated in a matched load no reflections will occur at the load and
so, V +2 = 0. Then,
V2 = V
−
2 , (2.127)
and consequently, the transmitted power is
Ptrans =
|V −2 |2
2Z0
. (2.128)
which is also the total average power at port 2.
We can now relate the time average power quantities at each port to the S-parameters.
Using (2.125) and (2.126) the ratio of reflected and incident power is given by
Pref
Pinc
=
|V −1 |2
|V +1 |2
=
∣∣∣∣V −1V +1
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.129)
Since port 2 is matched, V +2 = 0. Then, from equation (2.120) and by rearranging
equation (2.121) we obtain
S11 =
V −1
V +1
∣∣∣∣
V +2 =0
. (2.130)
Equation (2.129) then simplifies to
Pref
Pinc
= |S11|2, (2.131)
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which teach us that the relative reflected time average power at port 1 equals the squared
magnitude of the S11 parameter when port 2 is terminated in a matched load.
The same procedure can be applied at second port side. Using equations (2.125) and
(2.128), the ratio of transmitted and incident time average power is
Ptrans
Pinc
=
|V −2 |2
|V +1 |2
=
∣∣∣∣V −2V +1
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.132)
Moreover, from (2.122) and since V +2 = 0:
Ptrans
Pinc
= |S21|2. (2.133)
The last result states that the relative transmitted power to port 2 equals the squared
magnitude of the S21 parameter when port 2 is terminated in a matched load.
An extremely useful physical understanding of the S-parameters as time average
power ratios is provided by equations (2.131) and (2.133). Please note that these equa-
tions are still valid regardless of the gain or loss of the network. Nevertheless, if a
lossless network is considered, other important relations can be developed using equa-
tions (2.131) and (2.133). We know that for a lossless network the [S] matrix must be
unitary and so, as a direct result of this
S11S
∗
11 + S21S
∗
21 = 1 ⇒ |S11|2 + |S21|2 = 1 (2.134)
S12S
∗
12 + S22S
∗
22 = 1 ⇒ |S12|2 + |S22|2 = 1 (2.135)
Considering the network of Figure 2.5 where port two is connected to a matched load
and using (2.131) and (2.133) equation (2.134) can be rewritten as
Pinc = Ptrans + Pref . (2.136)
From the last equation we conclude that (2.134) can be interpreted as a statement of
conservation of power for the network. If on the other hand port 2 is set to a different
system characteristic impedance than that of port 1, equation (2.134) is still valid but
is no longer a conservation of power statement for the network. The next Section shall
address this problem.
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Figure 2.7: Two-Port Network.
2.4.2 Generalized scattering parameters
Up to now, the definition of the S-parameters of a N-Port network was done considering
that all ports had the same characteristic impedance. However, in the cases that the
characteristic impedance of some ports the network is connected to are to be different,
it becomes necessary to redefine the S-parameters so that |Sij |2 still relates to the time
average power flow.
Figure 2.7 exemplify a two-port network where port 1 and port 2 have characteristic
impedances values of Z01 and Z02 respectively.
From the definition of S-parameters and because port 2 is terminated in a matched
load, the incident, reflected and transmitted time average power are respectively,
Pinc =
|V +1 |2
2Z01
, (2.137)
Pref =
|V −1 |2
2Z01
, (2.138)
Ptrans =
|V −2 |2
2Z02
. (2.139)
Following the same derivation as in the previous Section, the ratio of reflected and
incident power is
Pref
Pinc
=
|V −1 |2/Z01
|V +1 |2/Z01
=
∣∣∣∣V −1V +1
∣∣∣∣2 = |S11|2, (2.140)
which is the same result as for the case of equal characteristic impedances. However, for
the ratio of transmitted and incident power we get
Ptrans
Pinc
=
|V −2 |2/Z02
|V +1 |2/Z01
6= |S21|2. (2.141)
In order to preserve the useful interpretation of |Sij |2 as a relative time average power
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Figure 2.8: N-Port Network.
flow, it is necessary to redefine the S-parameters for the cases where the port impedances
are different. Defining |S21| as
|S21| = |V
−
2 |
√
Z01
|V +1 |
√
Z02
(2.142)
would preserve this interpretation. So, for a N-port network like the one in Figure
2.8, where the characteristic impedances of the ports are different, a new set of wave
amplitudes, the normalized wave amplitudes, must be defined as
a+n =
V +n√
Z0n
, (2.143)
a−n =
V −n√
Z0n
. (2.144)
In the previous equations, a+n represent the incident wave at the nth port, and a
−
n
represents the reflected wave from that port. This redefinition leads to the so-called
generalized [S] matrix
[a−] = [S][a+], (2.145)
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and the individual elements of the scattering matrix are know defined as
Sij =
a−i
a+j
∣∣∣∣∣
a+k =0 ∀ k 6=j
=
V −i
√
Z0j
V +j
√
Z0i
∣∣∣∣∣
V +k =0 ∀ k 6=j
, (2.146)
and are referred to as the generalized S-parameters. Please note that they reduce to the
regular S-parameters when all port characteristic impedances are equal.
The total voltage and current at the terminal plane for port n with characteristic
impedance Z0n are now
Vn = V
+
n + V
−
n =
√
Z0n(a
+
n + a
−
n ), (2.147)
In =
1
Z0n
(V +n − V −n ) =
1√
Z0n
(a+n − a−n ). (2.148)
Lastly, the time average power delivered to port n is
Pav =
1
2
Re{VnI∗n} =
1
2
Re{|a+n |2 − |a−n |2 + (a−n (a+n )∗ − a+n (a−n )∗)}
=
1
2
|a+n |2 −
1
2
|a−n |2, (2.149)
where (a−n (a+n )∗ − a+n (a−n )∗) is imaginary.
From equation (2.149) is easily seen that
Pinc =
1
2
|a+n |2, (2.150)
Pref =
1
2
|a−n |2, (2.151)
where Pinc is the power incident on the nth port and Pref is that reflected from the
same port.
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Figure 2.9: Microwave network represented as a wave-amplitude transmission matrix.
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2.5 The wave-amplitude transmission matrix
Many times, microwave networks consist of a cascade connection of two or more N-port
networks. In this situation it is more convenient to represent each individual network
by a transmission matrix that relates the incident and reflected wave amplitudes on
the input side of the network to those on the output side. In this way, the overall
transmission matrix for the cascade connection can be easily calculated by multiplying
the individual transmission matrices that compose the complete cascade connection.
In Figure 2.9 is depicted a two-port microwave network represented by its corre-
sponding wave-amplitude transmission matrix [T ], which is defined as
a+1
a−1
 =
A11 A12
A21 A22
a+2
a−2
 . (2.152)
In the case of a cascade connection of networks as depicted in Figure 2.10 we have
a+1
a−1
 =
A111 A112
A121 A
1
22
A211 A212
A221 A
2
22
A311 A312
A321 A
3
22
 . . .
An11 An12
An21 A
n
22
a+n
a−n
 . (2.153)
Let us consider the network of Figure 2.10. We know from the previous section that the
scattering matrix [S] for this network is defined as
a−1
a+2
 =
V −1
V −2
 =
S11 S12
S21 S22
V +1
V +2
 =
S11 S12
S21 S22
a+1
a−2
 (2.154)
and can be expanded as
a−1 = S11a
+
1 + S12a
−
2 , (2.155)
a+2 = S21a
+
1 + S22a
−
2 . (2.156)
The relationship between the elements of the [T ] matrix and those of the [S] matrix are
easily deduced by solving the previous two equations for a+1 and a
−
1 yielding [16]a+1
a−1
 =
 1S12 −S22S12
S11
S12
S212−S11S22
S12
a+2
a−2
 (2.157)
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Figure 2.10: Cascade connection of n 2-port networks.
hence,
A11 =
1
S12
, A12 =
−S22
S12
,
A21 =
S11
S12
, A22 =
S212 − S11S22
S12
.
(2.158)
On the other hand and following the same procedure for the wave-amplitude transmission
matrix yields the relations
S11 =
A21
A11
, S12 =
A22A11 −A21A12
A11
,
S21 =
1
A11
, S22 =
−A12
A11
.
(2.159)
The amplitudes a+n and a
−
n are defined in the same way as in section 2.4.2 by equations
(2.143) and (2.144). This way, taking the determinant of (2.157) yields
det[T ] = A11A22 −A12A21 = 1, (2.160)
which is a relation of great relevance as we shall see further on this thesis.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the concepts of waveguide and transmission line.
Furthermore, we have shown using Maxwell equations that energy can be transmitted
in the form of unguided waves (plane waves) through space and also that we can transmit
energy in the form of guided waves both on waveguides and transmission lines. Also it
was demonstrated how transmission lines are capable of supporting TEM waves, hence,
may be defined as devices used to guide energy from one point to another.
The S-parameters were introduced as a means for characterizing N-port microwave
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networks, and finally the wave-amplitude transmission matrix was introduced as a alter-
native to the S-parameters for the representation of cascade connections of microwave
systems.
Chapter 3
Direct scattering
3.1 Introduction
The direct scattering problem of nonuniform transmission lines, i.e., the analysis prob-
lem is considered in this chapter. Here we address several methods that can be used to
perform the analysis of nonuniform transmission lines. Essentially we consider two dif-
ferent methods: the coupled mode theory method and the transmission matrix method.
The coupled mode method is a general method which can theoretically be applied to
perform the analysis of any nonuniform guided structure. As we saw before, transmission
lines are particular cases of wave guiding structures, hence, in this chapter the coupled
mode theory method is adapted to perform the analysis of the particular case of NTL
structures. Depending on the type of NTL structure under analysis further variations
of the more general method are considered.
The transmission matrix method on the other hand is solely suitable for the analysis
of transmission line structures and is based on the analysis of cascade connections of very
small length transmission lines. Two variations of this method are considered depending
on the characteristics of the individual transmission line sections.
3.2 Coupled mode theory
The Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) is a well known and widely used method for the
analysis of electromagnetic fields and mode interaction in guided wave and resonant
structures. The mode coupling phenomena can occur in two distinct ways: the coupling
of modes in time and the coupling of modes in space. For instance, the energy exchange
along time between two coupled resonant circuits, or two coupled microwave or optical
37
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resonators are some examples of mode coupling in time. On the other hand, consider a
wave filter made by placing a series of obstacles in a waveguide. These obstacles present
along the waveguide couple the forward and backward traveling modes in propagation
and give rise to pass bands and stop bands. In this case we are faced with the mode
coupling in space.
The concept of mode coupling in electromagnetics dates back to the 1950’s. It was
initially introduced for microwave devices, and then it was applied to optical devices in
the early 1970’s. The development of CMT started in 1954 with a paper by J. Pierce
[17]. Pierce, in his paper uses CMT to perform the analysis of microwave traveling-
wave tubes. A lateral development of CMT was performed by S. Miller [18], where
he introduced the CMT to the analysis of microwave waveguides and passive devices.
The CMT was readily generalized by Louisell [19] to the analysis of tapered waveguides
where the coupling coefficients have a dependence with the propagation distance. So far
the work developed on the CMT and the formulation of the coupled mode equations was
rather heuristic in the sense that the development of the equations was based on power
conservation arguments. It was not until 1955 with the work of Schelkunoff [20] that a
rigorous derivation of the CMT was carried out using a mode expansion. Schelkunoff
used the cross-section method [21] and was able to obtain a set of telegraphist’s equations
from the Maxwell’s equations by expanding the modes of a coupled system from a linear
superposition of the known modes of the uncoupled system. The coupling coefficients
are then determined through the use of boundary conditions. Later in 1958, Haus [22]
took the CMT to a more formal mathematical ground by showing that the CMT was
derivable from a variational principle.
Later, in the 1970’s, the CMT was applied to nonuniform optical dielectric waveg-
uides by several authors and using several methods. Regarding this, we emphasize the
work of Marcuse [23, 24], Snyder [25, 26] and Yariv and Taylor [27]. Also we highlight
the work of Yariv [28, 29] that applied the CMT to optical gratings.
A more detailed historical review about CMT can be found in papers by Haus and
Huang [30, 31], where also other aspects of CMT are discussed in some detail as is the
case of the coupling of modes in time or the mode coupling in coupled systems. In this
section we focus only on the coupled mode theory applied to the space mode coupling
and how this theory can be used on the analysis of NTL’s.
Recently, Lopetegi [32] in order to formulate a general and accurate coupled mode
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theory suitable for microwave devices used the cross-section method and rigorously ap-
plied the method to the general case of nonuniform open waveguides. As a result, a
system of coupled mode equations characterizing the general case of nonuniform waveg-
uides was obtained. This system of coupled mode equations can be applied to the
analysis of nonuniform transmission structures such as, microstrip transmission lines,
coplanar waveguides, slotlines or striplines, because all these structures are included in
the class of open waveguides.
zy
x
Slice Plane
(a) Nonuniform microstrip line.
h εr
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(b) Cross-sectional view - Electric and magnetic filed lines.
Figure 3.1: Cross-section method.
3.2.1 The cross-section method
The basic idea of the cross-section method [21] is that the electromagnetic fields at any
cross section of a nonuniform waveguide can be represented as a superposition of the
forward and backward traveling waves associated to the different modes of an auxiliary
uniform waveguide that has the same cross-section. The coefficients of this superposition
can be seen as the complex amplitudes of the modes along the nonuniform waveguide
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and satisfy a set of first order linear ordinary equations that turn into integro-differential
equations for open waveguides, known as the coupled mode equations. The solution of
this set of equations yield the nonlinear waveguide frequency response.
In [33] the coupled mode theory formulated by Lopetegi is used to analyze peri-
odic structures, more specifically Electronic Band Gap (EBG) structures implemented
in microstrip technology. From his results it becomes obvious that the couple mode
equations provide a very good insight into the physical operation of the analyzed struc-
tures, constituting therefore an excellent set of tools for the analysis and design of these
devices.
The full mathematical development of the couple mode equations for open waveg-
uides is not provided. This development has already been done and can be found in
[32], however we are going to present the main results. In the following we adopt the
mathematical notation of [32].
3.2.1.1 Uniform waveguides mode expansion
We saw in Chapter 2.2 that the electromagnetic fields solutions for guided waves were
given by a set of modes that satisfy the wave equation. Considering a specific uniform
waveguide, we may then mathematically identify the different modes by numerating
them using an integer superscript index i that can take both positive and negative
values. Considering the modes of a waveguide propagating along the z-direction the
fields for each mode i are then described by (see section 2.2.5):
~ˆEi(x, y, z) = ~Ei(x, y)e−jβiz, (3.1)
~ˆH i(x, y, z) = ~H i(x, y)e−jβiz. (3.2)
We assume a lossless structure, thus, the propagation constant for each mode is given by
βi =
√
k2 − (kic)2. If conductor or substrate losses are to be considered the propagation
constant is replaced by γi = αi + jβi. From the above equation one might be led to
think that the modes are completely independent from each other, but in fact they are
not. Note that each mode has both a forward and backward propagating waves and so,
the relation between their propagation constant is
β−i = −βi, (3.3)
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and so, we can see that the modes with positive i are not totally independent of the
negative ones, but that they have in fact the same propagation constant magnitude.
3.2.1.2 Closed Waveguides
For the specific case of closed waveguides, there exist an infinite number of discrete modes
which forms an orthogonal system. The modes in a closed waveguide are orthogonal
to each other because they all have different propagation constants [21]. The total
electromagnetic field inside some specific waveguide is then given by a linear combination
of these modes:
~ˆE(x, y, z) =
∞∑
i=−∞
Ai ~E
i(x, y)e−jβiz =
∞∑
i=−∞
ai(z) ~E
i(x, y), (3.4)
~ˆH(x, y, z) =
∞∑
i=−∞
Ai ~H
i(x, y)e−jβiz =
∞∑
i=−∞
ai(z) ~H
i(x, y), (3.5)
where Ai is an amplitude constant which can take complex values, and ai is the complex
amplitude of the mode i.
3.2.1.3 Open Waveguides
In open waveguides, the mode expansion is somewhat different of that in a closed waveg-
uide. The system of modes in an open waveguide is composed not only by discrete
modes (discrete spectrum of modes) but also by radiating modes (continuous spectrum
of modes) [34]. Also the set of discrete modes is now formed by a finite number of modes
and is no longer infinite like in the close waveguide case. The electromagnetic field con-
figuration in a uniform open waveguide can be expanded as a linear combination of both
the modes in the discrete and continuous spectrum including the forward and backward
traveling waves. Microstrip transmission lines are an example of open waveguides where
the fields are given by
~ˆE(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z) ~E
i(x, y) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(z, kt) ~E
i(x, y, kt)dkt, (3.6)
~ˆH(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z) ~H
i(x, y) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(z, kt) ~H
i(x, y, kt)dkt. (3.7)
For a deeper understanding on the field expansion in open waveguides, please refer to
the work of Rozzi and Mongiardo [34–36].
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3.2.1.4 Coupled-mode equation for nonuniform waveguides
In an uniform waveguide, both the cross-section geometry and material properties do not
vary along its longitudinal axis. This way, the modes propagate or attenuate (modes with
complex propagation constant) along the waveguide independently, and thus, without
interacting with each other. On the other hand, if the waveguide is not uniform the
modes will no longer propagate independently and will transfer power between them.
This phenomena is known as “mode-coupling”.
According to the cross-section method, to describe the electromagnetic field in a
nonuniform waveguide it is necessary to expand the fields at each cross-section in a
Fourier-like series of the modal fields of a reference uniform waveguide [21]. In [32] the
cross-section method is applied to the general case of open waveguides.
In this section we are going to address the procedure used by Lopetegui [32] to obtain
the general coupled mode equations for open waveguides from the cross-section method.
We also outline the most important mathematical derivations and results. For the full
mathematical development please refer to [32].
Let us consider a straight (along the z-direction) nonuniform open waveguide as is
for example the microstrip nonuniform transmission line depicted in Figure 3.1. The
cross-section method tell us that the electromagnetic fields at any cross-section of that
nonuniform waveguide is given by a linear combination of the transversal field compo-
nents present in a uniform waveguide (the reference waveguide) with the same cross-
section and equal distribution of µ and  as the one for a fixed z in the nonuniform
waveguide. So, the transverse field in the nonuniform waveguide can be represented by
Eˆx(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)E
i
x(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)E
i
x(x, y, kt, z)dkt, (3.8)
Eˆy(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)E
i
y(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)E
i
y(x, y, kt, z)dkt, (3.9)
Hˆx(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)H
i
x(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)H
i
x(x, y, kt, z)dkt, (3.10)
Hˆy(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)H
i
y(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)H
i
y(x, y, kt, z)dkt. (3.11)
Comparing the last set of equations with equations (3.6) and (3.7) we clearly see that
both the electromagnetic field distribution (E,H) and the modes complex amplitude
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(ai) now have an explicit z dependency. This comes from the fact that the transverse
fields in nonuniform waveguides are arranged as a linear combination of the transverse
components of the fields that compose the modes of an uniform auxiliary waveguide.
The auxiliary waveguide has the same cross-section and material properties as do the
nonuniform structure at a fixed z. At a specific z position the fields in a nonuniform
waveguide have to satisfy the same boundary conditions as do the electromagnetic fields
in an uniform auxiliary waveguide with the same cross-section characteristics. Therefore,
the modal fields in the auxiliary waveguides can be used as a base to expand the fields
in the nonuniform waveguides.
Equations (3.8) to (3.11), refer only to the transverse components of the electromag-
netic fields in an nonuniform waveguide. For the full description of the fields we use
Maxwell’s equations to calculate the longitudinal components of the fields. Substitut-
ing equations (3.8) and (3.9) into equation (2.47) yields the magnetic field longitudinal
component
Hˆz(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)H
i
z(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)H
i
z(x, y, kt, z)dkt. (3.12)
In the same way, the longitudinal component of the electric field is obtained by substi-
tuting equations (3.10) to (3.11) into equation (2.50), leading to
Eˆz(x, y, z) =
M∑
i=−M
ai(z)E
i
z(x, y, z) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt, z)E
i
z(x, y, kt, z)dkt. (3.13)
The last two equations shows that the longitudinal fields expansion is analogous to that
of the transverse fields. Moreover, they have the same complex amplitude coefficients
ai(z) and ai(kt, z), and so, we can assume these coefficients as the complex amplitudes
for each mode i in some specific nonuniform waveguide.
Because we are interested in obtaining the expressions for the complex amplitudes
of the propagating modes, we now going to introduce the general coupled-mode equa-
tions for open nonuniform waveguides. The full mathematical development necessary
to obtain the couple-mode equations from the electromagnetic fields in a nonuniform
waveguide is detailed in [32]. In the following, we only present the main results.
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Figure 3.2: TEM Nonuniform transmission line.
The couple-mode equations are derived, by substituting equations (3.8) to (3.13)
into the expanded form of the Maxwell’s equations (2.37)-(2.42), yielding:
dam
dz
+ jβmam =
M∑
i=−M
aiCmi +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt)Cmi(kt)dkt, (3.14)
dan(k˜t)
dz
+ jβn(k˜t)an(k˜t) =
M∑
i=−M
aiC
c
ni(k˜t) +
Q∑
i=−Q
∫ ∞
0
ai(kt)C
c
ni(k˜t, kt)dkt. (3.15)
Equation (3.14) describes the coupling of power between modes of the discrete spectrum,
and also between modes of the discrete and continuous spectrum. On the other hand,
equation (3.15) refers only to the coupling between modes of the continuous spectrum.
For the expression of the coupling coefficients (Cmi, Cmi(kt), C
c
ni(k˜t), C
c
ni(k˜t, kt)) as well
as the full mathematical development, please refer to [32].
3.2.1.5 Coupled-mode equations for nonuniform transmission lines
Due to its generalist nature, the coupled-mode equations derived in the previous section
are quite cumbersome and complex. For the purpose of the work developed within this
thesis, a more simple and elegant set of coupling equations can be derived by consid-
ering that the coupling of energy is only occuring between the forward and backward
traveling waves of the fundamental mode propagating in a given nonuniform waveguide.
Moreover, the majority of the guiding structures contemplated within this work consists
on TEM (stripline) or quasi-TEM (microstrip) transmission lines, and as such they can
be accurately modeled by the equivalent circuit model presented in Section 2.3. We will
also neglect both ohmic and substrate losses as in most practical cases they are very
small.
Unlike uniform transmission lines where the characteristic impedance and propa-
gation constant are constant along all of its length, in a nonuniform transmission line
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only the propagation constant remais constant. The characteristic impedance depends
on the position along the line. Figure 3.2 illustrates a TEM nonuniform transmission
line where Z0(z) is the characteristic impedance which is space-dependent and β is the
propagation constant.
From the illustration on Figure 3.2 we clearly see that the cross-section dimensions
of an NTL varies along the longitudinal axis. Therefore, the per-unit-length parameters
will be a function of the position variable z. Then, for a lossless NTL, the telegrapher
equations (2.98) and (2.99) becomes
dV (ω, z)
dz
= −jωL(z)I(ω, z), (3.16)
dI(ω, z)
dz
= −jωC(z)V (ω, z), (3.17)
where L(z) is the inductance per unit length and C(z) is the capacitance per unit length
of the transmission line. Please note that the solutions to equations (3.16) and (3.17)
come in the form
V (ω, z) = V +(ω, z) + V −(ω, z) (3.18)
I(ω, z) = I+(ω, z) + I−(ω, z) (3.19)
The characteristic impedance is given by
Z0(z) =
√
L(z)
C(z)
, (3.20)
and the propagation constant is
β = ω
√
L(z)C(z), (3.21)
which has a constant value (along the space variable) as we are considering a TEM mode
propagation.
Due to the non-constant nature of the characteristic impedance in an NTL, and in
order to obtain physically meaningful power relations in terms of wave amplitudes along
the nonuniform transmission line, the generalized S-parameters derived in Section 2.4.2
must be used. So, recalling equations (2.147) and (2.148), we must define the set of
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waves amplitudes propagating along the NTL as
a+(ω, z) =
V +(ω, z)√
Z0(z)
, (3.22)
a−(ω, z) =
V −(ω, z)√
Z0(z)
, (3.23)
where V +(ω, z) and V −(ω, z) are the amplitudes of the forward and backward traveling
voltage waves associated with the TEM mode propagating in the NTL.
So far we have explicitly pointed out the spectral and spatial dependences of the
electrical properties of NTLs. Throughout the remaining of this section and for the sake
of mathematical simplicity, both spectral and spacial dependences are omitted.
Regarding equations (3.22) and (3.23), the total voltage and current along the NTL
are obtained by summing both the forward and backward traveling waves yielding
V = V + + V − = a+
√
Z0 + a
−√Z0, (3.24)
I = I+ + I− =
a+√
Z0
− a
−
√
Z0
. (3.25)
Substituting the expressions for the voltage and current into equation (3.16) we have
d
dz
(a+
√
Z0 + a
−√Z0) = −jωL( a+√
Z0
− a
−
√
Z0
)
. (3.26)
Both the wave amplitudes and the characteristic impedance have a z dependence, there-
fore the derivatives in the last equations are given by
d(a+
√
Z0)
dz
=
da+
dz
√
Z0 + a
+ 1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
, (3.27)
d(a−
√
Z0)
dz
=
da−
dz
√
Z0 + a
− 1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
. (3.28)
Equation (3.26) can then be further developed, yielding
(
da+
dz
+
da−
dz
)√
Z0 +
1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
(a+ + a−) = −j ωL√
Z0
(a+ − a−). (3.29)
Dividing both sides of the equation by
√
Z0, and taking into consideration from (3.20)
and (3.21) that
β
√
Z0 =
ωL√
Z0
, (3.30)
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equation (3.29) can be rewritten as
da+
dz
+
da−
dz
= −jβ(a+ − a−)− 1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
(a+ + a−). (3.31)
In the same way, substituting the current and voltage equations into equation (3.17)
we obtain
d
dz
(
a+√
Z0
− a
−
√
Z0
)
= −jωC(a+
√
Z0 + a
−√Z0). (3.32)
Solving the derivatives in the previous equation we get
d
dz
(
a+√
Z0
)
=
1
Z0
(
da+
dz
√
Z0 − a+ 1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
)
, (3.33)
d
dz
(
a−√
Z0
)
=
1
Z0
(
da−
dz
√
Z0 − a− 1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
)
. (3.34)
Substituting the derivatives into equation (3.32) yields
(
da+
dz
− da
−
dz
)√
Z0 +
1
2
1√
Z0
dZ0
dz
(a− − a+) = −jωCZ0(a+ + a−)
√
Z0. (3.35)
Dividing both sides of the equation by
√
Z0 and taking into account that
β = ωCZ0, (3.36)
equation (3.35) can be rewritten as
da+
dz
− da
−
dz
= −jβ(a+ + a−)− 1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
(a− − a+). (3.37)
In order to obtain the coupled-mode equations for TEM transmission lines, equations
(3.31) and (3.37) must be added and subtracted. Therefore, adding both equations we
obtain
da+
dz
= −jβa+ − 1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
a−. (3.38)
On the other hand, the subtraction yields
da−
dz
= jβa− − 1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
a+. (3.39)
The last two equations are called the couple-mode equations, and relate the coupling
between the forward and backward propagating waves in a NTL structure. By simple
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Figure 3.3: NTL - Boundary conditions.
inspection of the last equations it is easily seen that the factor responsible for the coupling
between the forward and backward propagating waves is
K =
1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
. (3.40)
We can now rewrite the coupled-mode equations as
da+
dz
= −jβa+ −Ka−, (3.41)
da−
dz
= jβa− −Ka+, (3.42)
where K is called the “coupling coefficient”.
Please note the resemblance between the couple-mode equations (3.41) and (3.42)
and equation (3.14). Taking a closer look at (3.14), we see that by despising the coupling
of energy to the modes in the continuous spectrum and considering single mode propa-
gation, equation (3.14) simplifies to (3.41) and also (3.42) if we take into consideration
equation (3.3). We then conclude that the set of coupled-mode equations for transmis-
sion lines can therefore be obtained from the more general set of equations described by
(3.14).
Let us consider the NTL of length L depicted in Figure 3.3. In order to analyze and
characterize NTL structures such as this one, we must solve the coupled-mode equations
(3.41) and (3.42) for the wave amplitudes at both ports or terminals and then calculate
the S-parameters.
The coupled-mode equations form a set of first-order linear ordinary differential
equations that have to be solved from z = 0 to z = L. However, this is not enough
because solving the equations only gives us a general solution. For the problem to be
completely defined and to obtain the S-parameters of the device, a particular solution
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must be obtained. This is accomplished by setting the boundary conditions
a+(0) = 1, (3.43)
a−(L) = 0. (3.44)
The first boundary condition corresponds to the unitary excitation at the input of the
device, and the second one has to do with the matching of the structure at the output
port.
We now have to solve the coupled-mode equations (3.41) and (3.42) in association
with the boundary conditions (3.43) and (3.44). In short, the problem in hands is a
system of two first order ordinary differential equations subject to two-point boundary
conditions. In order to solve this problem we use a numerical method implemented in
Matlab developed for boundary value problems [37]. The name of the Matlab function
that implements this method is called bvp4c.
Once the solutions for a+(z) and a−(z) are found, the S-parameters are easily ob-
tained by using
S11 =
a−(0)
a+(0)
∣∣∣∣
a−(L)=0
, (3.45)
S21 =
a+(L)
a+(0)
∣∣∣∣
a−(L)=0
. (3.46)
3.2.2 Riccati equation for NTLs
Consider the NTL on Figure 3.4 as being constituted by a number of infinitesimal
sections of length dz with the impedance step from one section to the adjacent being
dZ0.
As is pointed out in Figure 3.4, let us consider that the input impedance as seen
from z is Zin and that Zin + dZin is the input impedance at z + dz. We know that the
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relation between both the input impedances is given by
Zin = Z0
Zin + dZin + jZ0 tan(βdz)
Z0 + j(Zin + dZin) tan(βdz)
' Z0 Zin + dZin + jZ0βdz
Z0 + jZinβdz + dZinβdz
,
(3.47)
where due to the small value of βdz we replace the tangent by its argument. Neglecting
the product of the differential terms dZinβdz, and dividing both the numerator and
denominator by Z0 yields
Zin ' (Zin + dZin + jZ0βdz)
(
1
1 + j ZinZ0 βdz
)
. (3.48)
Multiplying the numerator and denominator of the second term of the product in the
previous equation by the complex conjugate of the denominator and neglecting the term
with dz2 gives
Zin ' (Zin + dZin + jZ0βdz)
(
1− j Zin
Z0
βdz
)
' Zin + dZin + jZ0βdz − j Z
2
in
Z0
βdz − j Zin
Z0
βdzdZin + Zinβ
2dz2
' Zin + dZin + jZ0βdz − j Z
2
in
Z0
βdz.
(3.49)
where the products of differential terms were neglected. The above equation then sim-
plifies to
dZin
dz
= jβ
(
Z2in
Z0
− Z0
)
. (3.50)
We know that the input impedance as seen from any position z along the NTL structure
is
Zin =
1 + Γ
1− ΓZ0, (3.51)
and that, the corresponding derivative is
dZin
dz
=
1 + Γ
1− Γ
dZ0
dz
+
2Z0
(1− Γ)2
dΓ
dz
. (3.52)
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Substituting (3.51) into equation (3.50) and taking the equality with equation (3.52)
yields
jβZ0
(
(1 + Γ)2
(1− Γ)2 − 1
)
=
1 + Γ
1− Γ
dZ0
dz
+
2Z0
(1− Γ)2
dΓ
dz
jβZ0
(
4Γ
(1− Γ)2
)
=
1 + Γ
1− Γ
dZ0
dz
+
2Z0
(1− Γ)2
dΓ
dz
4jβΓZ0 = (1− Γ2)dZ0
dz
+ 2Z0
dΓ
dz
.
(3.53)
Dividing both sides of the equation by 2Z0 and rearranging the equation we finally have
dΓ
dz
= 2jβΓ− (1− Γ2) 1
2Z0
dZ0
dz
. (3.54)
This is the exact equation for the reflection coefficient Γ(z) along the NTL and is called
a Ricatti equation [16]. The S11 parameter of the NTL is obtained by calculating Γ(0).
Equation (3.54) can be rewritten by taking into account equation (3.40) yielding
dΓ(z)
dz
= 2jβΓ(z)−K(z)(1− Γ2(z)). (3.55)
where K(z) is the coupling coefficient and where we have considered spatial dependence.
Unlike the couple-mode equations, the solution of equation (3.54) does not require
solving a system of differential equations. Because of the term Γ2 the Riccati equation
is a nonlinear equation and does not have a general solution. In order to numerically
solve the equation, we start at the end of the NTL structure and apply the boundary
condition
Γ(L) = 0. (3.56)
The Runge-Kutta method can then be used to work the equation backwards to z = 0.
We are now going to analyze the relation between the coupled mode equations and
the Riccati equation. Let us start by considering the reflection coefficient along the NTL
structure as
Γ(z) =
a−(z)
a+(z)
, (3.57)
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Figure 3.5: Low reflectivity NTL.
where a+(z) and a−(z) are the forward and backward traveling waves propagating along
the NTL. Taking the derivative of the previous equation we get1
dΓ
dz
=
d
dz
(
a−
a+
)
=
da+
dz a
+ − da−dz a−
(a+)2
. (3.58)
From the coupled-mode equations (3.41) and (3.42) we have
da+
dz
a− = (−jβa+ −Ka−)a−, (3.59)
da−
dz
a+ = (jβa− −Ka+)a+. (3.60)
Substituting the last two expressions into equation (3.58) we obtain
dΓ
dz
=
(jβa− −Ka+)a+ − (−jβa+ −Ka−)a−
(a+)2
= jβ
a−
a+
−K + jβ a
−
a+
+K
(
a−
a+
)2
.
(3.61)
Recalling (3.57) and rearranging the previous equation yields
dΓ
dz
= 2jβΓ−K(1− Γ2), (3.62)
which is the same result as in equation (3.54).
3.2.3 Weak coupling
Until now we have just looked into the exact solutions of the coupled-mode equations
when analyzing NTLs. However, a considerable simplification and also a complexity
reduction of the problem can be achieved if we consider the analysis of NTL structures
with low reflectivity. By low reflectivity we mean to say that the coupling of energy
1For the sake of mathematical simplicity the spacial dependency is omitted.
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between the forward and backward propagating waves is very low, hence the name
“weak coupling”. We show in this subsection that, by assuming the condition of low
reflectivity, a simple closed-form solution for the coupled-mode equations can be derived.
Let us consider that Γ(z) along the structure is low enough so that the amplitude
of the forward propagating wave remains approximately constant throughout the entire
NTL. Assuming that a+(0) = 1 and also that the NTL structure is terminated in a
matched load, we may then express the forward propagating wave as
a+(z) = e−jβz, (3.63)
as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The amplitude of the forward wave is therefore unitary, and
the exponential term represents the wave propagation in the +z direction.
Recalling the coupled-mode equations, more specifically equation (3.42)
da−
dz
= jβa− −Ka+, (3.64)
and using (3.63), we have
da−
dz
= jβa− −Ke−jβz. (3.65)
Multiplying both sides of the previous differential equation by e−jβz and rearranging
the equation yields
da−
dz
e−jβz − jβa−e−jβz = −Ke−2jβz. (3.66)
Using the equality
d
dz
(a−e−jβz) =
da−
dz
e−jβz − jβa−e−jβz, (3.67)
we may then rewrite equation (3.65) as
d
dz
(a−e−jβz) = −Ke−2jβz. (3.68)
Considering the NTL structure of length L depicted on Figure 3.5, equation (3.68) can
now be integrated on both sides between 0 and L as
a−e−jβz
∣∣∣z=L
z=0
= −
∫ L
0
Ke−2jβzdz. (3.69)
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However, the NTL device is considered to be terminated on a matched load with an
unitary input excitation,
a−(L) = 0, (3.70)
a−(0) = Γ(0). (3.71)
Equation (3.69) then reduces to
Γ(0) =
∫ L
0
Ke−2jβzdz, (3.72)
and hence2
S11(ω) =
∫ L
0
K(z)e−2jβzdz. (3.73)
As it can be seen, equation (3.73) expresses the relation between the coupling coefficient
for a low reflectivity structure K(z) and its corresponding reflection response S11(ω).
Regarding the structure in Figure 3.5 we can easily see that the coupling coefficient
can only take values within the range [0, L]. Therefore, if we assume that the coupling
coefficient K(z) = 0, ∀z /∈ [0, L] the integration limits can be changed and equation
(3.73) becomes
S11(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
K(z)e−2jβzdz, (3.74)
where
β =
ω
c
√
r, (3.75)
and c is the speed of light in the vacuum.
Let us consider the following definition for the Fourier transform pair:
x(t) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
X(ω)ejωtdω, (3.76)
X(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)e−jωtdt. (3.77)
The similarity between equations (3.74) and (3.77) is evident, therefore we can conclude
that the coupling coefficient K(z) and the device reflection response S11(ω) are related
by the Fourier transform in the following way:
K(z)←→ S11
(
2
√
r
c
ω
)
. (3.78)
2With frequency and spatial dependencies.
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On the other hand, let us consider the variable change
u =
2
√
r
c
z =⇒ dz = c
2
√
r
du. (3.79)
Equation (3.74) is now rewritten as
S11(ω) =
c
2
√
r
∫ ∞
−∞
K
(
c
2
√
r
u
)
e−jωudu. (3.80)
From equation (3.76) we have that
c
2
√
r
K
(
c
2
√
r
u
)
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
S11(ω)e
jωudω, (3.81)
and therefore K(z) and S11(ω) are related by the Fourier transform as
c
2
√
r
K
(
c
2
√
r
z
)
F←→ S11(ω). (3.82)
which is equivalent to (3.78).
Even though it is only valid under the condition of weak coupling, the analysis of low
reflectivity NTL is very useful as it stands out the direct relation between coupling coef-
ficient and frequency response with that of the Fourier transform. Further on our work
we will see this relation as very handy on interpreting the behavior of NTL structures.
3.2.4 Constant coupling
We now consider the case of NTLs with a constant coupling factor along their length.
In this case, the coupled mode equations can be analytically solved even for the case of
high reflectivity NTLs. Taking the derivative of the first of the coupled-mode equations
(3.41) and considering K(z) = Cte we have
d2a+
dz2
= −jβ da
+
dz
−Kda
−
dz
. (3.83)
Substituting the coupled-mode equations on the previous equation we have
d2a+
dz2
= −jβ(−jβa+ −Ka−)−K(jβa− −Ka+). (3.84)
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Finally, simplifying and rearranging the previous equation we get
d2a+
dz2
= (K2 − β2)a+. (3.85)
The same procedure can be used for the second of the coupled-mode equations (3.42),
yielding
d2a−
dz2
= (K2 − β2)a−. (3.86)
We know from subsection 3.2.1.5 that the coupling coefficient for TEM NTLs is obtained
from the characteristic impedance Z0(z) as
K =
1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
. (3.87)
The coupling coefficient expression is a first-order linear differential equation. Solving
it in order to obtain a closed expression for the characteristic impedance as a function
of distance z yields [38]
Z0(z) = C
tee2
∫ z
0 K(x)dx
= Z0(0)e
2
∫ z
0 K(x)dx.
(3.88)
However for the case of constant coupling NTLs we have K(z) = Cte, which reduces the
expression for Z0(z) to
Z0(z) = Z0(0)e
2Kz. (3.89)
hence the exponential impedance profile of the NTL depicted in Figure 3.6.
Let us rewrite the differential equations (3.85) and (3.86) as,
d2a+
dz2
− γ2a+ = 0, (3.90)
d2a−
dz2
− γ2a− = 0, (3.91)
where γ2 = K2− β2. Equations (3.90) and (3.91) are second order homogeneous linear
differential equations. The general solution to these equations are of the form [38]
a+ = C1e
γz + C2e
−γz, (3.92)
a− = C3eγz + C4e−γz, (3.93)
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where C1, C2, C3, C4 are the unknown variables, that are obtained by setting the
appropriate boundary conditions and the corresponding derivatives are
da+
dz
= γC1e
γz − γC2e−γz, (3.94)
da−
dz
= γC3e
γz − γC4e−γz. (3.95)
Considering an NTL with constant coupling coefficient with length L extending from
z = 0 to z = L as it is illustrated in Figure 3.6. We consider the output port at z = L
to be terminated in a matched load and an unitary excitation of the device, therefore
the boundary conditions are given by
a+(0) = 1, (3.96)
a−(L) = 0. (3.97)
Substituting equations (3.92)-(3.95) into the coupled-mode equations (3.41)-(3.42)
and applying the boundary conditions, yields the following system of linear equations
C1 + C2 = 1,
C3e
γL + C4e
−γL = 0,
γ(C1 − C2) = −jβ −K(C3 + C4),
γ(C3e
γL − C4e−γL) = −K(C1eγL + C2e−γL).
(3.98)
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Solving the system in (3.98) and after some mathematical manipulation, the unknown
variables in equations (3.92) and (3.93) are given by
C1 =
1
2
− γ sinh(γL) + jβ cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.99)
C2 =
1
2
+
γ sinh(γL) + jβ cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.100)
C3 =
−Ke−γL
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.101)
C4 =
KeγL
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
. (3.102)
Considering the boundary conditions of the device we have that
S21 = a
+(L) = C1e
γL + C2e
−γL, (3.103)
which after substituting C1 and C2 yields
S21 =
γ
γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL)
. (3.104)
On the other hand, the reflection coefficient S11 is given by
S11 = a
−(0) = C3eγ0 + C4e−γ0 = C3 + C4, (3.105)
which after substituting C3 and C4 turns into
S11 =
K sinh(γL)
γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL)
. (3.106)
In order to fully characterize the NTL device in Figure 3.6 we also need to derive the
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expressions for S12 and S22. One way to do that is to perform the same analyze as before
but from the output end, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. Comparing the two situations, the
only thing that differs is that the coupling coefficient as now a negative value although
the magnitude is the same. In this case, the unknown variables C1, C2, C3, C4 are given
by
C1 =
1
2
− γ sinh(γL) + jβ cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.107)
C2 =
1
2
+
γ sinh(γL) + jβ cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.108)
C3 =
Ke−γL
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
, (3.109)
C4 =
−KeγL
2(γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL))
. (3.110)
Following the same development as before we have that
S12 =
γ
γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL)
= S21, (3.111)
which is the same as S21 because the structure is reciprocal. On the other hand we have
that
S22 =
−K sinh(γL)
γ cosh(γL) + jβ sinh(γL)
= −S11. (3.112)
3.2.5 Periodic coupling
We now are going to consider the case when the coupling coefficient K(z) is periodic.
In this case, K(z) can be expanded in a spatial Fourier series, allowing the periodic
coupling problem to be reduced to the constant coupling problem for each relevant term
of the corresponding Fourier expansion. Basically, each term of the Fourier series of
K(z) is associated with one of the several resonant band that the NTL might possess.
As we shall see next, an analytical solution can be obtained for each term of the Fourier
series of the coupling coefficient. This analytical solution accurately characterizes the
behavior of the NTL device within the resonance frequency band associated with the
corresponding Fourier series term.
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We start from the coupled-mode equations
da+
dz
= −jβa+ −Ka−, (3.113)
da−
dz
= jβa− −Ka+. (3.114)
Let us consider the following variable change
a+(z) = A+(z)e−jβz, (3.115)
a−(z) = A−(z)ejβz. (3.116)
Substituting the previous expressions into the coupled-mode equations, yields the fol-
lowing new set of coupled-mode equations
dA+
dz
= −K(z)A−e2jβz, (3.117)
dA−
dz
= −K(z)A+e−2jβz. (3.118)
In this section we assume that the coupling coefficient K(z) is periodic, therefore its
expansion as a Fourier series is given by [1]
K(z) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
Kne
jn 2pi
Λ
z, (3.119)
with
Kn =
1
Λ
∫
Λ
K(z)e−jn
2pi
Λ
z (3.120)
and where Λ is the period of the coupling coefficient K(z). The coupling coefficient can
therefore be expanded as
K(z) =K1e
j1( 2piΛ )z +K−1e−j1(
2pi
Λ )z +K2e
j2( 2piΛ )z+
+K−2e−j2(
2pi
Λ )z +K3e
j3( 2piΛ )z +K−3e−j3(
2pi
Λ )z + . . .
(3.121)
Substituting the previous expansion into the coupled-mode equations (3.117) and (3.118)
and rearranging the expression yields
dA+
dz
= −
(
K1e
j2(β+ piΛ)z +K−1ej2(β−
pi
Λ)z +K2e
j2(β+ 2piΛ )z+
+K−2ej2(β−
2pi
Λ )z + . . .+Kne
j2(β+npiΛ )z +K−nej2(β−
npi
Λ )z
)
A−
(3.122)
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and for the counter-propagating mode
dA−
dz
= −
(
K1e
−j2(β− piΛ)z +K−1e−j2(β+
pi
Λ)z +K2e
−j2(β− 2piΛ )z+
+K−2e−j2(β+
2pi
Λ )z + . . .+Kne
−j2(β−npiΛ )z +K−ne−j2(β+
npi
Λ )z
)
A+.
(3.123)
Let us consider a finite length NTL with length that is much more larger than the
coupling coefficient period Λ. Since the mode amplitudes A+(z) and A−(z) are slowly
varying with z [29], we may integrate equation (3.122) over a distance d considerably
larger than Λ yet much smaller than the variation scale for the modes amplitudes,
yielding a small increment of the mode amplitude ∆A+ as
∆A+ = −
(
K1
∫
dΛ
ej2(β+
pi
Λ)zdz +K−1
∫
dΛ
ej2(β−
pi
Λ)zdz+
+K2
∫
dΛ
ej2(β+
2pi
Λ )zdz +K−2
∫
dΛ
ej2(β−
2pi
Λ )zdz + . . .+
+Kn
∫
dΛ
ej2(β+
npi
Λ )zdz +K−n
∫
dΛ
ej2(β−
npi
Λ )zdz
)
A−.
(3.124)
From this equation we can see that all of the integrals will have a contribution to ∆A+
close to zero, except in the case when the exponent in the exponential terms is zero
or close to zero. Hence, if we place our frequency band of interest around the n-th
resonant frequency band, β will be of the same order of magnitude as npi/Λ and so all
of the integrals in the previous expression except the one associated with the K−n term
of the Fourier series will have residual contributions. In this way we may rewrite the
coupled-mode equations (3.122) and (3.123) for the n-th resonant frequency band as
dA+
dz
= −
(
K−nej2∆βz
)
A−, (3.125)
dA−
dz
= −
(
Kne
−j2∆βz
)
A+, (3.126)
where the variable ∆β is defined as
∆β = β − npi
Λ
. (3.127)
When considering a frequency band placed around the n-th resonant frequency band,
∆β will have values close to zero. In fact, when ∆β = 0 the coupling between forward
propagating wave A+ and the backward propagating wave A− is maximum and so, we
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introduce the condition for resonant coupling as
β − npi
Λ
= 0 =⇒ β = npi
Λ
. (3.128)
This resonant coupling condition is a particular case of the more general longitudinal
phase matching condition introduced by Yariv [28]. Yariv states that the maximum
coupling of power between any two modes (k and i) propagating along a waveguide
happens when the following condition is satisfied
βk − βi− n2pi
Λ
= 0, (3.129)
for some integer n. In our case, the coupling occurs between the forward and backward
propagating waves associated with the same mode, therefore
β+ − β− − n2pi
Λ
= 0 =⇒ (β)− (−β) = n2pi
Λ
=⇒ β = npi
Λ
, (3.130)
which is the same as (3.128). Furthermore,
β =
npi
Λ
=⇒ 2pif
√
r
c
=
npi
Λ
=⇒ 2
√
r
λ
=
n
Λ
, (3.131)
considering the fundamental resonant frequency band, thus n = 1 and rearranging the
expression, we have
λ = 2
√
rΛ. (3.132)
Taking into consideration that neff =
√
rµr is the effective refractive index, we finally
have
λ = 2neffΛ (3.133)
which is the well known Bragg condition widely used on the design of fiber Bragg gratings
[39].
Let us consider the coupled-mode equations derived for the n-th resonant frequency
band (3.125), (3.126). Defining a new variable change as
A+ = u+ej∆βz, (3.134)
A− = u−e−j∆βz (3.135)
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and applying it to the coupled-mode equations (3.125) and (3.126), yields
du+
dz
= −j∆βu+ −K−nu−, (3.136)
du−
dz
= j∆βu− −Knu+. (3.137)
The last two equations form a set of coupled-mode equations of constant coupling value,
since both K−n and Kn are constants. We saw in section 3.2.4 that this kind of dif-
ferential equation system has an analytical solution, however in the case analyzed in
section 3.2.4 the same value of coupling coefficient appeared in both differential equa-
tions, whereas in the present case the coupling coefficients are different in both equations.
In order to find an analytical solution for this problem we must first find the relation
between K−n and Kn.
We know from section 3.2.1.5 that the coupling coefficient for NTLs is given by
K =
1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dz
. (3.138)
Since Z0(z) only takes positive real values, from (3.138) we know that K(z) is a real
function. Regarding the properties of the Fourier series [1] we know that the series
coefficients for real functions such as K(z) obey to the relation
K−n = K∗n. (3.139)
It is important to notice that unlike the case of constant coupling addressed in section
3.2.4, the coupling coefficient Kn considered from the Fourier series terms may usually
take constant complex values.
Taking in consideration the previous relation, we can rewrite the coupled-mode equa-
tions (3.136) and (3.137) as
du+
dz
= −j∆βu+ −K∗nu−, (3.140)
du−
dz
= j∆βu− −Knu+. (3.141)
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To solve these coupled-mode equations we follow the same procedure as in section 3.2.4.
Taking the derivative of equation (3.140) we have
d2u+
dz2
= −j∆βdu
+
dz
−K∗n
du−
dz
. (3.142)
Substituting equations (3.140) and (3.141) into the previous expression gives
d2u+
dz2
=
(
|Kn|2 −∆β2
)
u+, (3.143)
where |Kn|2 = KnK∗n. Using the same procedure for equation (3.141) we have
d2u−
dz2
=
(
|Kn|2 −∆β2
)
u−. (3.144)
Rearranging equations (3.143) and (3.144) yields
d2u+
dz2
− γ2u+ = 0, (3.145)
d2u−
dz2
− γ2u− = 0, (3.146)
where γ2 = |Kn|2−∆β2. These second order differential equations are the same type as
the ones obtained in section 3.2.4, except for the definition of γ. Therefore, the general
solution of these equations is of the form
u+ = C1e
γz + C2e
−γz, (3.147)
u− = C3eγz + C4e−γz, (3.148)
just like in section 3.2.4. The procedure to calculate the unknown variables C1, C2, C3
and C4 is the same used in section 3.2.4. The derivatives of (3.147) and (3.148) are
given by
du+
dz
= γC1e
γz − γC2e−γz, (3.149)
du−
dz
= γC3e
γz − γC4e−γz. (3.150)
Before we proceed with the solution of (3.145) and (3.146), we must first state the
relation between u+(z) and u−(z) and the wave amplitudes a+(z) and a−(z). From
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Figure 3.8: NTL with periodic coupling coefficient.
(3.115) and (3.116) we know that
a+ = A+e−jβz, (3.151)
a− = A−ejβz. (3.152)
Substituting equations (3.134) and (3.135) into the previous expressions we have
a+ = ej∆βze−jβzu+ = u+e−j(β−∆β)z, (3.153)
a− = e−j∆βzejβzu− = u−ej(β−∆β)z. (3.154)
Recalling that ∆β = β − npiΛ , the previous equations can be further simplified yielding
a+ = u+e−j
npi
Λ
z, (3.155)
a− = u−ej
npi
Λ
z. (3.156)
Let us now consider an NTL device with periodic coupling coefficient with length L
extending from z = 0 to z = L as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The output port at z = L
is assumed to be terminated in a matched load. Further, an unitary excitation of the
device is considered, yielding the boundary conditions
a+(0) = 1 −→ u+(0) = 1, (3.157)
a−(L) = 0 −→ u−(L) = 0. (3.158)
(3.159)
Substituting equations (3.147)-(3.150) into the coupled mode equations (3.140)-
(3.141) and applying the boundary conditions, yields the following system of linear
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equations 
C1 + C2 = 1,
C3e
γL + C4e
−γL = 0,
γ(C1 − C2) = −j∆β −Kn(C3 + C4),
γ(C3e
γL − C4e−γL) = −Kn(C1eγL + C2e−γL),
(3.160)
where γ =
√|Kn|2 −∆β2. Solving the equations system in (3.160), the unknown vari-
ables in equations (3.147) and (3.148) are given by
C1 =
1
2
− γ sinh(γL) + j∆β cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL))
, (3.161)
C2 =
1
2
+
γ sinh(γL) + j∆β cosh(γL)
2(γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL))
, (3.162)
C3 =
−Kne−γL
2(γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL))
, (3.163)
C4 =
Kne
γL
2(γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL))
. (3.164)
From (3.147)-(3.148) and considering the boundary conditions of the device, we have
that
S21 = a
+(L) = u+(L)e−j
npi
Λ
L = (C1e
γz + C2e
−γz)e−j
npi
Λ
L, (3.165)
which becomes
S21 =
γe−j
npi
Λ
L
γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL)
. (3.166)
On the other hand, the S11 of the device is calculated as
S11 =
a−(0)
a+(0)
=
u−(0)
u+(0)
= u−(0) = C3 + C4, (3.167)
yielding
S11 =
Kn sinh(γL)
γ cosh(γL) + j∆β sinh(γL)
. (3.168)
The mathematical development performed in this section follows that of [32], [39] and
[14].
3.2.6 Iterative solution
So far we have shown that the complete solution for the direct scattering problem (the
analysis problem) can be obtained by solving either the coupled mode equations or
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Figure 3.9: High reflectivity NTL.
the Riccati equation using numerical methods developed to solve differential equations
problems with boundary conditions. One the other hand we have also showed that
for some particular cases such as weak coupling, constant or periodic coupling, the
solution for the direct scattering problem can be obtained in the form of mathematical
expressions. Unlike numerical methods, these expressions give us a better insight on the
physical operation of the NTL structures. So, in this subsection we derive the exact
solution for the coupled mode equations. As we shall see, they come in the form of a
series of integral equations accounting for the infinite number of propagation paths that
a wave can take on the NTL. We start from the coupled mode equations
da+
dz
= −jβa+ −Ka−, (3.169)
da−
dz
= jβa− −Ka+, (3.170)
and let us consider the variable change
a+(z) = A+(z)e−jβz, (3.171)
a−(z) = A−(z)ejβz. (3.172)
Applying the variable change into the coupled-mode equations yields a new set of
coupled-mode equations given by
dA+
dz
= −K(z)A−e2jβz, (3.173)
dA−
dz
= −K(z)A+e−2jβz. (3.174)
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Considering the case of the NTL structure depicted in Figure 3.9 we set the boundary
conditions as
A+(0) = 1, (3.175)
A−(L) = 0, (3.176)
corresponding to an unitary excitation and a matched load termination at the output
of the device respectively.
Taking the integral of equation (3.174) from any point z along the structure up to
L yields
∫ z1=L
z1=z
dA−
dz1
dz1 = −
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)A
+(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1
⇓
A−(L)−A−(z) = −
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)A
+(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1,
(3.177)
however, from the boundary conditions, we know that A−(L) = 0, therefore we have
A−(z) =
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)A
+(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1. (3.178)
Proceeding in the same way with the first coupled-mode equation (3.173) we have
∫ z2=z
z2=0
dA+
dz2
dz2 = −
∫ z2=z
z2=0
K(z2)A
−(z2)e2jβz2dz2
⇓
A+(z)−A+(0) = −
∫ z2=z
z2=0
K(z2)A
−(z2)e2jβz2dz2,
(3.179)
and taking into consideration that A+(0) = 1 we obtain
A+(z) = 1−
∫ z2=z
z2=0
K(z2)A
−(z2)e2jβz2dz2. (3.180)
The exact solution for the coupled mode equations and therefore the forward or direct
scattering problem is given by first substituting (3.180) into (3.178) and then proceed
iteratively. As an example, considering the substitution of equation (3.180) into (3.178)
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yields
A−(z) =
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)
(
1−
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
K(z2)A
−(z2)e2jβz2dz2
)
e−2jβz1dz1
⇓
A−(z) =
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1−
−
∫ z1=L
z1=z
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
A−(z2)K(z1)e−2jβz1K(z2)e2jβz2dz2dz1.
(3.181)
Substituting again equation (3.178) into the previous equation and proceeding iteratively
by repeatedly substituting equations (3.178) and (3.180) we obtain the following infinite
series
A−(z) =
∫ z1=L
z1=z
K(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1−
−
∫ z1=L
z1=z
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
∫ z3=L
z3=z2
K(z1)K(z2)K(z3)e
−2jβ(z1−z2+z3)dz3dz2dz1
+ · · ·+
+ (−1)n+1
∫ z1=L
z1=z
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
∫ z3=L
z3=z2
· · ·
∫ z2n−1=L
z2n−1=z2n−2
A+(z2n−1)·
·K(z1)K(z2)K(z3) · · ·K(z2n−1)e−2jβ(z1−z2+z3···z2n−1)dz2n−1 · · · dz3dz2dz1,
(3.182)
where n is the number of iterations performed. Considering a sufficient large number of
iterations n we can say that the last terms of the series only contribute residual values
to the overall scattering occurring in the NTL structure and so we can consider that for
iteration n the integral term in equation (3.180) is close to zero, therefore A+(z2n−1) ≈ 1.
Taking this into consideration and also that
S11 =
a−(0)
a+(0)
∣∣∣∣
a−(L)=0
=
A−(0)
A+(0)
= A−(0), (3.183)
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the reflection coefficient is given by
S11 =
∫ z1=L
z1=0
K(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1−
−
∫ z1=L
z1=0
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
∫ z3=L
z3=z2
K(z1)K(z2)K(z3)e
−2jβ(z1−z2+z3)dz3dz2dz1
+ · · ·+
+ (−1)n+1
∫ z1=L
z1=0
∫ z2=z1
z2=0
∫ z3=L
z3=z2
· · ·
∫ z2n−1=L
z2n−1=z2n−2
A+(z2n−1)·
·K(z1)K(z2)K(z3) · · ·K(z2n−1)e−2jβ(z1−z2+z3···z2n−1)dz2n−1 · · · dz3dz2dz1.
(3.184)
It is worthwhile referring that each term of (3.184) is an integral that extends to all
propagation paths composed by a given number of scattering events. Another interesting
conclusion comes by considering only one iteration and therefore n = 1. In this particular
case, equation (3.184) reduces to
S11 =
∫ z1=L
z1=0
K(z1)e
−2jβz1dz1. (3.185)
Recalling the analysis of NTL structures under the condition of weak coupling (subsec-
tion 3.2.3), we see that the previous equation is the same as (3.73).
The mathematical development performed in this subsection follows that of [15] and
[32].
3.3 Transmission matrix method
As seen in the previous section, the analysis of NTL devices can be accurately performed
by solving the coupled-mode equations. However to solve these differential equations the
use of complicated and time consuming numerical solvers is necessary. Nevertheless we
also proved that for some specific cases, namely constant and periodic coupling, the
coupled-mode equations can be solved yielding a analytical solution. In this section we
show how by the discretization of either the coupling coefficient or the impedance profile
it is possible to use the analytical solutions derived before in order to accurately analyze
any NTL device without resorting to differential equations numerical solvers.
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Figure 3.10: Constant coupling discretization.
3.3.1 Constant coupling discretization
Let us consider the division of an NTL device into a number N of sufficient small sections
of lenght ∆l, so that each of the sections can be considered to have a constant coupling.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.10 for a sinusoidal coupling coefficient profile. Because
each single section i has a constant coupling coefficient we can calculate the individual
transmission matrix for each section. Multiplying all of transmission matrices shall yield
the overall transmission matrix of the NTL structure from which the S-parameters of
the device can then be calculated.
The discretization depicted in Figure 3.10 is only for one period length Λ, but when
considering the total length L of the structure, the size of the sections is given by
∆l = L/N .
From section 3.2.4 we know that the S-parameters for each constant coupling section
i of the NTL are given by
S12 =
γ
γ cosh(γ∆l) + jβ sinh(γ∆l)
= S21, (3.186)
S11 =
Ki sinh(γ∆l)
γ cosh(γ∆l) + jβ sinh(γ∆l)
= −S22. (3.187)
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The corresponding transmission matrix is then computed by recalling from section 2.5
that
A11 =
1
S12
=
γ cosh(γ∆l) + jβ sinh(γ∆l)
γ
, (3.188)
A12 =
−S22
S12
=
Ki sinh(γ∆l)
γ
, (3.189)
A21 =
S212 − S11S22
S12
=
Ki sinh(γ∆l)
γ
, (3.190)
A22 =
1
S12
=
γ cosh(γ∆l)− jβ sinh(γ∆l)
γ
, (3.191)
where Ki is the coupling coefficient of i -th section and ∆l is the length of each section.
In matrix notation we havea+(z)
a−(z)
=
cosh(γ∆l) + jβγ sinh(γ∆l) Kiγ sinh(γ∆l)
Ki
γ sinh(γ∆l) cosh(γ∆l)− jβγ sinh(γ∆l)
a+(z + ∆z)
a−(z + ∆z)
 . (3.192)
In order to connect the fields amplitudes at the two ends of the NTL structure the overall
transmission matrix is calculated by multiplying all of the individual ones, hence
[T ] = [T1][T2][T3] · · · [TN−1][TN ] (3.193)
where [Ti] is the transmission matrix in (3.192). We then have for the overall NTL
device that a+(0)
a−(0)
 = [T ]
a+(L)
a−(L)
 . (3.194)
The S-parameters of the NTL device are then calculated using (2.159) and so we
have
S11 =
A21
A11
, (3.195)
S21 =
1
A11
. (3.196)
In comparison with the numerical methods used to solve the coupled-mode equations,
this method is stable and more efficient since only a few number of sections are usually
necessary to model most of the NTL structures.
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Figure 3.11: Constant impedance discretization.
3.3.2 Constant impedance discretization
Instead of considering sections of constant coupling coefficient as before, in this approach
we consider the NTL to be constituted by a stack of transmission lines with constant
impedance Zi and infinitesimal length dl. Figure 3.11 illustrates a continuous profile
NTL on the top, and the corresponding discretized NTL on the bottom. In fact, due to
the discrete nature of its impedance profile, we can consider the discretized NTL to be
approximated by a series of discrete reflectors with a distance dl between them. Note
that, by reflector we mean the interface between two consecutive constant impedance
sections. The transmission matrix [T ] of the overall NTL is then obtained by multiplying
the individual matrices of each section. Each section is composed by a reflector and a
portion of transmission line of length dl as is depicted in Figure 3.12. The transmis-
sion matrix for a single section is therefore obtained by multiplying the corresponding
transmission matrices of both structures in Figure 3.12.
,
,
,
,
(a) Reflector.
,
,
,
,
,
(b) Infinitesimal length transmission line.
Figure 3.12: Individual section.
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Hence, for the infinitesimal length transmission line in Figure 3.12(b), we have that
the transmission matrix is that of a pure propagation structure. Therefore, recalling
equation (2.114) we have 
a+i (0) = a
+
i (dl)e
jβdl,
a−i (0) = a
−
i (dl)e
−jβdl.
(3.197)
Converting the previous equations into matrix notation yields the transmission matrix
a+i (0)
a−i (0)
=
ejβdl 0
0 e−jβdl
a+i (dl)
a−i (dl)
 . (3.198)
Considering the reflector structure in Figure 3.12(a), we are faced by an interface
between two transmission lines with different characteristic impedance values. Therefore
in order to accurately calculate the the voltage and current values at the interface z = 0
we must take into account the relations (2.143) and (2.144). The continuity equation [5]
states that the current must be continuous, therefore the voltage and current relations
at the interface z = 0 are given by

V +i + V
−
i = V
+
i+1 + V
−
i+1,
I+i + I
−
i = I
+
i+1 + I
−
i+1.
(3.199)
Recalling the relation between voltage and current on a transmission line (2.106) and
considering (2.143)-(2.144) the previous system of equations then becomes
a+i
√
Zi + a
−
i
√
Zi = a
+
i+1
√
Zi+1 + a
−
i+1
√
Zi+1,
a+i√
Zi
− a
−
i√
Zi
=
a+i+1√
Zi+1
− a
−
i+1√
Zi+1
,
(3.200)
where the first equation defines the voltage and the second the current, both at z = 0.
Solving the linear equation system (3.200) in order to a+i and a
−
i yields
a+i = a
+
i+1
(
Zi+1 + Zi
2
√
ZiZi+1
)
+ a−i+1
(
Zi+1 − Zi
2
√
ZiZi+1
)
,
a−i = a
+
i+1
(
Zi+1 − Zi
2
√
ZiZi+1
)
+ a−i+1
(
Zi+1 + Zi
2
√
ZiZi+1
)
.
(3.201)
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Writing the foregoing linear equation system in matrix notation we obtain
a+i
a−i
 = 1√
1− Γ2i
 1 Γi
Γi 1
a+i+1
a−i+1
 , (3.202)
where Γi is the reflection coefficient at the interface between sections i and i+ 1 and is
given by
Γi =
Zi+1 − Zi
Zi+1 + Zi
. (3.203)
The complete transmission matrix for each single section is obtained by multiplying
the matrices of both structures in Figure 3.12 yielding
[Ti] =
1√
1− Γ2i
 ejβdl Γie−jβdl
Γie
jβdl e−jβdl
 . (3.204)
Similarly to the case in section 3.3.1, the overall transmission matrix is calculated by
multiplying all of the individual sections matrices [Ti], hence
[T ] = [T1][T2][T3] · · · [TN−1][TN ]. (3.205)
The transmission matrix [T ] connect the fields amplitudes at the two ends of the NTL
structure, then for the complete NTL structure we have that
a+(0)
a−(0)
 = [T ]
a+(L)
a−(L)
 . (3.206)
The S-parameters of the NTL device are then calculated using (2.159) yielding
S11 =
A21
A11
, (3.207)
S21 =
1
A11
. (3.208)
3.4 Summary
In this chapter several nonuniform transmission line analysis method were analyzed. We
conclude as far as transmission lines analysis is concerned, all of the methods produce
accurate results. However depending on the characteristics of the nonuniform line under
analysis, some particular analysis procedures prove to be more simple and efficient.
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Considering an overall evaluation however, we elect the the transmission matrix method
under constant impedance discretization as the best method given its extreme simplicity
and accuracy.
Chapter 4
Inverse scattering
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce Inverse Scattering (IS) theory. We first give a general
overview on the concept of inverse scattering and also on its main applications. After,
we establish a parallelism with nonuniform transmission lines and demonstrate how
inverse scattering can be applied on the synthesis of nonuniform transmission lines. For
the particular case of NTL structures we demonstrate that the IS problem can be solved
analytically and we also introduce differential inverse scattering algorithms.
The main objectives of this chapter are to assess the potential of inverse scattering
on the synthesis of microwave filters and to adapt the differential inverse scattering
algorithms proposed by Skaar et al. [54] to the microwave case.
4.2 Inverse scattering
In many areas of physics the interest is in determining the characteristics of a medium
from the limited knowledge of the fields propagating through this medium. This is
known as an inverse scattering problem and is inherently related to the synthesis prob-
lem where the objective is to construct a special medium reproducing some prescribed
properties of the fields. In other words, the inverse scattering theory deals with the
reconstruction of the geometry and material properties of an object from its scattered
field, and evidently the solution to this inverse modeling problem leads directly to the
solution of the synthesis problem. Figure 4.1 illustrates the general idea behind inverse
scattering.
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Reflected Waves
Reflected Waves
Object
3D Object
Figure 4.1: Inverse Scattering
Inverse scattering theory finds application in several different areas such as in medical
imaging, non-destructive evaluation, geophysical prospecting, underwater sound propa-
gation, ionospheric profiling, microwave sensing and quantum physics to name a few.
In the electromagnetic particular case, the inverse scattering problem is concerned
with finding electrical parameters of a medium only from the scattering data such as
the reflection or transmission coefficients.
Forward modeling of electromagnetic phenomena, where physical properties, namely
material properties and geometric properties, are transformed into the electromagnetic
realm, has been done for over 100 years, and most equations in electromagnetics serve
only to calculate the electric and magnetic fields that result from the physical properties.
However, recently the inverse scattering theory has brought some attention to the idea
of inverse modeling of the electromagnetic phenomena where the electromagnetic data
is translated back into the physical realm.
The difficulty with electromagnetic inverse scattering and therefore inverse modeling
lies with the complexity of the electromagnetic laws themselves which when translated
into mathematical form give rise to complex differential and integral equations.
In certain cases however waves propagate only in one direction, and so by writing the
medium equations in the form of a two-component system describing the interaction of
rightward and leftward propagating waves, the electromagnetic inverse problem can be
reduced to the one-dimensional inverse scattering problem. Examples of such cases are
transmission lines, where the well known telegrapher equations that describe transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation can be reduced though a Liouville transfor-
mation to the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation [40]. During the 1950’s, the pioneer
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Figure 4.2: Inverse Scattering for the particular case of transmission lines.
work of Gel’fand and Levitan led to the first exact inverse solution to this unidimensional
Schro¨dinger equation [41]. Their inverse scattering problem was obtained in the context
of reconstructing a second order differential operator from its spectral function, and the
solution comes in the form of a linear integral equation. Posterior work developed by
Marchenko [42], Krein [43], and others, further sustained the idea that linear integral
equations were the solution to the one-dimensional inverse problem. Throughout the
literature these integral equations became known as the Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko
(GLM) equations.
4.2.1 The Schro¨dinger equation inverse scattering problem
Because the central problem in filter synthesis is to produce a scatterer which realizes a
specified frequency response, NTL microwave filters can be synthesized by solving the
unidimensional inverse scattering problem provided that the desired reflection coefficient
at the filter input as a function of frequency is given to be the starting data and also
that a solution for the GLM linear integral equations is achieved. Figure 4.2 illustrates
this particular case of inverse scattering.
In section 2.3 we saw that the wave propagation along an uniform transmission line
is described by the telegrapher equations 2.98 and 2.99. In the case of NTL structures
however the per-unit-lenght parameters such as inductance and capacitance along the
transmission line are of variable nature. As discussed in section 3.2.1.5, the telegrapher
equations for lossless TEM mode NTLs such as the one illustrated in Figure 4.2 are
given by
dV (z)
dz
= −jωL(z)I(z), (4.1)
dI(z)
dz
= −jωC(z)V (z), (4.2)
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where L(z) is the inductance per unit length and C(z) is the capacitance per unit length.
The characteristic impedance along the structure is
Z0(z) =
√
L(z)
C(z)
, (4.3)
and the propagation constant is
β = ω
√
L(z)C(z) (4.4)
and has a constant value along the structure because we are considering a TEM mode
propagation. Let us transform the spacial variable z from physical length to travel time
x through
x(z) =
∫ z
0
√
L(u)C(u)du, (4.5)
such that
dx
dz
=
√
L(z)C(z). (4.6)
The variable x that we named by travel time represents the wave propagation time or
travel time for the waves from the origin to position z. Taking into consideration the
variable change
V (z) −→ V (x),
dz −→ dx√
L(x)C(x)
,
(4.7)
the telegrapher equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be rewritten as
dV (x)
dx
= −jωZ0(x)I(x), (4.8)
dI(x)
dx
= −jω 1
Z0(x)
V (x), (4.9)
Dividing equation (4.8) by Z0(x), taking its derivative and then substituting equation
(4.9) yields
d
dx
(
1
Z0(x)
dV (x)
dx
)
= −ω2 1
Z0(x)
V (x). (4.10)
Due to the variable nature of the characteristic impedance along an NTL structure, it
is more convenient to deal with the normalized wave amplitudes (power relations, see
section 2.4.2), instead of the voltage wave amplitudes. Therefore, regarding (2.143) and
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(2.144) we now consider the following substitution
U(x) =
1√
Z0(x)
V (x), (4.11)
where U(x) is the normalized field amplitude. Equation (4.10) can now be rewritten as
d
dx
(
1
Z0(x)
d
dx
(√
Z0(x)U(x)
))
= −ω2 1√
Z0(x)
U(x). (4.12)
Expanding the left hand side of the previous equation, rearranging the terms and in-
cluding the frequency dependence of the fields amplitudes U(ω, x) yields
d2U(ω, x)
dx2
+ (ω2 − q(x))U(ω, x) = 0, (4.13)
where
U(ω, x) = U+(ω, x) + U−(ω, x) (4.14)
is the normalized field amplitude and is composed by the forward- and backward-
propagating waves. The function q(x) is known as the potential function and is given
by
q(x) =
√
Z0(x)
d2
dx2
(
1√
Z0(x)
)
. (4.15)
Please note that equation (4.13) is in the form of the well-known one-dimensional
Schro¨dinger equation, hence we consider (4.13) to be the Schro¨dinger equation for trans-
mission line theory.
The variable changes (4.5) and (4.11) allow us to convert the telegrapher equations
into the one dimensional Schro¨dinger equation. This procedure is referred to as a Liou-
ville transformation.
The solution to the NTL inverse problem is to compute the potential q(x) from
equation (4.13) from the knowledge of the fields amplitude U(ω, x). The impedance
profile for the NTL structure can then be retrieved from the potential.
As we above report, the exact solution to the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equa-
tion inverse scattering problem was first derived by Gel’fand and Levitan and also by
Marchenko (see references above). Here we derive the so-called GLM integral equation
following the mathematical derivation of Kay [44], [45], [46].
Let us consider the NTL structure illustrated in Figure 4.3 which we consider to
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Figure 4.3: Scattering by an NTL structure.
be divided into three different regions. The middle region is the inhomogeneous re-
gion where the coupling between forward- and backward-propagating waves takes place
(q(x) 6= 0) and the other two are homogeneous regions where the impedance is constant
(q(z) = 0) and hence no coupling occurs. So in the homogeneous regions we may write
the solutions to the homogeneous Schro¨dinger equation (q(z) = 0) as

U0(ω, x) = e
−jωx +R(ω)ejωx, x < 0,
U0(ω, x) = T (ω)e
−jωx, x > L,
(4.16)
where e−jωx is the unitary incident wave, R(ω) is the reflection response of the NTL at
x = 0 and T (ω) is the transmission response at x = L.
In order to solve the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger inverse problem (4.13) in a more
simple and intuitive way, we now reformulate the problem into the time domain. Let us
define the inverse Fourier transform as
u(t) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
U(ω)ejωtdω, (4.17)
in which t is the time variable.
From the definition of inverse Fourier transform and regarding to equation (4.13) we
can easily see that u(t, x) satisfies the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
∂2u(t, x)
∂x2
− ∂
2u(t, x)
∂t2
− q(x)u(t, x) = 0. (4.18)
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The transient response on the left side of the NTL structure can be obtained by
calculating the inverse Fourier transform of U0(ω, x) for when x < 0 yielding
u0(t, x) = δ(t− x) + r(t+ x), x < 0, (4.19)
where r(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of the reflection coefficient R(ω) at the
beginning of the inhomogeneous region (x = 0). We see from equation (4.19) that
the NTL structure is probed from the left by a Dirac delta function, and as a result
a reflected transient is produced at x = 0 that propagates on the opposite direction,
r(t+ x).
Due to causality we have that,
r(t+ x) = 0, x < −t, (4.20)
which means that the reflected transient is not originated until the incident Dirac pulse
has reached the inhomogeneous region. From equation (4.13) we know that the fields
amplitudes inside the inhomogeneous region are given by U(ω, x) which is the sum of the
forward- and backward-propagating waves. On the other hand, analyzing the problem
in the time domain, we see from physical considerations that u(t, x) is a rightward-
propagating transient, so that
u(t, x) = 0, x > t, (4.21)
which means that the leading edge of the propagating transient only reaches position x
when t = x. For x > t the medium is still in a ”resting” state.
From the work of Jordan [45] we learn that the transient fields amplitudes in the
inhomogeneous region u(t, x) can be related to that on the homogeneous region on the
left u0(t, x) (4.19) by a linear transformation. This linear transformation is the solution
to equation (4.13) and therefore the inverse scattering problem and is given in the time
domain by [44], [45], [46]
u(t, x) =

u0(t, x) +
∫ x
−x
k(y, x)u0(t, y)dy, 0 ≤ x < L,
u0(t, x), x ≤ 0, x > L,
(4.22)
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where k(t, x) is called the kernel function. Substituting equation (4.19) into equation
(4.22) results in
u(t, x) = δ(t− x) + r(t+ x) +
∫ x
−x
k(y, x) δ(t− y)dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
k(t,x)
+
∫ x
−x
k(y, x) r(t+ y)dy (4.23)
which by taking into consideration the boundaries (4.20) and (4.21), simplifies to the
following integral equation
k(t, x) + r(t+ x) +
∫ x
−t
k(y, x)r(t+ y)dy = 0, x > t. (4.24)
In (4.24) r(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of the reflection response R(ω) and k(t, x)
is the unknown kernel function. Equation (4.24) is the so-called Gel’fand-Levitan-
Marchenko integral equation for the one dimensional Schro¨dinger equation. Kay also
demonstrated that if equation (4.22) is to be a solution to equation (4.13) then the kernel
function must have the following properties [44]
d
dx
k(x,−x) = 0, (4.25)
d
dx
k(x, x) =
q(x)
2
. (4.26)
The essential results to this inverse scattering process based on the one-dimensional
Schro¨dinger equation are that given the desired frequency reflection response R(ω) for
the NTL as the input data we can use equation (4.24) to compute the kernel function
k(t, x). Once the Kernel is obtained, the potential function q(x) is then calculated using
(4.26), which leads directly to the NTL impedance profile by taking into consideration
equation (4.15).
4.2.1.1 Realizability conditions
So far we have focus our attention on the inverse scattering process itself. However, in
order to guaranty that the process is meaningful and that we can in fact synthesize a
NTL structure, we first need to make sure that input data namely R(ω) is physically
realizable.
We know for a fact that the characteristic impedance for a lossless transmission line
is a real quantity. Recalling equation (4.15) we easily recognize that for Z0(x) to be real,
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q(x) must also be real. The same reasoning leads us to conclude from equations (4.26)
and (4.24) that the essential condition for Z0(x) to be real is that r(t) is a real-valued
time function. Therefore, and from the properties of the Fourier transform we have that
the reflection response of the NTL, R(ω), must satisfy the condition
R(−ω) = R∗(ω). (4.27)
Additionally, we know from physical constrains that any NTL structure is a non-
anticipative system, therefore its current outputs do not depends on future inputs. This
means that NTL devices are causal systems and as such their impulse response must
verify
r(t) = 0, t < 0, (4.28)
as is already indicated by equation (4.20). Taking into account the causality condition
(4.28) and considering equations (4.26) and (4.24), we can rewrite the potential function
as
q(x) =

2 ddxk(x, x), x ≥ 0,
0, x < 0.
(4.29)
Transmission line filters are passive structures and as such the law of conservation
of energy requires that the frequency response to be synthesized obeys to
|R(ω)|2 ≤ 1, ∀ω, (4.30)
in order for the NTL synthesis to be physically possible.
Also we must take into account that the main objective of this work is the synthesis
of NTL structures. And we now for a fact that these kind of structures are made up by a
conductive ground plane and strip that extend from the input to the output ports. This
physical condition, together with the fact that we most often consider the input and
output resistive terminations to be of the same value, implies that for ω = 0 any NTL
is just a ”short circuit” between the input and output ports and therefore the reflection
coefficient is
R(0) = 0. (4.31)
We shall see in following chapters that this condition is not essential to guaranty the
convergence of the inverse scattering procedure. In fact, the not fulfillment of this
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condition will allow us to synthesize NTL structures other than filters, namely impedance
matching structures.
Another realizability condition is related with the stability of the system to be syn-
thesized. In order to synthesize some given frequency response R(ω) we must first
guaranty that it describes a stable system, otherwise the synthesis procedure will not
converge.
Let us consider the Laplace transform of the impulse response r(t) to be R(s). We
know from the properties of the Laplace transform that R(s) will only converge for
values of s inside the so-called region of convergence (ROC) and also that the ROC does
not contain any poles. Furthermore, the corresponding Fourier transform R(ω) will only
converge if the jω axis is contained within the ROC [1]. For a right-sided time signal
as is r(t) (due to causality) the region of converge (ROC) consists on a strip parallel to
the jω axis in the s-plane and that extends to the right hand side plane [1]. Because the
ROC does not contain any poles and because we must make sure that the jω is included
in the ROC to guaranty the convergence of R(ω) , we must ensure that R(s) has no
poles on the right hand side of the s-plane including the jω axis [1].
As a last set of realizability conditions we have that the inverse Fourier transform
of R(ω) → r(t) must exist and must be continuous in −∞ < t < ∞ and also that r(t)
must have continuous first and second derivatives [45], [46].
4.2.1.2 Analytical solutions for the potential function
Explicit and exact analytical solutions to the GLM linear equations have been found
by Kay [47], [45], [46] for when the spectral response is described in terms of rational
functions.
In this subsection we describe the mathematical steps necessary to obtain the ana-
lytical solution for the potential function q(x) from the desired frequency response R(ω).
In order to keep mathematical complexity to a minimum, let us consider the simple case
of a second order Butterworth approximation to the ideal lowpass characteristic with an
unitary cutoff frequency [46]
R(s) =
1
s2 +
√
2s+ 1
, (4.32)
where from the definition of Laplace transform we know that s = σ + jω. However, we
learned from the realizability conditions that for a frequency response to be feasible as
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Figure 4.4: Pole-Zero map in the s-plane.
an NTL filter we must guaranty R(0) = 0. To enforce this condition we must place a
zero at the origin of the s-plane. We must also consider a normalization factor k so that
|R(ω)| = 1 for ω = 1. Taking into consideration these constrains, equation (4.32) now
becomes
R(s) =
ks
s2 +
√
2s+ 1
, (4.33)
where the normalization constant is k =
√
2.
Figure 4.4 shows the position of the zero and poles of the system described by
equation (4.33). The poles are located at s = −√2/2 + j√2/2 and s = −√2/2− j√2/2
and the zero is located at the origin as discussed before. Recalling the realizability
conditions, we know that the impulse response r(t) of the Butterworth system must be
causal and thereafter a right-sided time signal. In this way the ROC consists on a strip
parallel to the jω axis extending from s = −√2/2 to infinity. Because the jω axis is
contained within the ROC the Fourier transform of the system converges and is given
by
R(ω) =
j
√
2ω
−ω2 + j√2ω + 1 . (4.34)
In short and practically speaking, for the Fourier transform to converge and the stability
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Figure 4.5: Second order Butterworth frequency response with zero placed at the
origin of the s-plane. (a) Magnitude response and (b) phase response
of the system be guarantied, the essential condition is that all poles of R(s) must be
located on the left hand side of the s-plane.
Figure 4.5 depicts the magnitude response of the two pole Butterworth filter when
a zero is placed at the origin of the s-plane. We clearly see that R(0) = 0 and therefore
the filter has a band-pass response with a center frequency of 1 rad/s. Regarding the
magnitude response we can see that |R(ω)|2 ≤ 1 for the entire frequency band, thus
obeying to the law of conservation of energy. From Figure 4.5 we can also see that the
phase response is an odd function of frequency, therefore we meet the condition that
R(−ω) = R∗(ω). From this analyses to the Butterworth frequency response we have
guarantied that it fulfills all of the realizability conditions.
Carrying on with the analytical inverse scattering procedure we can now calculate
the impulse response r(t) using the inverse Fourier transform (4.17), yielding

r(t) =
√
2e−
√
2
2
t
(
cos
(√
2
2
t
)
− sin
(√
2
2
t
))
, x ≥ 0,
r(t) = 0, x < 0.
(4.35)
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Figure 4.6: Second order Butterworth impulse response with zero placed at the origin
of the s-plane.
The impulse response is illustrated in Figure 4.6. From the figure we have that r(t)
is a real valued function in the entire time domain, it is also a causal or right-sided
time signal otherwise the Fourier transform would not converge and is also a bounded
signal that actually converges to zero as time increases indicating that this is the impulse
response of a stable system. In essence, for a frequency response to be feasible as an NTL
device, the three essential and most important realizability conditions can be fulfilled by
ensuring that the corresponding impulse response is a real and causal signal, and that
it converges to zero as time increases.
Now that the realizability conditions for the band-pass filter (R(ω)) are verified, the
next step is to use the impulse response r(t) and solve the Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko
(GLM) integral equation for the potential function q(x). In order to solve the GLM
equation (4.24) a differential operator f(p) is constructed as
f(p) = (p− sp1)(p− sp2), (4.36)
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where p =
d
dt
and sp1 ,sp2 are the poles of R(s). In the present case we have that
f(p) = p2 +
√
2p+ 1, (4.37)
so that f(p)r(t) = 0. Applying f(p) to the GLM equation results in
f(p)k(t, x) + f(p)
∫ x
−t
k(y, x)r(t+ y)dy = 0. (4.38)
Using the Leibniz integral rule to solve the second term of the latter equation yields
f(p)k(t, x) +
√
2
k(−t, x)
dt
= 0, (4.39)
or using the differential operator notation
f(p)k(t, x) + p
√
2k(−t, x) = 0. (4.40)
A second independent equation can be obtained for f(−p) that results in
f(−p)k(−t, x)− p
√
2k(t, x) = 0. (4.41)
The derivative of equation (4.41) gives
f(−p)pk(−t, x)− p2
√
2k(t, x) = 0. (4.42)
Eliminating k(−t, x) between equations (4.40) and (4.42) yields the differential equation
for k(t, x)
(p4 + 2p2 + 1)k(t, x) = 0
⇓
d4
dt4
k(t, x) + 2
d2
dt2
k(t, x) + k(t, x) = 0,
(4.43)
whose general solution is [38]
k(t, x) = C1(x) sin(t) + C2(x) cos(t) + C3(x) sin(t)t+ C4(x) cos(t)t, (4.44)
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where C1(x), C2(x), C3(x), C4(x) are the unknown coefficient functions, that are ob-
tained by setting the appropriate boundary conditions.
For the first boundary condition we substitute the general solution for k(t, x) (4.44)
into equation (4.40) which results in
C3(x) cos(t) +
(√
2C3(x)− C4(x)−
√
2C2(x)
)
sin(t) +
√
2C3(x) cos(t)t = 0. (4.45)
One way to satisfy this mathematical equality for a given instant of time t is to set
C3(x) = 0, (4.46)
C4(x) = −
√
2C2(x). (4.47)
Substituting C3(x) and C4(x) into (4.44) the expression for k(t, x) simplifies to
k(t, x) = C1(x) sin(t) + C2(x) cos(t)−
√
2C2(x) cos(t)t, (4.48)
where we now only have two unknown coefficient functions. To obtain C1(x) and C2(x)
we recall the GLM integral equation (4.24) and realize that for t = −x the integral
term in the equation is null and so the GLM equation reduces to our second boundary
condition
k(t, x)
∣∣
t=−x = −r(0). (4.49)
As we have two unknown coefficient function we need yet another and third boundary
condition. This last boundary condition is obtained by taking the time derivative of
the GLM equation using the aforesaid Leibniz rule and evaluating the result at t = −x
resulting in
d
dt
k(t, x)
∣∣
t=−x + r(0)k(x,−t)
∣∣
t=−x = −r′(0), (4.50)
where the prime sign represents the first order time derivative which is given by
r′(t) = −2e−
√
2
2
t cos
(√
2
2
t
)
. (4.51)
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Figure 4.7: Reconstructed potential function for the second order Butterworth filter
with zero placed at the origin of the s-plane.
Substituting the expression (4.44) for k(t, x) into equations (4.49) and (4.50) we get
a system of two linear equations with two unknowns

C1(x) sin(x)− C2(x)
(
cos(x) +
√
2 cos(x)x
)
=
√
2,
C1(x)
(
cos(x) +
√
2 sin(x)
)
+ C2(x)
(
sin(x) +
√
2 sin(x)x− 2 cos(x)x) = 2, (4.52)
from which C1(x) and C2(x) can be obtained. The kernel function k(t, x) is now com-
pletely identified by
k(t, x) = C1(x) sin(t) + C2(x) cos(t) + C3(x) sin(t)t+ C4(x) cos(t)t, (4.53)
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where the unknown coefficient functions are given by
C1(x) =
2 cos (x) + 2 sin (x)x+
√
2 sin (x)√
2 cos (x) sin (x) +
√
2x+ 1
, (4.54)
C2(x) = −
√
2 cos (x)√
2 cos (x) sin (x) +
√
2x+ 1
, (4.55)
C3(x) = 0, (4.56)
C4(x) =
2 cos (x)√
2 cos (x) sin (x) +
√
2x+ 1
. (4.57)
Substituting the coefficient functions into (4.53) and considering t = x yields the kernel
function solely as a function of the travel time x (4.5)
k(x, x) = −−2 cos (x) sin (x) + 2
√
2 (cos (x))2 − 2x−√2√
2 cos (x) sin (x) +
√
2x+ 1
(4.58)
The potential function q(x) can now be determined through (4.29) yielding
q(x) =

8 cos (x)
(
2 cos (x)+2 sin (x)x+
√
2 sin (x)
)
2 cos(x) sin(x)
(√
2+ 2x
)
+2
√
2x+1−2x2−2 cos (x)4+2 cos (x)2 , x ≥ 0,
0, x < 0
(4.59)
and is plotted in Figure 4.7. The impedance profile Z0(x) can now be calculated from
the potential function by solving the following second order differential equation (4.15)
d2W (x)
dx2
= W (x) q(x), (4.60)
where
W (x) =
1√
Z0(x)
. (4.61)
No easily obtainable explicit expression for W (x) and Z0(x) are immediately apparent,
however numerical solutions are easily achievable using computational software tools.
The band-pass filter proposed in this section to demonstrate the inverse scattering
analytical procedure was chosen to have a convenient center frequency of ω0 = 1 rad/s.
We consider this to be the normalized frequency response as the frequency response
profile is invariant with ω0 as we shall see next.
We now show how to obtain the potential function as well as the impedance function
for filters with the same frequency response profile but with different ω0 from the results
obtained for the normalized frequency response, without having to repeat the inverse
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scattering procedure for each different ω0. Considering some ω0 other than unity and
recalling equation (4.34) the frequency response now comes in the form
R(ω) =
j
√
2
(
ω
ω0
)
−
(
ω
ω0
)2
+ j
√
2
(
ω
ω0
)
+ 1
. (4.62)
Considering the variable change ω¯ =
ω
ω0
we may rewrite (4.62) as
R(ω¯) =
j
√
2ω¯
−ω¯2 + j√2ω¯ + 1 , (4.63)
which in ω¯ has the same frequency response as the normalized frequency response (4.34)
in ω. The impulse response for (4.62) is obtained from the impulse response of the
normalized frequency response r(t) by using the time and frequency scaling property of
the Fourier transform [1]
R
(
ω
ω0
)
F←→ ω0 r(ω0t). (4.64)
Lets us recall the NTL structure illustrated in Figure 4.3. The amplitude of the fields
on the homogeneous region on the left side of the NTL are now given by
U0(ω, x) = e
−jωx +R
(
ω
ω0
)
ejωx, x < 0 (4.65)
and the corresponding transient response calculated through the inverse Fourier trans-
form results in
u0(t, x) = ω0δ
(
ω0t− ω0x
)
+ ω0r (ω0t+ ω0x) , x < 0. (4.66)
Considering the variable changes
t¯ = ω0 t, (4.67)
x¯ = ω0 x, (4.68)
equation (4.66) can be rewritten as
u0(t¯, x¯) = ω0δ(t¯− x¯) + ω0r(t¯+ x¯), x¯ < 0, (4.69)
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which is expressed in the same way as (4.19) except for the ω0 factor. Due to the vari-
able change, the linear transformation given by equation (4.22) must also be redefined,
yielding
u(t¯, x¯) =

u0(t¯, x¯) +
∫ x¯
−x¯
k(y¯, x¯)u0(t¯, y¯)
dy¯
ω0
, 0 ≤ x¯ < ω0L,
u0(t¯, x¯), ω0L < x¯ ≤ 0,
(4.70)
where y¯ = ω0 y. Using the same mathematical reasoning as before, applying the linear
transformation (4.70) to equation (4.69) yields the following GLM integral equation
k(t¯, x¯) + ω0 r(t¯+ x¯) +
∫ x¯
−t¯
k(y¯, x¯) r(t¯+ y¯)dy¯ = 0, x¯ > t¯, (4.71)
which can be simplified to
k¯(t¯, x¯) + r(t¯+ x¯) +
∫ x¯
−t¯
k¯(y¯, x¯) r(t¯+ y¯)dy¯ = 0, x¯ > t¯, (4.72)
by considering the new kernel variable to be expressed as
k¯(t¯, x¯) =
1
ω0
k(t¯, x¯), (4.73)
where k¯(t¯, x¯) is the kernel corresponding to the normalized frequency response and k(t¯, x¯)
is the kernel amplitude for the new frequency response centered at ω0 but expressed as
a function of both normalized time t¯ and travel time x¯.
We already know from equation (4.26) how to obtain the potential function from the
kernel function. Considering the present case we have that
q(x) = 2
dk(ω0 x, ω0 x)
dx
, (4.74)
which turns into
q(x¯) = 2ω0
dk(x¯, x¯)
dx¯
(4.75)
when considering the variable change x¯ = ω0 x. Furthermore, by taking into account
the relation (4.73) the potential function reduces to
q(x¯) = ω20 q¯(x¯), (4.76)
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where
q¯(x¯) = 2
dk¯(x¯, x¯)
dx¯
(4.77)
is the potential function corresponding to the normalized frequency response. Also q(x¯)
is the amplitude of the potential function corresponding to the new frequency response
(centered at ω0) as a function of normalized travel time x¯.
The last step on the procedure is to obtain the impedance profile for the NTL
structure. We know from equation (4.15) how the potential function q(x) and the
impedance profile function Z0(x) relate to each other. On the present case however,
the frequency response is centered in ω0 and that relation is now given by
d2W (ω0x)
dx2
= W (ω0x) q(ω0x), (4.78)
where
W (ω0x) =
1
Z0(ω0x)
. (4.79)
Making the variable change x¯ = ω0 x, equation (4.78) turns into
d2W (x¯)
dx¯2
ω20 = W (x¯) q(x¯). (4.80)
Furthermore, if we take into consideration equation (4.76) the previous relation (4.80)
reduces to
d2W (x¯)
dx¯2
= W (x¯) q¯(x¯), (4.81)
where W¯ (x¯) =
1√
Z0(x¯)
and q¯(x¯) is the potential function of the normalized frequency
response.
We conclude that the variable change ω¯ =
ω
ω0
in the frequency response will affect
the potential function by an amplitude factor of ω20 as shown by equation (4.76). It will
also introduce a linear scaling by a factor of ω0 on the independent variable (travel time
x). However, from equation (4.81) we see that the impedance profile function only comes
affected by the linear scaling factor ω0 on the independent variable. This means that the
entire NTL design procedure can be carried out considering the normalized frequency
response (ω0 = 1) and that the final result for a particular center frequency ω0 is easily
attainable by simply scaling the length of this solution in the inverse proportion to the
center frequency, i.e. x =
x¯
ω0
.
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The last step on this inverse procedure has to do with transforming the spatial
variable from travel time x back to physical length z. For that, let us recall equation
(4.5), and rearrange it so that
z(x) =
∫ x
0
1√
L(u)C(u)
du. (4.82)
However, when considering a pure TEM NTL, as is the case, we have a constant prop-
agation velocity along the NTL structure
vp =
1√
L(x)C(x)
= Cte, (4.83)
which simplifies equation (4.82) to
z(x) =
1√
L(x)C(x)
x. (4.84)
On the other hand we know that for a transmission line supporting a pure TEM prop-
agating wave the propagation velocity can also be given by [5]
vp =
1√
µ0 0
√
r
, (4.85)
therefore the relation given by equation (4.84) reduces to
z =
c√
r
x, (4.86)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and r is the relative permitivity of the medium
surrounding the transmission line.
4.2.2 The Zakharov-Shabat inverse scattering problem
In section 4.2.1.2 it has been shown that through the telegrapher equations for transmis-
sion lines, we could easily derive the one dimensional Schro¨dinger equation (4.13). From
that, we demonstrated that the inverse scattering problem could be reduced to that of
solving an integral equation which throughout the literature is commonly referred to as
the GLM integral equation. The solution to the GLM integral equation is the potential
function q(x). We demonstrated that for rational reflection coefficient functions, ana-
lytical solutions are achievable. However, in order to obtain an analytical expression
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for the transmission line impedance profile Z0(x) from the potential function requires
solving a second order differential equation with non-constant coefficients (4.60). This
proves to be somewhat difficult and the simplest way to deal with this problem is to
resort to numerical resolution techniques.
In this section we consider a different approach based on the coupled mode equations
derived in section 3.2. In the mathematical derivations that will follow, we demonstrate
that the coupled-mode equations for NTL structures and therefore the coupled-wave
interactions can be described by the Zakharov-Shabat (ZS) system of quantum mechanics
and also that the solution to the inverse problem reduces to a set of coupled GLM type
integral equations [48], [49], [50].
Let us remember the telegrapher equations for transmission lines from section 3.2
dV (z)
dz
= −jωL(z)I(z), (4.87)
dI(z)
dz
= −jωC(z)V (z), (4.88)
where L(z) is the inductance per unit length and C(z) is the capacitance per unit length
of the transmission line and z is the spatial variable. As in the case of the Schro¨dinger
equation inverse problem, in order to solve the ZS inverse problem in a more simple
and intuitive way we start by considering an unitary propagation velocity along the
NTL structures so that β = ω. To do so, and similarly to the approach taken in the
Schro¨dinger equation inverse problem case, we adopt the following variable change
x(z) =
∫ z
0
√
L(u)C(u)du, (4.89)
such that
dx
dz
=
√
L(z)C(z). (4.90)
The variable x is the travel time. Taking into consideration the variable change
V (z) −→ V (x),
dz −→ dx√
L(x)C(x)
,
(4.91)
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the telegrapher equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be rewritten as
dV (x)
dx
= −jωZ0(x)I(x), (4.92)
dI(x)
dx
= −jω 1
Z0(x)
V (x). (4.93)
From equations (4.92) and (4.93) the coupled mode equations for transmission lines can
be easily obtained by following the same mathematical derivation as in section 3.2.1.5,
yielding
da+(ω, x)
dx
= −jω a+(ω, x)−K(x) a−(ω, x), (4.94)
da−(ω, x)
dx
= jω a−(ω, x)−K(x) a+(ω, x), (4.95)
where K(x) is the coupling coefficient. For the remaining of this section and for the sake
of mathematical simplicity, the spectral an spatial dependence of the fields amplitudes
as well as the spatial dependence of the coupling coefficient shall be omitted.
Reorganizing the coupled-mode equations in order to express them in the form of
the ZS system and expressing them in matrix format, we have
j
 ddx K
−K∗ − d
dx

a+
a−
=ω
a+
a−
 , (4.96)
where K∗ = K is the coupling coefficient given by
K =
1
2
1
Z0
dZ0
dx
, (4.97)
and is a real valued function for the NTL devices under consideration. For any type of
realizable or usable NTL device no matter how long it is, it must have an homogeneous
TL section at the beginning as well as another one at the end. So, even if we consider
an infinitely long NTL structure we have that the coupling coefficient K(x) must vanish
for |x| → ∞. In this case we may consider that the coupling of waves that occur in the
non-uniform or inhomogeneous region extends from −∞ < x < +∞. Nevertheless, the
coupling coefficient will always tend to zero on either side of the NTL device, as it can
be depicted in Figure 4.8. It is important to note that when the coupling coefficient
is zero the coupled-mode equations simplify to a system of two independent first order
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Figure 4.8: Infinitely long NTL structure.
homogeneous differential equations with trivial solutions given by
a+(ω, x) = e−jωx, (4.98)
a−(ω, x) = ejωx. (4.99)
We now introduce a two component function φ(ω, x) known as a Jost function that
is a particular solution to the ZS system. The behavior of φ(ω, x) in the limit x→ −∞
is [48], [49], [32]
lim
x→−∞φ(ω, x)=
φ1(ω, x)
φ2(ω, x)
=
1
0
e−jωx. (4.100)
Another particular solution to the ZS system which is linearly independent of the previ-
ous one can be obtained by applying the complex conjugate operator to the ZS system.
This yields another Jost solution that is given by [48], [49]
φ¯(ω, x) =
φ¯1(ω, x)
φ¯2(ω, x)
=
φ∗2(ω, x)
φ∗1(ω, x)
 (4.101)
whose limit for x→ −∞ is
lim
x→−∞φ¯(ω, x)=
0
1
ejωx. (4.102)
Figure 4.9 illustrate the solutions φ(ω, x) and φ¯(ω, x) for the ZS system. It is im-
portant to note that these two solutions represent different physical events. While
Figure 4.9(b) refers to the coupling of energy from the backward propagating wave
(wave incident from the right) φ∗1(ω, x) = a−(ω, x) to the forward propagating wave
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(a) Solution φ(ω, x). (b) Solution φ¯(ω, x).
Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the linear independent solutions to the ZS
system.
φ∗2(ω, x) = a+(ω, x) , the physical event depicted in Figure 4.9(a) represents the time-
reversed process [48]. Because these two linear independent solutions of the ZS system
represent different physical events, we can say that they fully describe the ZS system,
as any other solution to the system can be obtained by a linear combination of φ(ω, x)
and φ¯(ω, x).
So far, the Jost solutions considered for the ZS system (4.96) are defined by consid-
ering their tendency or asymptotic behavior in the limit x→ −∞. However, considering
the asymptotic behavior for when x→ +∞ we have that
lim
x→∞ψ(ω, x)=
ψ1(ω, x)
ψ2(ω, x)
=
a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=
1
0
e−jωx (4.103)
is yet another solution to the ZS system. Please note that this new solution is not linear
independent from φ(ω, x) nor φ¯(ω, x) . Furthermore, from the properties of the Jost
functions [48], [49], [32] and as stated before, we know that each Jost function can be
represented as a linear combination of two other linear independent functions as long as
they are solutions to the ZS system. Therefore, we may consider a linear combination
of solutions φ(ω, x) and φ¯(ω, x), and make use of this linear combination to represent
ψ(ω, x) as
ψ(ω, x) = a(ω)φ(ω, x) + b(ω)φ¯(ω, x). (4.104)
Considering the limit x → −∞, the solution φ(ω, x) describes the incident wave to the
left of the structure whereas the solution φ¯(ω, x) stands for the reflected wave.
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Figure 4.10: ZS system solution corresponding to equation (4.105).
Let us now consider the solution ψ(ω, x) given by equation (4.104) and divide it by
a(ω). We now have yet another solution to the ZS system in the form
G(ω, x) =
1
a(ω)
ψ(ω, x) = φ(ω, x) +
b(ω)
a(ω)
φ¯(ω, x). (4.105)
When evaluated at |x| → ∞ the previous solution clearly indicates an unitary incident
wave φ1(ω, x) = e
−jωx to the left of the NTL structure as well as a reflected wave given
by
lim
x→−∞U(ω, x) =
b(ω)
a(ω)
φ¯2(ω, x) =
b(ω)
a(ω)
ejωx = R(ω)ejωx. (4.106)
where R(ω) stands for the reflection coefficient at the beginning of the coupling or
inhomogeneous region. Equation (4.105) also features the transmitted wave which is
given by
lim
x→+∞G(ω, x) =
1
a(ω)
ψ1(ω, x) =
1
a(ω)
e−jωx. (4.107)
A schematic illustration of the ZS system solution given by equation (4.105) for an
infinitely long NTL is depicted by Figure 4.10.
Let us assume that the complete solution for φ(ω, x) can be given by [48],[49],[32]
φ(ω, x)=
1
0
e−jωx + ∫ +∞
−∞
A(y, x) e−jωydy, (4.108)
where
A(ω, y)=
A1(y, x)
A2(y, x)
 (4.109)
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is known as the kernel of the Jost function. On the other hand, from equation (4.101)
we have
φ¯(ω, x)=
0
1
ejωx + ∫ +∞
−∞
A∗2(y, x)
A∗1(y, x)
 ejωydy. (4.110)
As in section 4.2.1 for the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation inverse problem,
we are now going to reformulate the ZS inverse problem in to the time domain. This
reformulation allows for a more intuitive understanding and resolution of the problem
by applying causality conditions. For that we consider the inverse Fourier transform to
be defined as
u(t, x) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
U(ω, x)ejωtdω. (4.111)
In the time domain and considering the previous inverse Fourier transform the coupled
mode equations described in equations (4.94) and (4.95) turn in to
∂u(t, x)
∂x
= −∂u(t, x)
∂t
−K(x) v(t, x), (4.112)
∂v(t, x)
∂x
=
∂v(t, x)
∂t
−K(x)u(t, x), (4.113)
where
u(t, x) = F−1 {a+(ω, x)} ,
v(t, x) = F−1 {a−(ω, x)} . (4.114)
Applying the inverse Fourier transform to equations (4.108) and (4.110) results in
Φ(t, x)=
1
0
 δ(t− x) +
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
 , (4.115)
which is the time domain version of solution φ(ω, x) and
Φ¯(t, x)=
0
1
 δ(t+ x) +
A∗2(−t, x)
A∗1(−t, x)
 (4.116)
the time domain version of φ¯(ω, x). Both are solutions to the time domain ZS system.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the coupling process in space (for some instant of time t) as
expressed by φ¯(ω, x) and whose schematic representation is depicted in Figure 4.9(b). A
wave is incident from the right upon the coupling region (φ∗1), partly is transmitted and
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Figure 4.11: Spatial representations of the coupling via K(x) expressed by Φ¯(t, x).
partly is coupled to the counter-propagating wave(φ∗2). Furthermore, we clearly see from
equation (4.116) that the time domain analysis shows an incident unit impulse coming
from the right that when interacting with the coupling region will originate scattering
events. The scattering will spread inside the coupling region as far to the left as the
unit impulse has penetrated the region. The scattering and spreading phenomena are
illustrated by the colored areas in Figure 4.11. In equation (4.116) the kernels A∗1(t, x)
and A∗2(t, x) contain the information regarding the spreading and scattering inside the
coupling region [48]. A careful observation of of Figure 4.11 and equation (4.116) tell us
that the overall transient (colored area plus unit impulse) is moving to the left and that
the leading edge is at position x = −t. This means that for x < −t or t + x < 0 and
because the transient is moving from right to left, the time has not advanced enough for
the unit impulse to have passed. Therefore we have that
A∗1(−t, x)
A∗2(−t, x)
=0, x < −t, (4.117)
which is a restriction due to causality. On the other hand, Figure 4.12 illustrates the cou-
pling process in space for some fixed time t as expressed by φ(ω, x) and whose schematic
representation is depicted in Figure 4.9(a). Please note that we have previously referred
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Figure 4.12: Spatial representations of the coupling via K(x) expressed by Φ(t, x).
that solution φ(ω, x) is represents the time reversed process of solution φ¯(ω, x) and vice-
versa. We then see from the illustration in Figure 4.12 and from equation (4.115) that
the transient (colored area) is moving to the right, clearing the coupling region to the left
of the unit impulse of scattering events. This means that for t− x > 0 or x < t enough
time as passed by for the transient to clear the portion of coupling region contained in
−∞ < x < t. Therefore, the kernels A1(t, x) and A2(t, x) which contain the information
regarding the spreading and scattering inside the coupling region are restricted to
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
=0, x < t, (4.118)
which similarly to the previous case is a restriction due to causality. Furthermore, the
boundary conditions (4.117) and (4.118) can be combined, yielding
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
=0, x < |t|. (4.119)
Next we show that the Jost functions obeys to the GLM equations type. Let us
consider the time domain version of the composed solution G(ω, x). So, applying the
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,
,
,
Figure 4.13: Finite length NTL.
inverse Fourier transform to equation equation (4.105) results in
g(t, x)=
1
0
 δ(t−x) +
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
+
0
1
 r(t+x) +∫ +∞
−∞
A∗2(y, x)
A∗1(y, x)
r(t+ y)dy, (4.120)
where r(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of the reflection at the beginning of the
coupling region R(ω) (see equation (4.106)).
Due to the mathematics involved on the solution process for the ZS system we have
considered so far NTL structures of infinite length. However, in reality we are interested
on finite length structures as the one depicted in Figure 4.13. From here on, we consider
the solutions for NTL structures whose coupling region begins at x = 0 and have a
length of L, so that
K(x) = 0, x < 0 ∪ x > L, (4.121)
as it can be seen from Figure 4.13. Furthermore we have seen in section 4.2.1.1 that due
to physical constrains any NTL structure is a non-anticipative system. Therefore they
are classified as causal systems so that their impulse response must always verify
r(t) = F−1
{
b(ω)
a(ω)
}
= 0, t < 0. (4.122)
Moreover, from the realizability conditions (see section 4.2.1.1) we have that r(t) must
be a real-valued time function.
Taking into consideration the conditions (4.119) and (4.122) we can now rewrite the
time domain version of the composed solution G(ω, x) as
g(t, x)=
1
0
 δ(t− x) +
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
+
0
1
 r(t+ x) + ∫ x
−t
A∗2(y, x)
A∗1(y, x)
r(t+ y)dy, (4.123)
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Figure 4.14: Spatial representation of the coupling via K(x) expressed by G(ω, x) for
an NTL of length L.
with the integration range now limited from −t to x.
A spatial representation for some fixed instant of time is illustrated in Figure 4.14
for an NTL structure of length L characterized by a coupling coefficient K(x). From
the illustration we see that g(t, x) is a rightward-propagating transient, so that
g(t, x) = 0, x > t, (4.124)
which means that due to causality the leading edge of the propagating transient only
reaches position x when t = x. From equation (4.123) we clearly identify the term
δ(t− x) as the incident unit impulse responsible for producing the response of the NTL
structure. Obviously there can not be any response until the impulse has arrived, thus
the condition expressed in equation (4.124) leads to the following expression
A1(t, x)
A2(t, x)
+
0
1
 r(t+ x) + ∫ x
−t
A∗2(y, x)
A∗1(y, x)
r(t+ y)dy = 0, x > t, (4.125)
meaning that for x > t the medium is still in a resting state and thus no scattering
events have yet occurred.
Analyzing equation (4.125) we clearly see that the functions which constitute the
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expression are the kernel functions A1(t, x) and A2(t, x), the kernel functions complex
conjugates and the impulse response of the NTL device. From the realizability conditions
(section 4.2.1.1) we know that the impulse response r(t) must be a real-valued function,
therefore, for equation (4.125) to be verified we have that the kernel functions must also
be real-valued function, thus
A∗1(t, x) = A1(t, x),
A∗2(t, x) = A2(t, x).
(4.126)
Please note that as the kernel functions are solely a function of time t and space x,
it would make no sense for them to be complex valued when describing the scattering
and spreading phenomena in a real life NTL structure. We may then consider the fact
that the kernel functions must be real valued as yet another realizability condition.
Considering the condition (4.126), equation (4.125) can be rewritten in the form of the
following system of equations

A1(t, x) +
∫ x
−t
A2(y, x) r(t+ y)dy = 0, x > t,
A2(t, x) + r(t+ x) +
∫ x
−t
A1(y, x) r(t+ y)dy = 0, x > t,
(4.127)
which are called the GLM coupled integral equations.
Now that we have derived the GLM coupled equations, we need to find the relation
between the kernel functions A1(t, x) and A2(t, x) and the coupling coefficient K(x) so
that we can retrieve the physical characteristics of the coupling regions which in the
case of NTL devices is the impedance profile Z0(x). To do that, let us consider the Jost
function Φ(t, x) given by equation (4.115)and consider that
u(t, x) = Φ1(t, x) = δ(t− x) +A1(t, x),
v(t, x) = Φ2(t, x) = A2(t, x).
(4.128)
From Figure 4.13 we see that the coupling region is only defined for x ≥ 0, thus due to
causality and without loss of generality the previous equations can be rewritten as
u(t, x) = δ(t− x) + h(−t+ x)A1(t, x), (4.129)
v(t, x) = h(−t+ x)A2(t, x), (4.130)
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where h(t) is the unit step function. Substituting equations (4.129) and (4.130) into
equation (4.113) results in
h(−t+ x) ∂A2(t, x)
∂x
+ δ(−t+ x)A2(t, x) =
= h(−t+ x) ∂A2(t, x)
∂t
− δ(−t+ x)A2(t, x)−K(x) δ(t− x)−K(x)h(−t+ x)A1(t, x).
(4.131)
Equating the Dirac delta terms in (4.131) and because the Dirac functions only evaluate
different from zero at t = x, yields the relation
K(x) = −2A2(x, x), (4.132)
which by considering (4.126) is also a real valued function.
In the next section we shall demonstrate how from the coupled GLM integral equa-
tions we can obtain the analytical expressions for the kernel functions. Unlike the
Schro¨dinger equation inverse problem we shall see that an analytical expression for the
impedance profile is easily obtainable.
4.2.2.1 Analytical solutions for the impedance profile
Similarly to the Schro¨dinger equation inverse problem, in this section we describe the
necessary steps to obtain the coupling coefficient K(x) from the desired reflection re-
sponse R(ω) as long as it can be represented as a rational function [51].
The mathematical procedure is similar to the one used before on the Schro¨dinger
inverse problem. The difference is that instead of solving one GLM integral equation,
we now calculate the solution for two coupled GLM integral equations. As in section
4.2.1.2, in order to keep the mathematical complexity to a minimum we consider the
simple case of a Butterworth filter with a zero placed at the origin of the s-plane. Please
note that in this section no reference is made to the realizability conditions as these
are already addressed in section 4.2.1.1 and are the same independently of the inverse
scattering method to be used.
Recalling equation (4.34) we have that the frequency response to be synthesized is
given by
R(ω) =
j
√
2ω
−ω2 + j√2ω + 1 , (4.133)
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with the impulse response being

r(t) =
√
2e−
√
2
2
t
(
cos
(√
2
2
t
)
− sin
(√
2
2
t
))
, x ≥ 0,
r(t) = 0, x < 0
(4.134)
and the corresponding first derivative of the impulse response
r′(t) = −2e−
√
2
2
t cos
(√
2
2
t
)
, t > 0. (4.135)
In order to solve the coupled GLM equations a differential operator is constructed
(4.36)
f(p) = p2 +
√
2p+ 1, (4.136)
so that f(p)r(t) = 0 and where p =
d
dt
. Applying (4.136) to the coupled GLM equations
and using the Leibnitz integral rule yields
f(p)A1(t, x) + p
√
2A2(−t, x) = 0 (4.137)
f(p)A2(t, x) + p
√
2A1(−t, x) = 0. (4.138)
Similarly, another two equations which are independent of the previous ones can be
obtained for f(−p) whose respective time derivative results in
f(−p) pA1(−t, x)− p2
√
2A2(t, x) = 0 (4.139)
f(−p) pA2(−t, x)− p2
√
2A1(t, x) = 0. (4.140)
Eliminating A2(−t, x) between equations (4.137) and (4.140) yields
(p4 + 2p2 + 1)A1(t, x) = 0
⇓
d4
dt4
A1(t, x) + 2
d2
dt2
A1(t, x) +A1(t, x) = 0.
(4.141)
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In the same way, eliminating A1(−t, x) between equations (4.138) and (4.139) yields
(p4 + 2p2 + 1)A2(t, x) = 0
⇓
d4
dt4
A2(t, x) + 2
d2
dt2
A2(t, x) +A2(t, x) = 0.
(4.142)
The general solutions to A1(t, x) and A2(t, x) are given by [38]
A1(t, x) = C1(x) sin(t) + C2(x) cos(t) + C3(x) sin(t)t+ C4(x) cos(t)t, (4.143)
A2(t, x) = C5(x) sin(t) + C6(x) cos(t) + C7(x) sin(t)t+ C8(x) cos(t)t, (4.144)
where the functions C1(x) to C8(x) are the unknown coefficient functions which are
obtained next by setting the appropriate boundary conditions.
As a first boundary condition we substitute equations (4.143) and (4.144) into equa-
tions (4.137) and (4.138), which results in
cos(t)
(
2C3(x) +
√
2C1(x) +
√
2C4(x)−
√
2C5(x)−
√
2C8(x)
)
+
+ sin(t)
(
−2C4(x)−
√
2C2(x) +
√
2C3(x)−
√
2C6(x) +
√
2C7(x)
)
+
+ cos(t)t
(√
2C3(x) +
√
2C7(x)
)
+ sin(t)t
(√
2C8(x)−
√
2C4(x)
)
= 0
(4.145)
for the first equation, and in
cos(t)
(
2C7(x) +
√
2C5(x) +
√
2C8(x)−
√
2C1(x)−
√
2C4(x)
)
+
+ sin(t)
(
−2C8(x)−
√
2C6(x) +
√
2C7(x)−
√
2C2(x) +
√
2C3(x)
)
+
+ cos(t)t
(√
2Ct(x) +
√
2C3(x)
)
+ sin(t)t
(√
2C4(x)−
√
2C8(x)
)
= 0
(4.146)
for the second equation. By simple inspection of the previous equations, we easily see
that one possible solution is obtained by setting
C3(x) =
C5(x)− C1(x)√
2
,
C4(x) = −C6(x) + C2(x)√
2
,
C7(x) = −C3(x),
C8(x) = C4(x).
(4.147)
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Figure 4.15: Reconstructed coupling coefficient for the second order Butterworth
filter with zero placed at the origin of s-plane.
The four remaining independent coefficient functions can be obtained through the GLM
coupled equations 4.127. Evaluating the GLM equations at t = −x results in
A1(−x, x) = 0, (4.148)
A2(−x, x) = −r(0). (4.149)
Because we have four unknowns two more equations are needed, therefore, taking the
time derivative derivative of the GLM equations and evaluating the result at t = −x
gives
∂
∂t
A1(t, x)|t=−x + r(0)A2(t, x)|t=−x = 0, (4.150)
∂
∂t
A2(t, x)|t=−x + r(0)A1(t, x)|t=−x = −r′(0) (4.151)
where r′(0) = −2 and r(0) = √2.
Substituting the coefficient relations expressed by (4.147) in the kernel functions
given by (4.143) and (4.144) and then applying the kernel functions to equations (4.148)
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Figure 4.16: Reconstructed impedance profile for the second order Butterworth filter
with a zero placed at the origin of s-plane.
to (4.149) yields a system of four equations with four unknown coefficient functions. Solv-
ing the system and considering the relations (4.147) enable us to calculate the unknown
coefficient functions and therefore the analytical expressions for the kernels A1(t, x) and
A2(t, x). Moreover, our main goal is to find the analytical expression for the coupling
coefficient, therefore, considering (4.132) we have that
K(x) = 2
−2 cos (x) sin (x) + 4 cos (x)2 x− 2x+ 2 cos (x)2√2−√2
2 cos (x)4 + 2
√
2x+ 2x2 − 2 cos (x)2 + 1 , (4.152)
which is depicted in Figure 4.15.
Unlike the case of the potential function q(x) that was related to the impedance
function Z0(x) by means of a second order homogeneous differential equation with non-
constant coefficients as seen in section 4.2.1.2, the coupling coefficient K(x) on the other
hand is related to Z0(x) by an homogeneous first order differential equation given by
Z0(x)
dx
− 2K(x)Z0(x) = 0. (4.153)
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The solution to this equation was already derived in section 3.2.4 for the analysis of
constant coupling NTL devices and is given by
Z0(x) = C
tee
2
∫ x
0
K(u)du
(4.154)
where at x = 0 we have that Z0 = C
te. This initial value boundary condition can be set
to Cte = 50 Ω yielding
Z0(x) = 50 e
2
∫ x
0
K(u)du
. (4.155)
Substituting equation (4.152) into equation (4.155) and solving the integral equation,
we have that the solution to the inverse problem for the second order Butterworth filter
is the impedance profile given by
Z0(x) = 50
(
2x+
√
2 + 2 cos(x) sin(x)
)2(−2x−√2 + 2 cos(x) sin(x))2 , (4.156)
which is plotted in Figure 4.16.
The impedance profile depicted in Figure 4.16 corresponds to a band-stop filter with a
center frequency of 1 rad/s. In section 4.2.1.2 we refer to this response as the normalized
frequency response. It was also seen in section 4.2.1.2 that in order to obtain the
impedance function for the same frequency response profile but with a different center
frequency ω0 it is only necessary to scale the length of the solution for the normalized
frequency response in the inverse proportion to the center frequency such that
x =
x¯
ω0
, (4.157)
where x is the new traveling time variable and x¯ the traveling time corresponding to
the normalized frequency response. Furthermore and to finish the inverse procedure,
the spatial variable has to be transformed from travel time x to physical length z. In
section 4.2.1.2 we saw that this transformation is given by
z =
c√
r
x, (4.158)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and r is the permitivity of the medium sur-
rounding the transmission line.
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Figure 4.17: Reconstructed impedance profile as a function of physical length for a
central frequency of f0 = 5 GHz and a dielectric permitivity of r = 3.38.
Let us now consider as an example that we want to calculate the impedance profile
for a center frequency of f0 = 5 GHz and a permitivity of r = 3.38. In this case and
combining equations (4.157) and (4.158) we have that the physical length of the filter is
given by
z =
c√
r
x¯
ω0
(4.159)
and the corresponding impedance profile is depicted in Figure 4.17.
4.2.2.2 Series solution - iterative algorithm
Let us now consider the second part of equation (4.127). Considering the limit case
where t = x yields
A2(x, x) + r(2x) +
∫ x
−x
A1(y, x) r(x+ y)dy = 0. (4.160)
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Substituting equation (4.132) into the previous expression gives us the coupling coeffi-
cient as a function of the kernel function K1(t, x) and the impulse response r(t)
K(x) = 2 r(2x) + 2
∫ x
−x
A1(y, x) r(x+ y)dy. (4.161)
It is important to note that if we neglect the the contribution of the integral term, the
calculation of the coupling coefficient is reduced to
K(x) = 2 r(2x), (4.162)
which is the zeroth order approximation, commonly referred to as the first order Born
approximation. This is in fact the case previously analyzed in section 3.2.3.
The series solution, which can be solved using an iterative method, is obtained by
starting from the first order born approximation, i.e., solving equation (4.127) in order
to A2(t, x) and neglecting the integral term, thus,
A2(t, x) = −r(t+ x).
The kernel A2(t, x) is then substituted in the remaining GLM equation in (4.127) yielding
A1(t, x) =
∫ x
−t
r(t+ x)r(t+ y)dy,
which is the first order approximation for A1(t, x). Substituting A1(t, x) into equation
(4.161) yields the first order approximate solution for the coupling coefficient. The
second order approximation for A2(t, x) is computed by substituting the first order
A1(t, x) into the second equation of (4.127). The second order A1(t, x) is obtained by
substituting the second order A2(t, x) into the first equation of (4.127). The series
solution is thus obtained by proceeding in an iterative manner, i.e., by obtaining the
second order approximation from the first order and so forth up to to the ith order
approximation. The ith order approximation for the coupling coefficient is obtained
from the ith order approximation of A1(t, x) though equation (4.161).
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4.3 The layer-peeling algorithm
The inverse scattering procedures mentioned in section 4.2 are formulated in terms of
integral equations, thereafter, one may think that the only way to solve inverse problems
require the solution of such equations. However, independently of the work of math-
ematicians and physicists, other approaches to perform exact inverse scattering were
developed by geophysicists like Robinson and Goupillaud [52], [53]. Their methods to
perform inverse scattering are called differential or direct methods, and fully exploit
the physical properties of the layered media where waves propagate. These differential
methods heavily rely on causality principles, and upon the medium discretization in
layers. The inverse scattering is then performed by reconstructing the medium layer
by layer in a recursive manner, and for this reason they are sometimes referred to as
layer-peeling algorithms.
When compared to the iterative solutions proposed by Kitrikos, Frangos and Jaggard
to solve the GLM integral equations, these differential inverse scattering methods stand
out due to their simplicity, simple numerical implementation as a computer routine,
numerical stability, higher algorithm efficiency and most importantly, provide exact
solutions.
In the electromagnetic realm, some important work was performed on the optical do-
main using differential inverse scattering. Notably the work of Feced et al. [15], and later
Skaar et al. [54] on the synthesis of fiber Bragg gratings using layer-peeling algorithms.
Adopting the nomenclature of Skaar one can divide the layer-peeling algorithms into
two types: the discrete layer-peeling (DLP) algorithm and the continuous layer-peeling
(CLP) algorithm. In his work, Skaar compares these two algorithms, both mathemat-
ically and numerically, and shows that they are based on the same principle, and that
the CLP is equivalent to the DLP when considering infinitesimally thin layers.
We now describe and analyze in detail both these layer-peeling algorithms and show
that they can easily be adapted to the synthesis of microwave filters. Furthermore, we
shall demonstrate the advantages of these direct methods when compared to the classical
inverse scattering methods analyzed in section 4.2.
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Figure 4.18: Finite length NTL structure. The NTL is considered to be probed
from the left by a rightward propagating impulse δ(t). The reflection and transmission
impulse responses are given by r(t) and τ(t) respectively.
4.3.1 Continuous layer-peeling
The differential inverse scattering methods developed by geophysicists directly exploit
the physical properties of layered media. In fact, by considering a layered media ap-
proach, the inverse scattering problem can be dealt with as simply as the direct scattering
problem, i.e. we can find the impedance profile for the NTL structure from the reflec-
tion frequency response by simply propagating the fields along the NTL structure, while
simultaneously evaluating the coupling coefficient using simple causality arguments.
The nomenclature continuous layer peeling was adopted by Skaar et al. when refer-
ring to the differential methods used by him on the synthesis of fiber Bragg gratings [55].
However the development of these methods was done earlier by Bruckstein et al. in the
context of his study on scattering models in signal processing. The recursive procedure
developed by Bruckstein and later adopted by Skaar as the continuous layer peeling
constitutes a continuous version of an algorithm derived by Schur for testing the bound-
edness of analytic functions inside the unit circle [53]. Bruckstein refers to this method
as the continuous parameter Schur recursions.
We know from section 4.2 that the propagation and coupling of waves in an NTL
structure as the one illustrated in Figure 4.18 is described by the coupled mode equations
(4.94) and (4.95). Similarly to the development undertaken in section 4.2 both for
the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation and the Zakharov-Shabat inverse scattering
problems, we now reformulate the scattering and coupling process occurring on an NTL
in the time domain. This allows for a more intuitive understanding and formulation of
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Figure 4.19: Spatial representation of the coupling process taking place on the NTL
structure illustrated in Figure 4.18. The propagation velocity vp is considered to be
unitary.
the inverse scattering problem as it heavily relies on causality arguments. Therefore, we
now consider the time domain version of the coupled-mode equations which are given
by
∂u(t, x)
∂x
= −∂u(t, x)
∂t
−K(x) v(t, x), (4.163)
∂v(t, x)
∂x
=
∂v(t, x)
∂t
−K(x)u(t, x), (4.164)
where u(t, x) = F−1 {a+(ω, x)} and v(t, x) = F−1 {a−(ω, x)} are time domain represen-
tation of the rightward and leftward propagating waves propagating in the inhomoge-
neous region as illustrated by Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.19 depicts a representation of the scattering events occurring in the NTL
illustrated in Figure 4.18 for some time instant t. Please note that the illustration
in Figure 4.19 is essentially the same as the ones presented in section 4.2 for the Jost
solutions to the ZS system. In the present case scenario, the one depicted in Figure 4.19,
the NTL is assumed to be in a quiescent state at t = 0. Therefore causality states that
there are no scattering or coupling events for t ≤ 0. At t = 0+ the structure is probed
from the left by a rightward propagating impulse (see Figure 4.18) which triggers the
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scattering events inside the coupling region that are represented by the colored areas in
Figure 4.19. Therefore from Figure 4.19 we can describe the transient corresponding to
the forward propagating waves inside the NTL as an impulse followed by a continuous
function B1(t, x), which due to causality must verify B1(t, x) = 0 for x > t. The lower
colored area in Figure 4.19 describes the leftward propagating waves and is described by
B2(t, x) which verifies the same causality restriction. Thus, from the previous analysis
of Figure 4.19 and enforcing the causality constrains, the transient fields in the NTL
structure can be described by [53], [55]
u(t, x) = δ(t− x) + h(t− x) B1(t, x), (4.165)
v(t, x) = h(t− x) B2(t, x), (4.166)
where h(t) is the unit step function, δ(t) the Dirac delta function and where h(t − x)
evaluates to zero for t < x and to one for t ≥ x. Please note that equations (4.165)
and (4.166) are essentially the same as the Jost solution Φ¯(t, x) given by (4.116) for the
ZS system in section 4.2, the only difference being that in the case of the Jost solution
Φ¯(t, x) the impulse is considered to be incident upon the right side of the NTL whereas
in the present case we consider the NTL structure to be probed from the left.
Substituting equations (4.165) and (4.166) into equation (4.164) and equating the
coefficients of the Dirac functions, we have that
K(x) = 2 B2(t, x)|t=x+ . (4.167)
Equation (4.167) for the coupling coefficient is the same as equation (4.132) obtained
in the context of the ZS system Jost solution except for the minus signal. The reason
for this difference has to do with the fact that equation (4.132) is obtained from a Jost
solution of the ZS system which is time reversed when compared to the present case.
Please note that due to causality, the leading impulse requires an amount of time
equal to x to reach the position x within the NTL structure. However, at t = x the
medium in the NTL extending from x to L is still at rest. It is not until t = x+ that the
first scattering event and therefore coupling occurs at the position x, hence the notation
used in the previous equation. Furthermore, we easily see from equation (4.166) that
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when t = x+ the step function h(t− x) evaluates to unity yielding the relation
v(t = x+, x) = B2(t = x
+, x). (4.168)
The coupling coefficient can then be rewritten as [53], [55]
K(x) = 2 v(x+, x). (4.169)
Equation (4.169) tell us that the coupling coefficient for any depth x along the NTL
coupling region (0 ≤ x ≤ L) can be directly calculated from the the reflected transient
waves v(t, x) by considering the instant of time t = x+ which is when the leading impulse
δ(t−x) reaches and interacts with the medium at position x. Therefore, it is only when
t = x+ that the first scattering event occurs at depth x, thus, v(x+, x) corresponds
to the value of the leading edge of the transient representing the leftward propagating
waves as indicated in Figure 4.19. We may then conclude from the previous analysis
and by simple inspection of Figure 4.19 that the coupling coefficient function K(x) can
be directly reconstructed by simply calculating the first value of the impulse response
of the NTL for all depths x as we shall prove next.
We have seen in section 4.2 that due to physical constrains, NTL structures are
classified as causal systems. As such, we can use some special properties of the unilateral
Laplace transform on their analysis. Let us consider the initial value theorem for the
unilateral Laplace transform [1]
x(0+) = lim
s→∞ sX(s). (4.170)
Considering the theorem in the Fourier transform domain and applying it to the leftward
propagating waves transient yields
v(0+, x) = lim
ω→∞ jωa
−(ω, x). (4.171)
Using the time shifting property of the Fourier transform on the previous equation we
can evaluate the leading edge of the transient corresponding to the leftward propagating
waves v(x+, x) (see Figure 4.19) as
v(x+, x) = lim
ω→∞ jωa
−(ω, x)ejωx = lim
ω→∞ jω
a−(ω, x)
e−jωx
, (4.172)
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Figure 4.20: Evaluation of the coupling coefficient K(x) at depth x as expressed
by equations (4.172) and (4.173). The reflection coefficient at depth x is given by
R(ω, x) = a−(ω, x)/a+(ω, x).
where we clearly identify that lim
ω→∞ a
+(ω, x) = e−jωx is the leading impulse of u(t, x)
(equation (4.165)) that probes the NTL structure at depth x, as it is illustrated in Figure
4.20. Therefore, by substituting equation (4.172) into equation (4.169) we have that the
coupling coefficient function is now given by
K(x) = lim
ω→∞ 2jωR(ω, x), (4.173)
where R(ω, x) = a−(ω, x)/a+(ω, x) is the partial reflection frequency response at some
depth x along the length of the NTL. Please note that we define the term partial reflection
frequency response as the reflection frequency response measured at some specified depth
along the NTL [56], whereas the total reflection frequency response R(ω, 0) = R(ω) is
measured at the left end side of the NTL (x = 0).
Applying once again the initial value theorem to equation (4.173) we have that the
coupling coefficient along the NLT is simply given by [53]
K(x) = 2r(0+, x), (4.174)
where r(0+, x) correspond to the first value i.e., the leading edge of the impulse response
when evaluated at depth x. A further development by using the inverse Fourier transform
definition given by equation (4.111) yields [55]
K(x) =
1
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
R(ω, x)ejω0
+
dω. (4.175)
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We must stress out that the evaluation of K(x) at t = 0+ as given by (4.175) is exact.
It would be incorrect to evaluate K(x) considering t = 0, therefore eliminating the
exponential term in (4.175) as it is done in [56]. In [55] Skaar has addressed this issue
and provided a solution for this as we shall see next.
It is of most importance to notice that due to causality the impulse response is
discontinuous at t = 0, hence the evaluation of the inverse Fourier transform at t = 0
must be given by the average of the impulse response at t = 0− and t = 0+, as pointed
out by Skaar [55]. This is known as the half-maximum convention. Hence, considering
the inverse Fourier transform given by (4.111) we have that the impulse response for
t = 0 reduces to
r(0, x) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
R(ω, x)dω. (4.176)
On the other hand, considering the half-maximum convention we obtain
r(0, x) =
r(0−, x) + r(0+, x)
2
, (4.177)
where r(0−, x) = 0 and r(0+, x) is the leading edge of the impulse response which is
used to calculate K(x). Therefore, substituting equation (4.177) into equation (4.176),
and taking into consideration the relation (4.174) we obtain the correct expression for
the coupling coefficient K(x), yielding
K(x) =
2
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
R(ω, x)dω. (4.178)
Please keep in mind that equations (4.175) and (4.178) are equivalent. However equa-
tion (4.178) is in a more convenient format if we are to consider posterior numerical
calculations.
Let us now take a closer look at equation (4.174). We now point out that the result
expressed by equation (4.174) is not new to this thesis. In fact, from the coupled mode
analysis of NTL structures in section 3.2, we saw that under the assumption of weak
coupling operation, K(x) is given by equation (3.82) as
1
2
K (2x)
F←→ S11(ω), (4.179)
where S11(ω) corresponds to reflection frequency response as seen from the left-hand
side of the NTL device. Please note that equation (4.179) is the same as (3.82) except
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Figure 4.21: Evaluation of the coupling coefficient K(x) at depth x as expressed by
equations (4.174) and (4.181). The leading edge of the reflection impulse response at
depth x is illustrated in red color.
we now assume an unitary propagation velocity, vp = c/
√
r = 1. Rewriting (4.179)
to consider the inverse Fourier transform we have that the coupling coefficient when
considering weak coupling is given by
K(2x) = 2r(t), (4.180)
where r(t) is the NTL impulse response. The similarity between equations (4.180) and
(4.174) is evident.
The weak coupling assumption states that the forward propagating wave a+(ω, x)
remains constant (unaltered) throughout its propagation along the NTL. This approxi-
mation is also known as the theory of small reflections [5]. Although it proves to be very
useful on the understanding of some properties of NTL structures as it was discussed in
section 3.2, the weak coupling method breaks down for the synthesis of high reflectivity
NTL devices. However, if we consider the initial instant of time t = 0+ when the NTL
is probed from the left at x = 0 by a rightward propagating impulse, equation (4.180)
becomes
K(0) = 2r(0+). (4.181)
In fact, equation (4.181) evaluates as the exact value of the coupling coefficient at x = 0,
even in the case of strong coupling or high reflectivity NTL structures. This is because at
t = 0+ the probing impulse has not yet penetrated the NTL (where the weak coupling
approximation is considered) but only interacted with the left boundary edge of the
NTL. Comparing equations (4.181) and (4.174) we clearly see that these two equations
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are very similar. The only difference being that equation (4.181) evaluates the coupling
coefficient at x = 0 from the value of the leading edge of the complete NTL impulse
response, whereas equation (4.174) evaluates the coupling coefficient at some depth x
from the knowledge of the leading edge of the impulse response when evaluated at that
same depth.
From what we have seen so far, we can conclude that the continuous layer-peeling
method works by independently evaluating the coupling coefficient along the NTL struc-
ture at any depth x. This process is carried out by considering that a rightward prop-
agating impulse probes the NTL at the depth x of interest. Then from the resulting
reflection response the coupling coefficient K(x) is calculated using equation (4.174).
Also, we have shown that equation (4.174) agrees to a certain extent with the theory
of small reflections (weak coupling).We know that when using the theory of small re-
flections the first value for the coupling coefficient K(0) is always exact. Therefore the
calculation of K(x) through equation (4.174) can be understood as an discrete proce-
dure, in which for every depth x of the NTL structure, the exact coupling coefficient
value for that depth is obtained by using the theory of small reflections as expressed
by equation (4.181), where r(0+) is the leading edge of the impulse reflection response
evaluated at x. This is illustrated in Figure 4.21.
Until now, we have seen that an exact calculation of the coupling coefficient function
K(x) can be carried out by individually evaluating the local coupling coefficient at every
depth x. Also we know that this individual evaluation can be performed either by using
equations (4.174) or (4.178), which are equivalent for that matter. However, both these
equations require the knowledge of the reflection response at the corresponding depth
x. For that, we resort to the coupled mode equations
da+(ω, x)
dx
= −jω a+(ω, x)−K(x) a−(ω, x), (4.182)
da−(ω, x)
dx
= jω a−(ω, x)−K(x) a+(ω, x). (4.183)
Due to the discrete nature of the coupling coefficient evaluation process, we can not
analytically calculate an expression for K(x), therefore, the NTL structure must be
divided into a stack of layers where the coupling coefficient is assumed to be constant.
From section 3.3.1, within the context of the analysis of NTL structures, we know
that the amplitude of the fields along the NTL can be calculated by considering the
division of the NTL into sufficient small sections of length ∆l. In this way, each of
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(a) Coupling coefficient. (b) Impedance profile.
Figure 4.22: Coupling coefficient discretization and corresponding impedance profile
over one period length Λ . The blue and red line represent the continuous and discrete
cases, whereas Ki and Z0i(x) are the coupling coefficient and corresponding impedance
profile of section i respectively.
the sections can be considered to have a constant coupling. We call this the constant
coupling discrete model. Therefore, the fields amplitudes at some depth x along the
NTL can be calculated simply by multiplying the transmission matrices of each layer up
to that depth. The transmission matrices for each layer are given by equation (3.192)
as a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=
cosh(γ∆l) + jωγ sinh(γ∆l) Kiγ sinh(γ∆l)
Ki
γ sinh(γ∆l) cosh(γ∆l)− jωγ sinh(γ∆l)
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 ,
(4.184)
where γ2 = K2i − ω2.
The constant coupling discretization model is illustrated in Figure 4.22(a). A si-
nusoidal coupling coefficient is considered and the corresponding impedance profile in
Figure 4.22(b) is obtained through
Z0(x) = Z0(0) e
2
∫ x
0
K(u)du
, (4.185)
where Z0(0) = 50Ω. Please note that in the discretized case (red line) the impedance
profile can also be calculated independently for each section. In this case the impedance
profile for each section along its length ∆l is given by
Z0i(x) = Z0i−1(∆l) e
2Kix. (4.186)
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Figure 4.23: Continuous layer-peeling algorithm. The medium is approximated as
a stack of layers of length ∆l with constant coupling coefficient. The amplitude of
the forward- and backward-propagating waves at the beginning of layer i are given by
a+(ω, xi) and a
−(ω, xi) respectively.
where Ki is the coupling of section i. From Figure 4.22(b) we see that the reconstructed
impedance profile for the discretized case is slightly shifted to the right when compared
to the exact case (blue line). This has directly to do with the length of the sections
∆l. In the case illustrated in Figure 4.22 we have considered a large value of ∆l for a
demonstration purpose.
Figure 4.23 illustrates the continuous layer peeling algorithm. The procedure con-
sists on identifying the medium layer-by-layer from left to right. Each layer is considered
to have a constant coupling coefficient Ki. As an example, let us consider the identi-
fication process for layer i which is located at depth xi as illustrated by Figure 4.23.
The identification of layer i consists on the determination of its coupling coefficient Ki
through equation (4.178) where R(ω, xi) = a
−(ω, xi)/a+(ω, xi). The impedance profile
for the layer is calculated using (4.186). Upon identification, layer i is peeled off and
the fields amplitudes at the beginning of the next layer (a−(ω, xi+1), a+(ω, xi+1)) are
calculated using the relation (4.184).
In the more general case, the continuous layer peeling algorithm is performed by
taking the following steps:
1. Specify the desired reflection response R(ω, 0) for the NTL as indicated in Figure
4.23. However, R(ω, 0) must be physically realizable, thus, it must verify the
realizability conditions previously discussed in section 4.2.1.1. Please note that at
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Figure 4.24: Constant coupling layer. The coupling of energy between the forward-
and backward-propagating modes takes place continuously along the length of the layer.
x = 0 the fields amplitudes are given by
a+(ω, 0) = 1, (4.187)
a−(ω, 0) = R(ω, 0). (4.188)
2. Calculate the coupling coefficient K(xi) at the current position xi from equation
(4.178). However, the medium is approximated by a stack layers with length ∆l
and constant coupling coefficient Ki, hence
Ki =
2
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
Ri(ω)dω, (4.189)
where Ri(ω) = R(ω, xi) is the frequency reflection response at the beginning of
layer i.
3. Compute the amplitude of the fields at the beginning of the next layer (layer i+1)
using the inverse of the transfer matrix relation (4.184), i.e.
a+(ω, xi+1)
a−(ω, xi+1)
=
cosh(γ∆l)− jωγ sinh(γ∆l) −Kiγ sinh(γ∆l)
−Kiγ sinh(γ∆l) cosh(γ∆l) + jωγ sinh(γ∆l)
a+(ω, xi)
a−(ω, xi)
 ,
(4.190)
where xi+1 = xi + ∆l. Peel off layer i.
4. Repeat step 2. and 3. until the the entire NTL structure is identified. As we will
show later, a stopping condition must be devised as the impulse response of any
NTL is infinite in nature.
The principle behind the continuous layer peeling algorithm is based on the dis-
cretization of the coupling coefficient and the correspondent propagation of the fields
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Figure 4.25: Constant impedance layer. The coupling of energy between the forward-
and backward-propagating modes is an instantaneous and localized event that takes
place at depth xi. Zi is the impedance of layer i and is a constant value along that
layer.
amplitudes from one layer to the next. However, the actual coupling process is contin-
uous as all the layers have some constant coupling coefficient along their length as it is
illustrated in Figure 4.24. Hence the name continuous layer peeling. On the other hand,
instead of making this piecewise uniform approximation of the coupling coefficient we
can discretize the NTL structure as a series of discrete reflectors, i.e., a layered medium
approximation. We call this, the constant impedance discrete model (see section 3.3.2).
In this model each layer is characterized by a constant impedance as illustrated in Figure
4.25. Furthermore and considering the constant impedance discrete model in conjunc-
tion with the inverse scattering process described above, we have yet another differential
inverse scattering procedure known as the discrete layer peeling algorithm.
4.3.2 Discrete layer-peeling
Let us consider the NTL infinitesimal layer of constant coupling depicted in Figure 4.24.
If we account for the total coupling occurring along that layer we have that
Ktoti =
∫ xi+∆l
xi
Ki(x) dx = Ki ∆l, (4.191)
where Ki(x) = Ki = C
te is the coupling function.
Now, let us consider that the total coupling Ktoti occurring along such a layer of
constant coupling is concentrated in a single location and that no coupling phenomena
takes place at any other location along that same layer. Hence, if we assume that
the coupling occurs at the beginning of the layer, we can approximate each layer as a
constant impedance TL of length ∆l preceded by a reflector, as it is illustrated in Figure
4.25. Thereafter, considering the layer model depicted in Figure 4.25, the continuous
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Figure 4.26: Constant impedance discrete model conversion.
NTL structure is discretized as a series of discrete reflectors separated by sections of
constant impedance TL with length ∆l. This is illustrated in Figure 4.26.
Assuming that the total coupling occurring along a layer of constant coupling now
takes place for instance at x = 0 we have that the new coupling coefficient function now
takes the form
Kd(x) = Ktot δ(x), (4.192)
where Ktot is the total coupling as calculated in (4.191). However, by considering that
the coupling occurs at the beginning of the layer as illustrated in Figure 4.25 the coupling
coefficient function at some layer i is in fact given by
Kdi(x) = Ktotiδ(x− xi). (4.193)
Taking a closer look at equation (4.193) we see that the evaluation of the coupling
function at x = xi translates in an infinite value |Kdi | = ∞ due to the Dirac function,
however as we saw before the actual overall coupling taking place at layer i is actually
evaluated as
Ktoti =
∫ xi+∆l
xi
Kdi dx =
∫ xi+∆l
xi
Ktotiδ(x− xi) dx = Ki ∆l, (4.194)
which is a finite value.
Let us now reconsider the transmission matrix given by equation (4.184) for a sin-
gle layer which stands as the base for the CLP inverse scattering method and that as
discussed in the previous section describes the propagation of the fields within layers of
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constant coupling coefficient as the one illustrated by Figure 4.24:
a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=
cosh(γ∆l) + jωγ sinh(γ∆l) Kiγ sinh(γ∆l)
Ki
γ sinh(γ∆l) cosh(γ∆l)− jωγ sinh(γ∆l)
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 .
(4.195)
Please remember that γ2 = K2i − ω2 and Ki is the constant coupling along the layer.
Following the same approach as in [55], we now derive the equivalent transmission
matrix for the DLP case by starting from 4.195. As we have demonstrated, the trans-
mission matrix in (4.195) was obtained in section 3.3 under the assumption of a constant
coupling constrain. However on the present case, for the DLP inverse scattering method,
the coupling coefficient function is no longer a constant function. Instead, the coupling
is now the one given by equation (4.193) which evaluates as |Kdi | = 0 for the entire
length of layer i except for the beginning of the layer where |Kdi | = ∞. Therefore we
now consider two different cases: one for |Kdi | = 0 and another for |Kdi | = ∞. So,
considering the simpler situation where there is no coupling.i.e., |Kdi | = 0, we have that
γ = j ω and the transmission matrix in equation (4.195) simplifies into
a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=
cosh(j ω∆l) + sinh(j ω∆l) 0
0 cosh(j ω∆l)− sinh(j ω∆l)
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 .
(4.196)
The final form of the transmission matrix for when |Kdi | = 0 is obtained by realizing
that
cosh(j ω∆l) = cos(ω∆l), (4.197)
sinh(j ω∆l) = j sin(ω∆l), (4.198)
yielding a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=
ej ω∆l 0
0 e−j ω∆l
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 . (4.199)
In the case concerning the first single point on layer i where all the coupling occurs
we have that |Kdi | → ∞. In this case the substitution in (4.195) is not direct as in the
previous case. We now have that
γ∣∣
Kdi
→∞
= Kdi , (4.200)
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(a) Coupling coefficient. (b) Impedance profile.
Figure 4.27: Sinusoidal coupling coefficient and corresponding impedance profile over
one period length Λ. The blue and red lines represent the continuous (analytical) and
discrete cases (DLP method) respectively.
however, and accordingly to [55] the product
γ∆l = Ktoti (4.201)
has a finite value as it corresponds to the total amount of coupling occurring on layer i.
Substituting equations (4.200) and (4.201) into the transmission matrix (4.195) we now
have thata+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
=cosh(Ktoti)
 1 tanh(Ktoti)
tanh(Ktoti) 1
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 . (4.202)
The final form of the transmission matrix for when |Kdi | =∞ is obtained by performing
the variable change
Γi = tanh(Ktoti) (4.203)
and realizing that
cosh(Ktoti) =
1√
1− tanh2(Ktoti)
, (4.204)
which yields a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
= 1√
1− Γ2i
 1 Γi
Γi 1
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 . (4.205)
The complete transmission matrix that stands as the basis for the DLP inverse scattering
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Figure 4.28: Evaluation of the local reflection coefficient Γi at depth xi. The first
impulse of the reflection impulse response is illustrated in red color
method is obtained from the product of the matrices in (4.205) and (4.199), yielding
a+(ω, x)
a−(ω, x)
= 1√
1− Γ2i
 ej ω∆l Γi e−j ω∆l
Γi e
j ω∆l e−j ω∆l
a+(ω, x+ ∆l)
a−(ω, x+ ∆l)
 . (4.206)
With no surprise we easily verify that the transmission matrix (4.206) is the same as
the transmission matrix (3.204) that was obtained in section 3.3 in the context of the
analysis of NTL structures with constant impedance discretization. The only difference
being that in this section our spatial variable is the travel time whereas in section 3.3 we
consider the actual physical length. Please note that by considering the space variable to
be the travel time, we have that the propagation constant β in equation (3.204) simplifies
to the angular frequency ω in equation (4.206) and also that the sections length dl in
(3.204) are measured in meters while ∆l in (4.206) comes in seconds.
Figure 4.27 compares the coupling coefficient and corresponding impedance profiles
between the analytical (exact solution) case and the constant impedance discretization
model for the case of a sinusoidal coupling coefficient. From figure we see that the
coupling function for the constant impedance discrete model (in which the DLP method
is based) is composed by a series of Dirac deltas Kdi each representing the coupling Ktoti
occurring at the interface between layer i − 1 and i. Please note that the the coupling
function for the discrete model consider in this section Kdi(x) is simply a sampled version
of the analytical coupling function K(x) with sampling period ∆l.
Figure 4.27(b) depicts the impedance profiles where Z0i is the impedance of section
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Figure 4.29: Space-time diagram of incident and reflected pulses. Where T is the
time spacing between reflected or transmitted pulses and τ is the propagation time
corresponding to one section. Please note that the space variable x is actually the
travel time as defined in section 4.2.1.
i that is constant. Please note that through equation (4.203) the impedance profile is
easily obtained from the coupling coefficient by realizing that
Z0i =
1 + tanh(Ktoti)
1− tanh(Ktoti)
Z0i−1 , (4.207)
where the initial condition is defined as Z0i = 50Ω for i = 0.
So far we have seen that both the CLP and DLP methods are formulated under the
consideration of some sort of discretization or division of the NTL structure into a stack
of sections or layers. We have shown that at a structural level the modifications required
to obtain the NTL model for the DLP method from the CLP model consists in assuming
that the coupling of the forward and backward propagating waves occurs only at a single
location in each layer, whereas the NTL model considered for the CLP method presumes
a continuous and constant coupling throughout each section. In terms of the inverse
scattering procedure itself, we shall now see that the DLP inverse scattering method
is very similar to the one used with CLP except for some small differences that arise
from the different model considered for the approximation to the NTL. Essentially, these
differences lay with the procedure used in the calculation of the coupling coefficients and
also in the propagation of the fields between layers.
Let us now consider an n-section cascade connection of transmission line junctions
as the one illustrated in Figure 4.28, where each junction is separated by a transmission
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line of infinitesimal length ∆l. Furthermore, let us assume that the first (i− 1)th layers
(up to depth xi) are already identified and thus can be removed leaving a structure
composed by the layers yet to be identified as illustrated by Figure 4.28. Assuming that
the remaining unidentified structure is probed from the left by a rightward propagating
impulse δ(t) at t = 0, then, the scattering events triggered by δ(t) along the first four
sections of the structure can be visualized in the space-time diagram depicted in Figure
4.29. Due to causality and assuming the subsisting unidentified structure to be at a
quiescent state for t < 0, we clearly see by analyzing Figure 4.29 that the impulse
reflection response for t = 0 is constituted by a single reflected pulse i.e., r(0) = h0.
This is the case, because not enough time has passed so that the incident impulse could
propagate its effect to the adjacent layers. In other words, the impulse response of the
remaining unidentified structure for t = 0 is the same response as if only the first reflector
were present. From this analysis, it becomes evident that the reflection coefficient Γi at
the first junction (depth xi) can be directly computed as the first value of the reflection
impulse response r(t) as evaluated at depth xi, thus
Γi = ri(0) = h0. (4.208)
So far, we have seen that the analysis of the space-time diagram proves to be very
important in the sense that is provides a clear picture regarding the scattering events
within the structure and clearly proves that due to the discrete nature of the impedance
profile of the considered model we can always calculate the reflection coefficient at the
first impedance interface for some depth xi provided that the reflection coefficient at
that depth is previously known. Once the reflection coefficient Γi is obtained, the char-
acteristic impedance of layer i can be computed from equation (4.207). Please note that
at this point all the previous layers are already identified. Hereupon, we are left with
the problem of obtaining the reflection response r(t) at depth xi. However, this problem
can be easily overcome by realizing that the reflection frequency response at the begin-
ning of any layer is related by means of the transmission matrix (4.206) to the reflection
frequency response of the adjacent layer to the right. Thus in order to compute the
frequency reflection response at the beginning of layer i using the frequency data at the
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Figure 4.30: Impulse reflection response evaluated at depth xi as it is illustrated in
Figure 4.28. The envelope function is given by h(t).
beginning of layer i− 1 we consider the inverse of (4.206) yielding
a+(ω, xi)
a−(ω, xi)
= 1√
1− Γ2i
 e−j ω∆l −Γi e−j ω∆l
−Γi ej ω∆l ej ω∆l
a+(ω, xi−1)
a−(ω, xi−1)
 . (4.209)
Assuming that the reflection frequency response at xi−1 is known, the corresponding
fields amplitudes can be given by
a+(ω, xi−1)
a−(ω, xi−1)
=
 1
Ri−1(ω)
 , (4.210)
which corresponds to the Fourier transform of the incident impulse and the reflection
transient as illustrated in Figure 4.28. Substituting (4.210) into (4.209) enables us to
calculate the fields at xi and the corresponding reflection response as
Ri(ω) =
a−(ω, xi)
a+(ω, xi)
=
Ri−1(ω)− Γi−1
1− Γi−1Ri−1(ω) e
j2ω∆l. (4.211)
From the scattering diagram in Figure 4.29 we can easily see that the reflection
impulse response at depth xi is given by the sum of the reflected pulses yielding
ri(t) =
∞∑
n=0
hn δ(t− nT ), (4.212)
where T is the time spacing between reflected pulses, and hn is the respective area
value. Taking a closer look to the space-time diagram we see that T = 2τ , where τ is
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Figure 4.31: Sampling function p(t).
the propagation time per layer which is given by
τ =
∆l
vp
. (4.213)
Please note that vp is the propagation velocity along the transmission line medium.
However, and because we consider the spatial variable to be x, the traveling time, we
assume that vp = 1m/s and thus
∆l = τ. (4.214)
In order to gain a better understanding on the operation of these structures, we now
re-illustrate the impulse response ri(t) in Figure 4.30. From the illustration we conclude
that the reflection response ri(t) can be interpreted as being the sampled version of some
continuous envelope function h(t). Thus, we can now rewrite equation (4.212) as
ri(t) =
∞∑
n=0
h(nT ) δ(t− nT ), (4.215)
where T = 2 τ is in fact the sampling period and τ is the propagation time corresponding
to a single layer (see Figure (4.29)). On the other hand, and considering sampling theory,
we can rewrite equation (4.215) as the product of two functions. The continuous envelope
function h(t) and a sampling function which in this case is an infinite impulse train p(t)
yielding
ri(t) = h(t) p(t), (4.216)
where p(t) =
∑∞
n=−∞ δ(t − nT ) is depicted in Figure 4.31. Please note that causality
constrains imply that h(t) = 0 for t < 0.
From the modulation property of the Fourier transform [1], we can compute the
Fourier transform of (4.216) as
Ri(ω) =
1
2pi
[H(ω) ∗ P (ω)] . (4.217)
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(a) Continuous envelope frequency response.. (b) Discrete NTL structure frequency response.
Figure 4.32: Fourier transform for both the continuous envelope function h(t) and
the actual frequency response of the discrete NTL structure.
Furthermore, we see from Figure 4.31 that p(t) is a periodic function with period (the
sampling period) T . From the Fourier transform of periodic signals theory [1] we have
that
P (ω) =
∞∑
k=−∞
2pi ak δ(ω − kωs), (4.218)
where ak represent the Fourier series coefficients which for p(t) are given by
ak =
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
δ(t) e−jkωst dt =
1
T
. (4.219)
Substituting equation (4.219) into (4.218) we have that
P (ω) =
2pi
T
∞∑
k=−∞
δ(ω − kωs) (4.220)
where
ωs =
2pi
T
(4.221)
is the angular sampling frequency.
The Fourier transform of ri(t) and thus, the reflective frequency response of the
discrete NTL structure at depth xi can be obtained by substituting equation (4.220)
into (4.217) yielding
Ri(ω) =
1
T
∞∑
k=−∞
H(ω − kωs). (4.222)
From equation (4.222) and from the corresponding illustration in Figure 4.32 we
see that the frequency response of a constant impedance discrete NTL structure is
a frequency-scaled repetition of the Fourier transform of the envelope function H(ω).
Please note that the repetition is periodic with period ωs.
Taking a closer look at Figure 4.30 we easily see that the impulse response for a
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discrete NTL structure resembles that of an discrete-time system. That is, the reflected
signal only takes values different from zero for when t = T and any of the integer
multiples of T . Therefore and without loss of generality, we can represent the impulse
response of discrete NTL structures as discrete-time signals. Thus, the reflection impulse
response in equation (4.215) can be written as [1]
Ri(ω) =
∞∑
n=0
h(nT ) e−jωnT , (4.223)
which is in fact the definition of discrete Fourier transform and where h(nT ) = hn. Please
note that the spectrum periodicity stated by equation (4.222) is also a characteristic of
any discrete-time system [1]. Further on this thesis, we shall explore in more detail the
relation between discrete NTL structures and discrete-time systems.
So far we have been identifying the main properties of the constant impedance dis-
cretization model for NTL structures. We saw that the coupling phenomena is not
continuous but rather a discrete and localized process. Also we saw that the reflection
impulse response for these structures is discrete and given by the sum of a train of
pulses spaced in time by T . As a consequence, the frequency response (both reflection
and transmission) is periodic with period ωs = 2pi/T . From this, we have realized the
frequency response at any depth along the structures can be written as a discrete-time
Fourier transform (see equation (4.223)). However, one of the most useful characteristics
of this model is the ability to identify the characteristic impedance of the individual lay-
ers from the reflection frequency response at the beginning of the layers. Furthermore,
we have from equation (4.208) that only the first reflection pulse from Ri(t) is necessary
to identify layer i. So, if we consider the reflection frequency response to be written in
the form of equation (4.223) we can compute the first pulse of the reflection impulse
response as
Γi = ri(0) = h0 =
1
ωs
∫ ωs/2
−ωs/2
Ri(ω) dω. (4.224)
Thus far, all the mathematical development has been made based on the constant
impedance discrete NTL model, therefore based on inherently discrete functions, except
in the frequency domain where we have a continuous spectral dependence. However, for
numerical implementation as a computer routine, the spectral dependence must also be
discrete. This way, the calculation of the local reflection coefficient between adjacent
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Figure 4.33: Discrete layer-peeling algorithm. The medium is approximated as a
stack of layers of length ∆l with constant characteristic impedance The amplitude of
the forward- and backward-propagating waves at the beginning of layer i are given by
a+(ω, xi) and a
−(ω, xi) respectively.
layers reduces to (discrete-time Fourier series)
Γi =
1
M
M∑
m=1
Ri[m], (4.225)
where M is the number of points considered within a spectral period, that is, in the
range −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2. As we shall see in the next section, the number of points
M should be as high as possible in order to approximate the ideal case (continuous
spectral dependence) and should always be greater than or equal to the number of
layers considered for the structure.
Figure 4.33 illustrates the discrete layer peeling algorithm. The procedure consists
on identifying the medium layer-by-layer from left to right. Each layer is considered
to have a constant characteristic impedance Z0i . As an example, let us consider the
identification process for layer i which is located at depth xi as illustrated by Figure
4.33. The identification of layer i consists on the determination of the reflection coef-
ficient Γi at xi, the interface between layers i − 1 and i respectively through equation
(4.224) where Ri(ω) = a
−(ω, xi)/a+(ω, xi). However, when considering a numerical im-
plementation, equation (4.225) should be used instead. From the computed value of Γi
the characteristic impedance Z0i is then obtained using equations (4.203) and (4.207).
Upon identification, layer i is peeled off and the reflection frequency response at the
beginning of the next layer (Ri+1(ω)) is calculated using the relation (4.211).
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In the more general case, the discrete layer-peeling algorithm is performed by taking
the following steps:
1. Specify the desired reflection response R0(ω) = R(ω, 0) for the NTL as illustrated
in Figure 4.33.The desired frequency response R0 must be physically realizable,
thus, it must verify the realizability conditions previously discussed in section
4.2.1.1. The R0 specification comes in the range −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2.
2. Considering a numerical implementation, calculate the local reflection coefficient
Γ0 at the current position x0 from equation (4.225)
Γ0 =
1
M
M∑
m=1
R0[m]. (4.226)
3. Compute the reflection coefficient R1(ω) at the beginning of the next layer using
the transmission matrix (4.209) or directly through equation (4.211)
R1(ω) =
R0(ω)− Γ0
1− Γ0R0(ω) e
j2ω∆l. (4.227)
4. Peel off layer i.
5. Repeat steps 2. to 3. until the entire structure is identified. As we will show in the
next chapter, a stopping condition must be devised as the impulse response of any
NTL structure is infinite in nature.
The length of each layer is given by equation (4.214), which when combined with
(4.221) yields
∆l =
pi
ωs
. (4.228)
The DLP algorithm result, comes as a reconstructed discrete impedance NTL structure
with a given length given in seconds (travel time). In order to obtain the length dimen-
sions in terms of the space variable (meters) we use the same procedure as in section 4.2
through equation (4.86).
As a last note regarding the discussion of the DLP algorithm, we call attention upon
the task described in step 1 of the DLP procedure in respect of the target spectrum
R0(ω). Most of the times the target spectrum R0(ω) used as the starting data for the
DLP procedure is obtained from an analog prototype. A simple example of this fact
is the synthesis of classical filters such as Butterworth or Tchebishev filters. As we
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(a) Analog prototype spectrum. (b) Truncated analog prototype spectrum.
(c) Target frequency response.
Figure 4.34: Target spectrum R0(ω) as obtained from an analog prototype. Given by
(a) we have the analog prototype frequency response, which when forced to zero outside
the interval −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2 yields H(ω) in (b). Please note that the time-domain
counterpart of H(ω) is h(t), as illustrated in Figure 4.30. The sampling of h(t) with
sampling period T results in the target response in (c).
can see from Figure 4.34(a), the frequency response for these type of prototype filers
extends (takes values different from zero) to the whole frequency spectrum. In order to
perform inverse scattering using the DLP method, the analog prototype response must be
truncated do the frequency region of interest −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2 as illustrated by Figure
4.34(b). This in turn, sets the sampling frequency ωs and the corresponding sampling
period T . Furthermore, by establishing the frequency region of interest and accordingly
to equation (4.228) the length of each section for the resulting DNTL structure is also
defined.
Please note that, as we have previously discussed, the larger the interval −ωs/2 ≤
ω ≤ ωs/2, the larger the sampling frequency ωs becomes and the smaller the length of
each section ∆l gets. Thus, in the limiting case of ωs =∞, therefore the whole frequency
range is consider, the result of the DLP procedure comes as a CNTL.
4.4 Summary
All the inverse scattering methods considered so far on this thesis can be divided into
two major groups. The first group consists on the integral equation based IS methods,
which are based on the solution of an integral equation (GLM) or a system of integral
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equations (ZS system). The solution to these integral equations can be obtained through
mathematical manipulation as a closed form analytical expression, or through numeri-
cal or iterative procedures. The outcome of these procedures inherently translates into
CNTL structures. On the other hand, the second group comprises the so-called differen-
tial inverse scattering methods. These methods are based on discrete NTL models and
rely on recursive identification procedures. Two differential inverse scattering methods
were addressed in section 4.3, namely the CLP and DLP procedures.

Chapter 5
Microwave applications of inverse
scattering theory
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we have made a detailed survey over the inverse scattering theory. More
specifically, we have analyzed the one dimensional inverse scattering case and how it
can be applied to the synthesis of non-linear transmission line structures. Moreover, we
have discussed several methods that allow us to perform the synthesis of non-uniform
transmission line structures through inverse scattering as well as their advantages, limi-
tations and complexity. From that analysis, the layer-peeling algorithm stood out as the
best method due to its simplicity, accuracy and reliability. Consequently, the discrete
layer-peeling algorithm is elected as the method of choice to perform inverse scattering
throughout this Chapter.
The analysis made in Chapter 4 is purely theoretical and focus solely on the com-
plexity and performance of the methods used to perform inverse scattering, thus, only
simple examples such as the synthesis of low complexity band-stop filters are considered.
In this Chapter, however, we shall demonstrate the potential and versatility of the
inverse scattering theory by performing the synthesis of more complex microwave devices,
such as, band-stop filters, chirped delay lines and directional couplers. Moreover, we
shall address the physical implementation procedures for these devices as well as the
inherently associated impairments and how they influence the electrical performance of
the devices when compared to the theoretical goals.
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5.2 Band-stop filters
As seen in Chapter 4, inverse scattering theory is inherently suited for the synthesis of
band-stop filters. This is mainly because the structures resulting from the direct use of
inverse scattering come as non-uniform transmission lines, which by itself excludes the
direct synthesis of high-pass and band-pass filters. On the other hand and as we shall
prove in this chapter, the direct synthesis of pure low-pass filters result in impedance
profiles with prohibiting high impedance values which practically speaking invalidate the
direct synthesis of low pass filters. A quasi -low-pass filter can however be obtained from
a band-stop filter by considering a large enough bandwidth. Similarly, a quasi -band-pass
filter can be obtained from a dual-band band-stop filter.
It is important to understand at this point that, by stop-band frequency response we
refer to the transmission frequency response, however, and because the inverse scattering
methods work by identifying the medium (transmission line) from its reflection response,
in order to synthesize a transmission stop-band filter we must ultimately obtain a re-
flection response band-pass filter which is then fed to the inverse scattering procedure.
The relation between the transmission and reflection magnitude responses is given by
|T (ω)|2 + |R(ω)|2 = 1, (5.1)
where T (ω) and R(ω) are the transmission and reflection frequency responses, respec-
tively. Furthermore, T (ω) is minimum phase, thus, the associated phase response can
be easily obtained from the magnitude through the Hilbert transform. The reflection
phase response on the other hand does not obey to the minimum phase criteria and can
be arbitrarily specific so long as it complies with the realizability conditions discussed
in section 4.2.1.1.
In Chapter 4 and so as to demonstrate different inverse scattering synthesis methods
we have only considered the synthesis of very simple two poles band-stop filters with
a well established rational transfer function. In this section we shall demonstrate the
synthesis of considerably more complex band-stop filters. We start by the synthesis of
classical band-stop filters, i.e., Chebyshev, Butterworth and elliptic filters. Afterwords,
we shall demonstrate the synthesis of stop-band filters with arbitrary magnitude and
phase frequency responses.
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Figure 5.1: Second order Chebyshev type I frequency response. Figure (a) depicts
the reflection frequency response |R(ω)|, whereas in (b) is the transmission frequency
response |T (ω)|, which is obtained from that in (a) through equation 5.1.
5.2.1 Classical Band-stop filter synthesis
Similarly to the first order band-stop filter example considered throughout Chapter 4,
the filters considered throughout this section are also characterized by a rational and
well defined transfer function, thus, are suitable to be synthesized through an analytical
inverse scattering procedure. However, because the level of complexity is relatively
higher, an analytical inverse scattering approach to the synthesis of this filters proves
to be a cumbersome and very time consuming task. Alternatively, we use a numerical
method, more specifically, the discrete layer-peeling algorithm which as we know from
Chapter 4, is a fast, simple and accurate inverse scattering method.
In order to demonstrate the synthesis of classical band-stop filters using inverse
scattering theory, let us consider a second order band-pass Chebyshev type I filter with
0.05 dB in-band ripple, 40% bandwidth and a center frequency of 10 GHz. This filter is
referred to as the reflection target filter and its transfer function is given by
R(ω) =
0.0117ω2
ω4 + j0.1452ω3 + j0.0421ω2 − j0.0022ω − 0.0002 , (5.2)
whose coefficients are readily obtainable from Matlab through the command cheby1.
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Figure 5.2: Impedance profile Z0(x) returned by the layer-peeling algorithm after
2000 iterations in (a) and the associated coupling coefficient K(x) in (b). These results
are given independently of the medium propagation speed, hence, as a function of travel
time, and considering a sampling frequency ωs = 500 Grad/s.
The corresponding magnitude frequency response is depicted in Figure 5.1 (a). Notice
that, the inverse scattering methods work by identifying the transmission line profile
from its reflection response, hence, in order to obtain a transmission band-stop filter, we
must specify a reflection band-pass frequency response. The corresponding band-stop
transmission frequency response is that given in Figure 5.1 (b) and its magnitude is
related to that of the reflection response through equation (5.1).
It is known for a fact that, Chebyshev filters are inherently represented by stable
systems, thus, the poles of R(s) are contained within the LHP of the s-plane, further-
more, it can be shown that the impulse response associated to R(ω) is real valued and
causal and also that the condition |R(ω)|2 < 1 is verified for the entire frequency spec-
trum. From this, we conclude that the target reflection frequency response R(ω) given
by equation (5.2), fulfills the realizability conditions described in section 4.2.1.1 and is
therefore suitable to be synthesized as a nonuniform transmission line. Notice that the
same reasoning can be applied at the other classical filters, i.e., Butterworth and ellip-
tical filters. Hence, all classical filters are suitable to physical realization through IS as
nonuniform transmission lines when considered as the target reflection response.
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Once the realizability conditions are verified, the target reflection frequency response
R(ω), i.e., the band-pass response given in Figure 5.1(a), is fed to the layer-peeling
algorithm, which in turn returns the impedance profile Z0(x) depicted in Figure 5.2 (a),
i.e., the impedance profile of a continuous nonuniform transmission line (CNTL).
At this point, we find relevant to present not only the impedance profile of the CNTL
but also its associated coupling coefficient i.e., K(x), which is depicted in Figure 5.2(b).
As we shall see next, the coupling coefficient plays an important role on determining the
optimum length for the final impedance profile. The layer-peeling algorithm however
and unlike other inverse scattering methods, does not directly provide the coupling
coefficient. Alternatively, the coupling coefficient can be obtained directly from the
impedance profile through (3.40) or from the reflection coefficients along the CNTL
structure through equation (4.203).
The impedance profile depicted in Figure 5.2 is obtained after 2000 iterations of
the layer-peeling algorithm and is by no means the complete impedance profile. The
total impedance profile has in fact an infinite length, consequently, it is not suitable for
physical implementation. In this way, a method must be devised in order to truncate
the size of the filter to a manageable length, while at the same time keeping the spectral
prejudice to a minimum.
In the same way as the impedance profile has infinite length, so does the coupling
coefficient. However, it becomes clear by a simple visual inspection of Figure 5.2 (b)
that the most significant part of K(x) is located near the origin and that the higher the
length considered the lower the values of K(x) are, thus, the less influence they shall
have over the frequency response. This effect, can in fact be conveniently quantified
by analyzing the signal energy of K(x) as a function of length, where the majority of
the energy of the coupling coefficient energy is located at the beginning of the CNTL
structure. In this way, we now define the quantity coupling energy as
EK(x) =
∫ x
0
|K(x)|2dx, (5.3)
where x is the length variable, i.e., travel time.
In order to get a better understanding from the energy evaluation of K(x), thus,
a meaningful energy evaluation, we must consider a normalized evaluation of EK(x).
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Figure 5.3: Impedance profile length versus the relative coupling coefficient energy
EKr (x). Notice that, the relation depicted in this figure is particular to the Chebyshev
filter specified in equation (5.2).
Hence we define the relative coupling energy which is given by
EKr(x) =
EK(x)
EKmax
(5.4)
where EKmax is the total coupling energy.
In fact, because the impedance profile returned by the layer-peeling algorithm has an
infinite length and accordingly to equation (5.3), it is not possible to exactly calculate the
total coupling energy i.e., EKmax . However, a good estimate can be made by setting the
layer-peeling algorithm to return a long enough (large number of iterations) impedance
profile, so that we can fairly say that all the energy is contained within such impedance
profile. The total coupling energy is then set to the total energy of the coupling coefficient
associated to this long impedance profile. In the present case it was found that 50000
iterations provide a good estimate of the total coupling energy.
Figure 5.3 depicts the relation between the impedance profile length and the associ-
ated relative coupling energy. Clearly we see that the filter length varies exponentially
with the relative coupling energy. Notice that, up to 94% of coupling energy, the length
of the filter is kept relatively small, however approximately from 94% to 97.5%, i.e.,
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within just a 3.5% relative coupling energy variation, the length of the filter doubles its
value. Moreover, for larger coupling energy values the the rate of growth for the length
variable is even higher.
From the analysis of Figure 5.3, we conclude that the majority of the energy of the
coupling coefficient energy is located at the beginning of the CNTL structure, i.e., the
filter. Thus, the process of reducing the length of the filter from infinite to a manageable
length translates into a simple truncation procedure. That is, the impedance profile is
truncated at a given length corresponding to some specified relative coupling energy
(provided it is high enough). In this way, the last few percent of coupling energy are
neglected as they are considered to have a small influence over the frequency response.
Clearly, the higher the the truncation relative coupling energy is, the better the filter
response will approximate the target frequency response.
In order to access the effect of the truncation process on the spectral performance of
the truncated filter we now define the magnitude error function as
EF =
∫
∆ω
(|R(ω)| − |S11(ω)|)2 dω, (5.5)
where R(ω) is the target reflection response, S11(ω) is the frequency reflection response
of the truncated filter, and ∆ω is the frequency region over which the approximation
error is evaluated.
Equation (5.5) measures the squared value of the total area associated with the dif-
ference between the magnitude response of the target response and that of the truncated
filter, within the considered frequency region. So as to obtain a more general and mean-
ingful error evaluation, we must consider a normalized error function, i.e., a relative
error function, which is given by
EFr =
EF
EFmax
, (5.6)
where EFmax corresponds to the maximum evaluation possible for EF and is computed
by
EFmax =
∫
∆ω
1 dω = ∆ω. (5.7)
Figure 5.4 depicts a parametric analysis of the relative error function EFr as a func-
tion of the relative coupling energy truncation value, for the Chebyshev filter given in
(5.2). The error evaluation is performed over a 15 GHz frequency band ranging from
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Figure 5.4: Error function values as a function of the relative coupling energy con-
sidered. Notice that, the error evaluation depicted in this figure is particular to the
Chebyshev filter specified in equation (5.2).
5 GHz to 20 GHz. The selection for the frequency band was made based on the filter
center frequency and bandwidth. Moreover, the filter is always adapted at both input
and output ports. That is, depending on the relative coupling energy truncation value,
i.e., the truncation length, the last value of the impedance profile does not necessarily
evaluate to 50 Ω as does the input port. Thus, in our analysis, the output port charac-
teristic impedance always match the last value of the impedance profile so as to avoid
errors due to port mismatch.
An analysis of Figure 5.4 immediately reveals that the error function evaluation
does not monotonically decreases with the increasing of coupling energy as it should
be expected. Instead it is characterized by minimums and maximums. The reason
for the minimums and maximums observed in Figure 5.4 has to do with the shape
of the impedance profile and/or the coupling coefficient (see Figure 5.2). These are
characterized by regions of high amplitude impedance variation interleaved with regions
of low amplitude impedance variation. When the truncation occurs at one of those
regions of low amplitude impedance variation we get a minimum in Figure 5.4. This is
because this low amplitude truncation acts like a smooth termination for the impedance
profile. On the other hand when the truncation occurs at a high amplitude variation
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Figure 5.5: Impedance profile Z0(x) truncated at a relative coupling energy of 95 %
in (a) and the associated coupling coefficient K(x) in (b). These results are given
independently of the medium propagation speed, hence, as a function of travel time.
region we get an error maximum, because the impedance profile is abruptly terminated.
Essentially and apart from the local minimums and maximums observed, we conclude
from the analysis of Figure 5.4 that, the amplitude or envelope of the error function
evaluation is monotonically decreasing with increasing relative coupling energy, thus,
the higher the coupling energy (the longer the filter) considered the better the lower the
error, as expected. As a rule of thumb, we consider that a relative coupling energy of 95 %
constitutes a good compromise given the trade-off between filter length and accuracy.
The error evaluation for a 95 % of relative coupling energy is EFr = 0.330 × 10−3, for
this particular case.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the impedance profile after a truncation at 95 % of relative
coupling energy. The corresponding coupling coefficient is depicted in Figure 5.5(b).
Moreover, the total length of the truncated filter is of 0.5 ns.
Notice from Figure 5.5(a) that, the first impedance value for the impedance profile
is 50 Ω, however, the last value is 56 Ω, hence, a correct analysis for this specific filter
must be carried on by considering a termination port with characteristic impedance of
56 Ω, so as to avoid higher error function evaluation due to port mismatch.
Figure 5.6 depicts the comparison between the ideal frequency response and that of
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the ideal frequency response and that of the trun-
cated filter. In (a) is the reflection frequency response whereas in (b) is the associated
transmission frequency response. The analysis of the truncated filter is performed using
the transmission matrix method presented in section 3.3.2.
the truncated impedance profile, where the theoretical spectral analysis for the truncated
filter is made through the transmission matrix method discussed in section 3.3.2.
As we can see from the Figure, the truncated filter response closely follows that of
the target filter, both in reflection and transmission. However, the truncation procedure
introduces a considerable amount of ripple in the filter response, which is undesirable.
This ripple factor, is the dominant source of the error shown in Figure 5.4. The amount
of ripple is dependent on the truncation length and there are optimum truncation lengths
for which the ripple effect is minimized. These optimum lengths correspond to the error
minimums observed in Figure 5.4. Most often however, performing the truncation at
these minimums translates into the necessity of different input and output characteristic
impedances as observed in Figure 5.5(a). This is an undesirable feature given that most
microwave systems are set to a specified characteristic impedance, usually 50 Ω. Broadly
speaking however, and considering the tendency of the error curve depicted in Figure
5.4, longer filters exhibit less ripple, moreover, for longer filters the output characteristic
impedance tends to be closer to that of the input characteristic impedance, as it can be
seen in Figure 5.2(a).
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Figure 5.7: Tukey windows with five different values of “window ratio” r.
In order to eliminate the ripple factor and guaranty a matched output characteristic
impedance with the same value as that of the input without increasing the length of
the filter, we can deliberately manipulate the truncated coupling coefficient so as the
resulting impedance profile has a smoother convergence towards the output character-
istic impedance. This can be easily accomplished by indirectly tapering the coupling
coefficient along the filter by means of a windowing process as we shall demonstrate
next.
In fact, by directly tapering the coupling coefficient along the filter, one would elim-
inate the ripple in the filter frequency response, however, we would not guaranty an
equal impedance termination at both the input and output ports of the filter. We know
from section 3.2.4 that the impedance profile of any CNTL can be computed from the
associated coupling coefficient as
Z0(x) = Z0(0)e
2KI(x), (5.8)
where Z0(0) is the input port characteristic impedance and KI(x) is the integral of the
coupling coefficient, K(x), i.e.
KI(x) =
∫ x
0
K(u) du. (5.9)
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Figure 5.8: Relative error function as a function of the ratio value for the Tukey
window. Notice that, the error evaluation depicted in this figure only applies for a
truncation relative coupling energy of 95 %.
It becomes clear from equation (5.8) that, in order for the impedance profile to
equally valued at both terminals, the integral of the coupling coefficient, i.e., KI(x)
must evaluate as zero both at the beginning and at the end of the filter. Thus, in
order to eliminate the ripple factor and at the same time guaranty equal impedance
terminations for the filter, we must perform the tapering/windowing process on KI(x)
and not on the coupling coefficient.
The windowing procedure is very simple and consists on multiplying a window func-
tion by KI(x) . There is a wide variety of windows that can be used for the windowing
process of KI(x), however, from an universe of seventeen windows that were evaluated,
only six are terminated with amplitude zero (a necessary condition to enforce equal
impedance termination for the filter). From the evaluation of these six eligible windows
it was found that, except for the Tukey window, all other windows introduce a relatively
high amount of distortion, which in fact worsens the spectral performance of the result-
ing filter. That is, the relative error evaluation of the filters resulting from using these
windows is higher than that obtained without performing the windowing procedure.
A Tukey window is in fact a rectangular window whose last r/2 (r=ratio) percent
of samples are given as a cosine-tapered section. Figure 5.7 depicts the shape of the
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Figure 5.9: Impedance profile Z0(x) truncated at a relative coupling energy of 95 %
and obtained from a tapering process through a Tukey window with r = 0.7931.
Tukey window for five different window ratios. Notice that for r = 1 the turkey window
is equivalent to the Hann window and for r = 0 it reduces to the rectangular window.
Figure 5.8 depicts a parametric analysis of the relative error EFr as a function of the
window ratio. Clearly, we see that the higher error evaluations areas are located at the
lower and higher window ratio values. Notice that, the relative error evaluation at r = 0
(rectangular window) is equivalent to the error evaluation without windowing (error due
to truncation). Furthermore, the highest error is obtained for r = 1, i.e., for the Hann
window which has been previously ruled out as a suitable window. On the other hand,
we find that the optimum window ratio is r = 0.7931 with an associated relative error
of 7× 10−6, which is significantly lower than that obtained without windowing, i.e., the
error resulting from a simple truncation at 95 % coupling energy. It is important to refer
at this point that the analysis depicted in Figure 5.8 only applies for the Chebyshev
filter under consideration, and only for a truncation coupling energy of 95 %. The
same analysis for a different truncation length would most certainly result in a different
optimum window ratio value. Empirically however, we found that this different optimum
window ratio is most likely to be located within the range 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 0.95.
Figure 5.9 depicts the impedance profile resulting from a relative coupling energy
truncation of 95 % as well as from a tapering process through a Tukey window with
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the ideal frequency response and that resulting
from the windowing procedure, i.e., the analysis of the impedance profile depicted in
Figure 5.9. In (a) is the reflection frequency response whereas in (b) is the associated
transmission frequency response. The analysis of the filter is performed using the
transmission matrix method presented in section 3.3.2.
r = 0.7931, i.e. the optimum ratio. Comparing the impedance profile in Figure 5.9
with that obtained without tapering (see Figure 5.5 (a)) we see that, as a result of the
windowing process, the former impedance profile has a smoother convergence towards
the end characteristic impedance. Furthermore, the end characteristic impedance is the
same as the input characteristic impedance, whereas in the case without tapering these
values have different evaluations.
The frequency response associated to the tapered impedance profile is illustrated in
Figure 5.10. Apart from some minor differences in the reflection pass-band, we see that
the truncation ripple was in fact successfully eliminated and that the resulting frequency
response accurately follows the target response.
The results shown in Figure 5.10 prove to be excellent given the trade-off between
length and accuracy. However, if for some given application the approximation to the
target response obtained so far is not accurate enough, or if the size constrains allow for
a longer filter, a further improvement on accuracy can be easily achieved by increasing
the length of the filter.
Figure 5.11 depicts the error evaluation as a function of the length of the filter
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Figure 5.11: Relative error evaluation as a function of the length of the filter. Notice
that, the error evaluation depicted in this figure takes into consideration tapering by a
Tukey window with r = 0.7931.
when considering the same tapering window used previously, i.e., a Tukey window with
a window ration of r = 0.7931. On this analysis, we chose error evaluation versus
travel time instead of error evaluation versus relative coupling energy, they are however
equivalent. As expected, the larger the filter, the better is the corresponding frequency
response approximation to the target response. It is interesting to see that, unlike the
error analysis performed without tapering (see Figure 5.4), on this analysis the relative
error evaluation monotonically decreases with increasing length. This is because the
windowing/tapering process provides for a smooth convergence towards the output port
characteristic impedance, hence, eliminating the minima observed in Figure 5.4.
For demonstrative purposes, let us now consider the same filter with its length ex-
tended to 0.84 ns (corresponding to a relative coupling energy of 97.5 %). Notice that,
for a length of 0.84 ns and accordingly to Figure 5.11 the error is approximately half of
that obtained previously for a length of 0.5 ns.
It is important to emphasize at this point that, despite the electrical performance
improvement obtained by extending the length of the filter, the resulting impedance
profile does not necessarily comes as the optimum impedance profile for the given spec-
ifications. Notice that, the length of the filter was increased while the window ratio
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Figure 5.12: Impedance profile Z0(x) obtained by considering an extended length of
0.84 ns and considering a tapering process through a Tukey window with r = 0.7931.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between the ideal frequency response and that resulting
from extending the filters length, i.e., the analysis of the impedance profile depicted in
Figure 5.12. In (a) is the reflection frequency response whereas in (b) is the associated
transmission frequency response. The analysis of the filter is performed using the
transmission matrix method presented in section 3.3.2.
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was kept the same and as it was previously referred, the optimum Tukey window ratio
is dependent on the length of the filter. Obtaining the optimum impedance profile for
the new length would however imply starting the synthesis procedure almost from the
beginning which might not justify the difference in performance.
The impedance profile resulting from extending the length of the filter is plotted in
Figure 5.12. Apart from the length increase, a comparison with the impedance profile
for the shorter version (Figure 5.9) shows that, although the new impedance profile
has the same type of convergence towards 50 Ω (uses the same window), it does so at
a latter length stage, hence, it contemplates a larger number of impedance nuances,
which inevitably translates into a lower error evaluation. The corresponding frequency
response is given in Figure 5.13 which, by comparison with that in Figure 5.10, clearly
shows an electrical performance improvement over the reflective pass-band region and
consequently over the transmissive stop-band region.
So as to evaluate the use of inverse scattering theory in the synthesis of classical
band-stop filters as well as to validate the theoretical analysis made so far, we now focus
on the experimental analysis of the Chebyshev band-stop filter whose impedance profile
is given in Figure 5.12. The experimental analysis shall be divided into four stages so as
to gradually and independently identify the problems/issues and procedures associated
with the physical implementation of the impedance profile into planar technology (mi-
crostrip, stripline). In all stages, the electromagnetic analysis of the structures is made
using commercial electromagnetic simulators, more specifically, Agilent ADS or Ansys
HFSS.
In the first stage, the filter is implemented in lossless stripline technology, i.e., consid-
ering a lossless substrate as well as perfect conducting metallic layers with no thickness.
Because stripline transmission lines support a pure TEM propagation mode, the elec-
tromagnetic analysis of the CNTL filter under these conditions should in principle be
equivalent to the theoretical analysis considered so far, i.e., should provide similar re-
sults. In the second stage we change to lossless microstrip technology (lossless substrate
and perfect conducting metallic layers with no thickness) so as to account for the influ-
ence of a non-homogeneous medium on the frequency response. The third stage contem-
plates the electromagnetic analysis over a realistic microstrip implementation (substrate
losses, finite metal conductivity and thickness). The final stage consists on the physical
implementation of the filter in microstrip technology and experimental evaluation.
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Figure 5.14: Transmission line characteristic impedance as a function of line width for
a lossless stripline implementation with zero thickness perfect conducting metal layers.
The substrate properties are: r = 3.55, b = 1.626 mm and tan δ = 0. Two independent
impedance evaluation tools are considered: Agilent Linecalc and Ansys HFSS.
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Figure 5.15: Physical dimensions for the impedance profile depicted in Figure 5.12
when considering a stripline implementation. The line width dimensions are obtained
through interpolation from the simulation data provided by Figure 5.14. The physical
length dimensions are obtained from the travel time information through equation (5.10)
for a relative permittivity of r = 3.55.
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The first steps towards the physical implementation of the impedance profile plotted
in Figure 5.12 are to set the substrate specifications and to obtain the physical dimen-
sions of the non-uniform transmission line for that substrate setup. For the stripline
implementation we consider a substrate with relative permittivity r = 3.55, height
(between ground planes) of b = 1.626 mm, zero dissipation factor tangent and perfect
conducting metal layers with zero thickness.
Figure 5.14 shows the characteristic impedance evaluation as a function of line width
on a lossless stripline substrate. Moreover, two independent impedance evaluation tools
are considered, namely Agilent Linecalc and Ansys HFSS. The evaluation performed
by Linecalc is based on an analytical approach whereas the results given by HFSS
result from an electromagnetic evaluation. Furthermore, unlike the Linecalc results,
the HFSS results curve has some impedance fluctuations (ripple). Clearly, we see that
both curves have the same shape and tendency and that for higher line widths both
methods evaluate practically the same. However, for smaller line widths the impedance
values discrepancies between both curves becomes quite high. In light of these results,
we choose to use the Linecalc impedance evaluation to perform the conversion from
impedance to line width as it lacks the fluctuation observed in the HFSS results.
The physical dimensions for the impedance profile depicted in Figure 5.12 are ob-
tained through interpolation from the Linecalc data provided by Figure 5.14. On the
other hand and for a stripline implementation, the spatial length dimensions, z, of the
filter are only dependent on the relative permittivity, thus, are readily obtained from
the travel time dimensions through equation (4.86), i.e.
z =
c√
r
x, (5.10)
where c is the speed of light and x is travel time.
The complete set of dimensions for the stripline filter is given in Figure 5.15 and
results in a filter with a length of 13.37 cm. The corresponding frequency response
obtained through electromagnetic simulation on ADS is depicted in Figure 5.16 where
it is compared to that resulting from the theoretical analysis using the TMM method.
From Figure 5.16 we see that, apart from a minimum frequency shift both frequency
responses are in excellent agreement with each other. For higher frequencies however,
more specifically in the reflection frequency response, we observe some degradation on
the EM simulation result. We have however identified impedance mismatch as being the
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Figure 5.16: Comparison between the theoretical frequency response resulting from
the analysis of the filter using the transmission matrix method and that resulting from
MoM electromagnetic simulation on Agilent ADS. In (a) is the reflection frequency
response whereas in (b) is the associated transmission frequency response.
main reason for this deviation from the theoretical response at higher frequencies. From
Figure 5.14 we clearly see that the accuracy of the impedance to line width mapping
procedure is clearly dependent on the tool used to compute the mapping data. On the
other hand, the mesh/spatial resolution of the EM simulator strongly influences the
impedance evaluation along the non-uniform transmission line. Moreover, the curve
divergency in Figure 5.16(a) is more pronounced due to the low reflectivity values.
For the same frequency values, the transmission frequency response in Figure 5.16(b)
evaluates at higher values which visually denotes a better fitting between both curves.
From the results obtained through the EM simulation of the lossless stripline and
from the previous discussion, we conclude that inverse scattering theory can in fact be
successfully applied to the synthesis of nonuniform transmission line filters, provided
that an accurate impedance to line width mapping process is used and that the filter is
physically implemented on stripline technology. Most often however and due to its fab-
rication process simplicity, the planar technology of choice for implementing microwave
devices is usually microstrip technology. Accordingly, we shall next assess the challenges
associated with the implementation of CNTL structures in microstrip technology.
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Figure 5.17: Transmission line characteristic impedance as a function of line width
for a lossless microstrip implementation with zero thickness perfect conducting metal
layers. The substrate properties are: r = 3.55 and h = 0.813 mm. Both impedance
and effective permittivity curves were obtained from ADS Linecalc.
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Figure 5.18: Physical dimensions for the impedance profile depicted in Figure 5.12
when considering a microstrip implementation. The line width dimensions are obtained
through interpolation from the simulation data provided by Figure 5.17. The length
dimensions are obtained from the travel time information through equation (5.11).
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Similarly to the procedure undertaken before for the stripline case, the fist step
consists on converting the impedance profile given in Figure 5.12 into the correspond-
ing physical dimensions of microstrip technology. Unlike the stripline case however,
microstrip technology is inherently dispersive due to its inhomogeneous nature, which
poses some problems relatively to the characteristic impedance to line width mapping
as it is frequency depend as is the effective permittivity. Aside from the dispersion issue
however, and more importantly, is the fact that unlike with the stripline case, in mi-
crostrip, the effective permittivity is highly dependent on the line width dimension, also
a result of the inhomogeneous nature of microstrip technology.
Figure 5.17 depicts the microstrip electrical properties, i.e., characteristic impedance
and effective permittivity, as a function of line width and evaluated for three different
frequencies. The curves were obtained through the ADS Linecalc tool. From Figure
5.17(a) wee see that the characteristic impedance curve as a function of line width is
similar to that on the stripline case. For the same impedance values however, microstrip
lines are considerably larger than that of stripline which from a fabrication viewpoint
comes as an advantage. Due to the microstrip inhomogeneous nature however, the
impedance evaluation as a function of line width is different for different frequencies.
Moreover, Figure 5.17(a) shows that, the impedance difference is higher for thinner lines
whereas for thicker lines the impedance values (for the frequency range considered) are
practically the same. In light of these results and because, even for thinner lines the
relative impedance difference is quite small we choose to neglect the dispersion effect.
Figure 5.17(b) shows the evaluation of the effective permittivity as a function of
line width. In the same way as with the impedance, the evaluation of the effective
permittivity is also affected by dispersion. However, dealing with the dispersion effect
would imply complex modifications to the inverse scattering procedures which is out of
the scope of this work. Hence, we neglect the dispersion effect and select from Figure
5.17(b) the effective permittivity curve that best suites the application at hands.
Aside from the dispersion effect, we see from Figure 5.17(b) that the effective per-
mittivity values strongly depend on the width of the microstrip line. Clearly, this is
a far greater problem than that of dispersion as the permittivity values variation with
line width if far greater. The simplest way to cope with this problem is to consider an
average value for the relative permittivity and use equation (5.10) to obtain the spatial
length dimensions of the filter from the travel time variable. Although this is a simple
and elegant solution it proves to be useless as it is possible to completely account for
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Figure 5.20: Power loss factor as a function of frequency resulting from MoM electro-
magnetic simulation on Agilent ADS for the lossless and lossy (tan δ = 0.0027) cases,
respectively.
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this permittivity dependence during the synthesis procedure. We know from Chapter
4 that the effective permittivity dependence on line width only influences the length of
the resulting filter and does not directly interfere with the inverse scattering procedures.
Hence, the spatial length dimensions of the filter, z, can be exactly computed from the
travel time dimensions through equation (4.82), i.e.,
z = c
∫ x
0
1√
eff(u)
du, (5.11)
where c is the speed of light and x is travel time.
The complete set of dimensions for the microstrip filter is obtained by mapping
the impedance profile given in Figure 5.12 and is depicted in Figure 5.18. The resulting
microstrip filter has a length of 15 cm. Because the band-stop filter is centered at 10 GHz
and to minimize the dispersion effects, the impedance and permittivity mapping curves
considered are those in Figure 5.17 obtained for 10 GHz. The corresponding frequency
analysis of the resulting microstrip filter is given in Figure 5.19, where the theoretical
analysis using the TMM method is compared to the lossless and lossy (considering
substrate losses and metallic layers thickness and finite conductivity) electromagnetic
simulations performed on ADS.
Given that we are currently analyzing a microstrip implementation of the Chebyshev
filter several factors/effects particular to microstrip must be considered. Notice that a
microstrip transmission line is an inhomogeneous structure (does not support a pure
TEM mode) as well as an open wave guiding system, thus, it is susceptible to radiation
effects as well surface waves among other propagation modes. Furthermore we are now
considering the effect of substrate losses on the EM simulations, hence, the quasi -TEM
mode power dissipation as well the power transfer to higher modes must be taken into
consideration when analyzing the EM simulations. In order to account for the power
dissipation due to substrate losses as well as power transfer to higher propagating modes
(including radiation modes) we now define the power loss factor (PLF) as
PLF = 1− |S11|2 − |S21|2. (5.12)
Notice that the latter expression is simply the application of the power conservation
theorem, which states that for a given mode in propagation the condition |S11|2−|S21|2 =
1 must hold. If this condition is not satisfied, then power from that mode is being
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dissipated of transferred to other propagating modes.
Figure 5.20 shows the power loss factor evaluation resulting from EM simulation on
both lossless and lossy substrates. Clearly for the lossless case we see that PLF evaluates
different from zeros after 13 GHz (notice that for stripline PLF = 0 is verified within
the entire band). Because on this case the substrate is lossless this can only mean that
power from the quasi -TEM mode (the excited mode) is being coupled to higher modes
such as surface waves and radiation modes. As expected and given the power loss due
to modal power transfer, the PLF for the lossy case is significantly higher due to the
substrates losses, i.e., due to the power dissipation through heating within the substrate.
Figure 5.19 depicts the frequency response for both lossless and lossy EM simulations.
We see that, up to 13 GHz both EM responses are in good agreement with the theoretical
prediction (single mode simulation). However, the effects of power transfer to other
modes becomes evident for frequencies above 13 GHz as both lossy and lossless frequency
responses no longer accurately follow the theoretical frequency response. In Figure
5.19(a) the effects of the substrate losses are not visible as both EM simulations differ
by only some tenths of dB. On the other hand, from the transmission frequency response
in Figure 5.19(a) the effects of substrate losses become clear for higher frequencies.
Associated with the power loss factor, other factors contributing for the differences
observed between EM and theoretical results have to do with microstrip dispersion,
impedance to line width mapping accuracy, port impedance mismatch, EM solver mesh
issues and spatial resolution, transverse resonance for regions with considerably low
impedance (large line width) and mild fringing fields occurring at the low to high
impedance transitions regions.
As a last step on the analysis of the stop-band Chebyshev filter, the 15 cm length
prototype given in Figure 5.18 was implemented in a Rogers Duroid 4003 substrate, with
a dielectric constant of 3.55 and a thickness 0.813 mm and measured using a vectorial
network analyzer (VNA). The corresponding microstrip conductor layout is displayed in
Figure 5.23.
Figure 5.21 shows the comparison between the measured results of the implemented
filter and those obtained through theoretical and EM simulations. From the figure it
can be seen that all three responses are very similar up to about 13 GHz and, as it was
expected, however the measured response denotes a slight frequency shift to the left
which can be explained by the dispersion effect on the effective permittivity. Moreover,
for higher frequencies and although the frequency response has the same tendency as
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between the theoretical frequency response resulting from
the analysis of the filter using the transmission matrix method, from lossy MoM elec-
tromagnetic simulation on Agilent ADS and from experimental results. In (a) is the
reflection frequency response whereas in (b) is the associated transmission frequency
response.
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Figure 5.22: Power loss factor as a function of frequency resulting from lossy MoM
electromagnetic simulation on Agilent ADS from experimental results, respectively.
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Figure 5.23: Filter layout
those from simulation, we clearly see that the experimental response starts to deviate
from the simulation frequency responses which clearly cripples the performance of the
filter for high frequencies. Notice however that this deviation is in accordance with the
PLF results given in Figure 5.22, where we see that the experimental evaluation of the
PLF is considerably higher throughout the entire frequency band. This is not unexpected
however, as the physical implementation of the filter introduces a whole new set of
unknown factors. Among these factors we must highlight the fotolitic process accuracy,
which due to the handmade process used in manufacturing is a source inaccuracies,
soldering problems, connector reflections at the coaxial to microstrip transitions.
From the previous analysis we conclude that, it is in fact feasible to synthesize a
classical band-stop filter recurring to the inverse scattering theory. Furthermore, from
the simulations results we clearly acknowledged both the synthesis algorithm, i.e., the
layer-peeling algorithm, as well as the theoretical analysis method, i.e. the transmission
matrix method as being accurate, theoreticaly exact and numerically efficient methods.
On the other hand, regarding the experimental results, we recognize that a high quality
industrial-class fabrication process would naturally improve the experimental results.
So far on this section we have only consider the analises of a particular type-I Cheby-
shev filter. Nonetheless and so as to provide some theoretical insight over the synthesis
of other types of classical band-stop filters, as well as to provide some useful synthesis
data, we now provide some very useful information obtained from a series of theoretical
parametric simulations and regarding the filter length and maximum impedance val-
ues (most important features) as a function of the multiple parameters which configure
a classical filter, i.e., bandwidth, central frequency, maximum reflectivity, filter order,
pass-band and stop-ban ripple. Moreover, this information is in fact relevant as different
type of filters have different behavior as a function of the filter parameters.
Figure 5.24 depicts the influence of the many filter parameters on the final filter
length. Notice that the length information is obtained considering the filter truncation
for a coupling energy of 95 % without windowing. Furthermore, the length evaluation as
a function of a specific parameter is performed considering that the remaining parameters
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Figure 5.24: Physical length values associated with the impedance profiles resulting
from the synthesis of classical band-pass filters. The length evaluation is performed
independently for each filter parameter and for a coupling energy of 95%. Figures
(a),(b),(c) and (d) depict the length evaluation as a function of central frequency, max-
imum reflectivity, bandwidth and filter order, respectively. Moreover, these evaluations
are performed for Chebyshev type I and type II filters as well as for Butterworth and
elliptic filters. Figures (e) and (f) depict the length evaluation as a function of the pass-
band ripple for elliptic and type I Chebyshev filters and stop-band ripple for elliptic and
type II Chebyshev filters respectively. When evaluating the impedance profile length
as a function of a specific parameter, the remaining parameters are set to fixed default
values. The considered default filter parameters are: central frequency of ω0/ωs = 0.02,
a maximum reflectivity of 1, bandwidth of ∆ω/ω0 = 0.5, filter order 3, pass-band rip-
ple of 0.01 dB and a stop-band ripple of 30 dB. The impedance profiles are obtained
by computing the corresponding impedance profiles through the discrete layer-peeling
algorithm as described in section 4.3.2.
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are set to fixed default values, that is, central frequency of ω0/ωs = 0.02, a maximum
reflectivity of 1, bandwidth of ∆ω/ωs = 0.5, filter order 3, pass-band ripple of 0.01 dB
and a stop-band ripple of 30 dB.
It is interesting to notice that a quick inspection of the figure suffices to get some
sensibility regarding the length of a filter for some specific configuration. For instance
from Figures 5.24(a) and (c) we easily see that regarding the filter frequency parameters,
the filter central frequency does not influences the length of the filter. The length is solely
dependent on the selected bandwidth. Figure 5.24(b) indicates that the length of the
filter is fairly constant up to 0.8 of maximum reflectivity (reflective pass-band amplitude).
For higher reflectivity the length starts to grow exponentially. Figure 5.24(b) shows that
the length for Chebyshev type-II filters decrease with increasing filter order and is fairly
constant for Butterworth filters. On the other hand for elliptic and Chebyshev type-I
filters, the length increases with increasing order. Finally the length of Chebyshev type-
I and elliptic filters increases with increasing pass-band ripple amplitude, whereas the
length of Chebyshev type-II filters increases with increasing stop-band ripple amplitude.
Figure 5.25 depicts the influence of the several filter parameters on the maximum
impedance profile characteristic impedance value. Is is important to refer at this point
that, the maximum impedance value evaluation is of most importance due to construc-
tion limitations. That is, the higher the impedance the thinner the transmission line,
thus, very high characteristic impedances are not feasible due to manufacturing limita-
tions. Within the scope of this work we consider the maximum feasible impedance to
be located around 160 Ω (depending on substrate properties).
From Figure 5.25 we see that all filter parameters directly influence the maximum
impedance value. The most critical however seem to be related to the frequency spec-
ifications. From Figure 5.25 (a) we see that lower central frequency filters have higher
maximum impedance values. On the other hand and from Figure 5.25 (c) we conclude
that filters with larger bandwidths have higher maximum impedance values. The same
behavior is depicted in Figure 5.25 (b) for increasing maximum reflectivity. Figure 5.25
(d) shows that the maximum impedance for Chebyshev type-I and elliptic filters de-
creases with increasing order whereas the opposite behavior is observed for Chebyshev
type-II filters. For Butterworth filters however, the maximum impedance seems to be
independent from the filter order. Finally, Figure 5.25 (e) shows that the maximum
impedance for Chebyshev type-I and elliptic filters decreases with increasing pass-band
ripple amplitude.
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Figure 5.25: Maximum impedance values associated with the impedance profiles re-
sulting from the synthesis of classical band-pass filters. The maximum impedance values
are evaluated independently for each filter parameter. Figures (a),(b),(c) and (d) depict
the evaluation of the maximum impedance as a function of central frequency, maximum
reflectivity, bandwidth and filter order, respectively. Moreover, these evaluations are
performed for Chebyshev type I and type II filters as well as for Butterworth and el-
liptic filters. Figures (e) and (f) depict the evaluation of the maximum impedance as a
function of the pass-band ripple for elliptic and type I Chebyshev filters and stop-band
ripple for elliptic and type II Chebyshev filters respectively. When evaluating the maxi-
mum impedance as a function of a specific parameter, the remaining parameters are set
to fixed default values. The considered default filter parameters are: central frequency
of ω0/ωs = 0.02, a maximum reflectivity of 1, bandwidth of ∆ω/ω0 = 0.5, filter order
3, pass-band ripple of 0.01 dB and a stop-band ripple of 30 dB. The impedance profiles
are obtained by computing the corresponding impedance profiles through the discrete
layer-peeling algorithm as described in section 4.3.2.
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Figure 5.26: Ideal target frequency response. In (a) is the magnitude response of the
ideal rectangular filter, whereas in (b) is the quadratic phase response characteristic of
chirped delay lines.
5.2.2 Arbitrary reflection group delay band-stop filters
Inverse scattering methods prove to be very useful tools for the synthesis of classical
microwave microstrip filters, as demonstrated in the previous chapter. In fact, inverse
scattering theory methods prove to be very versatile since they are not only limited
to the synthesis of classical filters such as Chebyshev, Butterworth and Bessel filters.
In fact, with inverse scattering, any frequency response can be synthesized as long as
that frequency response is physically realizable, i.e., as long as it fulfills the realizability
conditions discussed in section 4.2.1.1.
When performing filter synthesis using the layer-peeling algorithm, it is possible
to synthesize microwave microstrip filters with both an arbitrary specified reflection
magnitude response as well as an independently specified reflection phase response.
Consequently, once control over the phase response is achieved, control over the reflection
group delay is also obtained.
The ability to synthesize filters with arbitrary group delay response is in fact a very
interesting capability as some applications for this type of synthesis are the design of
dispersionless square filters with high reflectivities, the design of chirped delay lines [57],
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Figure 5.27: Impulse response modification accordingly to the realizability conditions.
In (a) is the impulse response associate to the ideal filer given in Figure 5.26, whereas
in (b) is the truncated and causal impulse response.
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Figure 5.28: Chirped delay line impedance profile.
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which in turn can be used in real time spectrum analysis [58] and also on the synthesis
of dispersion compensating filters.
So as to demonstrate the necessary procedure for the synthesis of arbitrarily defined
group delay response structures, we focus on the design of chirped delay lines.
Reflection chirped delay lines are filters characterized by uniform reflection losses,
quadratic reflection phase response and thus linear reflection group delay.
The starting point for this synthesis procedure is to define the ideal and desired filter
reflection response, both in magnitude and phase, i.e.,
H(ω) = A(ω) · ej·φ(ω) . (5.13)
For the particular case of reflection chirped delay lines, the desired response is as shown
in Figure 5.26, where the return loss A(ω) is uniform and equal to unity, and the phase
φ(ω) has quadratic shape, yielding a linear group delay. The corresponding group delay
is defined as,
τ(ω) = −dφ(ω)
dω
. (5.14)
Once the desired response is defined, the next step is to make this ideal response
physically realizable. This is accomplished by modifying the impulse response of this
ideal filter accordingly to the realizability conditions.
We now set our target frequency response to be similar similar to that in Figure
5.26, thus a standard chirped delay transmission line. Moreover we target a linear group
delay with a slope of 2e−20s2/rad and an operation frequency band characterized by a
center frequency of 8.5 GHz and a bandwidth of 13 GHz.
Figure 5.27 shows the impulse response of the specified target frequency response. In
order to become physically realizable, we must modify the target frequency response so
as to comply with the realizability conditions. Hence, the ideal target frequency response
4
 c
m
25 cm
Figure 5.29: Chirped delay line layout.
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Figure 5.30: Reflection frequency response comparison between theoretical and elec-
tromagnetic simulations results. In (a) is the magnitude response, whereas in (b) is the
phase response. The theoretical results were obtained using the TMM method whereas
the EM simulation was performed on Agilent ADS.
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has to be truncated, windowed and ultimately shifted to the right be made causal [54].
The end result of this process comes as the impulse response shown in Figure 5.27 (b).
This new impulse response is referred to as the ”target realizable impulse response”. The
corresponding inverse Fourier transform is the input data for the layer peeling algorithm.
The design method, i.e., the layer-peeling algorithm is implemented in the Mat-
lab environment and the data resulting from the inverse scattering procedure is the
impedance profile of the filter, which is given in Figure 5.28.
In order to verify the design method, the reflective chirped delay line filter is imple-
mented in microstrip technology.
The layout for the microstrip filter is depicted in Figure 5.29 and was implemented
in a Rogers Duroid RO4003 substrate, with a dielectric constant of 3.38 and a thickness
of 0.813 mm.
The filter was first simulated in Matlab using the transfer matrix method, i.e., the
theoretical simulation. The validity of the theoretical results are then verified with
an electromagnetic simulation performed using the ADS ”momentum” simulator. The
corresponding result comparison is given in Figure 5.30. From the Figure it can be seen
that both theoretical and electromagnetic simulation are in excellent agreement.
Figure 5.31 depicts the measurement results and corresponding comparison with the
electromagnetic simulation results. From Figure 5.31 one can see that the measured
response follows the electromagnetic simulation as expected, but exhibits ripple in the
group delay response. Also the response for high frequencies becomes worst both in
magnitude and group delay. One of the causes for these differences between the mea-
surements and the simulation has to do with the SMA connectors and the transition
from coaxial to microstrip, thus with the power transfer from the Quasi-TEM mode,
which is the fundamental mode, to higher propagating modes such as surface waves and
radiation modes.
In summary, a chirped delay line i.e. a linear group delay filter was successfully
synthesized and construted, with the electromagnetic simulation results being in good
agreement with those from theoretical simulation. This points out that the difference
observed to the measured results has mostly to do with construction issues namely
with the transition from coaxial to microstrip which is critical at high frequencies and
originate higher propagation modes such as radiation modes.
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5.3 Directional couplers
The wave propagation along sets of parallel conductors is a subject that has been in-
vestigated since the early ninety’s. The first full mathematical analysis of transmission
line directional couplers was performed in 1954 by Oliver [59]. Until then, and related
with the problem of crosstalk, energy coupling between parallel conductors was regarded
as an undesired phenomena. Therefore, all the research was focus on eliminating the
coupling problem, rather then using it in all of its potential.
In his work, Oliver made a full mathematical analysis of the natural coupling between
parallel transmission lines and was able to foresee the potential applications of such
devices such as directional couplers, filters and transformers.
Later, in 1963, Young [60] has shown that every cascaded transmission line directional
coupler has a cascaded stepped impedance transformer prototype, and that the reflec-
tion coefficient of this prototype is identical to the coupling coefficient of the cascaded
directional coupler. Similarly, the transmission coefficient of the stepped impedance
prototype is also identical to the transmission coefficient of the directional coupler.
As the work of Young strongly suggests, the design of directional TEM-mode cou-
pling devices reduces to that of the so-called impedance transformer prototype which is
nothing more than a nonuniform transmission line (NTL).
As we have shown before, inverse scattering is a very useful tool for the synthesis
and design of nonuniform transmission line microwave filters . In fact, we have shown
that inverse scattering allows for the synthesis of any physically realizable frequency
response. Also the possibility of arbitrary reflection group delay response is addressed
in the previous section, where the synthesis of chirped delay lines is described.
The analogy between stepped impedance transformers (or NTL filters) and cascaded
directional couplers described by Young is the key idea to the work presented in this sec-
tion as it allows us to extend the use of inverse scattering and all of its advantages to the
synthesis of nonuniform TEM-mode directional couplers. In this section we describe the
procedure for the synthesis of nonuniform directional couplers using inverse scattering,
based on the microwave filter synthesis method described in the previous section. We
also address the limitations of the procedure, namely synthesis level limitations, such as
the feasibility of the prototype NTL filter as a nonuniform directional coupler, and also
implementation constraints concerned with the fabrication of couplers in inhomogeneous
media such as microstrip.
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Figure 5.32: Equivalence principle of TEM-mode directional couplers and nonuniform
transmission lines.
5.3.1 Equivalence principle
The configuration of directional couplers consists on two transmission lines parallel to
each other and in close proximity. Since the lines are very close to one another, the
electromagnetic fields of the wave traveling on one line induces a current on the other.
This is how the coupling phenomena takes place. Hence, the overall electromagnetic
field configuration along coupled lines is made by a linear combination of two different
propagation modes. These modes are both TEM-modes and are usually referred to as
the even-mode and the odd-mode respectively [5].
Figure 5.32 illustrates the equivalence principle reported by Young that relates TEM-
mode directional couplers and nonuniform transmission lines. The top structure in
Figure 5.32 is a 3-section nonuniform coupler and the bottom one is the corresponding
NTL prototype. Provided that all four ports of the coupler are terminated with lines
of characteristic impedance Z0 and that both the even-mode impedance Z0e and the
odd-mode impedance Z0o satisfy the condition
Z20 = Z0eZ0o, (5.15)
the equivalence principle states that the characteristic impedance profile Z(z) of the
prototype NTL is equal to the even-mode impedance profile Z0e(z) of the corresponding
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nonuniform coupler. Under these conditions, the return loss of the NTL prototype is
equal both in magnitude and phase to the coupled-arm response of the coupler
S11NTL =
b2
b1
= S21Coup =
a2
a1
, (5.16)
also the insertion loss of the NTL is equal to the through-arm response of the coupler
S21NTL =
b3
b1
= S31Coup =
a3
a1
. (5.17)
The equalities in equations (5.16) and (5.17) show that any method suitable for the
synthesis and design of NTL filters is also applicable to the design and synthesis of
nonuniform couplers, provided that TEM-mode operation is considered in both proto-
type NTL and coupler.
Regarding to Figure 5.32, the relation between the coupling coefficients along the
coupler structure and the even- and odd-mode impedances is given by [5]
Ci =
Zi0e − Zi0o
Zi0e + Z
i
0o
, (5.18)
where Ci, Z
i
0e and Z
i
0o are the coupling coefficient and the even- and odd-mode impedances
for each section of the coupler (3 sections in the case of Figure 5.32). Rearranging equa-
tion (5.15) and substituting it into equation (5.18) we get
Ci =
(Zi0e)
2 − Z20
(Zi0e)
2 + Z20
. (5.19)
Applying the equivalence principle to (5.19) we obtain
Ci =
Z2i − Z20
Z2i + Z
2
0
, (5.20)
where Zi represents the impedance of each section of the prototype NTL. Equation
(5.20) gives us the relation between the coupling coefficients along the coupler and the
impedances along the prototype NTL filter.
5.3.2 Arbitrary coupling
In order to demonstrate the potential and versatility of the synthesis method, we next
describe the procedure to synthesize a 13 dB coupler with a 5 GHz center frequency a
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Figure 5.33: Nonuniform transmission line prototype filter. In (a) is the 16 cm long
impedance profile whereas in (b) is the corresponding reflection frequency response.
3 dB bandwidth of approximately 3.5 GHz and a constant group delay (dispersionless
coupler) within the coupling band.
The first step in the synthesis procedure is to design the prototype NTL filter. For
that, we use inverse scattering theory. The synthesis procedure for the NTL fprototype
is based on the discrete layer-peeling algorithm, which is described in detail in section
4.3.
Figure 5.33(a) shows the impedance profile of the prototype filter returned by the
layer peeling algorithm whereas Figure 5.33(b) depicts the corresponding reflective fre-
quency response. Note that unlike Figure 5.32 where the NTL prototype filter is com-
posed by discrete impedance steps, we now have a continuous impedance profile pro-
totype filter. The equivalence principle is still valid in this case, the only difference is
that the corresponding coupler will not have a finite number of sections with constant
coupling like the one in Figure 5.32 but will have a continuous coupling profile instead:
C(z) =
Z2(z)− Z20
Z2(z) + Z20
, (5.21)
where Z0 = 50 Ω and Z(z) is the impedance profile of the prototype filter. From equation
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Figure 5.34: Nonuniform coupler prototype filter. In (a) the modified impedance
profile, whereas in (b) is the corresponding frequency response.
(5.21) we can see that if Z(z) is lower than Z0 we will get negative coupling values which
are not physically feasible. In order to obtain a positive set of coupling values along the
length of the coupler, the values of Z(z) must be made higher than or equal to Z0. One
way of achieving this, with minimum impact on the desired frequency response, is to
add a window type function to the impedance profile of the prototype filter Z(z). The
new impedance profile, that we may now refer to as the even-mode impedance profile,
is given by
Z0e(z) = Z(z) +W (z), (5.22)
where W (z) is the windowing function. If the window function were to be a constant
value, it would suffice to guarantee the feasibility of the coupler provided it was large
enough. However, both at the beginning as well as at the end of the coupler, the even-
mode impedance would be higher than Z0 and so the coupler would not be matched,
therefore the desired frequency response would be severely compromised. Because the
minimum value of Z(z) occurs approximately at the middle of the coupler, a Hamming
window was used as the window function, resulting in the impedance profile of Figure
5.34(a).
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Figure 5.35: Coupler layout
Figure 5.34(b) compares the frequency response of the designed even-mode impedance
profile with that of the NTL prototype. It is easily seen that a high coupling value band
of roughly −20dB appears at around 0.5 GHz. Also the windowing process reduced the
in-band coupling by around 2.5 dB and the roll-off rate has also been slightly reduced.
The most logical and easy way to implement the coupler would be in microstrip
due to the cheap and rather simple construction procedure. However, due to the fact
that microstrip lines are inhomogeneous, the propagation velocities of the even- and
odd-mode are different, resulting in a significant distortion of the frequency response.
Therefore, we chose to implement the coupler in stripline technology. The prototype
coupler was implemented in a Rogers Duroid RO4003, with a dielectric constant of
3.55 and a thickness of h = 0.813mm. The physical dimensions of the coupler stripline
(line width and spacing) were obtained by inserting the values of Z0e calculated in the
previous section and assuming a characteristic impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω in the ADS
Linecalc application. The stripline conductor layout is displayed in Figure 5.35.
The fabrication process followed that of microstrip technology, but to achieve a
Ground Plane
Ground Plane
Substrate
s
t
h
= 3.55r
= 3.55r
TraceAir
Figure 5.36: Quasi -stripline Configuration.
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stripline configuration another slab of substrate with the corresponding ground plane
was added on top of the microstrip strucute, just like it is illustrated in figure 5.36.
Furthermore, via-holes are placed along the contour of the coupler structure in order to
provide a proper connection between the two stripline ground planes and to minimize
the air gap between the two slabs.
Up to now only theoretical simulations have been shown. These simulation were
performed in Matlab environment. The method used to perform these simulations is
the transmission matrix method presented in section 3.3. Notice that all the theoretical
analysis performed in the previous sections was done considering TEM-mode propaga-
tion in a medium with effective dielectric permittivity of 3.55. We now present electro-
magnetic (EM) simulation results as well as measurement results. The electromagnetic
simulations were carried out in Agilent ADS using the method of moments. In Figure
5.37 both theoretical and EM simulation results are presented for the magnitude of the
coupled arm response |S21| and compared with the measurements. The theoretical and
EM simulation results match very well, except for a small difference in amplitude in
the coupling band. We hold the substrate losses accountable for this difference since no
losses were considered in the theoretical simulations. Concerning the measured response,
we clearly see an excellent agreement with the theoretical and EM simulation results.
Figure 5.38 compares the results for the group delay of the coupled-arm response. In
the coupling band, both experimental measurement and EM simulation results are in
good agreement. The theoretical value of the group delay, however, is slightly lower
than the measured one because the extra length of stripline on all ports necessary to
accommodate the SMA connectors was not taken into account in this simulation.
In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized a wide-band dispersionless coupler
using inverse scattering theory and managed to fabricate it in a quasi-stripline configu-
ration. Moreover, the use of the inverse scattering method assures that any frequency
response can be achieved, as long as the prototype NTL filter is feasible. As last, and
although the measurement results are in good agreement with both theoretical and EM
simulations, a stripline high quality industrial-class fabrication process would naturally
improve the experimental results.
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Figure 5.37: Coupled-Arm Frequency Response. Comparison between theoretical,
electromagnetic simulation and measurements results. The theoretical results were
obtained using the TMM method whereas the EM simulation was performed on Agilent
ADS.
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Figure 5.38: Coupled-Arm Group Delay Response. Comparison between theoretical,
electromagnetic simulation and measurements results. The theoretical results were
obtained using the TMM method whereas the EM simulation was performed on Agilent
ADS.
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5.4 Summary
The potential and versatility of the inverse scattering theory on the synthesis of nonuni-
form transmission line based structures is demonstrated in this chapter. Here, we address
the synthesis of several passive microwave devices, namely: bandstop filters, filters with
arbitrary reflective group delay response and TEM directional couplers with arbitrary
coupling response. Additionally, we assess the impact of the truncation and window-
ing procedures on the synthesis of classical band-stop filters and identify the optimum
windowing configurations which reduce the truncation error on the approximation to
the ideal frequency response. The influence of the different classical filter parameters
on the length and maximum characteristic impedance values of the synthesized filters is
evaluated and finally the synthesis procedures is evaluated through a comparative study
between numerical, analytical and EM simulations as well experimental measurements.
Chapter 6
Discrete nonuniform transmission
line structures
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the concept of Discrete Nonuniform Transmission Lines
(DNTL) which we may consider to be a particular kind of NTL structure. Unlike
in the previous chapters where the term Nonuniform Transmission line is associated
to structures consisting of a transmission lines with a continuous and smooth varying
impedance profile, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.1(a), we now consider the case of discrete
transmission lines where the impedance profile no longer has a smooth variation. We
define a DNTL as an NTL that is constituted by a cascade of commensurate sections of
transmission line with constant impedance and physical length l as illustrated in Figure
6.1(b).
So far, all the NTL structures that have been synthesized in the previous chapters are
all based on nonuniform transmission line structures with a smooth impedance profile.
(a) Continuous NTL structure. (b) Discrete NTL structure.
Figure 6.1: Continuous impedance profile versus discrete impedance profile nonuni-
form transmission lines.
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We have also seen that any arbitrary reflection frequency response (both in phase and
magnitude) can be achieved provided that the realizability conditions are fulfilled (see
section 4.2.1.1). However, and despite the good results obtained from a functional point
of view, thus proving the usefulness and versatility of this technique, the outcome of
these inverse scattering techniques usually results in very long structures which poses
some problems as the size is usually a constrain for the designer. To some extent, this
size property is due to the fact that the starting data (desired frequency response) given
to the inverse scattering procedure is not the adequated one to provide a minimum length
filter or structure for the application at hands. For instance, in the case of filter design,
most of the times the designer is only interested on the magnitude response. On other
applications only the passband magnitude shape and cutoff frequency are of importance
and the stop-band characteristic is of no importance or can be relaxed. Furthermore,
when designing a filter, most of the times the designer is only focusing on a certain band
of operation and this band of operation is usually very small. With this we mean to
say that because the inverse scattering methods as we have been using them up until
now take into consideration the hole frequency spectrum, there is an infinite number of
different ”starting data” (frequency response) that can be fed to the algorithm (while
maintaining the band of operation with the same desired response ) that will always
provide the desired performance in the operational band. However, because outside of
this band the frequency response is of no interest, i.e. it can have any shape (both
magnitude and phase but fulfilling the realizability conditions), the inverse scattering
procedures will produce different results in terms of both length and maximum and
minimum characteristic impedances. Therefore, in order to achieve the optimum NTL
filter or structure in terms of both performance and size we must first realize what is the
optimum ”starting data” for the inverse scattering procedures. One way of accomplish
that is to realize the direct relation existing between DNTL structures and digital filters.
6.2 Discrete NTL structures properties
The DNTL concept proposed in this chapter is actually not new to this thesis. In fact,
in section 3.3.2 we have considered the DNTL approximation model in the analysis
of CNTL structures under the alias of ”constant impedance discretization”. Also, in
section 4.3, more specifically during the study of the DLP inverse scattering method we
have considered the DNTL model (which we then refer to as the ”constant impedance
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(a) Continuous NTL structure as obtained from the analytical IS method.
(b) Discrete NTL structure as obtained from the DLP IS algorithm.
Figure 6.2: Continuous impedance profile versus discrete impedance profile nonuni-
form transmission lines. Both NTL lines are the result of different inverse scattering
procedures but considering the same inverse scattering problem.
discrete NTL model”) to be the basis of the DLP IS algorithm. Regarding the later,
we actually saw that the outcome of the DLP IS procedure inherently translates into
pure DNTL structures and thus, we consider the DLP IS method to be an exact inverse
scattering procedure with regards to the synthesis of DNTL structures.
In sections 3.3.2 and 4.3, the DNTL model was used as an approximation model
which due to its properties (a stack of constant impedance layers) simplified the analysis
and synthesis procedures of CNTL structures as is allows the use of simple recursive
relations. In this chapter however, we turn our attention to the synthesis of actual DNTL
structures. Thus, the DNTL model is no longer consider to be an approximation, since
DNTL structures are the physical type of structures that we aim to synthesize. This in
turn makes the DLP IS algorithm the method of choice as it is an exact inverse scattering
procedure regarding the synthesis of DNTL structures. That being said, we can now
use the knowledge acquired in section 4.3 regarding the DLP method and further use it
in the synthesis of DNTL structures.
First and foremost, let us derive some properties of the DNTL structures, some of
them already addressed in section 4.3. Consider the CNTL depicted in Figure 6.2(a).
Let us suppose that this CNTL structure was obtained as the result of an analytical
inverse scattering procedure when considering the reflection frequency response depicted
in Figure 6.3(a) as the target spectrum response. This is therefore the ideal case in which
no NTL approximation model is used and a closed and exact analytical expression for
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(a) Continuous NTL reflection frequency response. (b) Discrete NTL reflection frequency response.
Figure 6.3: Possible spectral response for the CNTL and DNTL structures depicted
in Figure 6.2.
the impedance profile Z0(x) is obtained as a result from the IS procedure as in the
example considered in section 4.2.2. Now let us assume that instead of an analytical IS
procedure we use the DLP algorithm to solve the same inverse scattering problem. In
this case, and because we are using a differential inverse scattering method our solution
is going to have a numerical nature. The outcome of the DLP IS method is the DNTL
structure illustrated in Figure 6.2(b). Basically, the resulting DNTL is a stair-shaped
version of the CNTL. However the reflection frequency response for this structure is no
longer the target spectrum but instead, a frequency repetition of the target response
with period ωs as it is depicted in Figure 6.3(b). Please recall from section 4.3 that the
length of each section of the DNTL returned by the DLP algorithm is given in seconds
(travel time) by equation (4.228) as
l =
pi
ωs
, (6.1)
thus establishing the relation between the length of each section and the spectral repeti-
tion period. Moreover, equation (6.1), demonstrates how in spite of the results returned
by the DLP algorithm are given as DNTL structures, the DLP algorithm can still be
used for synthesizing CNTL structures. In equation (6.1) we see that the relation be-
tween the sampling frequency ωs and the sections length is inversely proportional. Let
us take a closer look to Figure 6.2 which depicts the results of two different inverse
scattering procedures for the same IS problem. It is evident that the smaller the length
consider for the sections of the DNTL structure the closest is the result of the DLP
procedure to that of the analytical procedure. Thus, in the limit case, where the layers
become infinitesimal small i.e., l→ 0 the DLP solution actually comes as a CNTL struc-
ture which matches the one obtained through the analytical IS procedure. In this case
we have that Rd(ω) = Rc(ω). Please note that the equivalence between both spectral
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responses when considering the limiting case can also be obtained by considering the
inverse proportionality between l and ωs expressed by equation (6.1) . Therefore, in the
limit case where l → 0 we have that ω →∞, hence the frequency response depicted by
Figure 6.3(b) becomes the same as Rc(ω).
From the analysis of the NTL structures depicted in Figure 6.2(b), we have seen
that under the restriction of very small sections length the solution provided by the
DLP algorithm approximates that of the integral IS methods. Please note that the same
principle applies to the CLP IS algorithm. In fact, all the prototype NTL structures
synthesized in the previous chapters are CNTL structures and were obtained though the
DLP procedure under the restriction of very small sections length. In summary, all the
inverse scattering methods analyzed in Chapter 4 are suitable to perform the synthesis of
CNTL structures. With more or less accuracy, all of them, whether they are differential
IS methods (CLP and DLP) or integral equation based IS methods (exact analytical
solution, numerical solution, iterative solution), produce the same result, regarding the
synthesis of CNTL structures.
Unlike integral IS methods, the results provided by the DLP inverse scattering
method do not necessarily have to come as CNTL structures. In fact, and particularly
in the case of the DLP algorithm we have already seen that the solutions produced by
this inverse scattering procedure are given in the form of discrete NTL structures. This
in turn makes the DLP algorithm an inherently exact method regarding the synthesis
of DNTL structures.
This being said, we can now use the knowledge acquired in section 4.3 regarding
the DLP method and apply it in the synthesis of pure DNTL structures. We start by
exploiting the properties associated with the discrete nature of the DNTL structures.
From section 4.3 we have seen that the reflection frequency response associated to
DNL structures is given as a sum of weighted complex exponentials (4.223) yielding
Rd(ω) =
∞∑
n=0
hn e
jωnT . (6.2)
Please regard the periodicity of ejωnT as a function of ω. Due to this periodicity property
we have that for ω = 0 and ω = ωs the evaluation of the complex exponential yields the
same value i.e., they correspond to the same discrete-time signal, moreover, the frequen-
cies near these values or any other even multiple of ωs/2 correspond to low frequencies.
Similarly, the high frequencies correspond to the values near the odd multiples of ωs/2.
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(a) Discrete-time signal x1(t). (b) Fourier transform of x1(t)
(c) Discrete-time signal x2(t). (d) Fourier transform of x2(t)
Figure 6.4: Comparison between the spectrum of slowly varying discrete-time signals
and that of rapidly varying signals. In (a) and (c) are depicted the slowly and rapidly
varying signals respectively, whereas in (b) and (d) are illustrated the corresponding
frequency spectrums.
This periodicity of the complex exponential function justifyes the spectrum periodicity
observed for DNTL structures as it is illustrated in Figure 6.3(b). Furthermore, as seen
from Figure 6.3, the spectral response of the DNTL structure Rd(ω) consists on the
frequency repetition of the entire spectral response of the continuous counterpart Rc(ω).
Let us consider the following discrete-time complex exponential with frequency (ω0 +ωs)
ej(ω0+ωs)Tn. (6.3)
We know that ωs = 2pi/T , thus, equation (6.3) simplifies to
ej(ω0T+2pi)n = ejω0Tn ej2pin = eω0Tn. (6.4)
From equations (6.3) and (6.4) we clearly see that the discrete-time signals with fre-
quencies ω0 and (ω0 +ωs) actually correspond to the same discrete-time signal. In fact,
signals with frequencies (ω0±2ωs), (ω0±4ωs) and so on, are also equal to that with fre-
quency ω0. Therefore, when considering discrete-time signals, we need only to consider
a frequency interval of length ωs in which to identify all the frequencies that compose
the signals. Along this thesis we shall consider that interval to be −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2.
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Figure 6.5: DNTL structure with m layers. This DNTL is the result of the DLP
IS method when considering a target response of the type of that considered in Figure
6.4(d). The structure is constituted by a cascade of alternating low- and high-impedance
sections of uniform TL.
Also, and due to the periodicity inferred by equation (6.4), discrete-time signals do not
have a continually increasing rate of oscillation as their frequency ω0 is increased in
magnitude. Rather, as we increase ω0 from 0 to ωs/2 there is a correspondent rise in
the rate of oscillation, however, as we proceed to increasing the value of ω0 we decrease
the rate of oscillation down to zero which is when we reach ω0 = ωs. Therefore, we con-
clude that the slowly varying (low frequency) discrete-time signals have their frequency
spectra near 0, ±ωs, ±2ωs, or any other even multiple of ωs whilst the rapidly varying
(high frequency) discrete-time signals have their frequency spectra concentrated around
±ωs/2 or any other odd multiples of ωs/2. This property of discrete-time signals is
illustrated in Figure 6.4. In the figure we can clearly see that the slowly varying signal
x1(t) is constituted by a spectrum of frequencies that cluster near even multiples of ωs/2,
whereas for the rapidly varying signal x2(t) the frequency cluster comes around the odd
multiples of ωs/2.
Let us now consider that the bidirectional transformation q(x) ↔ R(ω) is in some
sense analogous to the Fourier transform. Indeed, as it is shown in section 3.2.3 this
is actually a valid approximation under the assumption of weak coupling. Hence, we
can use the Fourier transform approximation to infer some basic properties. Namely,
we realize that applying the DLP inverse scattering method to a frequency spectrum in
which all the frequencies cluster around even multiples of ωs/2 but at the same time are
relatively far from ωs/2, such as the one in Figure 6.4(b), will translate in a slow varying
coupling coefficient similarly to x1(t), which in turn results in an DNTL structure that
approximates a CNTL structure. An example would be the DNTL structure depicted
in Figure 6.2(b). On the other hand, applying the DLP inverse scattering method to a
frequency spectrum in which all the frequencies cluster around odd multiples of ωs/2,
such as the one in Figure 6.4(d), translates in rapidly varying coupling coefficient similar
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to x2(t), which in turn results in a DNTL structure such as the one illustrated in Figure
6.5. Taking a closer look at Figure 6.4(c) we see that a coupling coefficient with the
same time-domain behavior as that of x2(t), thus a rapid varying coupling coefficient,
will be constituted by a train of pulses which are alternating positive and negative. On
the other hand, the evaluation of the pulses is given by the local reflection coefficient
(reflection coefficient between adjacent layers) which in turn explains the alternating
low- and high-impedance nature of the DNTL depicted in Figure 6.5.
We know that the length for the sections of any DNTL structure is given by equa-
tion (6.1) in seconds (travel time). Considering the transformation from travel time x
(seconds) to physical length z (meters) accordingly to (4.158)
z = vp x (6.5)
and considering the propagation velocity to be the speed of light (vp = c), we have that
the length in meters of each section in a DNTL structure such as the one in Figure 6.5
evaluates as
l = c
pi
ωs
=
c pi
2pi fs
=
λs
2
, (6.6)
where c is the speed of light and λs is the sampling frequency wavelength.
One important property regarding the type of DNTL structures as the one depicted
in Figure 6.5 lies in the fact that the length l of the DNTL sections are of same or-
der of magnitude of that of the wavelength of the sampling frequency. This is easily
verified by comparing the spectrum of Figure 6.4(b) with that of Figure 6.4(d) in the
frequency range −ωs/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωs/2. Notice that in order for x1(t) to be a slowly varying
discrete-time signal, the frequency values of X1(ω) must be clustered around ωs = 0.
Furthermore, the sampling frequency must be several orders of magnitude higher than
the maximum frequency value in X1(ω). On the other hand we clearly see that the
frequency values of X2(ω) (rapidly varying signal) are in the same order of magnitude of
that of the sampling frequency. Hence we have that for the structure in Figure 6.5 the
length for each section is half of the wavelength of the sampling frequency which in turn
is comparable to the wavelength of the frequencies in X2(ω). As a result, the physical
length for the sections of a DNTL structure with a rapidly varying discrete-time impulse
response are considerably larger than that of a DNTL structure with a slowly varying
discrete-time impulse response.
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It is important to realize that, for a kind of spectrum as is X1(ω), the DNTL result-
ing from the DLP inverse process can approximate the results provided by integral IS
methods provided that ωs is set to a sufficiently high value. Therefore, in some sense the
differential IS methods and the integral IS method are equivalent. On the other hand
the type of structures obtained through DLP IS based on frequency responses such as
X2(ω) can only be obtained by using the DLP inverse scattering method. This is thus,
a clear advantage of the DLP inverse scattering procedure over the other procedures,
as it proves to be a more versatile IS method when compared to the integral based IS
methods.
Now that we have cleared some of the most relevant properties of DNTL structures,
we shall demonstrate the direct relation between DNTL structures and digital filters
and how we can take advantage of the the vast set of tools developed along the years on
the field of digital signal processing in order to analyze and design NTL structures.
6.3 Discrete NTL structures and digital filters
The relationship between DNTL structures and digital filters has already been briefly
referred in section 4.3 (by means of the equations (4.223) and (4.225)) when analyzing
the DLP IS procedure, yet the link with digital filters was not fully exploited. In order
to do so, we start by recalling the differences between analog domain and digital domain.
The term analog indicates something that is mathematically represented as a func-
tion of a set of continuous values. As an example of analog signals we have the impulse
responses h(t) and r(t) which can be depicted in Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.6(c), respec-
tively. Please note that, unlike h(t) that has a continuous amplitude variation, r(t) has a
discrete amplitude variation (array of Dirac deltas), however, both are analog signals as
the independent variable t is continuum (R-domain). That is, r(t) can be interpreted as
the result of the sampling process of a continuous-time signal g(t) with sampling period
T which is evaluated for any value of t as zero except for multiples of T . On the other
hand, we have the digital-domain (discrete-time), in which the signals are represented
as sequences, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.6(e). Unlike in the analog-domain where
the signals are represented as a function of a continuous independent variable, in the
digital domain the independent variable is discrete. In the conversion from the sampled
impulse response (impulse train r(t)) to discrete-time sequence we obtain r[n] which
corresponds to the same sequence of samples of r(t) but with unitary spacing regarding
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(a) Analog domain. Continuous-time impulse response. (b) Continuous-time Fourier transform of h(t).
(c) Analog domain. Periodic sampled impulse response,
with a sample period of T .
(d) Continuous-time Fourier transform of r(t).
(e) Digital domain. Discrete-time impulse response se-
quence.
(f) Discrete Fourier transform of r[n].
Figure 6.6: Relationship between analog domain and digital domain.
the new independent variable n. Figure 6.6(e) depicts the impulse response sequence
r[n] corresponding to the analog counterpart r(t). The Dirac deltas are substituted by
Kronecker deltas which are the respective digital counterparts. Please note that unlike
r(t), the digital sequence r[n] is only evaluated for integer numbers (Z-domain). The
discrete sequence r[n] is then related to the analog counterpart r(t) through
r[n] = g(nT ), (6.7)
where g(t) = T h(t).
In short, a continuous-time signal (analog-domain) unlike a discrete-time signal
(digital-domain) is a function of a continuous argument, however, it can be converted to
the digital-domain by sampling from a continuous-time signal g(t) as depicted in Figure
6.6(c). Thus each value in the digital sequence r[n] is called a sample. Also, when a
discrete-time signal is obtained by sampling a sequence in uniformly spaced times, it has
an associated sampling rate T which is not apparent in the digital data sequence, and
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so needs to be associated as a separate data item.
In many applications, there is a significant advantage in processing an analog domain
signal by first converting it into the digital domain. Clearly the inverse scattering method
using the DLP method is one of those applications. Two reasons make the DLP method
suitable for discrete-time processing. First, because the DLP inverse scattering method is
a numerical and recursive procedure, its implementation must carried out in a computer
or microprocessor as a routine which in itself implies digital signal processing. Secondly,
and most importantly, we have that (as seen in section 4.3), the discrete nature of the
DNTL model considered as the basis of the DLP method, intrinsically leads to discrete-
time responses as it is illustrated in Figure 6.6(c) which makes it suitable for digital
processing.
Please note that, in fact, all of the IS methods considered so far are subjected at some
point to a numerical manipulation. Even the analytical methods studied in Chapter 4.2
are subject to some sort of numerical discretization whether we are considering the
numerical solution for the GLM integral equations, or even in the case where an actual
analytical expression can be derived for the impedance profile some kind of discretization
must be introduced when considering the computational handling and preparation to
physical implementation.
The relationship between analog-domain and digital-domain as considered in the
particular case of DNTL structures is illustrated in Figure 6.6. Regarding Figure 6.6(c)
we easily see that the sampled impulse response r(t) is given by
r(t) =
∞∑
n=0
g(nT ) δ(t− nT ). (6.8)
The corresponding frequency response is then computed through the Fourier transform
of (6.8) yielding
R(ω) =
∞∑
n=0
g(nT ) e−jωnT . (6.9)
Now for the digital counterpart r[n], let us consider the discrete-time Fourier transform
R(Ω) =
∞∑
n=0
r[n] e−jΩn, (6.10)
where we consider Ω to be the digital frequency variable.
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Figure 6.7: Single section of a DNTL structure. It is constituted by a reflector
(impedance junction) characterized by a reflection coefficient of Γi followed by a section
of uniform TL (pure propagation section) with electrical length θ.
The relationship between analog- and digital-domain becomes apparent by compar-
ing equations (6.9) and (6.10), thus
r[n] = g(nT ), (6.11)
Ω = ω T. (6.12)
The similarity between R(ω) and R(Ω) becomes evident from Figures 6.6(d) and 6.6(f).
Both are periodic, however, the digital spectrum R(Ω) is periodic in Ω always with
period 2pi. This periodicity is a characteristic of any discrete-time Fourier transform
and consequently a characteristic of any discrete-time system.
Now that we have seen some of the most important properties of DNTL structures
and how they can be related to the digital domain we shall now proceed to reformulate
the discrete NTL model (section 3.3.2 ) using Z-transform techniques. In order to do
so, let us consider an n-section cascade connection of transmission line junctions as the
one illustrated in Figure 6.5, where each junction is separated by a transmission line
of length l. We know from section 3.3.2 that the frequency response of these kind of
structures can be calculated by multiplying the transmission matrices of each section or
layer as
[M ] = [T0][T1][T2] · · · [Tm−1][Tm], (6.13)
where the transmission matrix for each section is given by an impedance junction charac-
terized by a reflection coefficient Γi followed by a pure propagation section, as illustrated
in Figure 6.7, yielding
[Ti] =
1√
1− Γ2i
 ejθ Γie−jθ
Γie
jθ e−jθ
 (6.14)
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(a) Transmission diagram, where ki = (1− Γ2i )−1/2. (b) Causal scattering.
Figure 6.8: Wave propagation for the discrete nonuniform transmission line model in
the digital domain.
where θ is the electrical length of each section and is given by
θ = βl. (6.15)
Please note that we consider the spatial variable x in Figure 6.7 to be the traveling time
(see section 4.2 equation (4.86)), thus the electrical length reduces to
θ = ωτ, (6.16)
which in turn can be specified in the digital-domain as
θ =
Ω
2
, (6.17)
where Ω is the digital frequency variable.
Since the NTL model is inherently discrete we can conveniently convert the trans-
mission matrix model from the frequency domain to the Z-domain simply by defining
the unit delay z−1 as
z−1 = e−j2θ = e−j2ωτ = e−jΩ, (6.18)
where τ = T/2 is the propagation time for a single layer, whereas T is the round-trip
propagation time.
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Figure 6.9: Typical application for DNTL structures. Both input and output ports
are terminated with matched loads.
Considering the variable change in equation (6.18) the transmission matrix for a
single DNTL section (Figure 6.7) now comes as
[Ti] =
1√
1− Γ2i
 1 Γi
Γi 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
reflector
z1/2 0
0 z−1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
propagation delay
=
1√
1− Γ2i
 z1/2 Γiz−1/2
Γiz
1/2 z−1/2
 . (6.19)
Figure 6.8(a) depicts the signal flow-graph representation of the wave propagation
along the DNTL section illustrated in Figure 6.7 as defined by equation (6.19). Analyzing
the diagram, we note the presence of an time-advance operator z1/2 which does not
correspond to a causal signal flow as it would be expected from a DNTL structure.
However, a physically meaningful representation can be obtained through standard flow-
graph manipulation techniques [5]. Particularly, we can reverse the direction of signal
flow for the backward propagating wave a− which will convert the time-advance operator
into a causal time-delay operator. The resulting causal signal flow-graph representation
is illustrated in Figure 6.8(b). Please note that the causal diagram can be mathematically
described as
[S] =
 Γi √1− Γ2i z−1/2√
1− Γ2i z−1/2 −Γiz−1
 (6.20)
which translates into the scattering matrix for a single DNTL section. The same re-
sult can be obtained mathematically through algebraic rearrangement (see section 2.5,
equation (2.159)).
Let us now consider the DNTL structure illustrated in Figure 6.9. This is a typical
application for NTL structures, where both ports are terminated with matched loads
thus avoiding reflections. In fact, in Figure 6.9, the DNTL structure itself is completely
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defined between x = 0 starting with the first reflector Γ0 and x = L ending with the
last reflector Γm, regardless of the length of the uniform transmission lines that con-
nect the structure both to the source and to the load. Please note that the uniform
transmission line sections at both ends contribute only with a linear phase factor to the
overall frequency response. Now, from equation 6.13 we have that the mathematical
characterization of the DNTL structure in Figure 6.9 is computed through the multi-
plication of the transmission matrices of the individual sections, where each section is
comprised of a reflector followed by an uniform TL of length l. Although this would
actually characterize the DNTL structure, it is not in agreement with the interpretation
made from Figure 6.9 as it would also account for the extra uniform TL of length l
connecting the DNTL to the load Zl. This would in turn add a linear phase factor to
the overall frequency response. Taking a closer look at the DNTL in Figure 6.9 we easily
see that between x = 0 and x = L the structure is comprised of m propagation sections
(uniform TL) and m + 1 reflectors. Thus the overall transmission matrix [M ] for the
DNTL structure now becomes
[M ] =
A11 A12
A21 A22
 =
m−1∏
i=0
A11i A12i
A21i A22i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m sections
km
 1 Γm
Γm 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
last reflector
, (6.21)
where km = (1− Γ2m)−1/2.
Furthermore, by considering the individual transmission matrices in the Z-domain
(6.19) we have that the elements of [M ] can be expressed as polynomials in the variable
z−1. Thereafter, both the transmission and reflection frequency responses
S11(z) =
A21(z)
A11(z)
,
S21(z) =
1
A11(z)
, (6.22)
are given as rational functions of polynomials in z as we shall prove next. Please note
that the frequency reflection and transmission responses relate to S11(z) and S21(z) as
S11(Ω) = S11(z)
∣∣
z=ejΩ
, (6.23)
S21(Ω) = S21(z)
∣∣
z=ejΩ
. (6.24)
We now are going to compute the transmission matrices accordingly to (6.21) for
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three different DNTL structures. Namely, we consider the cases for m = 0, m = 1 and
m = 2. For the first case, m = 0, [M] is simply given by
[M ] = k0
 1 Γ0
Γ0 1
 , (6.25)
in the second case m = 1 the overall transmission matrix is given by
[M ] = k0k1
z1/2 + Γ0Γ1z−1/2 Γ1z1/2 + Γ0z−1/2
Γ0z
1/2 + Γ1z
−1/2 Γ0Γ1z1/2 + z−1/2
 , (6.26)
whereas for m = 2 the transmission matrix translates into
[M ] = k0k1k2
 z1 + (Γ0 + Γ2)Γ1 + Γ0Γ2z−1 Γ2z1 + (1 + Γ0Γ2)Γ1 + Γ0z−1
z1Γ0 + (1 + Γ0Γ2)Γ1 + Γ2z
−1 Γ0Γ2z1 + (Γ0 + Γ2)Γ1 + z−1
 , (6.27)
where ki = (1− Γ2i )−1/2.
From equations (6.25) to (6.27) we see that the mathematical expression for the
elements of [M ] starts to become cumbersome after m = 2. However, by comparing
equation (6.26) to equation (6.27) we can easily see that the elements in [M ] for any m
can be expressed as
A11(z) = z
m/2
m∑
i=0
αi z
−i, (6.28)
A21(z) = z
m/2
m∑
i=0
βi z
−i, (6.29)
A22(z) = z
m/2
m∑
i=0
αm−i z−i, (6.30)
A12(z) = z
m/2
m∑
i=0
βm−i z−i, (6.31)
where αi and βi are real coefficients computed from the reflection coefficients Γi. Fur-
thermore, from the analysis of (6.26) and (6.27) it can be shown that
A22(z) = A11∗(z), (6.32)
A12(z) = A21∗(z), (6.33)
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where the subscript asterisk stands for the para-Hermitian conjugate operation. The
para-Hermitian conjugate of any function of z such as A11(z) is defined by
A11∗(z) = A∗11(1/z
∗), (6.34)
where the superscript asterisk stands for the complex conjugate operation. When oper-
ated over polynomial functions the para-Hermitian conjugate has the effect of reversing
and complex conjugating the polynomial coefficients, i.e.,
A11∗(z) = zm/2
m∑
i=0
α∗m−i z
−i, (6.35)
however in the case of DNTL structures the polynomial coefficients are real valued, thus
equation (6.35) simplifies to the relation (6.33). Notice that the the para-Hermitian
conjugate is equal to the complex conjugate1 only on the unit circle.
From equations (6.32) and (6.33) we have that the overall transmission matrix for
any DNTL structure can be expressed in the form
[M ] =
A11(z) A21∗(z)
A21(z) A11∗(z)
 (6.36)
which satisfy
det([M ]) = A11(z)A11∗(z)−A21(z)A21∗(z) = 1 (6.37)
accordingly to the properties of reciprocal and lossless transmission line structures as
previously discussed in section 2.5. Please note that the determinant of M can alterna-
tively be written as
det([M ]) = |A11(z)|2 − |A21(z)|2 = 1, (6.38)
where |.| represent the modulus.
1The Hermitian conjugate.
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(a) Reflection system, where S11(z) = V (z)/X(z). (b) Transmission system, where S21(z) = Y (z)/X(z).
Figure 6.10: Transmission and reflection systems as implemented by DNTL struc-
tures. In both cases x[n] is the input time sequence whereas v[n] and y[n] are the
output sequences. In the z-domain we have X(z) for the input spectra and V (z) and
Y (z) for the output. In both situations the input and output ports are considered to
be terminated in matched loads.
Both the transmission and reflection frequency responses in the z-domain can now
be expressed accordingly to (6.22) as
S11(z) =
m∑
i=0
βi z
−i
m∑
i=0
αi z
−i
, (6.39)
S21(z) =
z−m/2
m∑
i=0
αi z
−i
. (6.40)
Furthermore, dividing both the numerator and denominator of the previous equations
by α0 we obtain the general form of the reflection and transmission coefficients in the
z-domain as
S11(z) =
m∑
i=0
bi z
−i
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
=
V (z)
X(z)
, (6.41)
S21(z) =
bz−m/2
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
=
Y (z)
X(z)
, (6.42)
where ai, bi and b are real coefficients. Also, V (z) and Y (z) are the numerator polyno-
mials and X(z) is the common denominator polynomial.
It is important to realize that equations (6.41) and (6.42) (apart from the z−m/2
factor) are in the general form of discrete-time system functions [61]. From the viewpoint
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Figure 6.11: Direct Form I realization associated to the reflection system (S11(z)).
of digital signal processing (digital filters), this means that DNTL structures can also
be treated as linear time-invariant (LTI) discrete-time systems. More importantly, it
means that many of the tools already developed in the field of digital signal processing
(DSP) theory are readily applicable into the synthesis and analysis of DNTL structures,
as we shall see further on this thesis.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the two digital systems that characterize any DNTL struc-
ture, namely the reflection system and the transmission system which in the z-domain
are defined by the system functions (6.41) and (6.42) respectively. So, through the in-
verse z-transform of the system function in (6.41) we have that the difference equation
characterizing the reflection system in Figure 6.10(a) is given by
v[n] = −
m∑
i=1
ai v[n− i] +
m∑
i=0
bi x[n− i]. (6.43)
For the transmission system however, the computation of the difference equation is not
so straightforward due to the z−m/2 factor in the numerator of equation (6.42). The
reason for this factor to appear in the system function for the transmission case and be
absent in the reflection system becomes clear as we analyze Figure 6.10. In fact, for the
reflection system in Figure 6.10(a), both input and output sequences are evaluated at
the same physical point x = 0, however in the transmission case in Figure 6.10(b) the
input sequence is evaluated at x = 0 whereas the output sequence is evaluated at x = L.
Thus, due to causality, the transmission system has to account for the propagation time
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from input x = 0 to output x = L, which translates into a delay in the form of z−m/2
in the system function (6.42). Please note that in the cases where m is not even, the
number of delay samples will not be an integer (which does not makes sense from a DSP
point of view). This is because the delay unit z−1 as we have defined it in equation
(6.18) accounts for the round-trip propagation time of each section, that is, it is suited
for the modeling of reflection sequences. In the transmission system however, in addition
to scattering events (reflection), we have also to account for the pure propagation time
from input to output as input and output ports are located in different spatial positions,
thus for an DNTL structure with m sections we have that
(
z−1/2
)m
=
(
e−jωτ
)m
(6.44)
where τ is the propagation time (not round-trip propagation time) for each section, and
ω is the analog-domain frequency variable defined by equation (6.12).
As seen from equation (6.44) , this delay factor translates into a linear phase factor in
the analog domain transmission response, which from a DSP point of view can be omitted
during both the analysis and synthesis procedures, provided that at some convenient
stage along the procedures this linear phase factor is included so that to comply with
the causality conditions required by DNTL structures. Furthermore, from the point of
view of the synthesis procedure (the discrete layer-peeling method), this transmission
response delay factor is usually not an issue as we are mostly interested in the reflection
response (see section 4.3). In this way, we can rewrite the system function for the
transmission case as
S′21(z) =
Y (z)
U(z)
=
b
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
, (6.45)
where U(z) = z−m/2X(z), thus omitting the delay factor present in S21(z).
Using the linearity and time-shifting properties of the z-transform [1], namely
w[n]
Z←→W (z), (6.46)
aw1[n] + bw2[n]
Z←→ aW1(z) + bW2(z), (6.47)
w[n− n0] Z←→ z−n0 W (z), (6.48)
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Figure 6.12: Direct Form I realization associated to the transmission system (S21(z)).
we can now obtain the difference equation for the transmission system from the inverse
z-transform of (6.45) as
y[n] = −
m∑
i=1
ai y[n− i] + b u[n], (6.49)
where the sequence u[n] is a delayed version of the input sequence x[n].
In both difference equations (6.43) and (6.49) x[n] correspond to the input sequence.
In the case of equation (6.49) however, u[n] is the actually input sequence considered in
the difference equation. On the other hand, the output sequences are given by v[n] and
y[n] as illustrated in Figure 6.10, whilst ai, bi and b are the systems coefficients.
In DSP theory is common to represent the difference equations in terms of a block
diagram representation. In the case of LTI discrete-time systems such as the ones with
the DNTL structures these block diagrams are simply constituted by adders, multipliers
and memory for storing delayed sequence values. One of the most common and simple
block diagram representation is called the ”Direct Form I realization”. This kind of
structure is easily constructed from the knowledge of the difference equations. Thus,
from equation (6.43) we easily obtain the general Direct Form I realization for the re-
flection system associated with DNTL structures. This is illustrated by Figure 6.11. On
the other hand, equation (6.49) enable us to obtain the general Direct Form I realization
for the transmission system which is depicted in Figure 6.12.
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The block diagram in Figure 6.11 is an explicit pictorial representation of the differ-
ence equation (6.43) which characterize the reflection system. In fact, equation (6.43)
can be represented as a pair of difference equations, namely
g[n] =
m∑
i=0
bi x[n− i], (6.50)
v[n] = −
m∑
i=1
ai v[n− i] + g[n]. (6.51)
In the same way, the block diagram of Figure 6.11 can be viewed as a cascade of two sub-
systems, the first representing the computation of g[n] from x[n] accordingly to equation
(6.50) and the second representing the computation of v[n] from g[n] as in equation
(6.51). Please note that the corresponding system function in equation (6.41) is given
by the coefficient of two polynomials (in z), which can alternatively be represented by
their roots. The roots of the numerator correspond to the zeros of the system function
whereas the roots of the denominator account for the poles of the system function. This
is illustrated in Figure 6.11, where the left sub-system account for all the zeros whereas
the sub-system on the right (which is of a recursive nature) represents the poles.
Analysing Figure 6.11 and considering the block diagram as a cascade of two sub-
systems it is not difficult to realize that the impulse response corresponding to the
sub-system on the left translates into a finite number of samples and the sub-system is a
so-called finite impulse response (FIR) system or non-recursive system, whereas for the
recursive sub-system on the right, the impulse response is infinite and the sub-system is
a so-called infinite impulse response (IIR) system.
As a curiosity we refer that in the context of filtered stochastic processes [62], FIR
systems are usually referred to as moving average (MA) systems whilst IIR systems are
referred to as auto-regressive (AR) or auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) systems,
depending on whether they are purely recursive (all-pole system) or have a non-recursive
part (all-zero system), respectively. Therefore and regarding the case of DNTL struc-
tures, we can easily see from Figure 6.11 that the reflection system S11(z) is an IIR
system due the all-pole sub-system however it is not purely recursive as it also contains
a FIR component due to the all-zeros sub-system on the left. Thus, the reflection system
of a DNTL structure implements an ARMA system. The transmission system S21(z)
on the other hand, is a purely recursive IIR system as shown by Figure 6.12 , thus it is
classified as an AR system.
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Figure 6.13: Complex z-plane. The evaluation of some R(z) in the unit circle (r = 1)
corresponds to the frequency domain response, that is R(ejΩ) = R(Ω) [1].
6.4 Realizable spectra for DNTL structures
Now that we have established the relationship between DNTL structures and digital
filters, we proceed to evaluate the necessary feasibility conditions arising from causality
and stability constrains. In this section and similarly to subsection 4.2.1.1 for the case
of CNTL structures, we address the realizability conditions that the reflection spectrum
(input data for the discrete layer-peeling procedure) must satisfy in order to be realizable
as a DNTL structure with a prescribed number of sections.
We start by redefining the complex variable in the z-domain accordingly to Figure
6.13 as
z = r ejΩ, (6.52)
where r is the magnitude of z and Ω which represents the digital domain frequency
variable, is the angle of z. Please note that in the previous section we have considered
z = ejΩ as we were only concerned with the frequency response. In this section however,
the more general definition of z in equation (6.52) must be consider if we are to analyze
among other parameters the stability and causality conditions for digital filters [1] and
thus DNTL structures.
Let us consider for the purposes of this section and for the sake of mathematical
simplicity that the reflection and transmission scattering parameters are defined as
R(Ω) = S11(Ω), (6.53)
T (Ω) = S21(Ω). (6.54)
Similarly to the conditions in subsection 4.2.1.1 for CNTL structures, it can be proven
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from the properties of the discrete Fourier transform [1] that in order for the DLP
synthesis procedure to return a real valued impedance profile, R(Ω) must satisfy
R(−Ω) = R∗(Ω). (6.55)
Additionally, we know from physical constrains that any NTL structure is a non-
anticipative system, that is, its current outputs depend exclusively on the past inputs.
So, due to causality, and similarly to CNTL structures the impulse response sequence
r[n] for DNTL structures must verify
r[n] = 0, n < 0, (6.56)
where r[n] is the inverse discrete Fourier transform of R(Ω) or equivalently the inverse
z-transform of R(z).
Most often, DNTL structures are synthesized so that the input port characteristic
impedance is the same as in the output port. The synthesis of filters is one of the most
common applications where this condition must be verified as both input and output
ports usually have the same characteristic impedance. Therefore, in order to guaranty
equal impedance termination, the target spectrum must verify
R(Ω = 0) = 0. (6.57)
In the z-domain this means that R(z) must have a zero at z = ej0 = 1. Please note that
condition (6.57) is not strictly speaking a realizability condition as it is not essential to
guaranty the convergency of the IS procedure, however it must be enforced in order to
synthesize structures with equal impedance terminations.
We know for a fact that DNTL structures are passive structures. As such, and for
the lossless case, another realizability condition for the target spectrum arises from the
law of conservation of energy, namely
0 ≤ |R(Ω)|2 ≤ 1, ∀Ω. (6.58)
Condition (6.58) is directly obtained from the evaluation of equation (6.38) at the unit
circle, |z| = 1, thus
|A11(Ω)|2 − |A21(Ω)|2 = 1. (6.59)
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By considering equations (6.22) the previous equation can be further developed so that
to relate the reflection power |S11|2 and the transmission power |S21|2 as
∣∣∣∣ 1S21
∣∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣∣S11S21
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 ⇐⇒ |S11(Ω)|2 + |S21(Ω)|2 = 1, (6.60)
where the target spectrum R(Ω) is represented by the reflection coefficient S11(Ω). This
condition is in fact not new. Please note that the same result is given by equation (2.134)
as a property of passive and lossless networks in section 2.4.
Another realizability condition comes as a stability condition. That is, the target
spectrum R(Ω) must correspond to the frequency response of a stable system, otherwise
the synthesis procedure will not converge. The stability conditions are set through
the analysis of the z-transform of the target spectrum R(z). Similarly to the to the
analog-domain analysis in subsection 4.2.1.1 for the case of CNTL structures using the
Laplace transform properties, we now consider R(z) to be the z-transform of the impulse
response sequence r[n]. Similarly to the analog-domain with the Laplace analysis, there
is associated with the z-transform a range of values of z for which R(z) converges. This
range of values is in the same way referred to as the region of convergence (ROC),
however, in the digital-domain the discrete Fourier transform shall only converge if the
unit circle is included within the ROC region [1]. Furthermore, in the z-domain, the
ROC of R(z) always consists of a ring in the z-plane centered about the origin and it
is defined by the position of the poles as it can never contain any poles [1]. We have
previously referred that due to causality, the impulse response sequence associated to
any DNTL structure is always a right-sided sequence. Therefore and accordingly to the
properties of the z-transform the ROC shall consist of a ring centered about the origin
and extending from |z| = r0 (position of the outermost pole) to infinity. So, because
the ROC can not contain any poles and in order for the correspondent discrete Fourier
transform R(Ω) to converge (the unit circle must be contained within the ROC), we
must ensure that R(z) has all its poles inside the unit circle [1] so that r0 < 1.
In the previous section we have derived the general form for the expressions of the
elements of the transmission matrix [M ] for DNTL structures. These expressions are
given by equations (6.28) to (6.31). A quick look at the expressions and we easily see
that all of them are affected by the delay factor zm/2. As already discussed, this delay
factor is inherent to the physical aspects of the DNTL structures and can be ignored
from the point of view of DSP. In this way we now redefine the transmission matrix
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parameters as
A′11(z) =
m∑
i=0
αi z
−i, (6.61)
A′21(z) =
m∑
i=0
βi z
−i, (6.62)
keeping in mind that A12(z) = A
∗
21 and A22(z) = A
∗
11.
Analyzing equations (6.25) to (6.27) and comparing them to the expansion of A′11(z),
a restriction arises for the possible values of α0 as we clearly see that
α0 =
m∏
i=0
ki, (6.63)
where ki = (1− Γ2i )−1/2 > 0. Thus, another realizability condition arises in the form
α0 > 0, (6.64)
that is, the first coefficient of the A11 parameter in the transmission matrix of any DNTL
structure must always be positive.
From equations (6.61) and (6.62) we see that all realizable reflection spectra R(z)
can be expressed by rational functions, in the form
R(z) =
A′21(z)
A′11(z)
=
β0 + β1z
−1 + ...+ βm−1z−(m−1)βmz−m
α0 + α1z−1 + ...+ αm−1z−(m−1)αmz−m
, (6.65)
where αi and βi are real coefficients. In the same way, the transmission coefficient is
given by
T (z) =
1
A′11(z)
=
1
α0 + α1z−1 + ...+ αm−1z−(m−1)αmz−m
, (6.66)
where the coefficients αi are the same as in R(z).
It is often convenient to factor the polynomials in the numerator and denominator
of equation (6.65) and to write the reflection transfer function in terms of those factors
as
R(z) =
A′21(z)
A′11(z)
= K
m∏
i=1
(1− ciz−1)
m∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.67)
where K = β0/α0 is a real number and ci and pi are the zeros and the poles of R(z)
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respectively. On the other hand, from equation (6.66) we have that the transmission
coefficient for DNTL structures is always represented (apart from the delay factor zm/2)
as
T (z) =
1
A′11(z)
=
b
m∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.68)
where b = 1/α0 is a real number and pi are the poles of T (z) (which are the same as for
R(z)).
The stability and causality conditions addressed above regarding the location of the
poles in the z-plane can now be stated as
|pi| < 1, (6.69)
that is, all the roots of A′11(z) must be located inside the unit circle. Furthermore, it
is easily verified that the transmission coefficient T (z) must always be minimum phase.
From equation (6.68) we find that in addition to having m poles, T (z) also have m zeros,
all of them at z = 0. Therefore, if the stability condition (6.69) is verified, T (z) has all its
poles and zeros inside the unit circle, thus fulfilling the minimum phase conditions [61].
Please note that the minimum phase condition can also be fulfilled by assuring that at
the unit circle ∠A′11(Ω) and ln(|A′11(Ω)|) form a discrete Hilbert transform pair.
In summary and from the discussion above, we conclude that all rational functions in
the form of equation (6.65), that is, the ratio of two polynomials, are realizable as DNTL
structures with m+ 1 coupling points (impedance reflectors) if the following conditions
are fulfilled:
1. Both numerator and denominator polynomials must have real coefficients, thus
αi, βi ∈ R. (6.70)
As a result, all the complex poles and zeros in (6.67) occur in complex conjugate
pairs which in turn verifies condition (6.55).
2. From the law of conservation of energy we must ensure that at the unit circle
(|z| = 1)
|A′11(Ω)|2 − |A′21(Ω)|2 = 1, (6.71)
as DNTL structures are passive structures.
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3. The first coefficient of the denominator must always verify
α0 > 0. (6.72)
4. Stability and causality conditions are fulfilled by ensuring that
|pi| < 1, (6.73)
where pi are the roots of the denominator polynomial. Equivalently we have that
∠A′11(Ω) = H{ln |A′11(Ω)|}, (6.74)
where H stands for the discrete Hilbert transform.
Please note that, equivalent realizability conditions can be found in [63] for the synthesis
of fiber Bragg gratings.
6.5 The Discrete layer peeling procedure and the Schur
recursions
So far we have seen that there exists a close relationship between DNTL structures and
digital signal processing theory. In a certain way, this relationship was already implicit
when we first derived the DLP inverse scattering algorithm in section 4.3. However,
within the context of this chapter, i.e. the context of DSP, we can further understand
the direct relationship that exists between the physical inverse scattering problem and
the assessment of stability, causality and boundedness properties of digital systems.
In the previous chapters, the DLP inverse scattering procedure is performed in the
frequency domain. That is, the starting point for the DLP procedure is given by the
specification of the target reflection response R0(ω), which is a function of the frequency
variable and also that all the subsequent processing occurring through the procedure is
performed in the ω domain.
However and similarly to what has been done in the previous sections, we can take
advantage of some DSP tools and techniques, namely the z-transform in order to simplify
the DLP procedure and in some way improve the computational efficiency of the DLP
algorithm.
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In this way, the DLP inverse scattering procedure is performed by taking the follow-
ing steps:
1. Specify the target reflection spectra in the z-domain as the ratio of two polynomials
of order m, thus for i = 0
R0(z) =
B(z)
A(z)
=
m∑
i=0
biz
−i
m∑
i=0
aiz
−i
, (6.75)
provided that R(z) fulfills the realizability conditions set in section 6.4.
2. Calculate the local reflection coefficient Γi on the interface between sections i− 1
and i through
Γi =
b0
a0
, (6.76)
that is, the ratio of the first coefficients of the numerator and denominator coeffi-
cients respectively.
3. Compute the reflection response at the beginning of the next layer as a ratio of
two polynomials using
Ri+1(z) =
Ri(z)− Γi
1− ΓiRi(z) z (6.77)
and clearly identifying the coefficients for the numerator and denominator poly-
nomials.
4. Peel off layer i.
5. Repeat steps 2. to 3. until the number of iterations reaches m. Please note that
for a DNTL structure to be feasible as an m-section structure the transmission
response T0(z) associated to R0(z) must have an all-pole transfer function.
The calculation of the characteristic impedance of each layer or section is then com-
puted from the reflection coefficients using
Z0i = Z0i−1
1 + Γi
1− Γi , (6.78)
where Z0 for i = 0, that is, the characteristic impedance for the first section is to be
specified by the designer2 and is usually 50Ω.
2Boundary condition at the left side of the DNTL structure.
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Making the parallelism with the DLP algorithm first derived in section 4.3 we see
that the present procedure is conceptually the same and shall theoretically produce
the same output. However, when comparing the individual steps of both algorithms
three major differences arise in steps 1., 2. and 5. respectively. First, in step 1., the
specification of R0(z) and the subsequently representation of Ri(z) is made as quotient
of two polynomials. Second, in step 2. the first value of the impulse response sequence
is calculated through the initial value theorem. And third, in step 5., the number
of iterations performed is equal to the order of R0(z) and thus it is not dependent
on a stopping condition. The first and third differences are in fact related, that is,
given a target reflection response R0(z) represented by the quotient of two m-order
polynomials the number of iterations necessary to reconstruct the DNTL impedance
profile is m provided that the transmission response T0(z) associated with R0(z) has an
all-pole transfer function. As for step 2., instead of using the discrete Fourier transform
to calculate the first value of the impulse response sequence, we now use the initial
value theorem [1]. The initial value theorem in the z-domain states that for any causal
sequence the first value of the sequence, i.e. for n = 0, is given by
ri[0] = lim
z→∞ Ri(z). (6.79)
Consequently and because Ri(z) is always given as the quotient of two polynomials as a
function of z, the values ri[0] given by equation (6.79) can be easily computed from the
first coefficients of the numerator and denominator coefficients as
Γi = ri[0] =
b0
a0
. (6.80)
We now point out the intimate connection that exists between the DLP inverse scat-
tering procedure and an algorithm devised by Schur in 1917 for testing the boundedness
of a function S(z) analytic outside the unit circle. We start by rewriting equations (6.77)
and (6.79) as
Si+1(z) =
Si(z)− ki
1− ki Si(z) z, (6.81)
ki = lim
z→∞ Si(z), (6.82)
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where
S(z) = S0(z) =
B0(z)
A0(z)
(6.83)
is some scattering system function. Equations (6.81) and (6.82) are known in the
the DSP domain as the Schur recursions. These recursions come as the result of the
work developed by Schur regarding the stability and boundedness of discrete-time sys-
tems [64],[65]. Let us assume that the system function S(z) = S0(z) is analytic outside
the unit circle, that is, has all its poles contained within the unit circle fulfilling this way
the stability criteria. Schur proved that under this condition we have that |S(z)| ≤ 1 for
|z| ≥ 1 if and only if the sequence of coefficients ki (usually referred to as the reflection
coefficients) generated by the recursions (6.81) and (6.82) are such that |ki| ≤ 1. In
other words, if S(z) is analytic in the strict outer unit disk3 and if the coefficients ki
produced by the recursions verify the condition |ki| < 1, then the magnitude of S(z)
will be bounded by one in the outer disk. Under these conditions, S(z) is usually re-
ferred to as a Schur function. Furthermore, S(z) will only be stable if and only if all
reflection coefficients have magnitude less than one. Please note that if the boundedness
by one of |S(z)| inside the unit circle is verified, then the evaluation of the scattering
system function at the unit circle translates into a passive scattering function, that is,
|S(Ω)| ≤ 1.
Another property of the Schur algorithm is that by starting with S(z) such that
|S(z)| ≤ 1 for |z| ≥ 1, that is, with a passive scattering function, then the algorithm
will generate a sequence of such functions and thus we have that |Si(z)| ≤ 1 for |z| ≥ 1.
Therefore, if S(z) is a Schur function, so are Si(z). This is in fact the essence of the
DLP inverse scattering procedure. When applied to a Schur function S(z), that is to the
scattering response of a passive medium, the algorithm leaves after each step a medium
with the same properties, which makes it possible to apply the same steps again and
again. Please note that the recursion (6.81) corresponds to the process of layer removal
(peeling) in the DLP procedure.
Essentially, the Schur recursions can be understand as a procedure for testing the
feasibility of a DNTL structures having S(z) as the reflection response, which on physical
grounds must be stable, causal, and bounded (representing a passive system) |S(z)| ≤ 1
for all z in the region of convergence that includes, at least, the unit circle and all the
3The strict outer disk is defined as the region |z| > 1 in the complex plane.
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points outside it. Furthermore, the coefficients ki given by (6.82) represent the reflection
coefficients at the layer interfaces.
From a functional point of view and considering the system reflection response (6.83)
as the starting point, the Schur recursions start with B0(z) and A0(z) which are the
numerator and denominator polynomials of order m and at each step of the algorithm
the recursion (6.81) reduces the order of the polynomials by one until it reaches the 0th
order polynomials Bm(z) and Am(z).
As a curiosity, we refer that a continuous version of the Schur recursions can also be
devised in the form
dR(x, ω)
dx
= 2jωR(x, ω)− k(x)(1−R(x, ω)2), (6.84)
k(x) = lim
ω→∞ 2jωR(x, ω). (6.85)
It is interesting to note that these recursions have the same role in the synthesis of CNTL
structures as have the discrete version recursions (6.81) and (6.82) in the synthesis of
DNTL structures. In fact and during the study of the CLP inverse scattering procedure
in section 4.3 we have already come across these recursions. Let us recall the steps of the
CLP algorithm described in section (4.3). We clearly see that in step 2. the computation
ofKi through equation (4.189) is mathematically equivalent to the recursion (6.85) where
k(x) is obtained by using the initial value theorem. Please note that Ki corresponds to
k(x) when evaluated as depth x = xi. Furthermore, the relation between the reflection
response at adjacent layers given by the transmission matrix (4.190) in step 3., can
equivalently be expressed by the Riccati equation (6.84) whose numerical computation
can be performed by using a backward difference scheme, thus a backward difference
discretization.
As a last remark regarding the importance of the Schur recursions and consequently
the testing for stability, causality and boundedness of digital systems on the synthesis of
DNTL structures, we now make a comparison with the classical network synthesis [66].
One of the most important theorems in network synthesis states that the driving point
impedance Zin(s) of any passive network containing only passive elements is a positive
real function in the s-plane [67] [68] [66] [69] [70],[71]. Let us now rewrite the reflection
frequency response at the input of some DNTL structure as
S0(z) = ±Zin(z)− Z0
Zin(z) + Z0
, (6.86)
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where Zin(z) is the input impedance an Z0 is the port characteristic impedance. Also,
S0(z) may be negative corresponding to the reversal impedance profile. It follows from
the properties of positive real functions for discrete linear systems, i.e., in the z-plane,
that S0(z) is a Schur function if and only if Zin(z) is a positive real function in the
z-plane [72].
It is interesting to point out that the role of Schur functions in the synthesis of
DNTL structures is in fact equivalent to that of positive real functions in the classical
network synthesis, that is, both require the driving point impedance to be a positive
real function. However, while in the field of classical network synthesis we start the
synthesis procedure with a polynomial representation for the driving point impedance,
i.e. the input impedance, which must be positive-real in the s-plane, in the synthesis
of DNTL structures we start the synthesis with the frequency reflection response S0(z)
which must be a Schur function, i.e., a passive bounded real function in the z-plane.
6.6 Optimum synthesis of NTL structures
In section 6.4 we have established the necessary and sufficient conditions which a target
reflection frequency response S11(z) must fulfill in order to be realizable as an DNTL
structure. These conditions are enough from a functional viewpoint as they assure the
physical feasibility of an NTL structure that has a reflection frequency response which
is the same as the target spectra. However, no conditions were established regarding
size constrains. Despite the good results obtained from a functional point of view, the
outcome of the DLP inverse scattering procedure usually results in very long structures
which by itself poses as a problem as the physical size of the structure is often a constrain
for the designer. Therefore and accordingly to the discussion in section 6.1 a compromise
between the desired frequency response and the size of the structure must be obtained.
In this section we address the conditions which the target spectra must fulfill as well as
the necessary procedure steps to be taken in order to obtain such a target spectra which
when fed to the DLP inverse scattering procedure returns a minimum length structure.
As we have seen in the previous sections, the reflection spectra S11(z) given by DNTL
structures is always expressed as the ratio of two polynomials, in the form
S11(z) =
β0 + β1z
−1 + ...+ βm−1z−(m−1)βmz−m
α0 + α1z−1 + ...+ αm−1z−(m−1)αmz−m
, (6.87)
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where αi and βi are real coefficients. On the other hand, for the transmission coefficient
(leaving out the delay factor zm/2) we have that
S21(z) =
1
α0 + α1z−1 + ...+ αm−1z−(m−1)αmz−m
, (6.88)
where the coefficients αi are the same as in the denominator of S11(z).
Furthermore, we know from the realizability conditions that the relation between
the transmission and reflection spectra must be given by
|S11(z)|2 + |S21(z)|2 = 1. (6.89)
When associated with stochastic processes theory, we observe that the reflection
spectra is well represented by an ARMA process, whereas the transmission spectra
implements an AR process, that is, an all-pole transfer function. Please note that both
processes share the same denominator polynomial.
It is clear from equation (6.88) and from the analysis made in section (6.3) that the
transmission frequency response of an m-section DNTL structure is always given by an
all-pole transfer function4 with m-poles, that is, the denominator polynomial is of order
m. The converse is also true, that is, if we are to synthesize any DNTL structure from an
all-pole transmission transfer function of order m then the synthesized structure shall
be composed by m sections, provided that the target spectra S11(z) which is feed to
the DLP inverse scattering procedure is obtained from the all-pole transmission spectra
through the relation given by equation (6.89) as
|S11(z)|2 = 1− |S21(z)|2 . (6.90)
Analyzing the realizability conditions described in section 6.4 we find that these
conditions are in fact addressed not only to the reflection target spectra but they also
indirectly contemplate the transmission frequency response. This is easily verified by
realizing that except for condition (6.71) all the realizability conditions are directly re-
lated to the denominator polynomial which accordingly to (6.87) and (6.88) is the same
for both transmission and reflection spectra. Most importantly, there are no realizability
conditions restricting the transmission transfer function to an all-pole system, i.e., an
AR process. However, as discussed above and from the analysis made in section (6.3)
4S21(z) also has m zeros at z = 0.
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(a) Fifth order transmission AR process. (b) First order transmission ARMA process.
Figure 6.14: Reflection coefficients along the DNTL structure as returned from the
DLP algorithm. In (a) the target transmission spectra is given by a fifth order all-pole
system, whilst in (b) the target transmission spectra is given by a first order system
with one pole and one zero.
we know that the transmission transfer function must always be given as an AR pro-
cess. Therefore, it is important to understand what is the outcome of the DLP inverse
scattering procedure when the transmission frequency response is specified in the form
of an ARMA process.
Let us then suppose that the target transmission spectra is given in the form of an
m-th order ARMA process such that
S21(z) =
m∑
i=0
υi z
−i
m∑
i=0
αi z
−i
. (6.91)
Clearly the transmission transfer function in equation (6.91) is not in the form of an
all-pole system as it also composed by a numerator polynomial of order m. However, if
we consider that the inverse of (6.91) can be represented as
1
S21(z)
=
m∑
i=0
αiz
−i
m∑
i=0
υiz
−i
=
∞∑
n=0
h[n] z−n, (6.92)
then we can rewrite the transmission spectra in (6.91) as
S21(z) =
1
∞∑
n=0
h[n] z−n
, (6.93)
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(a) Fifth order AR process. (b) First order ARMA process.
Figure 6.15: Impedance profile correspondent to the refraction coefficients given in
Figure 6.14. The impedance values are computed using equation (6.78) and Z0[0] is
specified by the designer. In (a) we clearly see that the DNTL is constituted by five
sections, whilst in (b) the DNTL is infinite in length.
which is now in the form of an all-pole transfer function. In equation (6.93) h[n] is given
by
h[n] = Z−1
{
1
S21(z)
}
, (6.94)
that is, h[n] is the inverse z-transform, i.e., the impulse response sequence of the inverse
of the transmission transfer function (S21(z))
−1.
From the analysis above we conclude that in fact the transmission frequency response
is always represented by an all-pole system even when specified in the form of an ARMA
process. However, when the target transmission response is represented by an ARMA
process, the corresponding all-pole representation comes in the form of equation (6.93)
which has an infinite number os poles. Consequently and accordingly to the analysis
made in section (6.3), the corresponding DNTL structure will have an infinite number
of sections. This is illustrated in Figure 6.14 where the DLP synthesis results for the
case of a fifth order AR transmission process is compared to that of a first order ARMA
process. The AR process is characterized by an all-pole transfer function with five poles
whereas the ARMA process transfer function is constituted by a a singe pole and a single
zero5. From both target transmission specters the correspondent reflection responses are
computed through (6.90) and fed to the DLP algorithm which then returns the reflec-
tion coefficients between sections, as it is depicted in Figure 6.14. The corresponding
DNTL impedance profiles are depicted in Figure 6.15. These are easily obtained from
the reflection coefficients through equation (6.78) and by setting the microwave system
characteristic impedance Z0[0]. Usually a 50Ω system is considered.
5This zero is not at the origin.
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From Figure 6.14(a) it becomes readily apparent that the reflection frequency re-
sponse obtained from a fifth order AR process is realizable as a series of six reflectors6
which in turn translates into a five section DNTL structure as illustrated in Figure
6.15(a). On the hand, we see from Figure 6.14(b) that the first other ARMA process
is not realizable in a finite number of reflectors as the reflection coefficients returned by
the DLP procedure only converge to zero at infinity. However we also realize from the
figure that the first reflectors are the most influent in the frequency response. Thus,
similarly to the procedure used in Chapter 5 we can use a apodizing/windowing proce-
dure in order to force the reflection coefficients to be zero outside of a certain window.
Please note that even though the order of the ARMA process is five times lower than
that of the AR process the number of sections necessary to implement a DNTL using
apodizing/windowing techniques will still be far greater than five if we are to accurately
approximate the target response.
So, in order to achieve the minimum length when synthesizing DNTL structures, we
must first approximate the desired transmission frequency response by an all-pole trans-
fer function of order m. This all-pole transfer function now becomes the transmission
target spectra from which the target reflection response is obtained and then fed to the
DLP inverse scattering algorithm. As a result, a DNTL structure with m sections is
obtained.
As we have just seen, for a DNTL structure to be synthesized with minimum length
regarding the order of the target frequency response, the reflection frequency response
which is to be fed to the DLP algorithm must be first obtained from an all-pole trans-
mission frequency response though the relation (6.90). For that we follow a procedure
described in [73]. In order to demonstrate this procedure let us consider that the target
transmission frequency response given by equation (6.88) is rewritten in a factored form
as
S21(z) =
b
m∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.95)
where b = 1/α0 is a real number and pi are the poles of the transmission transfer function
witch are usually complex values.
6For i ≥ 6 we have that Γ[i] = 0.
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We start by computing the square of the absolute value of the transmission spectra
as
|S21(z)|2 = S21(z)S21∗(z), (6.96)
where S21∗(z) is the para-Hermitian conjugate of the transmission spectra which is
computed accordingly to (6.34). Substituting equation (6.95) into (6.96) yields
|S21(z)|2 = b
2
m∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)(1− p∗i z)
=
b2 z−m
m∏
i=1
(
1− piz−1
)(
1− 1
p∗i
z−1
) , (6.97)
where pi and 1/p
∗
i are the poles of the squared magnitude of the transmission spectra.
The computation of the squared magnitude of the reflection spectra |S11(z)|2 follows
directly by substituting equation (6.97) into (6.90) yielding
|S11(z)|2 =
m∏
i=1
(
1− piz−1
)(
1− 1
p∗i
z−1
)
− b2 z−m
m∏
i=1
(
1− piz−1
)(
1− 1
p∗i
z−1
) . (6.98)
From the equation we verify that the zeros of |S11(z)|2 are directly related to the poles
of |S21(z)|2. Furthermore the number of zeros is the same as the number of poles. Ergo,
the square magnitude of the reflection coefficient can be written as
|S11(z)|2 = K2
m∏
i=1
(
1− ciz−1
)(
1− 1
c∗i
z−1
)
m∏
i=1
(
1− piz−1
)(
1− 1
p∗i
z−1
) , (6.99)
where ci and 1/c
∗
i are the roots of the numerator, i.e., the zeros of the square magnitude
of the reflection coefficient and K is a real number. We emphasize that the computation
of the zeros of |S11(z)|2 is dependent on the poles of |S21(z)|2. Hence, the values of ci
are obtained from those of pi by expanding the numerator of (6.98) and computing the
roots of the resulting polynomial.
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Let us consider that the reflection frequency response given by equation (6.87) is
rewritten in a factored form as
S11(z) = K
m∏
i=1
(1− diz−1)
m∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.100)
where di are the zeros of the reflection frequency response. As we have seen before,
the reflection and transmission frequency responses share a common denominator poly-
nomial. Therefore, the poles pi in (6.100) are the same as those of the transmission
frequency response in (6.95). Notice that accordingly to the realizability conditions the
poles of |S11(z)| must be inside the unit circle, however no condition is set regarding
the zeros di. Comparing equations (6.99) and (6.100), we find that the number of zeros
in |S11(z)|2 is twice that of S11(z). Furthermore we see that the same situation holds
regarding the poles. However, we already know in advance that the poles given by 1/pi∗
are not suitable to be selected as the poles of S11(z) as they are located outside the unit
circle. Regarding the zeros, we find that for each zero di in S11(z) there are two zeros
ci and 1/c
∗
i in |S11(z)|2. Therefore, in order to obtain S11(z) from |S11(z)|2 we must
select one zero from each pair of zeros (ci and 1/c
∗
i ) in |S11(z)|2. This shows that we
have a maximum of 2m choices for the selection of the zeros of S11(z), which in turn
translates in 2m distinct reflection frequency responses. Notice that the different zeros
choices do not influence the magnitude response of the reflection frequency response.
However the phase response for the reflection frequency response will differ for different
combinations of zeros. This in turn translates into different impedance profiles after
the synthesis process. That is, each different selection os zeros for S11(z) will lead to
different physical configurations, which depending on the maximum and minimum val-
ues of the impedance profile may or may not be practically feasible due to technology
limitations.
Let us consider again the transmission transfer function for an ARMA process given
by equation (6.93), which when rewritten in a factored form becomes
S21(z) =
b
∞∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
. (6.101)
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Following the procedure described above to obtain S11(z) from S21(z) we find that the
reflection frequency response is given by
S11(z) = K
∞∏
i=1
(1− diz−1)
∞∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.102)
where the number of poles and zeros is infinite, which means that S11(z) is given by the
quotient of two infinite order polynomials. We saw in section 6.5 that the DLP inverse
scattering procedure or equivalently the Schur recursions start with the numerator and
denominator polynomials of S11(z) and at each step reduce the order of both numerator
and denominator polynomials by one. The procedure stops when the order of the poly-
nomials becomes zero. Thus, when the reflection frequency response given by (6.102) is
fed to the Schur recursions we find that due to the infinite order of the numerator and
denominator polynomials the inverse scattering procedure will return an infinite DNTL
structure, as the Schur recursions extend to infinity. This is illustrated in Figure (6.15).
6.7 Synthesis of discrete NTL filters using DSP techniques
In the previous section we have demonstrated that in order to synthesize any given target
transmission transfer function in the optimum sense, i.e., in the form of a minimum
length DNTL structure with m sections, we must first be able to approximate the target
transmission response by an all-pole transfer function with m poles, or equivalently,
an all-pole transfer function where the denominator polynomial has order m. At this
point, we can usefully take advantage of DSP system identification techniques in order to
achieve such an approximation. Thus, in order to approximate the target transmission
frequency response by an all-pole system such as
S21(z) =
1
m∑
i=0
αiz
−i
, (6.103)
we may use parametric modeling tools. These parametric modeling tools are readily
available in DSP commercial software such as Matlab and can be used to find the
coefficients αi of the linear all-pole system (6.103) that best approximates the target
response.
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Most often, the process of filter synthesis is carried out focusing almost exclusively on
the magnitude response of the frequency response. Actually, in most cases only targeting
the transmission magnitude response as the reflection magnitude readily follows from
this one. In this scenario, the phase response both in transmission and reflection can be
relaxed so that we can use the techniques derived in the previous section to perform the
synthesis of DNTL filters with arbitrary magnitude transmission frequency response.
Next, we describe a procedure for synthesizing DNTL structures with arbitrary mag-
nitude transmission frequency response. The procedure is carried out in the Matlab
environment and follows from that reported in [73], [74].
We start the procedure by defining T (Ω) as the target magnitude for the transmission
frequency response. We consider T (Ω) to be an ideal target response. As such, it shall
be specified as an ideal filter with sharp or linear transitions between flat pass-bands and
stop-bands. As an example of an ideal target response we may consider the magnitude
response of the ideal rectangular low-pass filter which is simply defined by a constant
magnitude of one in all the pass-band region immediately followed by a magnitude of
zero in the stop-band region.
The objective of this procedure is to approximate the target response (magnitude
response) by an all-pole system as the one given by equation (6.103). However, from the
realizability conditions we know that in order for the system in (6.103) to be realizable
as an DNTL structure it must be stable and causal, thus a minimum phase system.
However, because T (Ω) is specified only in terms of magnitude response, it is not suitable
to represent the frequency response of a minimum phase system. So, before we proceed
to the all-pole system approximation, we must first compute a new target response
T ′(Ω). This new target frequency response must be characterized by the same magnitude
response as that of T (Ω) but also by a phase response Φ(Ω). The phase response
Φ(Ω) must be computed so that T ′(Ω) represents a minimum phase system. Therefore,
after specifying the target magnitude T (Ω) we proceed to obtain the transmission phase
response through the Hilbert transform as
Φ(Ω) = H{ln (T (Ω))}. (6.104)
The new target response T ′(Ω) can now be specified as
T ′(Ω) = T (Ω)eΦ(Ω). (6.105)
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Notice that because the new target frequency response T ′(Ω) is minimum phase, it is
suitable to represent a stable and causal all-pole system.
The final step in the procedure is the approximation of T ′(Ω) by the all-pole system
(6.103). For that, we resort to the parametric modeling toolbox provided by Mat-
lab [75]. Very simply put, parametric modeling techniques compute the parameters of
some mathematical model that describes a system or process. In order to do so, ap-
propriate information about the system to be modeled such as impulse and frequency
responses or input and output sequences must be given to the parametric modeling func-
tions. For the case of DNTL structures system the output from the parametric modeling
functions are the coefficients αi of the all-pole mathematical model given by equation
(6.103).
Parametric modeling functions can be divided in two groups: time-domain based
modeling and frequency-domain based modeling. The time-domain modeling is carried
out from the knowledge of the impulse response or input and output sequences of the
unknown system, i.e., the system to be approximated, whereas the frequency-domain
modeling is performed from the knowledge of the frequency response of the unknown sys-
tem. Some of the time-domain based Matlab parametric modeling functions are arburg,
lpc, arcov, aryule, prony and stmcb. On the other hand, the frequency-domain para-
metric modeling can be performed by the function invfreqz. For a deeper understanding
regarding the parametric modeling toolbox please refer to [75].
In order to get a better interpretation from a practical viewpoint of the procedure
outlined above for the synthesizing DNTL structures with arbitrary magnitude trans-
mission frequency response, we summarise the procedure in the following steps:
1. Specify the ideal target transmission magnitude response T (Ω).
2. Compute the minimum phase target transmission response T ′(Ω) as
T ′(Ω) = T (Ω)eΦ(Ω), (6.106)
where
Φ(Ω) = H{ln (T (Ω))} (6.107)
and H represents the Hilbert transform.
3. Compute the coefficients of the all-pole system that best approximates T ′(Ω) us-
ing the parametric modeling functions referred above and construct the all-pole
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transfer function as
S21(z) =
b
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
, (6.108)
where b and ai are the coefficients returned by the parametric modeling functions.
Notice that equation (6.108) is equivalent to (6.103), however it is expressed in the
general form of (6.42).
4. Obtain the transfer function for the reflection frequency response S11(z) associated
to S21(z) through the relation
|S11(z)|2 = 1− |S21(z)|2 (6.109)
using the procedure described in section 6.6.
5. Compute the DNTL filter impedance profile using the discrete layer-peeling inverse
scattering procedure described in section 6.5 on the reflection frequency response
S11(z) .
To demonstrate the synthesis of DNTL filters using parametric modeling tools, we
now provide two examples. For the first example we synthesize a filter in which the
target magnitude transmission frequency response has a linear variation with frequency
when considering a logarithmic scale for the magnitude.
So, for the first step in the procedure, we set the ideal target magnitude response in
dB asm = [−15, 0, 0, 0,−15] at the frequencies Ω = [−pi,−0.05pi, 0, 0.05pi, pi] respectively.
Figure 6.16(a) depicts the target magnitude response T (Ω) as function of normalized
frequencies for the first example. In the second step, we calculate the minimum phase
target response T ′(Ω) using the discrete-time Hilbert transform7 to compute the phase
response of T ′(Ω) from T (Ω) accordingly to (6.107). Figure 6.16 depicts the minimum
phase target frequency response T ′(Ω). In Figure 6.17 are depicted the impulse responses
corresponding to T (Ω) and T ′(Ω) respectively. Through visual inspection of Figure
6.17(a) we easily see that the impulse response of T (Ω) is not causal, i.e., not suitable to
be approximated by an all-pole system. On the other hand, from Figure 6.17(b) we have
that the impulse response of T ′(Ω) is causal. Furthermore, the energy of the impulse
response is maximally concentrated toward the beginning of the impulse response which
7This can be done in Matlab using the command hilbert.
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Figure 6.16: Minimum phase target frequency response T ′(Ω). In (a) is depicted the
magnitude response whereas in (b) we have the phase response which when associated
with the magnitude response represents the response of a minimum phase system.
Notice that (a) also represents the response of T (Ω).
denote the minimum phase nature of T ′(Ω). These properties make T ′(Ω) suitable to
be approximated by an all-pole system.
In the third step we apply the parametric modeling functions to T ′(Ω) and calculate
the coefficients for the all-pole transfer function that better approximates the minimum
phase target response. In order to do so, all the functions in the parametric modeling
toolbox are considered for the approximation and we select the one that minimizes the
magnitude error function (EF) defined by
EF =
∫ pi
−pi
(|T′(Ω)| − |S21(Ω)|)2 dΩ, (6.110)
where S21(Ω) is the all-pole transfer function obtained from the approximation (6.108)
when evaluated at z = e−jΩ, i.e., at the unit circle.
Equation (6.110) measures the discrepancy between the magnitude of the target
function and the magnitude of the approximation all-pole system, that is, it works
as a fitness function. Analyzing equation (6.110) we easily realize that the EF value
corresponds to the squared value of the total area associated with the difference between
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Figure 6.17: Impulse response associated with (a) the target magnitude response
T (Ω) and (b) The minimum phase target frequency response T ′(Ω). Notice that the
impulse response in (a) is stable but not causal, whereas in (b) the impulse response is
both stable and causal.
the magnitude curves of the target and all-pole system frequency responses.
In order to obtain a more general and meaningful error evaluation regarding the
approximation of the target response by the all-pole system, we consider a normalized
version of error function (6.110) defined as the relative error function and given by
EFr =
EF
EFmax
, (6.111)
where EFmax corresponds to the maximum evaluation possible for the EF function.
Notice that due to physical constrains, the magnitude values of the target function and
for the all-pole system must be within the ranges 0 ≤ |T ′(Ω)| ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ |S21(Ω)| ≤ 1.
Thus, the maximum EF value is obtained when |T ′(Ω)| = 0 and |S12(Ω)| = 1 or vice-
versa. Thus the maximum EF value is given by
EFmax =
∫ pi
−pi
1 dΩ = 2pi. (6.112)
In this way, we have that a very small value of EFr indicates a tight fit of the all-pole
transfer function S21(Ω) to the target function T
′(Ω), whereas a large value of EFr
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Figure 6.18: Error function values as a function of the order of the all-pole function
used to approximate the target function. The parametric modeling functions consider
in this analysis are prony, invfreqz and stmcb.
indicates a very bad fit.
A preliminary analysis of the parametric modeling functions provided by the Matlab
toolbox indicates that the more effective functions for the time-domain modeling are
the functions prony and stmcb. As for the frequency-domain based modeling the only
available function is invfreqz. In this sense, the analysis that follows regarding the
performance of the modeling functions will focus only on these three functions.
Figure 6.18 depicts the evaluation of the EFr value as a function of the order of the all-
pole system that approximates the minimum phase target response. The curves shown
in Figure 6.18 are associated with the modeling of the minimum phase target function
T ′(Ω) depicted in Figure 6.16. The first conclusion that we can draw from Figure 6.18
is that the functions prony and invfreqz have the same performance. Secondly and as
expected, we see that the higher the order of the system that approximates T ′(Ω) the
lower the value of EFr. However and because the order of the all-pole system that
approximates T ′(Ω) will translate directly into the number of sections of the DNTL
structure to be synthesized, a compromise between performance and size (i.e., system
order) must be achieved. In this sense, it was considered that a suitable approximation
of the target magnitude response is obtained for values of EFr bellow EFr = 0.2× 10−4,
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Figure 6.19: Target frequency response T ′(Ω) versus the 8th order transmission all-
pole frequency response S21(z). In (a) is depicted the magnitude response whereas in
(b) is depicted the phase response.
when the EFr value is calculated using (6.111). Thus, we identify EFr = 0.2 × 10−4 as
the threshold value.
Analyzing Figure 6.18, we conclude that for lower system orders, the EFr value
regarding the modeling with the stmcb function seems to provide better approximations
to the target function than that of prony and invfreqz. However, for system orders
higher than eight, the three parametric modeling functions seem to be equivalent from
an EFr analysis viewpoint. Our goal is to obtain the best possible compromise between
performance and size for the DNTL structure to be synthesized. Thus, considering
Coefficients stmcb
b 0.4355
a1 −0.7327
a2 0.2723
a3 −0.1450
a4 0.0723
a5 −0.0484
a6 0.0275
a7 −0.0171
a8 0.0066
Table 6.1: Coefficients of the 8th order all-pole system S21(z) computed by the stmcb
parametric modeling function.
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Figure 6.20: Pole-Zero plot associated to the 8th transmission all-pole system S21(z).
the conclusions drawn from the analysis of Figure 6.18 regarding the performance of
the parametric modeling functions, we find that a seventh order all-pole system is the
minimum order all-pole system suitable to approximate T ′(Ω), provided that we use the
stmcb function to perform the parametric modeling. It is easily seen from the figure
that the minimum system order for which the EFr evaluation is bellow the threshold
value is seven, but only for the stmcb function. However, it is also clear that there is
a significant improvement on the EFr value from a seventh to an eight order system.
So, in order to obtain a better compromise between size and performance, we choose to
decide for an eight order all-pole system to approximate the target function.
From Figure 6.18 we see that for an eight order all-pole system the value of EFr
for the three modeling functions is practically the same, so, any of the three modeling
functions would be suitable. However, we choose the stmcb function as this is the one
from all the three modeling functions considered, that has best overall performance.
Now that we have established the best performing parametric modeling function
as well as the order for the all-pole system that will approximate the target response,
we carry on with step 3 of the synthesis procedure. Then, from the knowledge of the
minimum phase target function T ′(Ω), the parametric modeling function stmcb is used
to calculate the coefficients ai for an 8th order all-pole system S21(z) which is defined
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by equation (6.108). The coefficient values computed by the stmcb function are given
in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.19 depicts the overlapping for the frequency responses of the all-pole system
S21(Ω) and the minimum phase target response T
′(Ω). From the figure we clearly see
a tight fit between the magnitude of S21(Ω) and the target function T (Ω). In addition
and though the procedure for finding the minimum suitable order for the approximating
all-pole system was based on the magnitude fitting error (6.110), we have that a very
tight fit for the phase response is also achieved. This should be an expected result as
both T ′(Ω) and all-pole systems are minimum phase. Thus the magnitude and phase
frequency responses are uniquely related through the Hilbert transform. So, by assuring
a tight fit in the magnitude response, automatically the same shall be verified regarding
the phase response.
Figure 6.20 shows the location of the eight poles representing the eighth order trans-
mission frequency response S21(Ω) shown in Figure 6.19 . Notice that all eight poles
and zeros are located inside the unit circle, which by itself fulfills the minimum phase
property for the transmission frequency response of any DNTL structure. Furthermore,
it verifies realizability condition number four (see section 6.4) regarding the stability of
the system accordingly to (6.73).
Now that the all-pole transmission system S21(z) approximating the target function
T (Ω) is defined, we carry on to the fourth step in the procedure for synthesizing DNTL
structures with arbitrary magnitude frequency response. This step consists on finding
the reflection system S11(z) associated to S21(z) through the relation (6.109). In order
to do so, we follow the approach described in section 6.6.
We start by obtaining the square magnitude of the transmission system |S21(z)|2
through equation (6.96). Then, the computation of |S11(z)|2 directly follows by substi-
tuting |S21(z)|2 into equation (6.109). In the particular case of this example, the square
magnitude of the reflection system when written in a factored form comes as
|S11(z)|2 = K2
8∏
i=1
(
1− ciz−1
)(
1− 1
c∗i
z−1
)
8∏
i=1
(
1− piz−1
)(
1− 1
p∗i
z−1
) , (6.113)
where the values pi, 1/p
∗
i and ci, 1/c
∗
i are the respective poles and zeros and K is defined
as the normalizing gain factor. The locations for the zeros and poles of |S11(z)|2 in the
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Figure 6.21: Pole-Zero plot of the square magnitude of the 8th order reflection system
|S11(z)|2 associated to S21(z) through the relation (6.109).
z-plane are depicted in Figure 6.21. Notice that the poles of |S11(z)|2 which are inside
the unit circle are given by pi and correspond to the poles of S21(z) that are depicted
in Figure 6.20.
The main objective however, is to compute the reflection frequency response. Thus
and following the process described in section 6.6, we must select one zero and one pole
from each pair of poles and zeros of |S11(z)|2. The selection of the poles is straightfor-
ward. Accordingly to the realizability conditions all the poles of S11(z) must be inside
the unit circle. So the poles of S11(z) are the ones given by pi which are the same of
S21(z). Therefore, S11(z) is cast in the form
S11(z) = K
8∏
i=1
(1− diz−1)
8∏
i=1
(1− piz−1)
, (6.114)
where di are the eight zeros of S11(z) selected from the zeros of |S21(z)|2 and K is the
normalizing gain factor. The selection of the zeros of S11(z) however, are not subjected
to stability constrains as are the poles. So, the selection of the zeros is not restricted
to the ones inside the unit circle. Nonetheless, some conditions owing to symmetry
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Figure 6.22: Zero plot of the square magnitude of the 8th order reflection system
|S11(z)|2. The zeros are grouped in pairs and to each group is assigned a color. The
zero at z = 1 is of multiplicity two.
properties of the reflection frequency response S11(Ω) must be verified. Namely, the
selection for the zeros of S11(z) must be such that the selected zeros come as complex
conjugate pairs.
Figure 6.22 depict the zeros of |S11(z)|2. In the figure the zeros are arranged in
groups of two and to each group is assigned a color. Notice that the zeros in the same
group have the same angular frequency whereas zeros belonging to different groups but
with the same color have opposite angular frequencies. Therefore, in order to fulfill
the symmetry conditions only one zero within each of the groups depicted in Figure
6.22 can be selected. Furthermore, the selection of the zeros within different groups of
the same color must be such that the magnitude of the zeros selected from each group
have the same magnitude. As an example let us consider the red groups in the figure.
Furthermore, let us name the one in the second quadrant as the upper group and the one
in the third quadrant as the lower group. Assuming that we chose from the upper group
the zero that is inside the unit circle, then, from the symmetry conditions, we have that
the zero to be chosen from the lower group is automatically selected and must also be the
one inside the unit circle. For the present example and considering Figure 6.22 we have
that the total number of different selections for the configuration of the zeros should be
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Figure 6.23: Pole-Zero plot of the 8th order reflection system S11(z). The zeros
selected from those of |S11(z)|2 are the zeros within the unit circle.
25 because we have five different color groups each with two zeros. However, the two
zeros inside the black group are equal, thus, independently of which one is chosen the
overall configuration for the zeros is the same. So, the number of different possible zeros
configuration is 24 = 16.
Evidently, not all sixteen different zero configurations will be addressed here. How-
ever, in order to understand the importance of the different zero selections, two different
configurations shall be addressed. First we consider choosing all the zeros of |S21(z)|2
that are inside the unit circle. Figure 6.23 depicts the pole-zero plot for this case.
Numerator
b1 −1.2434
b2 0.4211
b3 −0.2382
b4 0.1079
b5 −0.0762
b6 0.0425
b7 −0.0265
b8 0.0127
Denominator
a1 −0.7327
a2 0.2723
a3 −0.1450
a4 0.0723
a5 −0.0484
a6 0.0275
a7 −0.0171
a8 0.0066
Table 6.2: Coefficients of the 8th order reflection frequency response S11(z) computed
from the transmission frequency response S21(z). The gain factor is K = 0.7198.
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Figure 6.24: Inverse scattering results corresponding to 15 iterations of the DLP algo-
rithm. In (a) the reflection coefficient values along the DNTL structure as returned by
the DLP algorithm. In (b) the impedance profile of the DNTL structure obtained from
the reflection coefficients. The impedance values are computed using (6.78) considering
50Ω as the microwave system characteristic impedance.
Let us rewrite equation (6.114) as the quotient of two polynomials, thus
S11(z) = K
1 +
8∑
i=1
bi z
−i
1 +
8∑
i=1
ai z
−i
. (6.115)
From the values of the poles and zeros of S11(z) the coefficients bi and ai associated with
the numerator and denominator, are easily obtainable through Matlab. The coefficient
values for the numerator and denominator of S11(z) are given in Table 6.2. The normal-
izing gain factor is evaluated as K = 0.7198. Notice that the denominator coefficients
are the same as those of the transmission system S21(z).
The fifth and final step in the procedure for synthesizing DNTL structures using
DSP techniques consist on obtaining the impedance profile for the DNTL structure that
implements S11(Ω) (given by the evaluation of (6.115) in the unit circle) as its reflection
frequency response. For that we feed S11(Ω) to the DLP inverse scattering procedure.
Notice that the transmission frequency response associated with S11(Ω) is given by the
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Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 306.93
2 41.26
3 61.52
4 47.72
5 52.07
6 48.43
7 50.32
8 49.09
9 50
Table 6.3: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the first
example. The impedance value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the
microwave system characteristic impedance, 50Ω.
eight order all-pole system S21(Ω) in (6.108) which approximates the target response
T (Ω). Thus, the synthesis of an DNTL structure by inverse scattering from S11(z)
automatically assures that (in ideal conditions) the transmission frequency response for
the synthesized DNTL structure will match that of the target response T ′(Ω).
We start by rewriting S11(z) given in (6.115) as the quotient of two polynomials,
thus
S11(z) =
B(z)
A(z)
. (6.116)
By feeding the numerator and denominator polynomials B(z) and A(z) to the Schur
recursions, i.e., to the DLP inverse scattering procedure (see section 6.5), we obtain the
reflection coefficients at the interfaces between adjacent sections of the DNTL structure.
The inverse scattering procedure results are given in Figure 6.24(a) where the computed
values for the reflection coefficients along the DNTL structure are plotted.
In order to obtain the impedance profile from the reflection coefficients, we start by
setting the microwave system characteristic impedance to be 50 Ω. Then, the impedance
for each section of the DNTL structure is computed from the reflection coefficients
through the recursion given by equation (6.78). The resulting impedance profile for the
present example is depicted in Figure 6.24(b).
In order to correctly interpret the results presented in Figure 6.24 we must under-
stand that the reflection coefficients values occur at the junction of adjacent sections
so, in the graph they are represented by stems located at the interface of each section.
On the other hand, the impedance values are also represented by stems, however in
this case each stem represents the beginning of a section that extends to the next stem
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which in turn is the beginning of another section. As an example lets us consider the
first value for the reflection coefficient which is represented by a stem located at section
1. This reflection coefficient characterizes the interface between section 0 and section
1. Thus, the stems for the reflection coefficients represent a single location in space
whereas the stems for the impedance values represent the beginning of a transmission
line with constant impedance and a given spatial length. The impedance value for the
section is given by the amplitude of the stem. Analyzing Figure 6.24(a), we see that the
reflection coefficient values along the DNTL structure become zero after the interface be-
tween sections eight and nine. This is an expected result as the reflection system S11(z)
used as the starting data for the DLP IS algorithm (or Schur recursions) was obtained
from an eight order all-pole transmission system S21(z). That is, the target response
T (Ω) was synthesized in the form of a minimum length DNTL structure as discussed
in section 6.6. So, for an eight order system, the optimum inverse scattering synthesis
procedure results in an DNTL structure with ten distinct impedance sections and nine
corresponding reflection coefficients. Evidently, the same situation is verified regarding
the impedance profile depicted in Figure 6.24(b) where all sections after section eight
have the same impedance value, 50Ω. The impedance values for each section are given
in Table 6.3. Notice that the impedance values for sections higher than nine are irrele-
vant as they all evaluate as 50Ω, thus the structure is comprised only by eight sections.
Notice that the first and last sections in Table 6.3 correspond to the microwave system
characteristic impedance, thus are not accounted for in the total number of sections of
the DNTL structure.
Regarding the impedance values given in Table 6.3 one problem arises. Due to
manufacturing limitations, the physical feasibility of the synthesized DNTL may not be
possible due to the impedance value for section 1 which is very high. Usually, when con-
sidering for instance a microstrip implementation, the largest impedance value achievable
is around 160 Ω.
However, it was previously discussed that by considering a different zero configuration
for the zeros of S11(Ω) we should obtain different impedance profiles. Furthermore, each
different impedance profile will have the same transmission frequency response as well as
the same reflection magnitude response. Only the reflection phase response is affected
by the zero configuration.
In an attempt to overcome this physical feasibility problem and still synthesize a
DNTL structure with the same transmission frequency characteristics (approximating
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Figure 6.25: Pole-Zero plot of the new 8th order reflection system S11(z). The set
of zeros selected from those of |S11(z)|2 is the optimum set from a physical feasibility
viewpoint.
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Figure 6.26: Impedance profile associated to the new S11(z), which is characterized
by the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.25. The depicted impedance profile
was obtained from 15 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm.
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Numerator
b1 0.9748
b2 2.7309
b3 −0.8882
b4 −0.7295
b5 −11.1845
b6 14.0293
b7 −7.7341
b8 1.8013
Denominator
a1 −0.7327
a2 0.2723
a3 −0.1450
a4 0.0723
a5 −0.0484
a6 0.0275
a7 −0.0171
a8 0.0066
Table 6.4: Coefficients of the 8th order reflection frequency response S11(z) for the
new pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.25. The gain factor is K = 0.0606.
T (Ω)) we have chosen within the sixteen possible configurations the one that minimizes
the impedance values problem. The pole-zero plot for the new reflection system S11(z)
is depicted in Figure 6.25. From the location of the zeros and the poles, the transfer
function S11(z) associated with the new reflection system is then represented as the
quotient of two polynomials, prior to be fed to the DLP algorithm. The coefficients for
the numerator and denominator polynomials accordingly to (6.115) are given in table
6.4. The corresponding impedance profile is obtained from fifteen iterations of the DLP
algorithm and is shown in Figure 6.26.
The impedance values for each section of the new DNTL structure are given in Table
6.5. Again, notice that the impedance values for sections higher than nine are irrelevant
as they all evaluate as 50Ω. Thus, the structure is comprised only by eight sections. The
first and last sections in Table 6.5 correspond to the microwave system characteristic
impedance, thus are not accounted for in the total number of sections of the DNTL
structure.
Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 56.45
2 69.52
3 110.71
4 137.14
5 132.33
6 18.84
7 92.20
8 40.17
9 50
Table 6.5: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the first
example considering the new zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.25. The impedance
value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave system charac-
teristic impedance, 50Ω.
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Figure 6.27: Target response T (Ω) versus the weighting function W (Ω). The weight-
ing is chosen so that the fitting error evaluation is restricted only to the linear sections
of T (Ω).
It becomes clear from Figure 6.26 and from Table 6.5 that, with the new pole-
zero configuration, the synthesis of S11(z) leads to an impedance profile in which the
maximum impedance value is of 137.14 Ω. Therefore, the new DNTL structure is suitable
to physical implementation. Notice that the denominator polynomial coefficients of
S11(z) for both zero-pole configurations is the same, which in turn is the same for S21(z).
So, although we get different impedance profile for both zero-pole configurations, the
transmission frequency response S21(Ω) remains the same.
In the previous example, the order for the all-pole approximating system, S21(z), was
obtained from the evaluation of the error function given by (6.110). This error evaluation
was performed considering the approximation error in the entire frequency spectrum,
i.e., −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi. In many practical situations however, the designer is interested
in obtaining a good fitting/approximation but only for a specific frequency band. In
such cases, the fitting error calculation through equation (6.110) is no longer adequate.
However, a meaningful error function can be obtained by including a weighting factor
W (Ω) in to equation (6.110). In this way, we define a new weighted error function as
EFW =
∫ pi
−pi
W(Ω)
(|T′(Ω)| − |S21(Ω)|)2 dΩ, (6.117)
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Figure 6.28: Weighted error function values as a function of the order of the all-pole
function used to approximate the target function. The parametric modeling functions
consider in this analysis are prony, invfreqz and stmcb.
with W (Ω) representing the weighting function. The relative error function is then given
by
EFr =
EFW
EFWmax
, (6.118)
where the associated weighted maximum error EFWmax evaluates as
EFWmax =
∫ pi
−pi
W(Ω) dΩ. (6.119)
Now, we address the case in which the goal is to synthesize a DNTL structure whose
magnitude transmission frequency response approximates the target response T (Ω) as
before, however, in this case we are only concerned with obtaining a good fitting in a
specific band. This is unlike the previous case where the fitting is evaluated on the entire
frequency domain.
Figure 6.27 depicts both the target magnitude response T (Ω) and the weighting
function. Notice that the weighting function evaluates as one for the spectrum regions
that we are most interested in get a good fitting and is otherwise zero for the remaining
regions. In this particular case we are most interested in assure a good fitting in the
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Figure 6.29: Target frequency response T ′(Ω) versus the 6th order transmission all-
pole frequency response S21(z). In (a) is depicted the magnitude response whereas in
(b) is depicted the phase response.
frequency regions where the target magnitude response has a linear behavior and not
so much for the the regions containing magnitude discontinuities, thus alleviating the
fitting effort. In this sense, we have specified the weighting window as shown in Figure
6.27. From the figure we see that the weighting function clearly avoids the discontinuity
regions of T (Ω). Therefore and because the fitting effort is relatively reduced when
compared to the previous example, it should be expected that an order lower than eight
for the approximating all-pole function S21(z) suffices as to guaranty an EFr value below
the threshold.
Figure 6.28 depicts the evaluation of the EFr value as a function of the order for
the all-pole system approximating the minimum phase target response. The values for
the error function EFr were computed considering the weighted error function given
by equation (6.118). The analysis of Figure 6.28 shows that similarly to the previous
example, the parametric modeling function stmcb provides the best approximation for
the lowest system order. On the order hand and unlike the previous case, our fitting
assessment is based on a weighted error evaluation. As a result and considering the
chosen weighting function, W (Ω), the lowest system order for which the EFr evaluation
drops bellow the threshold value is significantly lower than that of the previous example.
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Figure 6.30: Pole-Zero plot of the new 6th order reflection system S11(z). The set
of zeros selected from those of |S11(z)|2 is the optimum set from a physical feasibility
viewpoint.
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Figure 6.31: Impedance profile associated to the S11(z) system, which is characterized
by the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.30. The depicted impedance profile
was obtained from 15 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm.
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Numerator
b1 −5.0756
b2 11.4716
b3 −15.4803
b4 3.6024
b5 1.6680
b6 2.8139
Denominator
a1 −0.7317
a2 0.2699
a3 −0.1407
a4 0.0648
a5 −0.0361
a6 0.0096
Table 6.6: Coefficients of the 6th order reflection frequency response S11(z) for the
pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.30. The gain factor is K = 0.0585.
While in the previous case an eight order system was necessary to fulfill the fitting
criteria, the error evaluation shown in Figure 6.28 indicates that in the current case a
fifth order system will suffice.
Although the values from the error function evaluation regarding the stmcb model-
ing function suggests that a fifth order system should suffice to fulfill the established
approximation criteria, it was found that for a fifth order system, none of the impedance
profiles resulting from the inverse scattering procedure met the physical feasibility con-
ditions. That is, each one of the possible five section impedance profiles returned by the
DLP algorithm features at least one section with an associated characteristic impedance
greater than 160 Ω. To overcome this problem while still fulfilling the fitting restrictions,
we increase the order of the all-pole approximation system by one.
Figure 6.29 depicts the overlapping for the frequency responses of the all-pole system
S21(Ω) and the minimum phase target response T
′(Ω). From the figure we clearly see
a tight fit between the magnitude of S21(Ω) and the target function T (Ω) within the
frequency region where the weighting function evaluates as one.
From the location of the zeros and the poles, the transfer function S11(z) is then
Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 56.22
2 33.37
3 102.25
4 10.66
5 22.73
6 36.86
7 50
Table 6.7: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the first ex-
ample considering the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.30. The impedance
value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave system charac-
teristic impedance, 50Ω.
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Figure 6.32: Error function values as a function of the order of the all-pole function
used to approximate the target function. The parametric modeling functions consider
in this analysis are prony, invfreqz and stmcb.
represented as the quotient of two polynomials, prior to be fed to the DLP algorithm.
The coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials accordingly to (6.115)
are given in table 6.6. The corresponding impedance profile is obtained from fifteen
iterations of the DLP algorithm and is shown in Figure 6.31. The impedance values
for each section of the new DNTL structure are given in Table 6.7 and are well within
manufacturing constrains as the maximum impedance value is bellow 160 Ω.
The conclusion to be drawn from this last synthesis is that, by considering a weighted
fitness error assessment and in this way averting the approximation error in frequency
regions where T (Ω) has discontinuities, we were able to reduce the length of the synthe-
sized DNTL structure. However, in some cases, the approximation of highly discontinue
target response magnitudes is necessary in the entire digital frequency spectrum, result-
ing on the synthesis of large DNTL structures.
Hereupon and for the next example, we chose to synthesize a stair shaped target
magnitude response with five constant magnitude levels and linear transitions between
levels. Thus, we set the values for the target magnitude response T (Ω) in decibels
as m = [−15,−15,−7.5,−7.5,−7.5, 0, 0, 0,−7.5,−7.5,−7.5,−15,−15] at the frequencies
Ω = [−pi,−0.8pi,−0.6pi,−0.48pi,−0.32pi,−0.135pi, 0, 0.135pi, 0.32pi, 0.48pi, 0.6pi, 0.8pi, pi].
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Figure 6.33: Target frequency response T ′(Ω) versus the 17th order transmission all-
pole frequency response S21(z). In (a) is depicted the magnitude response whereas in
(b) is depicted the phase response.
It becomes apparent from the target magnitude response specification that the new
T (Ω) is composed by a relatively large amount of discontinuities when compared with
the previous example. As a result and considering that we aim for a good fitting in the
entire frequency spectrum, it is to be expected the DNTL structure whose magnitude
frequency response approximates the new T (Ω) to be considerably larger then the ones
synthesized for the previous example.
Figure 6.32 depicts the evaluation of the EFr value as a function of the order for
the all-pole system approximating the new minimum phase target response. The values
for the error function EFr were computed considering the weighted error function given
by equation (6.111). The analysis of Figure 6.32 shows that similarly to the previous
example, the parametric modeling function stmcb provides the best approximation for
the lowest system order. Furthermore, we verify that for this example the minimum order
for the approximating all-pole system that clears the EFr threshold value is seventeen.
This in turn, translates in to a DNTL structure with seventeen sections.
Figure 6.33 depicts the minimum phase target response T ′(Ω) associated to the
specified target response, as well as the frequency response for the approximating all-
pole transmission system S21(Ω). Notice that the magnitude of T
′(Ω) correspond to the
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Figure 6.34: Pole-Zero plot of the new 17th order reflection system S11(z). The set
of zeros selected from those of |S11(z)|2 is the optimum set from a physical feasibility
viewpoint.
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Figure 6.35: Impedance profile associated to the S11(z) system, which is characterized
by the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.34. The depicted impedance profile
was obtained from 25 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm.
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Numerator
b1 −0.5629
b2 −1.3291
b3 −2.4605
b4 −0.7201
b5 2.6998
b6 1.9286
b7 −0.8969
b8 −1.1861
b9 −0.1640
b10 1.5805
b11 −1.9256
b12 −1.2080
b13 5.6315
b14 −7.7257
b15 6.5058
b16 −3.6066
b17 1.3137
Denominator
a1 −0.7904
a2 0.3014
a3 −0.2562
a4 0.0640
a5 0.1170
a6 −0.0579
a7 0.0462
a8 −0.0163
a9 −0.0204
a10 0.0122
a11 −0.0097
a12 0.0190
a13 −0.0090
a14 −0.0084
a15 0.0082
a16 −0.0169
a17 0.0121
Table 6.8: Coefficients of the 17th order reflection frequency response S11(z) as-
sociated to the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.34. The gain factor is
K = 0.096.
magnitude target response T (Ω). From the figure we verify that despite the demanding
target magnitude response that was established, a seventeenth order all-pole system
suffices to accurately model T ′(Ω), within our fitting error evaluation.
After the process for obtaining the approximating all-pole system, the procedure to
synthesize the corresponding DNTL structure follows from the same used in the the pre-
vious example. That is, we start by obtaining the square magnitude of the transmission
system |S21(z)|2 through equation (6.96). Then, the computation of |S11(z)|2 directly
Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 60.62
2 78.92
3 70.89
4 37.91
5 20.37
6 25.50
7 59.63
8 89.01
· · · · · ·
Section Impedance (Ω)
9 59.10
10 32.78
11 47.16
12 61.67
13 22.93
14 82.38
15 25.61
16 64.75
17 38.80
18 50
Table 6.9: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for current ex-
ample considering the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.34. The impedance
value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave system charac-
teristic impedance, 50Ω.
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follows by substituting |S21(z)|2 into equation (6.109). The transfer function for the
reflection system S11(z) is obtained by choosing a set of seventeen zeros and seventeen
poles from those of |S11(z)|2. The selection of the poles is straightforward, that is, to
ensure the stability of the system, only the seventeen poles of |S11(z)|2 inside the unit
circle can be selected. On the other hand, for the selection of the zeros we have 29 = 512
different possibilities. As we saw in the previous example, not all the zeros configurations
result in physical feasible filters due to manufacturing constrains. Hence, a particular set
of seventeen zeros must be chosen so that the maximum characteristic impedance value
returned by the inverse scattering procedure is less than 160 Ω. The selected pole-zero
configuration describing S11(z) is depicted in Figure 6.34. Prior to be fed to the DLP
algorithm, S11(z) is represented in the form of (6.115), and the corresponding values
for the coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials are given in Table
6.8. The corresponding impedance profile is obtained from fifteen iterations of the DLP
algorithm and is shown in Figure 6.35. The impedance values for each section of the new
DNTL structure are given in Table 6.9 and are well within manufacturing constrains.
6.7.1 DNTL physical implementation
Before presenting the experimental results regarding the DNTL synthesis made in the
previous examples, we shall address once again the relationship between the analog
domain and the digital domain. Notice that the transition from one domain to the other
is of the most importance as it allows for the correct physical implementation of digital
filters as DNTL structures. The results obtained so far in this chapter come in the form
of the impedance profiles of the DNTL structures that implement some given frequency
responses in the digital domain. However, in the digital domain, each DNTL section
is identified in the spatial domain by an associated section number and no reference
is explicitly made regarding its length. In order to convert the DNTL structures from
the digital domain into the analog domain we must first compute a meaningful physical
length for the sections of the DNTL structure.
Figure 6.36(a) illustrates a portion of from a DNTL structure. This piece of DNTL is
composed by two reflectors and a uniform transmission line connecting both reflectors.
The corresponding space-time diagram of incident and reflected pulses is depicted in
Figure 6.36(b). This diagram is obtained by considering that the DNTL section on
Figure 6.36(a) is probed from the left by a Dirac delta δ(t) at t = 0. It becomes evident
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(a) Single section of a DNTL structure. (b) Space-time diagram of incident and reflected pulses.
Figure 6.36: Single section of a DNTL transmission line and the corresponding space-
time diagram for a DNTL single section. Notice that the time spacing between reflected
pulses is given by the roundtrip propagation time T which is twice of that corresponding
to the single layer propagation time τ .
from the analysis of the space-time diagram that time spacing between reflected pulses
is given by T whereas the amount of time that the pulses take to propagate along the
section of length l is
τ =
T
2
. (6.120)
Therefore, considering the ideal case where the propagation velocity along the DNTL is
constant (independent of the physical dimensions of the TL) and given by vp we have
that the physical length for the DNTL sections is given by
l = vp τ. (6.121)
From the space-time diagram it is rather simple to verify that the reflection impulse
response for a simple DNTL structure as the one illustrated in Figure 6.36(a) is given
by
ri(t) =
∞∑
n=0
h(nT ) δ(t− nT ), (6.122)
where T is the time spacing between reflected pulses, which is the same of the roundtrip
propagation time and h(t) is a continuous function of time. That is, ri(t) is a sampled
version of the continuous function h(t). We know from sampling theory (see section
4.3) that the spectral counterpart of ri(t) is a scaled frequency repetition of the Fourier
transform of the envelope function H(ω). Furthermore the spectral repetition is periodic
and with period ωs given by
ωs =
2pi
T
. (6.123)
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(a) Digital domain spectrum. (b) Analog domain spectrum.
(c) Normalized analog domain spectrum.
Figure 6.37: Equivalence between digital domain to analog domain frequency re-
sponses.
Notice that ωs is usually called the sampling frequency.
Rearranging equation (6.121) and making the corresponding substitution into equa-
tion (6.120) yields
τ =
pi
ωs
, (6.124)
which in turn when applied to (6.121) results
l = vp
pi
ωs
, (6.125)
which is the physical length for the sections of the DNTL structure and is measured in
meters.
Equation (6.125) tells us that the effective length for the individual sections of any
DNTL structure as defined in section 6.1 is determined by the spectral repetition period
ωs, i.e., the sampling frequency and by the the propagation velocity. Notice however
that, the propagation velocity along the sections of any DNTL structure when consider-
ing the case of ideal transmission line sections, i.e., pure TEM propagation, is a constant
value expressed by
vp =
c√
r
(6.126)
where c is the speed of light and r is the relative permittivity. Taking this into consid-
eration, we conclude that the length l for the individual sections of any DNTL structure
is uniquely defined by its sampling frequency ωs and vice-versa.
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In the digital domain however, the spectrum periodicity is always with a period of 2pi
as it shown in section 6.3, as a result the length for the sections of any DNTL structure
are always given by
l =
vp
2
. (6.127)
The equivalence between the digital domain and analog domain frequency responses
is that shown by Figure 6.37. The relation between the frequency variable in both
domains was obtained in section 6.3 is given by equation 6.12. Thus the conversion from
digital domain to analog domain can be carried out using
ω =
Ω
T
. (6.128)
The most important conclusion to draw from this analysis is that the synthesis of
DNTL structures can be conveniently taken in the digital domain, afterwards, the con-
version from the digital domain to the analog domain can be performed by a simple
frequency scaling. In other words, due to the inherent discrete nature of DNTL struc-
tures, the frequency specifications and the consequent inverse scattering procedure can
be carried out by taking advantage of DSP tools such as parametric modeling functions
and the Schur recursions respectively. As a result however, all the processing must be
carried out under the digital frequency variable Ω domain which is inherently periodic
with period 2pi. On the other hand, we aim for a physical implementation of the DNTL
structures, which means that some equivalence must be established between the digital
and analog domains. This equivalence is given by equation (6.128) as a simple linear
frequency scaling.
From equation (6.128) we clearly see that Ω = 2pi in the digital domain corresponds
to ω = ωs in the analog domain. This relationship between the frequency response
in the digital and analog domains is illustrated by Figure 6.37(a) and Figure 6.37(b).
In summary, from Figure 6.37 we conclude that the relation between the digital and
analog spectrums is confined to a simple linear frequency scaling represented by equation
(6.128). Thus, trough equation (6.128) we can conveniently choose an analog sampling
frequency (other than 2pi) by setting the appropriate sampling period T . Notice that
the physical length for the sections of the DNTL structure can be specified as a function
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of the sampling wavelength, yielding
l = vp
pi
ωs
=
vp pi
2pi fs
=
λs
2
, (6.129)
where fs is the sampling frequency and λs is the corresponding wavelength.
Most often however, the frequency response is represented in the analog domain in
the form of a frequency normalized spectrum as illustrated in Figure 6.37(c). Let us
consider the frequency normalization given by
ω¯ =
ω
ω0
, (6.130)
where ω0 is the normalization frequency and is usually chosen to be whether the cutoff
frequency in low/high-pass filters or the center frequency in bandpass/bandstop filters.
In these cases the physical length for the sections of the DNTL structure is given as the
normalized length by
l¯ = vp
pi
ω¯s
, (6.131)
where ω¯s = ωs/ω0. The DNTL structure can then be scaled to unnormalized length
through
l =
l¯
ω0
. (6.132)
As an example let us consider that ω0 = ωs/2, in this case we have that the normalized
sampling frequency is ω¯s = 2. The normalized physical length for each section of the
DNTL structure is given by
l¯ = vp
pi
2
, (6.133)
and the real length is given by
l =
l¯
ω0
=
vp pi
2ω0
=
λ0
4
. (6.134)
The electric length at ω0 for each section is given by (l is given by (6.125))
θ0 = β l =
ω0
vp
vp pi
ωs
= pi
ω0
ωs
= pi
f0
fs
= pi
λs
λ0
, (6.135)
which under the condition ω0 = ωs/2 reduces to
θ0 =
pi
2
. (6.136)
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6.8 Synthesis of discrete DNTL filters using analog proto-
type filters
In section 6.7 we have described a procedure to perform the synthesis of DNTL structures
with arbitrary magnitude frequency response. The procedure consists on defining an
ideal magnitude target response after which parametric modeling tools are used in order
to find the coefficients for an all-pole system which frequency response approximates the
target magnitude response within a certain error margin. The order of the all-pole system
and consequently the length for the synthesized DNTL structure strongly depends on the
maximum error allowed for the fitting between target and all-pole frequency responses.
From the approximating all-pole system, the DNTL structure impedance profile is then
computed by inverse scattering through the DLP algorithm.
Most of the times however, the application for DNTL structures is that of frequency
selective filters. Thus, in such cases, the objective is to perform the synthesis of DNTL
structures whose frequency response approximate that of an ideal rectangular filter. The
design of selective frequency filters is one example among others where analog systems
can be successfully used as prototypes on the synthesis of DNTL structures. This works
by using readily available analog/continuous system designs and converting them into
discrete-time systems with similar specifications. However, in order to do so we must
be able to transform the analog IIR systems (continuous-time) into discrete IIR systems
(discrete-time).
The motivation for considering the use of analog prototypes stems from the fact
that the art of continuous-time IIR systems design is highly advanced. As such, system
designs available for continuous-time systems can be transformed to designs for discrete-
time system with related specifications through the the use of transformations from the
continuous to the discrete domains. Furthermore, many continuous-time IIR systems
design methods have relatively simple closed-form design formulas (e.g., Butterworth,
Chebyshev polynomials) which makes the conversion to discrete-time a rather simple
process to carry out. We emphasize however that, although the procedure described in
section 6.7 for synthesizing DNTL structures can be successful used in every situation,
we find that the use of analog prototypes greatly simplifies the synthesis procedure as
it avoids the parametric modeling step.
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6.8.1 Transformation between continuous- and discrete-time systems
As we have discussed above, in many situations it is of interest to transform a continuous-
time system into a discrete-time system. However such transformation must be estab-
lished under some pre established conditions.
Let us consider that Hc(s) represents the analog prototype system whereas Hd(z)
represents its digital counterpart. The basic idea behind the conversion of Hc(s) into
Hd(z) is to apply a mapping from the s-domain to the z-domain, so that, the essential
properties of the analog frequency response are preserved in the digital domain. In this
way, the mapping process must be carried out so that the imaginary axis jω in the s-
plane is mapped onto the unit circle in the z-plane, furthermore, a stable analog system
must be mapped into a stable digital system.
In this section we discuss three transformations for mapping continuous-time IIR
systems to discrete-time IIR system. The transformations are the impulse invariance
thechnique, bilinear transform and approximation of derivatives method, [1] [61] [76]. No-
tice that, these methods were long ago developed in DSP theory, however and as we shall
demonstrate next, not all of them are applicable in the optimum sense to the synthesis
of DNTL structures The goal of this section is to analyze the transformation methods
and understand and how well are they suited to the synthesis of minimum length DNTL
structures. Furthermore and considering the optimum synthesis of DNTL structures
addressed in section 6.6, the objective with these transformations is to obtain optimum
discrete transmission systems from the analog prototypes. Thus, besides the stability
and causality conditions, the discrete-time system obtained from the transformations
must also be all-poles systems. In that sense, in this section we shall consider the syn-
thesis of frequency selective filters, whose analog prototype counterparts are Butterworth
and Chebyshev filters, which in turn are all-pole systems in the analog domain (Laplace
domain).
We emphasize that, although the primary focus in this section is on the design of
frequency selective filters, the techniques here discussed are more broadly applicable.
Furthermore, the following derivations regarding the transformation methods closely
follow those found in [1] [61] [76], taking however special attention to synthesis of DNTL
structures.
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6.8.1.1 Impulse invariance technique
The basic idea behind the impulse invariance method is to take the impulse response
hc(t) from a given continuous-time (analog) prototype system and to obtain the impulse
response hd[n] for the corresponding discrete time system through sampling. That is,
in the context of filter design, we can understand this technique as a method to obtain
a discrete-time system whose frequency response is determined by the analog prototype
system. The impulse response for the digital counterpart of the analog prototype system
consists of equally spaced samples of hc(t) so that
hd[n] = hc(nT ), (6.137)
where T is the sampling time interval or sampling period. Furthermore, from the sam-
pling process know that the sampled impulse response can be expressed as the product
of the analog prototype system impulse response with an infinite impulse train p(t),
yielding
hp(t) = hc(t)
+∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t− nT )
=
+∞∑
n=−∞
hc(nT ) δ(t− nT ).
(6.138)
Notice the resemblance between (6.138) and (4.215) which was obtained in the context
of the layer peeling procedure in section 4.3. Furthermore, notice that (6.138) reduces to
(4.215) when considering the analog prototype system to be a causal system. Following
the same reasoning as in section 4.3 regarding the discrete layer-peeling algorithm, we
easily see that the spectrum of an impulse response constituted by the sum of delta
functions with an uniform spacing T , as is hp(t), is given by the periodic repetition of
the scaled frequency response of the analog prototype Hc(ω). The repetition period is
given by ωs = 2pi/T . The spectrum for the sampled impulse response hp(t) is given
accordingly to equation (4.222) as8
Hp(ω) =
1
T
∞∑
k=−∞
H(jω − jkωs). (6.139)
8Here we consider the Fourier transform expressed as a function of jω rather than w as in section
4.3.
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(a) Analog prototype frequency response.
(b) Aliasing as given by equation (6.139) which results from the sampling process.
Figure 6.38: Comparison between the frequency responses for the analog prototype
system (a) and for the system obtained by sampling the impulse response hc(t) in (b),
where the aliasing effect resulting from the sampling process is clearly visible.
Figure 6.38 illustrates the frequency response for the analog prototype system as well as
the frequency response accordingly to (6.139) for the system obtained from the sampling
process. It is clear from Figure (6.38(b)) that Hp(ω) has the frequency characteristics
of the analog prototype if the sampling period T is chosen small enough to avoid or
minimize the aliasing effects. For high values of T however, the frequency response
replicas overlap each other, significantly distorting the passband response. In the figure
we show the first three aliasing parts, which when summed up with all the other aliasing
parts yield the total frequency response Hp(ω) .
Let us now consider the more general case where we replace the jω variable by the
Laplace transform variable s. In this way we have the system response given by
Hp(s) =
1
T
∞∑
k=−∞
H(s− jkωs), (6.140)
where ωs = 2pi/T . Following the same reasoning as in section 4.3, we can rewrite
equation (6.140) by directly calculating the Laplace transform of (6.138), thus
Hp(s) = L{hp(t)} =
+∞∑
n=−∞
hc(nT ) e
−snT . (6.141)
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Figure 6.39: Mapping produced by the impulse invariance method, accordingly to
the transformation z = esT .
On the other hand and considering the relation (6.137), the z-transform of hd[n] is from
the definition given by
Hd(z) = Z {hd[n]} =
+∞∑
n=−∞
hd[n] z
−n. (6.142)
From the comparison between equations (6.141) and (6.142), we easily realize that
accordingly to the impulse invariance method the transformation between the analog
prototype system Hc(s) and its digital counterpart is represented by the relation
z = esT . (6.143)
Substituting the analog domain complex variable s = σ+ jω into the mapping equation
and expressing the digital domain complex variable according to (6.52) we get
z = r ejΩ = eσT ejωT . (6.144)
From the previous relation we easily realize that
r = eσT , (6.145)
Ω = ωT. (6.146)
From the relation (6.145) we have that σ < 0 implies 0 < r < 1 and σ > 0 implies
that r > 1. Furthermore when σ = 0, we have r = 1. Thus, the left-hand plane (LHP)
of the s-plane is mapped inside the unit circe in the z-plane and the right-hand plane
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(RHP) of the s-plane is mapped to the outside of the unit circe in the z-plane. Also, the
jω-axis in the s-plane is mapped onto the unit circle on the z-plane. However, due to
the periodicity of ejωT in equation (6.144), the mapping of jω into the unit circle is not
one-to-one, e.g., the values for −pi/T ≤ ω ≤ pi/T in the analog domain correspond to
−pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi in the digital domain, but the values for pi/T ≤ ω ≤ 3pi/T are also mapped
into −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi, and so on. This fact is illustrated in Figure 6.39 which illustrates
the mapping from s-plane to z-plane and vice-versa, accordingly to the relation 6.143.
We see that the mapping of the imaginary axis jω into the z-plane is such that each
segment of length ω = 2pi/T is mapped once around the unit circle. Actually, entire
strips of width ω = 2pi/T in the s-plane map onto the entire z-plane. Furthermore we
clearly see that the LHP of the s-plane is mapped inside the unit circle in the z-plane,
thus, it should be expected for stable poles from the analog prototype to be transformed
into stable poles in the digital system. In fact, this is the case for the mapping of the
poles, however, the mapping of the zeros is not ruled by the transformation z = esT as
we shall demonstrate further on.
Let us consider the Nth order transfer function Hc(s) for an analog prototype system,
which is conveniently expressed in a partial-fraction form. For convenience, let us also
assume Hc(s) to be constituted by distinct poles, thus
Hc(s) =
N∑
k=1
Ak
s− pk , (6.147)
where pk are the poles for the analog system and Ak are the residues of the partial
faction expansion. From the Laplace transform tabulated pairs [1] we have that
1
s+ α
L←→ e−αt u(t). (6.148)
Therefore, the impulse response corresponding to Hc(s) is given by
hc(t) =
N∑
k=1
Ak e
pkt u(t). (6.149)
Through the sampling of hc(t) periodically at t = nT , we obtain the unit sample response
for the corresponding discrete-time system, thus
hd[n] = hc(nT ) =
N∑
k=1
Ak e
pknT u[n] =
N∑
k=1
Ak (e
pkT )n u[n]. (6.150)
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The corresponding transfer function is easily obtained from the tabulated z-transform
pair
αn u[n]
Z←→ 1
1− α z−1 . (6.151)
In this way we have that the discrete system obtained through the impulse invariance
method from the analog prototype Hc(s) is given by
Hd(z) =
N∑
k=1
Ak
1− epkT z−1 . (6.152)
From a simple inspection of (6.152), we easily see that the N poles of Hd(z) are located
at
z = epkT , k = 1, 2, 3, ..., N. (6.153)
Comparing the digital system transfer function (6.152) with that of the analog prototype
(6.147) we see that the partial fraction residues Ak are preserved, but more importantly
the poles in the analog domain are mapped into the digital domain through the relation
(6.143). As a consequence of this pole mapping we conclude that any digital system
obtained from an stable analog prototype system using the impulse invariance technique
will always be a stable system. That is, if the poles for the analog system are such that
Re{pk} < 0, then |epkT | < 1. Unlike the poles, the mapping for the zeros of Hd(z) do
not follows from a direct mapping. Instead, the zeros for Hd(z) are a function of the
poles and the residues Ak. The following example demonstrates this fact.
Let us consider a second order analog prototype given by the transfer function
Hc(s) =
s+ a
(s+ a)2 + b2
=
1/2
s+ a+ jb
+
1/2
s+ a− jb ,
(6.154)
which has one zero at s = −a, the second zero at infinity, and a complex conjugate pair
of poles at s = −a± jb.
The digital domain transfer function Hd(z) resulting from the impulse invariance
method is obtained directly from Hc(s) accordingly to (6.152). Thus we have
Hd(z) =
1/2
1− e−aT e−jbT z−1 +
1/2
1− e−aT ejbT z−1
=
z(z − e−aT cos(bT ))
z2 − 2e−aT cos(bT ) z + e−2aT .
(6.155)
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The resulting digital system in (6.155) has one zero at z = 0 and another one at z =
e−aT cos(bT ). Therefore, we see that although the poles are mapped by z = epkT , the zeros
are not mapped accordingly to this relation. Notice that the aliasing effect depicted in
Figure 6.38(b) actually results in a distortion of the passband centered around ω = 0.
When considering the same effect associated with the previous example, we may conclude
that the spectrum distortion resulting from the aliasing phenomena, is mathematically
described by a different mapping for the zeros of the system.
It is important to emphasize that the mapping from the s-plane to the z-plane as
induced by the impulse invariance method is not a simple algebraic mapping, as are the
mapping procedures based on the numerical solution of differential equations, e.g., the
bilinear transform or the approximation of derivatives method that shall be addressed in
the upcoming subsections. This is because unlike these methods, the mapping entailed
by the impulse invariance method is actually a many-to-one mapping. That is, each one
of the infinite number of strips with width 2pi/T in the s-plane, as illustrated in Figure
6.39, is mapped to the entire z-plane through the relation (6.143). Thus, the impulse
invariance method does not actually correspond to the simple mapping of points between
the s-plane and the z-plane as given by the relation (6.143). Instead, the points mapped
in to the z-plane, from the s-plane, are the result of the overlap of the infinite number
of individual mappings of strips of width 2pi/T . The mapping from the s-plane into the
z-plane for each individual strip however, is done through the relation (6.143). Notice
that the many-to-one mapping process is in fact a manifestation of the aliasing effect
illustrated in Figure 6.38(b), which in turn is due to the sampling process.
At this point, it is important to recall that our goal is that of the optimum synthesis
of DNTL structures. That is, the synthesis of minimum length DNTL structures whose
transmission frequency responses approximate within a given region of interest those
specified by the prototype analog systems. Also, we know from section 6.6 that the
synthesis of minimum length DNTL structures must always start by the specification of
the transmission discrete-time system and that it must be given by an all-pole transfer
function. Under such conditions, the number of sections composing the synthesized
DNTL structures is always the same as the order of the all-pole transmission discrete-
time system. Thus, our objective with the impulse invariance method is to be able to
compute all-pole discrete-time systems from suitable analog prototype systems. The all-
pole discrete-time systems shall then be used to perform the synthesis of the minimum
length DNTL structures by inverse scattering.
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From the example in (6.154), we have verified that the mapping for zeros is different
from that for the poles which is given by the relation (6.143). We have also concluded
that this is verified so as to account for the distortion introduced in the frequency
response due to aliasing. As referred above, our goal is that of the optimum synthesis of
DNTL structures, therefore, we must assess the impulse invariance method as a means
for the computation of digital all-pole systems.
Unlike all-pole analog systems which have all the zeros placed at infinity s =∞, the
zeros for all-pole digital systems can either be located at z = 0 or z =∞. Furthermore,
it is not hard to realize that in order to obtain an all-pole digital system, the analog
prototype system itself must be an all-pole system. Due to its inherent aliasing effect
however, we could as of now conclude that the impulse invariance method, when applied
to an analog all-pole prototype, will not in general result in to an all-pole discrete-time
system. That is, due to the more complex mapping for the zeros it should be expected
that the mapping for the infinite zeros of the analog all-pole prototype to be different
from z = 0 and z =∞ in the z-plane. However, as we shall see next, there are a couple
of exceptions.
The first exception is that of first order all-pole systems and it becomes obvious
from the comparison of equations (6.147) and (6.152). From the equations we clearly
see that any first order analog all-pole system will always translate into a first order
digital system. Notice that by considering N = 1 in equation (6.152), Hd(z) reduces
to a first order system characterized by one pole at z = epkT and one zero at z = ∞,
hence, a first order all-pole system. The second exception is that of second order all-pole
systems and can be easily verified by considering a generic second order all-pole system
given by the transfer function
Hc(s) =
K
(s+ a+ jb)(s+ a− jb)
=
jK/(2b)
s+ a+ jb
− jK/(2b)
s+ a− jb ,
(6.156)
which has both zeros at s = ∞ and a complex conjugate pair of poles at s = −a ± jb.
Notice that in order to comply with the physical realizability conditions (see section
4.2.1.1) the complex poles must always come in conjugate pairs. The digital domain
transfer function Hd(z) resulting from the impulse invariance method is obtained directly
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from Hc(s) accordingly to 6.152. Thus we have
Hd(z) =
jK/(2b)
1− e(−a−jb)T z−1 −
jK/(2b)
1− e(−a+jb)T z−1
=
(K/b) e−aT sin(bT ) z−1
(1− e(−a−jb)T z−1)(1− e(−a+jb)T z−1) .
(6.157)
Analyzing the transfer function (6.157), we clearly see that the resulting digital system
has two poles at z = e−a−jb and z = e−a+jb, along with two zeros. One zero at z = 0
and the other at z =∞. The location of the zeros identifies the system in (6.157) as an
all-pole digital system, thus, making this a suitable system for the optimum synthesis
of DNTL structures. Notice that, although the impulse invariance method only results
in digital all-pole systems for first and second order systems, it still proves to be a very
useful tool for the synthesis of DNTL structures for higher order systems as we shall
demonstrate.
The method to perform the synthesis of DNTL structures using the impulse invari-
ance method is quite similar to that used in section 6.7 regarding the use of parametric
meddling tools. In the present case however, the parametric modeling step is substituted
by the continuous-time to discrete-time transformation. Thus, the procedure is carried
by undertaking the following steps:
1. Determine the target analog prototype (continuous-time) transfer function Hc(s).
Many design methods for continuous-time systems have relatively simple closed-
form design formulas (e.g., Butterworth, Chebyshev polynomials). Furthermore,
extensive tables are available for analog filter design. Express Hc(s) in a partial
fraction form as
Hc(s) =
N∑
k=1
Ak
s− pk , (6.158)
where pk are the analog system poles, and Ak are the partial fraction residues.
2. Set the sampling period T . Notice that the value of T strongly influences the
resulting digital system spectrum as it controls the amount of aliasing effect.
3. Transform the analog prototype into its digital counterpart Hd(z) by mapping of
the poles accordingly to the relation (6.143)
z = epkT . (6.159)
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The digital system transfer function is then given by
Hd(z) =
N∑
k=1
Ak
1− epkT z−1 . (6.160)
4. Calculate the numerator and denominator polynomial coefficients, and express the
transfer function (6.160) as
Hd(z) =
m∑
i=0
bi z
−1
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−1
, (6.161)
where m is the order of the filter and the coefficients ai and bi must be real so as
to comply with the realizability conditions.
5. Normalize the digital transfer function so that the maximum magnitude for the
frequency response becomes equal to one, hence
T (z) = KT
m∑
i=0
bi z
−1
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−1
, (6.162)
where KT is the constant and real valued normalizing gain factor. This step is
due to the aliasing phenomena which distorts the frequency response. Notice that
we have conveniently changed our nomenclature from Hd(z) to T (z) so that we
can from now on differentiate from transmission T (z) and reflection R(z) systems
respectively.
6. Obtain the transfer function for the reflection frequency response R(z) associated
to T (z) through the relation
|R(z)|2 = 1− |T (z)|2 (6.163)
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using a similar procedure to that described in section 6.6. The transfer function
for the reflection system is given as
R(z) = KR
1 +
m∑
i=1
ei z
−i
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
, (6.164)
where ei and ai are the coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomi-
als, and KR is the normalizing gain factor.
7. Compute the DNTL filter impedance profile by applying the discrete layer-peeling
inverse scattering procedure described in section 6.5 on the reflection frequency
response R(z) .
In order to demonstrate the synthesis of DNTL structures using the impulse invari-
ance method we now consider two practical examples. Both examples refer to Chebyshev
low-pass filters. The first example is a second order filter whereas the second one is that
of a fifth order filter. Hence, for both cases, the procedure starts by setting type-I
low-pass Chebyshev analog prototypes with in-band ripple Rp = 0.5 dB and normalized
cutoff frequency ωc = 0.4pi rad/s. The coefficients for the analog prototypes can be
readily obtained from tables available in the literature or through the Matlab function
cheby1.
For the second order example and following the procedure outlined above, we start
by setting the analog prototype as
Hc(s) =
2.2604
s2 + 1.7915s+ 2.3943
=
j0.896
s+ 0.896 + j1.262
− j0.896
s+ 0.896− j1.262 .
(6.165)
Next, the sampling period must be conveniently chosen, keeping in mind however that,
the lower the sampling period value is, the less significative is the aliasing effect, hence
Numerator
b0 0
b1 0.3376
b2 0
Denominator
a1 −1.032
a2 0.4083
Table 6.10: Coefficients obtained from the Matlab function impinvar for the 2nd order
transmission system T (z) when considering T = 0.5. The gain factor is KT = 1.0338
and T (z) is in the form of (6.162).
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Figure 6.40: Magnitude response for the 2nd order target analog prototypeHc(ω) ver-
sus the magnitude response of the 2nd order digital counterpart T (Ω) obtained through
the impulse invariance method with T = 0.5 in (a) and T = 1 in (b). Notice that the
frequency normalizations ω/ωs (ωs = 2pi/T ) for the analog domain and Ω/2pi for the
digital domain enables the comparison of both responses under a common domain.
better approximations to the analog frequency response are obtained. So as to demon-
strate this fact, we shall consider two sampling period values, namely T = 0.5 and
T = 1.
Steps 3. and 4. in the procedure can be conveniently carried out using Matlab
function impinvar, which when provided with both the sampling period and the analog
prototype filter coefficients, automatically returns the coefficients ai and bi for the digital
system transfer function as given by (6.161). The transmission system for the DNTL
structure is ultimately set in step 5. in the form of (6.162) by including the normalizing
gain factor K. The values for the coefficients as well as for the gain factors are given in
Table 6.10 for T = 0.5 and Table 6.11 for T = 1.
Numerator
b0 0
b1 0.6968
b2 0
Denominator
a1 −0.2484
a2 0.1667
Table 6.11: Coefficients obtained from the Matlab function impinvar for the 2nd order
transmission system T (z) when considering T = 1. The gain factor is KT = 1.1392 and
T (z) is in the form of (6.162).
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Figure 6.41: Pole-Zero plot associated to the 2th order digital transmission system
T (z) in (a) and Pole-Zero plot associated to the corresponding analog prototype Hc(s)
in (b).
The magnitude of the frequency response for the digital transmission system T (Ω)
is plotted in Figure 6.40 (a) for a sampling period of T = 0.5 and in Figure 6.40 (b) for
T = 1. For comparison purposes, we have also plotted the magnitude of the frequency
response of the analog prototype Hc(ω). We clearly see from the figure that the aliasing
effect is significantly stronger for T = 1 than for T = 0.5, that is, we get a better fitting
between the analog and digital responses for lower values of T , or equivalently, for higher
values for the sampling frequency ωs = 2pi/T . Thus, it is important to select a small
value for T to minimize the aliasing effect. Also, the cutoff frequency for the digital
system directly depends on the selected value of T .
Figure 6.41 (a) depicts the locations of the zeros and poles on the z-plane for the
transmission system, T (z), when considering a period sampling of T = 0.5. Figure
6.41 (b) shows the locations for the poles of the analog prototype Hc(s) on the s-plane.
Clearly we see that the poles for the stable analog system, which are located on the LHP
of the s-plane, are mapped inside of the unit circle on the z-plane. Thus, the digital
system T (z), obtained through the impulse invariance method, is also a stable system.
Furthermore, Hω(s) has two zeros located at s = ∞. These zeros are mapped into the
z-plane at z = 0 and z = ∞, which in turn, characterizes T (z) as an all-pole system,
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Figure 6.42: Pole-Zero plots associated to the 2nd order reflection system R(z) for
T = 0.5. In (a) are depicted the zeros and poles for |R(z)|2, whereas in (b) we have the
zeros and poles of R(z) which in turn are selected from those of |R(z)|2.
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Figure 6.43: Impedance profile associated to R(z), which is characterized by the
pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.42(b). The depicted impedance profile was
obtained from 10 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm.
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Numerator
e1 −1.7797
e2 1
Denominator
a1 −1.032
a2 0.4083
Table 6.12: Coefficients for the 2nd order reflection system R(z) computed from the
transmission system T (z) when considering T = 0.5. The gain factor is KR = 0.639
and R(z) is in the form of (6.164).
and consequently a minimum phase system.
We now carry on to step 6. of the procedure, where the reflection system transfer
function, R(z), is computed from its associated transmission system, T (z), through the
relation (6.163). The process for computing R(z) is the same as the one used in the
previous section. We start by computing the poles and zeros for |R(z)|2 through (6.163).
The reflection system R(z) is then obtained from |R(z)|2 by selecting one pole and one
zero from each pair of poles and zeros of |R(z)|2. Figure 6.42(a) depicts the poles and
zeros for |R(z)|2. The selection for the poles of R(z) is obvious since due to stability
constrains we must choose the poles inside the unit circle. Hence, the poles for R(z)
are the same as those for T (z). The selection for the zeros on the other hand, is not
affected by this constrain. However, because all the zeros are second order zeros, only
one configuration is possible. The zeros and poles of R(z) is given in Figure 6.42(b).
The corresponding transfer function is given in the form of (6.164) and the respective
coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials are given in Table 6.12.
Finally, in step 7 and to finalize the synthesis procedure, we feed the computed re-
flection system transfer function, R(z), to the DLP inverse scattering procedure. The
resulting DNTL impedance profile is plotted in Figure 6.43. The relevant impedance
values for the DNTL structure are given in Table 6.13. Notice that, because the trans-
mission system T (z) is a second order all-pole system, the resulting DNTL structure is
simply constituted by two sections. However, we see from Table 6.13 that the impedance
Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 227.0
2 24.17
3 109.74
Table 6.13: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the
first example considering the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.42(b). The
impedance value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave
system characteristic impedance, 50Ω.
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value for section 0 and section 3 are different. In the case of a two section DNTL struc-
ture, it would be expected for the impedance value for section 3 to be equal to that of
section 0, that is, the microwave system characteristic impedance 50Ω. The reason for
this difference becomes clear from the transmission magnitude response given in Figure
6.40(a), where we easily verify that for Ω = 0 the value of T (Ω) is less than one. The
only way for passive structures, such are DNTL structures, to have gain at Ω = 0 is by
setting different impedance levels at the input and output ports. In the present case
the input port impedance is set to 50Ω. The resulting impedance for the output port is
given as a result from the DNTL algorithm, however it can be obtained alternatively as
Z0end = Z0init
1 + |R(Ω)|
1− |R(Ω)|
∣∣∣∣
Ω=0
, (6.166)
where Z0init is the microwave system characteristic impedance, 50Ω. Notice that, the
DNTL structure obtained in this example is in fact a second order impedance matching
structure as it performs the matching from 50Ω to 109.74Ω, within the pass-band given
in Figure 6.40(a).
As a final remark regarding this example, we refer that the impedance value given
for section 1 may not be practically feasible as it is very high. This problem, can be
overcome by reducing the sampling period. However, as we clearly see from Figure
6.40(b), reducing the sampling period might not be an option due to increasing of the
aliasing effect. Another solution may come by considering a higher order for the filter
as we shall next demonstrate through the synthesis of a fifth order Chebyshev filter.
For the fifth order Chebyshev filter example and following the same procedure as for
the previous example, we start by setting the analog prototype transfer function as
Hc(s) =
0.5607
s5 + 1.4734s4 + 3.0594s3 + 2.5987s2 + 1.8765s+ 0.5607
, (6.167)
whose coefficients were obtained from Matlab.
Next, the sampling period must be conveniently chosen, keeping in mind however
that, the lower the sampling period value is, the less significative is the aliasing effect,
hence better approximations to the analog frequency response are obtained. For the
present case we select T = 1.25s.
Using the function impinvar from Matlab, along with the coefficients of the analog
prototype filter and for a sampling period of T = 1.25s , we obtain the coefficients ai
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Figure 6.44: Magnitude response for the 5th order target analog prototype Hc(ω) ver-
sus the magnitude response of the 5th order digital counterpart T (Ω) obtained through
the impulse invariance method with T = 1.25. Notice that the frequency normalizations
ω/ωs (ωs = 2pi/T ) for the analog domain and Ω/2pi for the digital domain enables the
comparison of both responses under a common domain.
and bi for the digital system transfer function as given by (6.161). The transmission
system for the DNTL structure is ultimately set in the form of (6.162) by including the
normalizing gain factor KT . The values for the coefficients as well as for the normalizing
gain factor are given in Table 6.14.
The magnitude of the frequency response for the digital transmission system T (Ω)
is plotted in Figure 6.44. For comparison purposes the magnitude of the frequency
response for the analog system Hc(ω) is also plotted. From the figure it becomes evident
the perfect match between the magnitude responses on both domains. Furthermore,
Numerator
b0 0
b1 0.0438
b2 0.2741
b3 0.1922
b4 0.0146
b5 0
Denominator
a1 −1.2364
a2 1.4597
a3 −1.0924
a4 0.5523
a5 −0.1585
Table 6.14: Coefficients obtained from the Matlab function impinvar for the 5th order
transmission system T (z) when considering T = 1.25s. The gain factor is KT = 0.9994
and T (z) is considered in the form of (6.162).
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Figure 6.45: Pole-Zero plot associated to the 5th order digital transmission system
T (z) in (a) and Pole-Zero plot associated to the corresponding analog prototype Hc(s)
in (b).
we conclude that for a sampling period of T = 1.25s the aliasing effect is very small.
Actually, from the figure the aliasing effect is not perceptible as in the previous examples,
however, we shall see next that even though it is very small, the aliasing effect is in fact
present.
Figure 6.45 (a) depicts the locations of the zeros and poles on the z-plane for the
transmission system, T (z), when considering a period sampling of T = 1.25 s. Figure
6.45 (b) shows the locations for the poles of the analog prototype Hc(s) on the s-plane.
Clearly we see that the analog system is stable because all the poles are located on
the LHP of the s-plane. On the other hand we see that, as a result from the analog to
digital transformation, the the analog system poles are mapped inside of the unit circle
Numerator
e1 −2.4241
e2 3.6890
e3 −3.7221
e4 2.5086
e5 −1.0926
Denominator
a1 −1.2364
a2 1.4597
a3 −1.0924
a4 0.5523
a5 −0.1585
Table 6.15: Coefficients for the 5th order reflection system R(z) computed from the
transmission system T (z). The gain factor is KR = 0.3809 and R(z) is in the form of
(6.164).
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Figure 6.46: Pole-Zero plots associated to the 5th order reflection system R(z) for
T = 1.25. In (a) are depicted the zeros and poles for |R(z)|2, whereas in (b) we have
the zeros and poles of R(z) which in turn are selected from those of |R(z)|2.
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Figure 6.47: Impedance profile associated to R(z), which is characterized by the
pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.46(b). The depicted impedance profile was
obtained from 25 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm. Notice that the
impedance profile is constituted by an infinite number of sections and the impedance
values converges to 47.1Ω as the number of sections goes to infinity.
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Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 111.53
2 34.34
3 145.92
4 32.02
5 125.91
6 26.38
7 67.37
8 37.29
9 55.15
10 42.25
11 50.81
12 44.66
Section Impedance (Ω)
13 48.89
14 45.88
15 47.98
16 46.49
17 47.53
18 46.79
19 47.31
20 46.95
21 47.21
22 47.02
23 47.15
24 47.06
· · · · · ·
Table 6.16: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the fifth
order filter example considering the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.42(b).
The impedance value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave
system characteristic impedance, 50Ω. Notice that the impedance profile converges to
47.1Ω as the number of sections goes to infinity.
on the z-plane. Thus, the digital system T (z), obtained through the impulse invariance
method, is also a stable system. Regarding the zeros, we see that Hc(s) has five zeros
located at s =∞. Two of these zeros are mapped into the z-plane at z = 0 and z =∞,
similarly to the previous example, however the mapping for the other zeros results in
the zeros distribution plotted in Figure 6.45 (a). Thus and unlike the previous example,
the transmission system, T (z), is not an all-pole system. Next we shall see that, because
T (z) is not an fifth order all-pole system, the corresponding DNTL structure will be
constituted by an infinite number of sections.
From the transmission system T (z) and using the relation (6.163), the square of
the reflection system transfer function, |R(z)|2 is easily computed. The corresponding
pole-zero plot is given in Figure 6.46(a). The pole-zero plot for R(z) is depicted in
Figure 6.46(b) and is obtained from that of |R(z)|2 by selecting the stable poles and
one zero from each pair of zeros. From this pole-zero selection the transfer function
for R(z) is easily computed in the form of equation (6.164). The coefficients for the
numerator and denominator polynomials of R(z) are given in Table 6.15. The synthesis
of the DNTL structure which implements as its transmission frequency response the
fifth order Chebishev filter, thus T (Ω), is now a straightforward process. For that and
similarly to the previous example we run the DLP inverse scattering algorithm on the
reflection response system R(z). The resulting DNTL structure impedance profile is
depicted in Figure 6.47. The most relevant values for the impedance profile are given in
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Table 6.16.
It important to understand at this point that although we are synthesizing a fifth
order system, the impedance profile given in Figure 6.47 is constituted by twenty-three
sections. This is because unlike the previous examples the fifth order transmission system
T (z) is not an all-pole function. This is discussed in section 6.6, under the context of the
optimum synthesis of DNTL structures. In fact and from the analysis made in section 6.6
the complete impedance profile is actually constituted by an infinite number of sections.
Nonetheless, it becomes clear from the analysis of Figure 6.47 that, as the index number
for the sections becomes higher, the corresponding impedance values start converging
for the constant value Z0end , where Z0end is given by (6.166). Furthermore and even
though the impedance values only reach that of Z0end at infinity, we see that after only
a couple tens of sections the impedance values have converged enough towards Z0end
so that we can truncate and thus, disregard the rest of the impedance profile. For the
current example, we consider that a suitable truncation section index is obtained when
the impedance difference between adjacent sections is in module bellow 0.1Ω, hence the
twenty-three section DNTL given in Figure 6.47.
Notice that for a microwave system with characteristic impedance Z0init = 50Ω and
from the evaluation of the reflection frequency response at Ω = 0 as |R(0)| = 0.03
we have from (6.166) that Z0end = 47.1Ω. Thus and even though we are synthesizing
an odd order system, we have different values for the input and output ports. Please
note that, although this impedance difference is small, it can not be overlooked and
comes as a disadvantage when considering the synthesis of filters, which usually require
equal impedance values on both input and output ports. Notice that this problem
arises due to the aliasing effect. Otherwise, we would have |R(0)| = 0 and consequently
Z0init = Z0end = 50 Ω.
In order to tackle with this problem, we need to perform some kind of ”impedance
profile correction” so as to achieve the same impedance value for the input and output
ports. In that sense, we now propose four different solutions.
The first solution consists on taking the impedance profile obtained from the synthe-
sis process (see Figure 6.47), and increase the impedance value for all sections, except
the first one, by the amount |50Ω − Z0last |, where Z0last is the impedance value for the
last section of the truncated impedance profile (the 25th section on this example). In
this way, we guaranty that the input and output impedances are 50Ω. The impedance
profile resulting from this correction is depicted in Figure 6.48(b) in blue color and
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Figure 6.48: Results associated with the four solutions proposed to solve the problem
regarding the different input and output characteristic impedances for the fifth order
filter example. In (a), (c), (e) and (g) we have the comparison between the magni-
tude response for the DNTL given in Figure 6.47 (red color) and those obtained after
impedance profile correction (blue color). In (b), (d), (f) and (h) we have the com-
parison between the original impedance profile (red color) as given in Figure 6.47 and
those obtained after impedance correction (blue color). All the frequency responses are
computed from the respective impedance profiles using the TMM method.
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the corresponding magnitude frequency response as obtained from the TMM method is
given in Figure 6.48(a) also in blue color.
The second impedance profile correction method is the most simple one as it only
consists in forcing the impedance for the last section in the impedance profile to 50Ω.
The resulting impedance profile is given in 6.48(d) in blue color and the corresponding
magnitude frequency response as obtained from the TMM method is given in Figure
6.48(c) also in blue color.
The third method consists on gradually increase (from zero to |50Ω − Z0last |) the
amount of extra impedance added to each section of the impedance profile. Hence, for
the first section the we add zero whereas for the last section the impedance amount added
is |50Ω − Z0end |. The resulting impedance profile is given in 6.48(f) in blue color and
the corresponding magnitude frequency response as obtained from the TMM method is
given in Figure 6.48(e) also in blue color.
The last proposed solution is a more intricate one as it involves an explicit manipu-
lation of the zeros of the reflection system R(z). Let us remember that the problem at
hands arises due to the aliasing effect and that, otherwise, we would have |R(0)| = 0 and
consequently Z0init = Z0end = 50. Therefore and prior to the inverse scattering step,
we can force R(Ω) = 0 for Ω = 0 just by manipulating the zeros of R(z). In order for
R(Ω) = 0 for Ω = 0 the reflection system R(z) must have at least a real zero on the
unit circle, that is, at z = rejΩ = 1ej0 = 1. From Figure 6.46(b) we clearly see that the
reflection frequency response is not zero at Ω = 0 because the zero occurring at Ω = 0
has a magnitude of r = 1.0272. Hence, we substitute this zero by one with r = 1. In this
way we guaranty that Z0end = 50. However, although Z0end = 50 the structure obtained
from the inverse scattering process will be infinite. Thus and to finalize the impedance
profile is truncated and the impedance for the last section is set to Z0last = 50. The
resulting impedance profile is given in 6.48(h) in blue color and the corresponding mag-
nitude frequency response as obtained from the TMM method is given in Figure 6.48(g)
also in blue color.
Analyzing the results given in Figure 6.48 we conclude that, provided that the aliasing
effect is kept to a minimum, all four approaches produce very good and acceptable
results, however we must stand out the superior performance for the last two methods.
From our analysis on the impulse invariance method as a technique to be used in the
synthesis of DNTL structures, we conclude that it successfully enables the synthesis of
DNTL structures whose magnitude frequency response accurately follows that from the
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analog prototype in the range −fs/2 ≤ ω ≤ fs/2. However, such is only possible pro-
vided that a suitable sampling period is chosen, where by suitable we mean the smallest
possible sampling period. Otherwise, severe aliasing effect will occur and as a result we
shall have severe distortion on the frequency response resulting from the transformation
from analog to digital. Also, we saw that in the analog to digital conversion promoted
by the impulse invariance method, the mapping for the poles and zeros is inherently
different. Thus, except for first and second order analog all-poles prototypes, the im-
pulse invariance method is not suitable to the synthesis of optimum DNTL structures
(se section 6.6). As a last remark regarding the impulse invariance method we refer that
due to the always present aliasing effect and also the infinite length for the synthesized
DNTL structures (which must be truncated), the characteristic impedance for the input
and output ports is usually different. However this problem can be alleviated by the use
of the impedance profile correction techniques described above.
6.8.1.2 Bilinear transformation
In this subsection we evaluate the bilinear transform as a tool in the synthesis of DNTL
structures. As we shall see next, the bilinear transform, unlike the impulse invariance
method, avoids the aliasing phenomena. This in fact, is our major motivation to consider
the bilinear transform in the synthesis of DNTL structures. Next, we shall demonstrate
that, with the bilinear transformation, the transformation between the analog and digital
domains, i.e., between the variables s and z, is such that the entire jω axis in the s-plane
maps to a single revolution of the unit circle in the z-plane, hence avoiding the aliasing
effect. Furthermore, with the bilinear transform, all the points in the LHP of the s-plane
are mapped inside the unit circle, thus all stable analog prototype filters are converted
into stable digital filters. On the other hand, the bilinear transform is highly non-linear
which translates in a frequency warping phenomena between the ω and Ω frequency
domains.
The following mathematical derivations, which directly follows from those on [76],
shows how the bilinear transform arises from applying the trapezoidal rule, as a numeri-
cal integration method, to the solution of differential equations. They demonstrate how
the difference equation associated with some digital system transfer function Hd(z) can
be obtained by using the trapezoidal rule on the differential equation associated with the
the analog system transfer function Hc(s). Let us consider a first order all-pole system
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given by
Hc(s) =
b
s+ a
, (6.168)
whose corresponding differential equation is obtained through the inverse Laplace trans-
form as
d y(t)
dt
+ ay(t) = bx(t). (6.169)
In the differential equation (6.169), x(t) corresponds to input time-domain signal whereas
y(t) is the corresponding time-domain output. Now, y(t) can be related to its derivative
by
y(t) =
∫ t
t0
y′(τ)dτ + y(t0), (6.170)
where y′(t) represents the first order derivative of y(t). The approximation of the integral
given by equation (6.170) implies the discretization of the time variable, with a sampling
period T . Thus, the evaluation of (6.170) through the trapezoidal formula at the instant
t = nT , and knowing that the previous sampling time instant is t0 = nT − T , yields
y(nT ) = T
(
y′(nT ) + y′(nT − T )
2
)
+ y(nT − T ), (6.171)
where n is an integer. Taking into consideration the time variable discretization, the
evaluation of the differential equation that characterizes the analog system at t = nT
yields
y′(nT ) = −a y(nT ) + b x(nT ). (6.172)
Substituting equation (6.172) into equation (6.171) and expressing the result in the form
of discrete time sequences, that is, considering

y[n] = y(nT ),
x[n] = x(nT ),
(6.173)
we obtain the difference equation
(
1 +
aT
2
)
y[n]−
(
1− aT
2
)
y[n− 1] = bT
2
(x[n] + x[n− 1]) . (6.174)
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Taking the z-transform of the previous difference equation and after some mathematical
rearrangement we obtain the digital system transfer function in the form of
Hd(z) =
Y (z)
X(z)
=
b
2
T
(
1− z−1
1 + z−1
)
+ a
. (6.175)
From the comparison between the analog system transfer function (6.168) and that of
the associated digital system (6.175), it becomes clear that the mapping from the s-plane
to the z-plane is given by
s =
2
T
(
1− z−1
1 + z−1
)
. (6.176)
The transformation given by equation (6.176) is called the bilinear transformation.
We refer at this point that, even though the previous mathematical development is
performed on a first order system, the same result with regard to obtaining the bilinear
transform, still holds for higher order systems. Thus, generally speaking, the bilinear
transformation corresponds to replacing the analog variable s accordingly to (6.176),
that is
Hd(z) = Hc
(
2
T
(
1− z−1
1 + z−1
))
. (6.177)
Notice that unlike the impulse invariance technique and as we shall see next, the bilinear
transform avoids the aliasing effect, as it represents a conformal mapping.
In order to investigate the properties of the bilinear transform, we solve equation
(6.176) for z, which results in
z =
1 + (T/2)s
1− (T/2)s. (6.178)
Substituting s = σ + jω into the previous equation yields
z =
(1 + (T/2)σ) + jω T/2
(1− (T/2)σ)− jω T/2 . (6.179)
It is not difficult to realize from equation (6.179) that for σ < 0, we have |z| < 1 for
any value of ω. In a similar way, for σ > 0, we have |z| > 1 for any value of ω. From
this simple analysis, we easily conclude that the LHP of the s-plane maps to the inside
of the unit circle on the z-plane, whereas the RHP of the s-plane maps to the outside of
the unit circle. Furthermore, when σ = 0 we have |z| = 1, thus, the imaginary axis jω
on the s-plane maps to the unit circle (r = 1) on the z-plane. The mapping produced
by the bilinear transformation is illustrated in Figure 6.49. From the figure we easily see
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Figure 6.49: Mapping produced by the bilinear transformation, accordingly to equa-
tion (6.178).
that through the bilinear transform any causal stable analog system will always result
in a causal stable digital system.
Let us now consider the substitution of z = r ejΩ into equation (6.176), yielding
s =
2
T
(
rejΩ − 1
rejΩ + 1
)
. (6.180)
In order to derive the relation between the analog and digital frequency variables we set
r = 1 (thus σ = 0), hence, equation (6.180) simplifies to
jω =
2
T
(
ejΩ − 1
ejΩ + 1
)
=
2
T
(
j sin(Ω/2)
cos(Ω/2)
)
= j
2
T
tan
(
Ω
2
)
. (6.181)
Hence, the relationship between both analog and digital frequency variables is given by
ω =
2
T
tan
(
Ω
2
)
, (6.182)
Ω = 2 arctan
(
ωT
2
)
. (6.183)
Notice that, accordingly to the previous two equations, the entire analog frequency
domain (−∞ ≤ ω ≤ ∞), that is, the jω axis, is mapped only once onto the unit circle
(−pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi). This is unlike the impulse invariance method where there were an infinite
number of mappings. Thus, with the bilinear transformation the conversion from analog
to digital domain is carried on without aliasing.
Figure 6.50 illustrates the mapping between the digital and analog frequency do-
mains. From the figure is becomes clear that the entire range for the analog frequency is
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Figure 6.50: Mapping of the continuous-time frequency axis onto the discrete-time
frequency axis and vice-versa. The illustration clearly shows the warping effect inherent
to the bilinear transformation. Thus, to achieve the desired digital domain cutoff fre-
quencies, the corresponding analog domain frequencies must be pre-warped as shown.
The presented illustration is based on a third order low-pass elliptic filter.
mapped only once in the digital domain into the range −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi. Furthermore we see
that the mapping is highly nonlinear. From the analysis of Figure 6.50 it becomes evident
the frequency compression for ω into the digital domain. This frequency compression is
usually referred to as frequency wraping, and is due tho the nonlinearity of the tangent
function in (6.182). Notice however, that the frequency response of the analog system
is exactly replicated on the digital domain. That is, from the example given in Figure
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6.50 we see that through the bilinear transformation, the analog equiripple filter results
in a digital equiripple filter with the same passband and stopband equiripple charac-
teristics. However, the frequency locations for the ripples as well as for the passband
and stopband edges are evidently affected. Hence we easily conclude that the bilinear
transformation only affects the independent variable, i.e. the frequency variable. In this
way, in order to design a digital filter using an analog prototype in conjunction with
the bilinear transformation, the digital frequency specifications must be set in advance
and then pre-warped into specifications in the analog domain though (6.182) so that the
frequency warping caused by the bilinear transformation is taken into consideration. A
last and very important characteristic regarding the bilinear transformation has to do
with the pole-zero mapping from the s-plane to the z-plane. Unlike with the impulse
invariance method, the bilinear transformation is in fact an algebraic transformation,
which means that both poles and zeros of the analog system are mapped to the z-plane
accordingly to (6.178). It is however interesting to note that the poles and zeros located
at s = ∞ in the s-plane are mapped to the point z = −1 in the z-plane. Hence, an
all-pole analog system will never result in an all-pole digital system.
The method to perform the synthesis of DNTL structures using the bilinear transform
is quite similar to that previously described regarding the use of the impulse invariance
method. In the present case however, the procedure is carried out by undertaking the
following steps:
1. The procedure begins by specifying the digital system frequency properties, i.e.
ripple level, cutoff frequency, etc. These specifications are afterwards converted or
pre-warp into analog frequency specifications (e.g. cutoff frequency) through the
frequency mapping function
ω =
2
T
tan
(
Ω
2
)
. (6.184)
The desired frequency specifications for the analog system are obtained from
(6.184) by a convenient selection of the sampling period T . Notice that the value
of T strongly influences how the warping effect distorts the resulting digital system
spectrum when compared to the analog one. High values of T imply a strong warp-
ing effect at low frequencies, whereas small values of T push the warping effect to
higher frequencies. Thus, for small values of T , the digital spectrum shape at the
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lower frequency bands is kept basically the same as that of the analog prototype
system. (See Figure 6.50).
2. From the analog system specifications, the target analog prototype (continuous-
time) transfer function Hc(s) is determined. Many design methods for continuous-
time systems have relatively simple closed-form design formulas (e.g., Butterworth,
Chebyshev polynomials). Furthermore, extensive tables are available for analog
filter design.
3. Transform the analog prototype transfer function Hc(s) into its digital counterpart
Hd(z) by performing the following variable change
s =
2
T
(
1− z−1
1 + z−1
)
. (6.185)
Equivalently we can also compute the zeros and poles for the analog system and
use the mapping function (6.178) to map them from the s-plane to the z-plane. In
both cases, the transfer function for the digital system is ultimately expressed by
T (z) = Hd(z) =
m∑
i=0
bi z
−1
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−1
, (6.186)
where m is the order of the filter and the coefficients ai and bi must be real so
as to comply with the realizability conditions. At this point we refer that, unlike
with the impulse invariance method, with the bilinear transformation there is no
need for a normalizing gain factor as there are no aliasing phenomena. Notice that
we have conveniently changed our nomenclature from Hd(z) to T (z) so that we
can from now on differentiate from transmission T (z) and reflection R(z) systems
respectively.
4. Obtain the transfer function for the reflection frequency response R(z) associated
to T (z) through the relation
|R(z)|2 = 1− |T (z)|2 (6.187)
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using a similar procedure to that described in section 6.6. The transfer function
for the reflection system is given as
R(z) = KR
1 +
m∑
i=1
ei z
−i
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
, (6.188)
where ei and ai are the coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomi-
als, and KR is the normalizing gain factor.
5. Compute the DNTL filter impedance profile by applying the discrete layer-peeling
inverse scattering procedure described in section 6.5 on the reflection frequency
response R(z) .
In order to demonstrate the synthesis of DNTL structures using the bilinear trans-
formation we now consider one practical example. For comparison purposes we chose
a similar analog prototype to that in the last example regarding the impulse invariance
method. Thus, the analog system is a fifth order type-I Chebyshev low-pass filter with
in-band ripple Rp = 0.1 dB and normalized cutoff frequency ωc = 0.4pi rad/s. Notice that
the coefficients for the analog prototype can be readily obtained from tables available in
the literature or through the Matlab function cheby1.
We start by setting the analog prototype transfer function as
Hc(s) =
1.2833
s5 + 2.1915s4 + 4.37534s3 + 4.7565s2 + 3.5798s+ 1.2833
, (6.189)
whose coefficients were obtained from Matlab. As we refer above and for comparison
purposes, we set the sampling period to T = 1.25s, as it is the same used in the fifth
order filter synthesis example regarding the impulse invariance method.
Step 3. in the procedure can be conveniently carried out using Matlab function
bilinear, which when provided with both the sampling period and the analog prototype
transfer function coefficients (6.189), automatically returns the coefficients ai and bi for
the digital system transfer function as given by (6.186). The values for the coefficients
as well as for the normalizing gain factor are given in Table 6.17.
The magnitude of the frequency response for the digital transmission system T (Ω)
is plotted in Figure 6.51. For comparison purposes, we have also plotted the magnitude
of the frequency response of the analog prototype Hc(ω). Unlike with the impulse
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Figure 6.51: Magnitude response for the 5th order target analog prototype Hc(ω) ver-
sus the magnitude response of the 5th order digital counterpart T (Ω) obtained through
the bilinear transformation with T = 1.25. Notice that the frequency normalizations
ω/ωs (ωs = 2pi/T ) for the analog domain and Ω/2pi for the digital domain enables the
comparison of both responses under a common domain.
invariance method and due to the wrapping effect, we clearly do not have a good match
between both magnitude responses, except for the low frequency values around zero.
However, we also see that the main frequency response features of the analog system,
such as ripple, ripple amplitude as well as the pass-band and stop-band regions are also
present on the digital system frequency response. The warping effect only affects the
frequency locations for these features. For instance, we see from Figure 6.51 that due
to the warping effect the normalized cutoff frequency for the digital system Ωp/2pi is
different from that of the analog system ωp/ωs. Nevertheless, they are closely related
Numerator
b0 0.0207
b1 0.1036
b2 0.2071
b3 0.2071
b4 0.1036
b5 0.0207
Denominator
a1 −1.2535
a2 1.5765
a3 −1.0211
a4 0.4628
a5 −0.1019
Table 6.17: Coefficients obtained from the Matlab function bilinear for the 5th order
transmission system T (z) when considering T = 1.25s. T (z) is considered in the form
of (6.186).
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Figure 6.52: Pole-Zero plot associated to the 5th order digital transmission system
T (z) in (a) and Pole-Zero plot associated to the corresponding analog prototype Hc(s)
in (b).
through the frequency warping relation given by equation (6.184).
In this example, the sampling period T was selected, for comparison purposes, so
as to match that of the example of the fifth order system regarding the impulse invari-
ance procedure. However, for a proper synthesis of DNTL structures using the bilinear
transformation, the procedure usually begins with the specifications (ripple level, cutoff
frequency,...) for the frequency response in the digital domain. These specifications,
are then converted to the analog domain via the frequency warping relation (6.184).
From these values, the analog system is designed and then converted into its digital
counterpart through the bilinear transformation (6.185).
Figure 6.52(a) depicts the locations of the zeros and poles on the z-plane for the
transmission system, T (z), when considering a period sampling of T = 1.25s. On the
other hand, Figure 6.52(b) shows the locations for the poles of the analog prototype
Hc(s) on the s-plane. Clearly we see that the poles for the stable analog system, which
are located on the LHP of the s-plane, are mapped to the inside of the unit circle on the
z-plane. Thus, the digital system T (z), as obtained through the bilinear transformation,
is also a stable system. Furthermore, Hc(s) has five zeros located at s =∞. These zeros
are mapped into the z-plane as a zero at z = −1 of multiplicity five, as depicted in
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Figure 6.53: Pole-Zero plots associated to the 5th order reflection system R(z) for
T = 1.25. In (a) are depicted the zeros and poles for |R(z)|2, whereas in (b) we have
the zeros and poles of R(z) which in turn are selected from those of |R(z)|2.
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Figure 6.54: Impedance profile associated to R(z), which is characterized by the
pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.53(b). The depicted impedance profile was
obtained from 300 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm. Notice that the
impedance profile is constituted by an infinite number of sections and the impedance
values converges to 50Ω as the number of sections goes to infinity.
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Numerator
e1 −2.8662
e2 4.6038
e3 −4.6038
e4 2.8662
e5 −1.0000
Denominator
a1 −1.2550
a2 1.5779
a3 −1.0224
a4 0.4632
a5 −0.1020
Table 6.18: Coefficients for the 5th order reflection system R(z) computed from the
transmission system T (z). The gain factor is KR = 0.32 and R(z) is in the form of
(6.188).
Figure 6.52(a).
In step 4. of the procedure, the reflection system transfer function R(z) is computed
from its associated transmission system, T (z), through the relation (6.187). We start
by computing the poles and zeros for the squared magnitude of the reflection system
transfer function, |R(z)|2. The corresponding pole-zero plot is given in Figure 6.53(a).
The pole-zero plot for R(z) is depicted in Figure 6.52(b) and is obtained from that of
|R(z)|2 by selecting the stable poles and one zero from each pair of zeros. From this pole-
zero selection the transfer function for R(z) is easily computed in the form of equation
(6.188). The coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials of R(z) are
given in Table 6.18.
The computation of the impedance profile for the DNTL structure which implements
as its transmission frequency response the fifth order Chebyshev filter, thus T (Ω), is
done in the fifth and final step of the procedure. For that and similarly to the previous
examples, we run the DLP inverse scattering algorithm on the reflection response system
R(z). The resulting DNTL structure impedance profile, as computed by the inverse
scattering procedure, is depicted in Figure 6.54, and is constituted by 300 sections.
Similarly to the example for the impulse invariance method, we realize that although
we are synthesizing a fifth order filter, the resulting impedance profile is constituted
by a far larger number of sections. This is because the transmission system T (z) is
not an all-pole or AR system. In fact and because T (z) is represented by an ARMA
process, the complete DNTL structure is actually constituted by an infinite number of
sections. Nonetheless, analyzing Figure 6.54 it becomes clear that, the impedance value
for the individual sections tend to converge for a constant impedance value Z0end , as
the corresponding index number increases to infinity. The limit value Z0end is given by
(6.166). Furthermore, although the impedance value Z0end is only obtained at infinity, we
clearly see that after a couple hundreds of sections the impedance values have converged
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enough towards Z0end so that we can truncate the impedance profile , thus disregard the
rest of the impedance profile. For the current example, and similarly to the criteria used
in the example for the impulse invariance method, we consider that a suitable truncation
section index is obtained when the amplitude of the impedance profile variation is within
0.1Ω. In the present case and as it can be observed from Figure 6.54, after index 250
the amplitude variation meets this criteria, thus a suitable DNTL structure would have
a 250 section length. The truncation process is completed by assigning the last section
with an impedance value of Z0end . Notice that, with the bilinear transformation, the
aliasing problem inherent to the impulse invariance method, is not present, thus, for a
microwave system with characteristic impedance of Z0init = 50Ω and from the evaluation
of the reflection frequency response at Ω = 0 as |R(0)| = 0 we have from (6.166) that
Z0end = 50Ω.
A comparison between the impedance profile results for the impulse invariance
method and bilinear transformation examples reveals that, the later technique results
in abnormally larger structures than the former when considering similar synthesis con-
ditions. This fact is due to the distortion produced by the warping effect. Although
it will be the object of study further on, we refer at this point that two factors con-
tribute to the considerably larger length of the DNTL structure obtained through the
bilinear transformation when compared to that obtained through the impulse invariance
method. They are, the higher roll-off rate due to the frequency warping and foremost
the transmission zeros located at z = −1 for the transmission system. Regarding the
last one, notice that this location for the zeros translates into the frequency domain as
an infinite attenuation for the transmission frequency response, that is, |T (Ω)| = 0 for
the frequency values Ω = ±pi. It is not difficult to comprehend that such a value for the
magnitude of the transmission frequency response is only achievable when considering
an infinitely long DNTL structure and most importantly that the convergency of the
impedance profile values of such structure towards Z0end is more gradual when com-
pared to cases where the attenuation on the stoptband is finite. Notice that, the more
gradually the convergency is, the greater the length of the DNTL structure will be in
order to meet the truncation criteria. Thus, the maximum attenuation value for T (Ω)
directly influences the size of the synthesized DNTL structures.
From the previous discussion, we conclude that in order to reduce the length of the
DNTL structure to an acceptable length, it should suffice to reduce the attenuation value
in the stop band. That can be indirectly accomplish in step 4. of the synthesis procedure
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Figure 6.55: Results associated with the solution proposed to reduce the length of
the DNTL given in Figure 6.54 for the fifth order filter example. In (a) and (c) we have
the comparison between the magnitude response for the DNTL given in Figure 6.54
(red color) and those obtained after impedance profile length reduction (blue color).
In (b) and (d) we have the corresponding impedance profiles obtained after impedance
correction. The results in (a) and (b) correspond to the scaling factor Katten1 , whereas,
(c) and (d) are associated to Katten2 . All the frequency responses are computed from
the respective impedance profiles using the TMM method.
by properly scaling the reflection system transfer function R(z), before proceeding to the
inverse scattering step. As a result, we should expected a considerably length reduction
for the DNTL structure. Furthermore, by reducing the attenuation value of T (Ω) at
Ω = ±pi to values similar to that of the transmission frequency response from the impulse
invariance method example, we should obtain a DNTL structure with a comparable
length.
In order to evaluate how influent the scaling of the reflection response system is, let
us consider the following two scaling factors
Katten1 = 1− 10−6 = 0.999999, (6.190)
Katten2 = 1− 10−4 = 0.9999. (6.191)
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With these scaling factors and accordingly to (6.187), the attenuation for T (Ω) at Ω =
±pi comes as
|T (±pi)| =
√
1−K2atten1 =⇒ −56.99 dB, (6.192)
|T (±pi)| =
√
1−K2atten2 =⇒ −36.99 dB. (6.193)
Figure 6.55 shows the results for both scaling factors. It becomes clear from Figure
6.55(b) and Figure 6.55(d) that the length of the DNTL structure is drastically reduced
for both scaling factors, whereas from Figure 6.55(a) and Figure 6.55(c) we confirm that
the essential characteristics for the magnitude frequency response are maintained, and
only the stopband region response is changed, more specifically the maximum attenua-
tion values, which are given by (6.192) and (6.193).
Accordingly to the truncation criteria and from the analysis of Figures 6.55(b) and
6.55(d) we easily verify that the scaling factor Katten1 results in an DNTL structure
composed by thirty-five sections, whereas Katten2 results in a twenty-nine length section
DNTL structure.
It is interesting to note that, as predicted and for the scaling factor Katten2 , the value
for T (Ω) at Ω = ±pi is similar to that of the impedance invariance method example and
as a result the impedance profile length is reduced to twenty-nine sections, which is
almost the same length as with the impulse invariance method example. This further
confirms that the maximum attenuation value for T (Ω) is the most influent factor in the
length of the DNTL structures.
We refer at this point that, although the selection for the analog prototype used
in this example was made to be the same as the one used in a similar example for
the impulse invariance method, there is one important difference. The ripple level is
different for both examples to keep the synthesized impedance values within feasible
values. Keeping the same ripple level for the present example, i.e. Rp = 0.5 dB would
result in impedance profiles with values up to 180Ω, which are outside the feasible range,
as we have defined it. We further refer that this ripple value difference does not seems
to interfere with the DNTL structure length.
As a last topic concerning the synthesis of DNTL structures using the bilinear trans-
formation and regarding a practical/functional point of view, we refer that the synthesis
of DNTL structures for the implementation of Chebyshev filters using the bilinear trans-
formation can be radically simplified by understanding the relationship between type-I
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and type-II Chebyshev frequency responses, and taking advantage from the tools pro-
vided by Matlab. Let us consider the magnitude of the analog transmission frequency
response for a generic type-I Chebyshev filter, which is given by [76]
|Tc(ω)| = 1√
1 + 2T 2N (ω/ωp)
, (6.194)
where TN (x) is the N -th order Chebyshev polynomial,  is the ripple factor and ωp is
the cutoff frequency. Now, let us compute the corresponding magnitude of the reflection
response as
|Rc(ω)| =
√
1− |Tc(ω)|2
=
1√
1 +
1
2T 2N (ω/ωp)
. (6.195)
It can be seen from [76] that, equation (6.195) is in the form of a highpass type-II
Chebyshev filter. Furthermore, the Matlab function cheby2 can be used to directly
compute the coefficients for the analog system Rc(s). In fact, it turns out that the
function cheby2 can also, if properly configured, automatically convert the analog filter
to the digital domain through the bilinear transformation [75]. Thus, in the case of
Chebyshev filters, the synthesis of DNTL structures through the bilinear transformation
can be simplified as the steps 2., 3. and 4. on the synthesis procedure can be replaced
by a single step where the digital reflection system is readily obtained from the digital
system specifications given in the first step.
6.8.1.3 Approximation of derivatives method
Two methods have been analyzed so far regarding the conversion of analog systems
into digital systems. They are, the the impulse invariance method and the bilinear
transformation. Although we demonstrate that both these methods can be successfully
applied to the synthesis of DNTL structures, we also see that the end result always
comes in the form of an infinite length DNTL structure, which must ultimately undergo
a truncation procedure. Furthermore, the total length (in terms of number of sections)
for the final DNTL structure strongly depends on the truncation procedure and usually
results in a far greater number of sections than that of the order of the system to be
synthesized.
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In this subsection we address the length issues inherent to the previous two analog-
to-digital conversion methods and work towards the derivation of a new analog-to-digital
transformation, suitable to the optimum synthesis of DNTL structures, as discussed in
section 6.6.
We know from section 6.6 that, in order to perform the synthesis of DNTL structures
in the optimum sense, i.e., in the form of minimum length structures, we must first derive
a suitable target transmission digital system, T (z), whose transfer function is given in
the form of an AR process, that is, an all-pole transfer function. This is in fact the reason
why both, the impulse invariance method and the bilinear transformation, fail in the
synthesis of minimum length structures. It is clearly seen from the examples previously
given for both methods that, although the starting point is given as an all-pole analog
prototype, both analog-to-digital conversion methods result in target transmission digital
systems, T (z), constituted by both zeros and poles (except for first and second order
systems with the impulse invariance method).
The goal in this subsection, is to derive an analog-to-digital conversion method,
which converts an analog all-pole system in to a digital all-pole system, and thus fulfill
the minimum length synthesis conditions
In the previous subsection, we saw that the bilinear transformation is obtained by
considering the trapezoidal rule as a numerical integration method for the solution of
differential equations. As a result, the bilinear transformation (6.176) comes in the
form of a quotient of two polynomials. It is important to realize at this point that,
the denominator polynomial in (6.176) is responsible for the zeros at z = −1 which
characterize the digital systems obtained through the bilinear transformation of all-pole
analog prototype systems. This is because the roots of the denominator polynomial of
the transformation (6.176) are automatically converted in to the zeros of the resulting
digital system. Thus, in order to obtain all-pole digital systems from all-pole analog
prototype systems, we must select a transformation whose denominator polynomial roots
are placed either at z =∞ or z = 0.
In order to derive an alternative transformation, we now consider the backward-
difference approximation as a numerical differentiation method for the solution of differ-
ential equations. Basically, the backward-difference approximation replaces the deriva-
tive expressions in differential equations with finite difference approximations, e.g., for
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the derivative dy(t)/dt at the instant t = nT we have that
d y(t)
dt
, lim
δ→∞
y(t)− y(t− δ)
δ
≈ y(nT )− y(nT − T )
T
, (6.196)
where T represents the sampling period.
The following mathematical derivations closely follows those from [1] and demon-
strate how the difference equation associated with some digital transfer function Hd(z)
can be readily obtained from the differential equation associated with the analog system
transfer function Hc(s) by using the backward-difference approximation. To illustrate
the procedure, let us consider a first order analog all-pole system given by
Hc(s) =
b
s+ a
, (6.197)
whose corresponding differential equation is obtained through the inverse Laplace trans-
form as
d y(t)
dt
+ ay(t) = bx(t). (6.198)
In the differential equation (6.198), x(t) corresponds to input time-domain signal whereas
y(t) is the corresponding time-domain output. Substituting the derivative in the differ-
ential equation (6.198) by its backward-difference approximation (6.196) and expressing
the result in the form of discrete time sequences, i.e., considering

y[n] = y(nT ),
x[n] = x(nT ),
(6.199)
we obtain the difference equation
y[n]− y[n− 1]
T
+ ay[n] = bx[n]. (6.200)
Taking the z-transform of the previous difference equation and after some mathematical
rearrangement, we obtain the digital system transfer function in the form
Hd(z) =
Y (z)
X(z)
=
b(
1− z−1
T
)
+ a
. (6.201)
A simple comparison between the analog system transfer function (6.197) and that of the
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corresponding digital system (6.201), enable us to conclude that the mapping between
both the s-plane and z-plane is performed accordingly to the transformation:
s =
1− z−1
T
. (6.202)
Furthermore, for second order derivatives, the approximation is given by the second
order difference, that is
d2y(t)
dt2
=
d
dt
[
dy(t)
dt
]
≈ [y(nT )− y(nT − T )]/T − [y(nT − T )− y(nT − 2T )]/T
T
≡ y[n]− 2y[n− 1] + y[n− 2]
T 2
.
(6.203)
Transforming both sides of the previous equation in to the respective domains, that is,
taking the Laplace transform of the second order derivative and the z-transform of the
difference equation yields
s2 =
1− 2z−1 + z−2
T 2
=
(
1− z−1
T
)2
. (6.204)
It follows from (6.204) that higher derivatives are approximated similarly, therefore, for
the k-th derivative we have that
sk =
(
1− z−1
T
)k
. (6.205)
From equation (6.205), we easily conclude that through the method of approximation of
derivatives, the digital system transfer function is easily obtained by a simple variable
change, i.e.,
Hd(z) = Hc
(
1− z−1
T
)
, (6.206)
where Hc(s) is the analog prototype system.
It is important to realize at this point that, unlike with the bilinear transformation,
the denominator polynomial of the transformation given by equation (6.202) has it roots
at z = ∞, hence, the resulting digital system obtained through (6.202) from an analog
prototype all-pole system is also an all-pole system, thus fulfilling the optimum synthesis
conditions given in section 6.6.
Now, let us investigate in more detail the properties of the transformation given
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Figure 6.56: Mapping produced by the approximation of derivatives method, accord-
ingly to equation (6.202).
by (6.202) and assess its feasibility as an analog-to-digital conversion method in the
synthesis of minimum length DNTL structures. We start by inverting the transformation
equation (6.202), so as to express z as a function of s, thus
z =
1
1− sT . (6.207)
Substituting s = σ + jω into the previous equation and calculating the corresponding
magnitude, yields
|z| = 1√
(1− σT )2 + (ωT )2 . (6.208)
From equation (6.208) we see that, independently of the value of ω, |z| will always
evaluate as |z| < 1 provided that σ < 0. This means that stable analog systems are
always converted in to stable digital systems through (6.202), i.e., poles on the LHP of
the s-plane are mapped to poles inside the unit circle in the z-plane.
If we now substitute s = jω in (6.207), we have that
z =
1
1− jωT =
1
1 + (ωT )2
+ j
ωT
1 + (ωT )2
. (6.209)
From (6.209), we easily verify that, as ω varies from ω = −∞ to ω =∞ the associated
locus of points in the z-plane corresponds to a circle of radius 1/2 and center at z = 1/2,
as illustrated in Figure 6.56. Furthermore, it can be shown that points in the LHP
of the s-plane are mapped inside this circle whereas points in the RHP are mapped
outside. This is illustrated in Figure 6.56, where by simple inspection we realize that
the possible pole locations for stable digital systems are confined to a relatively small
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area when compared to the entire unit circle. This by itself limits the the use of this
transformation to the synthesis of lowpass filters with very small bandwidths. In other
words, only when the frequencies of interest ω, in the frequency response of the analog
system, are much smaller than the sampling frequency, 1/T , is that the transformation
(6.202) is a feasible transformation for the synthesis of DNTL structures.
At this point we conclude that the transformation given by (6.202) has in fact de-
sirable qualities. Namely, it avoids the aliasing problem encountered in the impulse
invariance method and unlike the bilinear transformation it allows the transformation of
all-pole analog systems in to all-pole digital systems. However, it is limited by frequency
range considerations and thus, not suitable for the synthesis of DNTL structures.
In an attempt to overcome these frequency range limitations while still maintain-
ing the same advantages over the other analog-to-digital conversion methods, we now
introduce a new transformation, given by
s =
1− z−1
T z−1/2
=
z1/2 − z−1/2
T
. (6.210)
Notice that, the new transformation is obtained from the transformation given in (6.202)
by introducing the factor z−1/2 in the denominator.
Substituting z = rejΩ in to the new transformation yields
s =
√
r ejΩ/2 − (1/√r)e−jΩ/2
T
. (6.211)
Solving the above equation, so as to obtain the corresponding real and imaginary parts
and considering s = σ + jω, we get
σ =
cos
(
Ω
2
)
(r − 1)
T
√
r
, (6.212)
ω =
sin
(
Ω
2
)
(r + 1)
T
√
r
. (6.213)
Analyzing equation (6.212) we easily verify that when r = 1 and considering the entire
digital-domain frequency space, i.e., −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi, then σ = 0. Thus, points on the
imaginary axis in the s-plane are mapped onto the unit circle in the z-plane. Further-
more, keeping in mind that −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi, it not difficult to verify from (6.212) that if
r < 1 then σ < 0. On the other hand, when r > 1 we have σ > 0. Thus, through
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Figure 6.57: Mapping produced by the approximation of derivatives method, accord-
ingly to equation (6.210).
the transformation given by (6.210) any causal stable analog system will always result
in a causal stable digital system. Furthermore, analyzing equation (6.213) we easily
verify that when r = 1, we obtain the relation between the analog and digital frequency
variables as
ω =
2
T
sin
(
Ω
2
)
. (6.214)
From equation (6.214), as we cover the entire digital frequency domain, i.e., as Ω varies
from Ω = −pi to Ω = pi, the corresponding locus of points in the s-plane is given by the
segment of the jω axis extending from ω = −2/T to ω = 2/T .
The mapping produced by the transformation given in (6.210) is illustrated in Figure
6.57. From the figure we clearly see that the LHP of the s-plane is mapped inside of the
unit circle in the z-plane, whereas the RHP of the s-plane maps to the outside of the
unit circle. Furthermore, the points located on the imaginary axis of the s-plane ranging
from ω = −2/T to ω = 2/T are mapped to the entire unit circle on the z-plane, whereas
the points located on the imaginary axis of the s-plane for ω > 2/T are mapped outside
the unit circle and the points located on the imaginary axis for ω < −2/T are mapped
inside of the unit circle.
The inverse frequency relation, i.e., the mapping of the unit circle onto the jω axis
of the s-plane is given by
Ω = 2 arcsin
(
ωT
2
)
for
−2
T
≤ ω ≤ 2
T
. (6.215)
Notice that, by definition and accordingly to (6.215), the function arcsine is only defined
as the inverse of the sine function in the domain −1 ≤ ωT/2 ≤ 1. In other words, for
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Figure 6.58: Mapping of the continuous-time frequency axis onto the discrete-time
frequency axis and vice-versa. The illustration clearly shows that similarly to the bi-
linear transformation there is also a warping effect inherent to the transformation in
(6.210). Thus, to achieve the desired digital domain cutoff frequencies, the correspond-
ing analog domain frequencies must be pre-warped as shown. The presented illustration
is based on a third order low-pass all-pole filter.
the digital frequency variable Ω to take real values, the domain for the analog frequency
value must be limited to the range −2/T ≤ ω ≤ 2/T .
Figure 6.58 illustrates the mapping between the digital and analog frequency do-
mains. Unlike with the bilinear transformation, where the entire analog frequency do-
main is compressed into the digital frequency domain i.e., −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi, it becomes clear
from Figure 6.58 that with the transformation given in (6.210) only the analog frequency
values in the range −2/T ≤ ω ≤ 2/T are mapped to the digital domain −pi ≤ Ω ≤ pi.
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We refer to this phenomena as frequency clipping, given that the analog frequency values
outside this range are clipped off and do not translate into digital frequency values. That
is, the remaining frequency values of the analog domain are mapped off the unit circle,
i.e., are mapped either inside or outside the unit circle depending on whether they are
negatively or positively valued, but never on the unit circle.
From Figure 6.58 it becomes evident that besides the frequency clipping effect and
similarly to the bilinear transformation, the transformation given by (6.210) also intro-
duces a considerable amount frequency warping. Notice however that, the frequency
response of the analog system Hc(ω) considered in the domain −2/T ≤ ω ≤ 2/T is
exactly replicated on the digital domain, only the cutoff frequency an the frequency
locations for the ripples are affected by the warping effect, i.e. only the independent
variable, the frequency variable, is affected by the transformation. This means that on
the synthesis procedure and to compensate for the warping effect, the digital frequency
specifications must be set in advance and then pre-warped into specifications for the
analog system Hc(ω) through (6.214).
In the same way as with the bilinear transformation and unlike with the impulse
invariance method, the transformation resulting from the approximation of derivatives
method is an algebraic transformation, thus, we should expect the process of converting
the analog system into its digital counterpart to be as simple as substituting (6.210)
into the analog system function, very much like in the bilinear transformation case.
However, the process of obtaining the transfer function for the digital system Hd(z) is
not as straight forward as in the bilinear case, i.e., it is not a simple matter of performing
a variable change on the analog transfer function Hc(s) by substituting the variable s
by (6.210).
In order to demonstrate the process of obtaining Hd(z) from Hc(s), let us now
consider as an example a first order analog Chebyshev system (all-pole) whose transfer
function is given by
Hc(s) =
a
s+ a
. (6.216)
Following the same analog-to-digital conversion process as for the bilinear transforma-
tion, thus, substituting (6.210) into (6.216), we obtain
H ′d(z) =
a(
1− z−1
T z−1/2
)
+ a
=
aTz−1/2
1 + aTz−1/2 − z−1 . (6.217)
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It becomes evident from (6.217) that the direct substitution of (6.210) into the analog
transfer function Hc(s) is not a suitable method to obtained the correct digital system
transfer function Hd(z) associated to Hc(s). First of, we clearly see that due to the
presence of the z−1/2 factor, both the numerator and denominator of H ′d(z) are not
in the polynomial form, consequently, the transfer function given by (6.217) can not
represent a digital system transfer function. Secondly, we have demonstrated in section
6.3 that, the correct transfer function for a system that models the transmission system
of a DNTL structure is given in the form of (6.45). Clearly the system in (6.217) is not
in the form of (6.45), thus, it is not suitable to model the transmission response of a
DNTL structure.
From the previous analysis, we may be led to think that, the transformation given by
(6.210) is not suitable for the synthesis of DNTL structures. However, as we shall demon-
strate next, we may in fact successfully use the transformation (6.210), by performing
the variable change not directly on the analog system transfer function as before, but
instead, on the system function associated to the magnitude-squared of the frequency
response, |Hc(ω)|2.
The magnitude-squared of the frequency response of the first order analog system
Hc(s), is obtained by substituting s = jω in equation (6.216), and then, computing its
squared magnitude as
|Hc(ω)|2 = Hc(ω)H∗c (ω) =
a2
ω2 + a2
, (6.218)
where the superscript asterisk stands for the complex conjugate operation. From equa-
tion (6.218) we must obtain a new system function (or transfer function), which we
identify as Hcs(s) and that gives rise to |Hc(ω)|2. In order to do so, we start by realiz-
ing that accordingly to the realizability conditions (see section 4.2.1.1, condition (4.27))
the numerator and denominator of Hc(s) must be polynomials with real coefficients.
Consequently and accordingly to the properties of the Fourier transform we have that
H∗c (ω) = Hc(−ω), (6.219)
thus, the magnitude-squared function can alternatively be computed as
|Hc(ω)|2 = Hc(ω)Hc(−ω) = a
2
ω2 + a2
. (6.220)
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By taking into consideration the relation s = jω in equation (6.220) we easily obtain the
system function associated with the magnitude-squared of the frequency response as
Hcs(s) = Hc(s)Hc(−s) =
(
a
s+ a
)( −a
s− a
)
=
−a2
s2 − a2 . (6.221)
The relation between Hcs(s) and the magnitude-squared of the frequency response is
given by
Hcs(s)
∣∣
s=jω
= |Hc(ω)|2. (6.222)
From (6.221) we see that Hcs(s) is a second order system with poles located at
s1 = −a and s2 = a, which are respectively the poles of Hc(s) and Hc(−s). Furthermore,
we clearly see that the location for the pole of Hc(−s) on the s-plane is mirrored from
that of the pole of Hc(s) about the jω axis . As a result, the polynomial denominator
for Hcs(s) comes in the form of a second order even polynomial.
Now that we have computed the system function associated to the squared magnitude
frequency response of Hc(s) we can proceed to obtain the digital system associated to
Hcs(s) by substituting equation (6.210) into (6.221), i.e.,
Hds(z) = Hcs(s)
∣∣∣∣
s=
1− z−1
T z−1/2
. (6.223)
As a result we obtain the digital system function Hds(z) as given by
Hds(z) =
−a2
1− 2z−1 + z−2
T 2z−1
− a2
=
−a2T 2z−1
1− (2 + a2T 2)z−1 + z−2 . (6.224)
The advantage of computing Hcs(s) first and only then perform the variable change
starts to be clear now. Because the denominator of Hcs(s) is an even polynomial,
the term z−1/2 is eliminated, consequently the numerator and denominator of equation
(6.224) are polynomials in z, thus, Hds(z) represents a digital system. This is in contrast
with the result obtained in (6.217) which follows from a direct substitution of (6.210) in
Hc(s). Notice that, in the same way as with Hcs(s), the digital system function Hds(z)
is associated to the squared magnitude frequency response of Hd(z) by
Hds(z)
∣∣
z=ejΩ
= |Hd(Ω)|2. (6.225)
From (6.224) and similarly to Hcs(s), we verify that Hds(z) is also a second order
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system whose poles are given by the roots of the denominator polynomial. Additionally,
Hds(z) also has two zeros, one located at z = 0 and the other at z =∞, hence, Hds(z)
is an all-pole digital system.
As with the bilinear transformation and unlike with the impulse invariance method,
the transformation resulting from the approximation of derivatives method is an alge-
braic transformation, which means that both poles and zeros on the analog domain are
directly mapped to the z-plane through the corresponding inverse transformation, i.e.,
the inverse function of (6.210).
In order to obtain the inverse function of (6.210), we start by computing the squared
of equation (6.210), which is given as
s2 =
1− 2z−1 + z−2
T 2z−1
. (6.226)
The inverse transformation, i.e., the equation that maps points on the s-plane into points
on the z-plane, can then be obtained by conveniently solving equation (6.226) in order
to z, yielding
z =
(sT )2
2
+ 1± sT
√(
sT
2
)2
+ 1. (6.227)
However and as we can see from equation (6.227), the result of solving (6.226) in order
to z yields two distinct solutions, namely, one associated with the ”plus” sign and the
other with the ”minus” sign. The identification of the correct choice of sign for the
inverse transformation can be done by resorting to the poles of (6.221), i.e., the system
function associated with the magnitude-squared frequency response of the first order
system example. Considering the first pole, s1 = −a which is located on the LHP of the
s-plane and substituting it in (6.227) we obtain two solutions accordingly to the selected
sign, namely z+ and z−, which relate as |z−| > |z+|. From equation (6.212) we know
that the correct transformation must map points on the LHP of the s-plane inside the
unit circle of the z-plane. Thus, because the solution z+ has the lower magnitude, the
”plus” sign must necessarily be the correct choice. The correct inverse transformation
is then set by choosing the ”plus” sign, hence,
z =
(sT )2
2
+ 1 + sT
√(
sT
2
)2
+ 1. (6.228)
In fact, it can be shown that the transformation obtained by selecting the ”plus” sign
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maps the points on the LHP of the s-plane inside the unit circle on the z-plane and
points on the RHP outside the unite circle, whereas the selection of the ”minus” sign
works the other way around, i.e., maps the points on the LHP of the s-plane outside
the unit circle on the z-plane and points on the RHP inside the unite circle. Hence, the
selection of the ”plus” sign for the correct transformation.
Equation (6.228) can be further simplified and conveniently expressed as a quotient,
thusly, after some mathematical steps we get
z =
√
(sT )2 + 4 + sT√
(sT )2 + 4− sT . (6.229)
Now that we have properly defined the inverse transformation, we can directly com-
pute the poles of Hdc(z) from those of Hcs(s) in (6.221) through (6.229), i.e.,
s1 = −a ↔ z1 =
√
(aT )2 + 4− aT√
(aT )2 + 4 + aT
, (6.230)
s2 = a ↔ z2 =
√
(aT )2 + 4 + aT√
(aT )2 + 4− aT . (6.231)
Notice that the same values for z1 and z2 can be obtained by computing the roots of
the denominator polynomial of Hds(z) i.e. (6.224).
We clearly see form (6.230) and (6.231) that the poles of Hds(z) are related as
z1 = 1/z2. Moreover and assuming that |a| > 0, the pole z1 is located inside the unit
circle, whereas z2 is located outside the circle.
We are now in a position to finally obtain the digital system transfer function Hd(z)
associated to the first order analog system Hc(s) in (6.216). In order to do so, we select
the pole of Hds(z) that is located inside the unit circle i.e., the stable pole z1. From the
pole z1 we assemble the transfer function of Hd(z) in the form of (6.68) , thus,
Hd(z) =
b
1− z1z−1 =
2aT√
(aT )2 + 4 + aT − (√(aT )2 + 4− aT )z−1 , (6.232)
where b is the normalizing scale factor, which is calculated as b = 1 − z1, so that the
frequency response at dc (z = 1) is equal to unity.
Equation (6.232) is the resulting digital system function obtained from the first order
analog prototype system Hc(s) (see (6.216)) by using the approximation of derivatives
method. Notice that, by approximation of derivatives method we mean the transforma-
tion given by (6.210).
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Clearly, the transfer function of Hd(z) is very different from that obtained by per-
forming a direct substitution, i.e., H ′d(z) (see (6.217)). Recall that H
′
d(z), is the transfer
function resulting from directly substituting equation (6.210) in the first order analog
prototype system transfer function (6.216), i.e., Hc(s). Moreover, notice that unlike
H ′d(z), the transfer function of Hd(z) is only constituted by integer powers of z, hence,
it is a legitimate digital system.
Early on, we have seen that H ′d(z) can not represent a digital system because its
transfer function includes a term of z1/2. Anyway and by substituting z = ejΩ in
(6.217), we can still obtain a frequency response associated to H ′d(z). Comparing the
frequency responses corresponding to H ′d(Ω) and Hd(Ω) we have that
|H ′d(Ω)| = |Hd(Ω)|, (6.233)
∠H ′d(Ω) 6= ∠Hd(Ω). (6.234)
As expected both have the same magnitude response, however, they differ on their phase
response. This is because the conversion from analog-to-digital is performed in Hcs(s)
which only carries the magnitude information of Hc(Ω). Furthermore, it can be shown
that contrary to Hd(Ω), the frequency response H
′
d(Ω) is not minimum phase, thus, it is
not suitable to represent the transmission system associated to a DNTL structure (see
section 6.4).
In the light of the above results and similarly to Hcs(s) it can be shown that the
digital system function Hds(z) associated to the magnitude-squared frequency response
of Hd(z) is also given by the product of two digital systems, i.e.,
Hds(z) = Hd(z)Hd(1/z) = Hd(z)Hd∗(z), (6.235)
where the subscript asterisk stands for the para-Hermitian conjugate operation. In
addition, comparing (6.235) with (6.221) we see that Hd(z) and Hd(1/z) are the digital
counterparts of Hc(s) and Hc(−s), respectively. Thus, and accordingly to (6.229), in
the same way that the poles of Hc(−s) are the opposite (additive inverse) of those of
Hc(s), the poles of Hd(1/z) are the reciprocal (multiplicative inverse) of those of Hd(z).
This is in fact true for any system order.
To get a better understanding of how the poles of higher order systems are distributed
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(a) Pole-zero plot for Hcs(s).
3
(b) Pole-zero plot for Hds(z).
Figure 6.59: Example of third order Butterworth (all-pole) analog system Hc(s).
Pole-zero diagrams for the analog and digital systems associated with the magnitude-
squared frequency responses.
both in the analog an digital domains and because the first order system example previ-
ously analyzed is somewhat limited in this regard, we show in Figure 6.59 the pole-zero
plot for a third order system. Figure 6.59(a) depicts the poles for the analog system
Hcs(s) associated with the magnitude-square frequency response of a third order Butter-
worth filter, whereas Figure 6.59(b) depicts the pole-zero plot for the digital counterpart
system Hds(z) obtained from Hcs(s) via the approximation of derivatives method.
We know from section 4.2.1.1, more specifically from condition (4.27), that, in or-
der for an analog system to be physically realizable, the numerator and denominator
polynomials of the corresponding system function must be constituted by real valued
coefficients. In this way, and from the complex conjugate root theorem, we have that,
if P (s) is a polynomial in s with real coefficients and a + jb (a and b real numbers)
is a root of P (s), then its complex conjugate a − jb is also a root of P (s). Thus, the
poles for the third order Butterwort system Hc(s) ( whose denominator is given by a
polynomial with real valued coefficients ) are given in complex conjugate pairs, hence
are symmetrically placed around the real axis on LHP of the s-plane, as shown in Figure
6.59(a). The poles on the RHP are those of Hc(−s) and are a mirrored version about
the imaginary axis of those of Hc(s).
As a consequence of the complex conjugate root theorem, that is, because the nu-
merator and denominator polynomials of the analog system Hc(s) are solely constituted
by real coefficients, it can be shown that the numerator and denominator polynomials
of the system function associated to the magnitude-squared of the frequency response
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of any analog system are even polynomials, i.e., polynomials only constituted by even
powers of s. This is in fact the key to successfully use equation (6.210) as an analog-to-
digital transformation. In other words, because both the numerator and denominator
polynomials of Hcs(s) are always even polynomials, the resulting digital system Hds(z)
obtained by substituting (6.210) onto Hcs(s) will be always constituted by numerator
and denominator polynomials with integer powers of z, thus eliminating the fractional
powers of z obtained when performing a direct substitution of (6.210) onto Hc(s).
We must emphasize, however, that, even though the analog-to-digital transformation
can be successfully performed by substituting (6.210) onto Hcs(s), only the magnitude
response of Hc(s) is in fact mapped to the digital domain. Notice that the phase response
information of Hc(s) is lost in the analog-to-digital conversion process because the phase
frequency response associated to Hcs(s) is zero. The phase response associated to the
resulting digital system, i.e., Hd(z), results from a realizability constrain, that is, the
transmission frequency response associated to any DNTL structure must always be a
minimum phase frequency response. Thus, the phase response of Hd(Ω) is automatically
defined from its magnitude response (see section 6.4, condition (6.73)).
Figure 6.59(b) depicts the poles for the digital system Hds(z) which are readily
obtainable from those in Figure 6.59(a) through (6.229). The poles inside the unit circle
result from the mapping of the poles of Hc(s), i.e., those on the LHP of the s-plane.
In the same way, the poles outside the unit circle result from the mapping of the poles
of Hc(−s), i.e., those on the RHP of the s-plane. As for the analog system zeros, they
are located at s = ±∞, and accordingly to (6.229) half of them are mapped at z = 0
and the other half at z = ∞, which makes Hds(z) an all-pole system. It is important
to recall that because the resulting digital system is always an all-pole system, the
transformation given by (6.210) is ideal for the optimum synthesis of DNTL structures.
The digital system Hd(z) is finally obtained by selecting only the poles inside the unit
circle and the corresponding digital system function is assembled in the form of (6.68).
From the previous analysis, it becomes clear that the process of obtaining Hd(z)
from Hc(s) is in fact a very simple procedure. It simply consists on computing the poles
of Hd(z) by mapping those of Hc(s) through equation (6.229) and from the poles of
Hd(z) assembling the corresponding transfer function accordingly to (6.68).
Let us now recall the frequency mapping illustrated in Figure 6.58 which results
from using the approximation of derivatives method in the analog-to-digital conversion
of some analog system Hc(s). Moreover, let us assume that Hc(s) is a generic type-I
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Chebyshev system whose corresponding magnitude-squared frequency response is given
by
|Hc(ω)|2 = 1
1 + 2T 2N (ω/ωp)
, (6.236)
where ωp is the analog cutoff frequency, similarly to the example given in Figure 6.58
for a third order filter. In the same way that we obtain Hds(z) by substituting equation
(6.210) into Hcs(s), we can also directly work in the frequency domain and readily obtain
the digital system magnitude-squared frequency response, i.e., |Hd(Ω)|2, by substituting
equation (6.214) into the analog magnitude-squared Chebyshev filter response (6.236).
By doing so, the digital domain magnitude-squared frequency response is given by
|Hd(Ω)|2 = 1
1 + 2T 2N
(
sin(Ω/2)
sin(Ωp/2)
) , (6.237)
where ωp is the digital cutoff frequency.
In light of the direct relation between DNTL structures and digital filters discussed
in section 6.3, equation (6.237) can alternatively be represented as a function of the
electrical length variable, since we know from section 6.3 that Ω = 2θ, thus
|Hd(θ)|2 = 1
1 + 2T 2N
(
sin(θ)
sin(θp)
) , (6.238)
where θp is the cutoff electrical length.
The magnitude-squared frequency response in (6.238) is the same used by Young
[77] and Levy [78] for the synthesis of commensurate stepped-impedance filters (DNTL
filters under our nomenclature). In fact, the works of Levy and Young in the synthesis
of stepped-impedance filters derives from that of Collin [79] and later Riblet [80] on the
design and synthesis of wide-band multi-section quarter-wave impedance transformers.
In his work, Collin states that the insertion loss function for an n-section impedance
transformer can always be expressed as an even and real polynomial in cos(θ). Hence,
Collin’s theorem can be stated as
PL = 1 +Q
2
n(cos(θ)), (6.239)
where PL stands for insertion loss and Qn is either an even or odd polynomial.
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From Collin’s theorem, Young and Levy readily realize that in a similar way, the
insertion loss function for an n-section stepped impedance filter must be given by
PL = 1 +Q
2
n(sin(θ)), (6.240)
Notice from (6.238) that, the insertion loss function associated to |Hd(θ)|2 is given by
its denominator, which clearly is in the form of (6.240).
Although their statement regarding the form of the insertion loss function for both
impedance transformers and stepped impedance filters is completely correct, it lacks
the mathematical evidence that we provide in this section, by making the connection
between digital systems and DNTL structures.
In order to summarize, from a practical viewpoint, the synthesis procedure of DNTL
structures using the approximation of derivatives method, we now highlight the essential
steps of the procedure. The procedure is similar to that previously described regarding
the bilinear transformation, in the present case however it is carried out by undertaking
the following steps:
1. The procedure begins by specifying the digital system frequency properties, i.e.
ripple level, cutoff frequency, etc. These specifications are afterwards converted or
pre-warp into analog frequency specifications (e.g. cutoff frequency) through the
frequency mapping function
ω =
2
T
sin
(
Ω
2
)
. (6.241)
The desired frequency specifications for the analog system are obtained from
(6.241) by a convenient selection of the sampling period T . Notice that simi-
larly to the bilinear transformation, the value of T strongly influences how the
warping effect distorts the resulting digital system spectrum when compared to
the analog one. Furthermore and most importantly, the sampling period T di-
rectly influences the frequency clipping phenomena, i.e., the amount of the analog
frequency response that is in fact mapped to the digital frequency domain. Hence,
high values of T imply a strong clipping effect, i.e., only a small analog frequency
band is mapped to the digital frequency domain, whereas for small values of T a
wider range of the analog frequency domain is mapped to the digital frequency
domain (See Figure 6.58).
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2. From the analog system specifications, the target all-pole analog prototype transfer
function Hc(s) is determined. Many design methods for continuous-time systems
have relatively simple closed-form design formulas (e.g., Butterworth, Chebyshev
polynomials). Furthermore, extensive tables are available for analog filter design.
3. Transform the analog prototype transfer function Hc(s) into its digital counterpart
Hd(z). In order to do so, first compute the poles of the analog system Hc(s) (all-
pole system), then map them from the s-plane to the z-plane accordingly to
z =
√
(sT )2 + 4 + sT√
(sT )2 + 4− sT . (6.242)
From the poles, the transfer function for the digital system is then assembled in
the form of (6.68) and ultimately expressed by
T (z) = Hd(z) =
b
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−1
, (6.243)
where m is the order of the filter and the denominator polynomial coefficients ai
must be real so as to comply with the realizability conditions. The numerator
constant, or normalizing scaling factor, is given by
b = 1 +
m∑
i=1
ai. (6.244)
Notice that, in (6.243) we have conveniently changed our nomenclature from Hd(z)
to T (z) so that we can from now on differentiate from transmission T (z) and
reflection R(z) systems respectively.
4. Obtain the transfer function for the reflection frequency response R(z) associated
to T (z) through the relation
|R(z)|2 = 1− |T (z)|2 (6.245)
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using the procedure described in section 6.6. The transfer function for the reflection
system is given as
R(z) = KR
1 +
m∑
i=1
ei z
−i
1 +
m∑
i=1
ai z
−i
, (6.246)
where ei and ai are the coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomi-
als, and KR is the normalizing gain factor.
5. Compute the DNTL filter impedance profile by applying the discrete layer-peeling
inverse scattering procedure described in section 6.5 on the reflection frequency
response R(z) .
So as to demonstrate the synthesis of DNTL structures using the approximation of
derivatives method we now consider one practical example. For comparison purposes
we chose an analog prototype similar to that of the last example regarding the bilinear
transformation. Thus, the analog system is a fifth order type-I Chebyshev low-pass
filter with in-band ripple Rp = 0.1 dB and normalized cutoff frequency ωc = 0.4pi rad/s.
Notice that the coefficients for the analog prototype can be readily obtained from tables
available in the literature or through the Matlab function cheby1.
We start by setting the analog prototype transfer function as
Hc(s) =
1.2833
s5 + 2.1915s4 + 4.37534s3 + 4.7565s2 + 3.5798s+ 1.2833
, (6.247)
whose coefficients were obtained from Matlab. Furthermore, for this example, we set
the sampling period to T = 1s.
Now that the analog prototype system is defined, step 3. in the procedure can
be carried out starting from the computation of the poles of Hc(s). The poles of the
Poles
p1 0.0728 + j0.7510
p2 0.0728− j0.7510
p3 0.5143
p4 0.3753 + j0.4081
p5 0.3753− j0.4081
Coefficients
b 0.3850
a1 −1.4105
a2 1.4469
a3 −0.9792
a4 0.4178
a5 −0.0900
Table 6.19: Poles and numerator and denominator coefficients coefficients for the 5th
order transmission system function T (z) when considering T = 1s. T (z) is considered
in the form of (6.243).
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Figure 6.60: Magnitude response for the 5th order target analog prototype Hc(ω) ver-
sus the magnitude response of the 5th order digital counterpart T (Ω) obtained through
the approximation of derivatives method with T = 1s. Notice that the frequency nor-
malizations ω/ωs (ωs = 2pi/T ) for the analog domain and Ω/2pi for the digital domain
enables the comparison of both responses under a common domain.
digital system T (z) are then obtained through equation (6.242) from the analog system
poles and for the specified sampling period T . The coefficients ai and bi for the digital
transmission system transfer function are readily obtainable from the poles and T (z) is
set in the form of (6.243). The pole evaluation of T (z) as well as the numerator and
denominator polynomials coefficients are given in Table 6.19.
The magnitude of the frequency response for the digital transmission system T (Ω)
is plotted in Figure 6.60. For comparison purposes, we have also plotted the magnitude
of the frequency response of the analog prototype Hc(ω). Like with the bilinear trans-
formation and due to the wrapping effect, we clearly do not have a good match between
both magnitude responses, except for the low frequency values around zero. However,
the main frequency response features of the analog system, such as ripple, ripple am-
plitude as well as the pass-band and stop-band regions are also present on the digital
system frequency response. The warping effect only affects the frequency locations for
these features. For instance, we see from Figure 6.60 that due to the warping effect the
normalized cutoff frequency for the digital system, i.e., Ωp/2pi, is different from that
of the analog system, i.e., ωp/ωs. Nevertheless, they are closely related through the
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Figure 6.61: Pole-Zero plot associated to the 5th analog prototype Hc(s) in (a) and
Pole-Zero plot associated to the corresponding digital transmission system T (z) in (b).
frequency warping relation given by equation (6.241). Moreover, we clearly see from
Figure 6.60 that the maximum attenuation value for the stop band of T (z) equals the
evaluation of Hc(ω) at |ω/ωs| = 1/pi. This is the result of the frequency clipping effect.
In other words, we see from Figure 6.60 that only the magnitude values of Hc(ω) in
the range −1/pi ≤ ω/ωs ≤ 1/pi are mapped to the entire digital frequency domain, i.e.,
−1/2 ≤ Ω/2pi ≤ 1/2.
In this example and for demonstration purposes, the sampling period was deliber-
ately set to T = 1s so as to obtain a reasonable stop-band attenuation. As for the
analog system parameters and for comparison purposes, they were kept the same as for
the examples regarding the impulse invariance method and the bilinear transformation.
However, for a proper synthesis of DNTL structures using the bilinear transformation,
the procedure usually begins with the specifications (ripple level, cutoff frequency, maxi-
mum stop-band attenuation,...) for the frequency response in the digital domain. These
specifications, are then converted to the analog domain via the frequency warping rela-
tion (6.241). From these values, the analog system is designed and then converted into
its digital counterpart through the approximation of derivatives method (6.210).
Figure 6.61(a) shows the locations for the poles of the analog prototype system Hc(s)
on the s-plane. On the other hand, Figure 6.61(b) depicts the locations of the zeros and
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Figure 6.62: Pole-Zero plots associated to the 5th order reflection system R(z) for
T = 1s. In (a) are depicted the zeros and poles for |R(z)|2, whereas in (b) we have the
zeros and poles of R(z) which in turn are selected from those of |R(z)|2.
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Figure 6.63: Impedance profile associated to R(z), which is characterized by the
pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.62(b). The depicted impedance profile was
obtained from 15 iterations of the DLP inverse scattering algorithm. Notice that the
impedance profile is in fact solely constituted by five sections as the impedance values
only evaluate differently from 50Ω on five sections.
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Numerator
e1 −3.0261
e2 4.8575
e3 −4.8575
e4 3.0261
e5 −1.0000
Denominator
a1 −1.4105
a2 1.4469
a3 −0.9792
a4 0.4178
a5 −0.0900
Table 6.20: Coefficients for the 5th order reflection system R(z) computed from the
transmission system T (z). The gain factor is KR = 0.3 and R(z) is in the form of
(6.246).
poles on the z-plane for the transmission system, T (z). As previously referred, the poles
of T (z) are obtained through the approximation of derivatives method by considering a
period sampling of T = 1s. Clearly, we see that the poles for the stable analog system,
which are located on the LHP of the s-plane, are mapped to the inside of the unit circle
on the z-plane. Thus, the digital system T (z), as obtained through the approximation
of derivatives method, is also a stable system. Furthermore, Hc(s) has five zeros located
at s = ∞. When mapped into the z-plane through the approximation of derivatives
method, these infinite zeros of Hc(s) originate a zero at z = 0 of multiplicity five, as
depicted in Figure 6.61(b). Thus the resulting digital system T (z) is classified as an
all-pole digital system.
In step 4. of the procedure, the reflection system transfer function R(z) is computed
from its associated transmission system, T (z), through the relation (6.245). We start
by computing the poles and zeros for the squared magnitude of the reflection system
transfer function, |R(z)|2. The corresponding pole-zero plot is given in Figure 6.62(a).
The pole-zero plot for R(z) is depicted in Figure 6.62(b) and is obtained from that of
|R(z)|2 by selecting the stable poles and one zero from each pair of zeros. From this pole-
zero selection the transfer function for R(z) is easily computed in the form of equation
Section Impedance (Ω)
0 50
1 92.86
2 28.32
3 128.91
4 28.32
5 92.86
6 50
Table 6.21: Impedance values for each section of the DNTL synthesized for the fifth
order filter example considering the pole-zero configuration depicted in Figure 6.62(b).
The impedance value for section 0, i.e., the first section, is set to that of the microwave
system characteristic impedance, 50Ω.
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(6.246). The coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials of R(z) are
given in Table 6.20.
The computation of the impedance profile for the DNTL structure which implements
as its transmission frequency response the fifth order Chebyshev filter, thus T (Ω), is
done in the fifth and final step of the procedure. For that and similarly to the previous
examples, we run the DLP inverse scattering algorithm on the reflection response system
R(z). The resulting DNTL structure impedance profile, as computed by the inverse
scattering procedure, is depicted in Figure 6.63, and is given as a five section length
DNTL structure. The corresponding impedance profile values are given in Table 6.21.
In summary, we conclude that the approximation of derivatives method, when used
through the transformation given in (6.210), proves to be very useful in the synthesis
of DNTL structures. This is mainly due to size constrains, i.e., when compared with
both the impulse invariance method and the bilinear transformation, the approximation
of derivatives method allow for the synthesis of finite length DNTL structures. This is
unlike with the other two methods where the resulting DNTL structure is usually of infi-
nite length and further depends on truncation procedures. Moreover, we have seen that
using the approximation of derivatives method on a n-th order analog all-pole systems
always results in an n-th all-pole digital systems. Consequently and accordingly to the
discussion undertaken in section 6.3, using the approximation of derivatives method on
the synthesis of a n-th order all-pole analog system always results in an n section DNTL
structure.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the concept of discrete nonuniform transmission line
(DNTL), that is NTL structures with a discrete impedance profile, which is unlike the
continuous impedance profile observed on the NTL structures observed on the previous
chapters. The properties of DNTL structures were investigated and the realizability
conditions assessed.
The parallelism between DNTL structures and digital filters was established and a
modified version of the discrete layer-peeling inverse scattering algorithm was derived
from digital filter theory.
The specific conditions for the optimum synthesis (minimum length) of DNTL struc-
tures were investigated and a new method to perform the synthesis of DNTL structures
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using DSP techniques was derived.
Finally the synthesis of DNTL filters using analog filters prototypes was considered,
and a new analog-to-digital conversion technique was developed.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The primary goal of this research work is to set a solid working base and propose inno-
vative methods/procedures and tools for the synthesis of high performance structures
employing inverse scattering theory.
An overview on transmission line theory and network analysis was presented in Chap-
ter 2, where it is shown through the Maxwell equations that energy can be transmitted
in the form of guided waves. Moreover, the concepts of waveguide and transmission line
were introduced. A special attention was given to the mathematical analysis of transmis-
sion lines, from which it was demonstrated their capability of guiding TEM propagating
waves. Additionally, the scattering parameters were introduced as a means for char-
acterizing N-port microwave systems and the wave-amplitude transmission matrix as a
tool for the analysis of cascade connection systems.
The analysis of nonuniform transmission lines is addressed in Chapter 3 where sev-
eral direct scattering tools are presented. Two main direct scattering approaches are
considered: the coupled mode theory and the transmission matrix method. The former
is a more generic method (both waveguides and transmission lines) and is based on the
spatial coupling of modes within guiding wave structures whereas the later method is
particular to the analysis of nonuniform transmission line structures. In this chapter,
the generic coupled mode theory method is adapted to the analysis of nonuniform trans-
mission lines structures assuming single mode TEM propagation. Furthermore, for three
specific cases the simplification of the coupled mode theory led to analytical solutions,
namely for weak, constant and periodic coupling nonuniform transmission lines. For the
later method, i.e. the transmission matrix method, two different strands were presented:
the constant coupling discretization strand and the constant impedance discretization
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strand.
The theory of inverse scattering is introduced in Chapter 4, where an in-depth anal-
ysis of analytical and numerical inverse scattering methods is presented. The inverse
scattering methods presented are divided into two major groups. The first group consists
on integral equation based inverse scattering methods and are based on the solution of
the GLM integral equation or alternatively the solution of a system of integral equations
(ZS system). The solution to these integral equations can be obtained through math-
ematical manipulation in the form of a closed form analytical expression, or through
numerical and iterative procedures. On the other hand, the second group comprises the
so-called differential inverse scattering methods. These methods are based on discrete
nonuniform transmission line models and rely on recursive identification procedures.
Two differential inverse scattering methods were addressed, namely the CLP and DLP
procedures. The outcome of these procedures inherently translates into the synthesis of
continuously varying impedance profile transmission lines.
The potential and versatility of the inverse scattering theory on the synthesis of
nonuniform transmission line based structures is demonstrated in Chapter 5, where we
address the synthesis of several passive microwave devices, namely: bandstop filters,
filters with arbitrary reflective group delay response and TEM directional couplers with
arbitrary coupling response. Additionally, we assess the impact of the truncation and
windowing procedures on the synthesis of classical band-stop filters and identify the opti-
mum windowing configurations which reduce the truncation error on the approximation
to the ideal frequency response. The influence of the different classical filter parameters
on the length and maximum characteristic impedance values of the synthesized filters is
evaluated and finally the synthesis procedures is evaluated through a comparative study
between numerical, analytical and electromagnetic simulations as well as experimental
measurements.
Finally, the concept of discrete nonuniform transmission line (DNTL) is introduced
in Chapter 6. Discrete nonuniform transmission lines are nonuniform transmission lines
with a discrete impedance profile, which is unlike the nonuniform transmission lines con-
sidered in the previous chapters. Due to their discrete nature, DNTL structures possess
peculiar characteristic which denote some similarity with digital systems. In this sense,
in this chapter, the parallelism between DNTL structures and digital filters was estab-
lished and a modified version of the discrete layer-peeling inverse scattering algorithm
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was accordingly derived with the corresponding digital filter theory parallelism. More-
over, a new theoretical framework regarding the parallelism between discrete nonuniform
transmission lines and digital filters is established. Within this framework, specific condi-
tions for the optimum synthesis (minimum length) of DNTL structures were investigated
and a novel analog-to-digital conversion technique was developed.
In summary, this work has provided a deep insight into the theory and methods/pro-
cedures used both for the analysis, i.e., direct scattering and synthesis , i.e., inverse
scattering of nonuniform transmission line based structures. Moreover, from the work
basis established on the first chapters (direct and inverse scattering) novel broad-band
devices have been synthesized as well innovative procedures have been developed. We
higgling however the work developed in Chapter 6 regarding DNTL structures and the
corresponding parallelism with digital filter theory. The work presented on this chapter
provides a new set of tools that might potentially assist in future developments on the
subject of synthesis of enhanced performance microwave devices using inverse scattering
theory.
7.1 Recommendations for future work
Based on the work presented on this thesis, several research directions for future work
can be taken. Among this directions, we now highlight the ones that we consider to be
the most relevant:
• Apply inverse scattering theory to the synthesis of other microwave structures
so as to enhance their performances. For instance power dividers, slot antennas,
impedance transformers, bandpass filters and phase shifters.
• Investigate the use of inverse scattering on the synthesis microwave resonators so as
to synthesize multi-band resonators with arbitrarily defined resonant frequencies.
• Apply digital filters design tools and techniques on the synthesis of DNTL based
directional couplers as well as high-pass and all-pass filters.
• Further study regarding the physical implementation of DNTL structures, more
specifically, the evaluation of the influence of sampling rate, bandwidth, system or-
der, and curt-off frequencies on the length and maximum characteristic impedance
values of the synthesized DNTL structures.
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• Synthesis of reduced size UWB filters based on DNTL impedance transformers
structures composed by quarter-wave length resonators and impedance inverters.
• Synthesis of quasi -elliptical filters using recurring to input port and output port
located stubs which are liable to be synthesized as all-pass DNTL filters.
• Synthesis of DNTL based slot antennas.
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